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Preface

The Eleventh Workshop on Non-Classical Models of Automata and Applications (NCMA 2019)
was held in Valencia, Spain, on July 2nd and 3rd , 2019. The NCMA workshop series was
established in 2009 as an annual forum for researchers working on di↵erent aspects of nonclassical and classical models of automata and grammars. The purpose of the NCMA workshop
series is to provide an opportunity to exchange and develop novel ideas, and to stimulate
research on non-classical and classical models of automata and grammar-like structures. Many
models of automata and grammars are studied from di↵erent points of view in various areas,
both as theoretical concepts and as formal models for applications. The goal of the NCMA
workshop series is to motivate a deeper coverage of this particular area and in this way to foster
new insights and substantial progress in computer science as a whole.
The previous workshops took place in the following places:
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Wroclaw, Poland,
Jena, Germany,
Milano, Italy,
Fribourg, Switzerland,
Umeå, Sweden,
Kassel, Germany,
Porto, Portugal,
Debrecen, Hungary,
Praha, Czech Republic, and
Košice, Slovakia.

The Eleventh Workshop on Non-Classical Models of Automata and Applications (NCMA 2019)
was organized at the Universitat Politècnica de València. Its scientific program consisted of
two invited lectures, eleven regular contributions, and three short presentations.
At NCMA 2019 there were two invited lectures:
• Victor Mitrana (National Institute for Research and Development of Biological Science,
Bucharest, Romania, and Departamento de Sistemas Informáticos, Universidad Politécnica
de Madrid, Spain):
DNA self-assembly by hairpin
• Agustı́n Riscos-Núñez (Research Group on Natural Computing, Department of Computer
Science and Artificial Intelligence, Universidad de Sevilla, Spain):
Complexity classes in Membrane Computing: P-conjecture and related issues.
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We thank Victor Mitrana and Agustı́n Riscos-Núñez for accepting our invitation and for presenting their recent results.
For NCMA 2019, we received submissions by a total of 42 authors from 13 di↵erent countries. On the basis of at least three referees’ reports each, the Program Committee selected 11
contributions for presentation at NCMA 2019 and for inclusion in the workshop proceedings.
We thank the members of the Program Committee for their excellent work in making this
selection:
• Erzsébet Csuhaj-Varjú (Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary),
• Henning Fernau (Trier University, Germany),

• Markus Holzer (University of Giessen, Germany), co-chair,
• Bruno Guillon (INRIA Lille, France),

• Galina Jirásková (Slovak Academy of Sciences, Košice, Slovakia),
• Lila Kari (University of Waterloo, Canada),

• Zbyněk Křivka (Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic),

• Alberto Leporati (Università degli Studi di Milano Bicocca, Italy),
• Andreas Malcher (University of Giessen, Germany),

• Brink van der Merve (University of Stellenbosch, South Africa),

• Benedek Nagy (Eastern Mediterranean University, Famagusta, North Cyprus),
• Friedrich Otto (University of Kassel, Germany),

• Cem Say (Boǧazici University of Istanbul, Turkey),

• José M. Sempere (Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain), co-chair,
• Petr Sosı́k (Silesian University, Opava, Czech Republic)
• Bianca Truthe (University of Giessen, Germany),

• György Vaszil (University of Debrecen, Hungary).
We also thank the following colleagues for helping in the evaluation process by providing external reviews:
• Simon Beier (University of Giessen, Germany),
• Suna Bensch (University of Umeå, Sweden),
• Artur Jeż (University of Wroclaw, Poland),

• Jozef Jirásek (University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada),

• Radim Kocman (Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic),
• Damián López (Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain),
• Luca Prigioniero (Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy).
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In addition to the invited talks and regular contributions, NCMA 2019 also featured three short
presentations to emphasize its workshop character, each of them also having been evaluated by
at least two members of the Program Committee.
This volume contains the two invited presentations and the eleven regular contributions. Extended abstracts of the short papers presented at NCMA 2019 appear separately.
A special issue of a renowned scientific journal dedicated to NCMA 2019 will also be edited
after the workshop, and it will contain extended versions of selected papers, which will undergo
the standard refereeing process of the journal.
The local organizing committee is grateful to the Universitat Politècnica de València as well as
to the Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingenierı́a Informática (ETSINF) and the Departamento
de Sistemas Informáticos y Computación (DSIC) for the financial support of NCMA 2019.
June 2019

Rudolf Freund, Wien
Markus Holzer, Giessen
José M. Sempere, Valencia
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DNA SELF-ASSEMBLY BY HAIRPIN
(EXTENDED ABSTRACT)
Victor Mitrana
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Abstract
The goal of this work is to survey in a systematic and uniform way the main results regarding a
bio-inspired operation suggested by the DNA biochemistry: hairpin completion. Three variants
of this operation are discussed as formal operations on words and languages: hairpin completion, hairpin lengthening, and bounded hairpin completion. We first consider several languagetheoretic properties of these operations: the closure of some classes of languages (classes in the
Chomsky hierarchy, complexity classes, classes of semilinear languages) under the non-iterated
as well as iterated hairpin completion operations. We then consider distances between two words
based on these operations, defined as the minimal number of operations applied to one of the
two words in order to obtain the other one, and discuss algorithms for computing them. Finally
we discuss some open problems and possible directions for further research.

1.

Introduction

A DNA strand can be abstracted, if its spatial structure is ignored, as a word over the four-letter
alphabet {A, C, G, T} where the letters represent the nucleotides Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine,
and Thymine, respectively. In the double helix of DNA, the two strands are end-to-end chemically oriented in opposite directions, namely from 5’ to 3’ and from 3’ to 5’, respectively, hence
they are anti-parallel, which permits base pairing by the Watson-Crick complementarity, where
A is complementary to T and C to G. This base pairing, by the hydrogen bonds between complementary nucleotides under some specific environment conditions, is one of the main properties
of DNA which the process of DNA replication is based on.
Throughout this note, we use a bar-notation for the Watson-Crick complement; thus A = T and
T = A as well as C = G and G = C. We extend this bar-notation to sequences of nucleotides
(words) by s1 · · · sn = sn · · · s1 .
Work supported by a grant of the Romanian National Authority for Scientific Research and Innovation,
project number POC P-37-257.
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Due to the base pairing discussed above, a single stranded DNA molecule may produce a hairpin
structure as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Hairpin structure.

In many DNA-based algorithms, the single stranded DNA molecules that formed already or
might form a hairpin structure cannot be used in the subsequent computations. Hairpin or
hairpin-free DNA structures have numerous applications in DNA computing and molecular
genetics. In a series of papers, see, e.g.,[6, 11, 12], such structures are discussed in the context
of finding sets of DNA sequences which are unlikely to lead to “bad” hybridizations, that is DNA
fragments do not anneal to complementary segments in undesired ways. It has been claimed
in di↵erent places that the potential of DNA molecules to form self-assembly structures might
be employed for designing solutions to hard problems, see, e.g., [31]. Thus a first DNA-based
solution to the CNF-SAT problem, where one of the main steps was implemented on the basis of
hairpin formation by single-stranded DNA molecules was reported in [29]. In this DNA-based
solution, the third phase is mainly based on the elimination of hairpin structured molecules.
A rather long and complicated lab methodology is discussed for implementing this phase. We
propose a modification of this algorithm that may use any of the three operations considered
here and could be easily implemented. Di↵erent types of hairpin and hairpin-free languages
were defined in [27], [3], and [15], where they were studied from a language theoretical point of
view.
A common lab technique to lengthen DNA or to make copies of regions of DNA is called
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). This technique which is rather cheap, easy and reliable is
widely used in molecular biology but also in DNA computing. This technique is used to
produce a complete double stranded DNA molecule starting from a single stranded molecule
as informally follows: the starting single strand (usually called primer) is bonded to its 30 end
with another shorter strand (usually called template) by Watson-Crick complementarity. Then
a polymerization bu↵er with many copies of the four nucleotides, and a DNA polymerase (an
enzyme) will concatenate nucleotides to the primer by complementing the template. A very
closely related intramolecular reaction, called whiplash PCR, which employs polymerization
stop is also used here.
These principles discussed above have been the source of inspiration for introducing in [4] a new
formal operation on words, namely hairpin completion. We now informally explain the hairpin
completion operation and how it can be related to the aforementioned biological concepts. Let
us consider the following hypothetical biological situation: we are given one single stranded
DNA molecule z such that either a prefix or a suffix of z is Watson-Crick complementary to a
subword of z. Then the prefix or suffix of z and the corresponding subword of z get annealed by
complementary base pairing and then z is lengthened by DNA polymerases up to a complete
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hairpin structure. Finally, the linear structure of the molecule is restored by DNA denaturation
such that the whole process described above can be resumed. This is illustrated in Figure 2,
where z = ↵ ↵.

Figure 2: (a) A single stranded DNA molecule; (b) hairpin formation with part ↵; (c) polymerization
extension of ; (d) restoring the linear structure.

The mathematical expression of this hypothetical situation defines the hairpin completion operation.
This operation is considered in [4] as an abstract operation on formal languages. A series of
subsequent works extended the investigation of this operation and proposed a few variants. All
these variants together with the main results are to be surveyed here. Some algorithmic problems regarding the hairpin completion are investigated in [19]. In the aforementioned papers,
no restriction is imposed on the length of prefix or suffix added by the hairpin completion. In
[14] one considers a restricted variant of the hairpin completion, called bounded hairpin completion. Another operation derived from the biological phenomenon described above, namely
hairpin lengthening has been introduced in [20] and further investigated in [20]. Two other
operations inspired by these biological phenomena are: WK-superposition [2] and [22], overlap
assembly [5] and [10].

2.

Basic Definitions

We assume the reader to be familiar with the fundamental concepts of formal language theory
and automata theory, see, e.g., [28].
An alphabet is a finite set of letters. For a finite set A we denote by card(A) the cardinality of
A. The set of all words over an alphabet V is denoted by V ⇤ . The empty word is denoted by ";
moreover, V + = V ⇤ \{"}. Given a word w over an alphabet V , we denote by |w| its length, while
|w|a denotes the number of occurrences of the letter a in w. If w = xyz for some x, y, z 2 V ⇤ ,
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then x, y, z are called prefix, subword, suffix, respectively, of w. If 0 < |x|, |z| < |w|, then x
and z are called proper prefix and proper suffix, respectively. If x or z is non-empty, then y
is called a proper subword of w. For a word w, w[i..j] denotes the subword of w starting at
position i and ending at position j, 1  i  j  |w|. If i = j, then w[i..j] is the i-th letter of
w, which is simply denoted by w[i].
We now define three variants of the hairpin completion operation following [1]. An involution
1
over a set S is a bijective mapping : S ! S such that =
. In this paper’s context,
any involution over some set S such that (a) 6= a for all a 2 S is called a Watson-Crick
involution. Despite that this is nothing more than a fixed point-free involution, we prefer this
terminology since the hairpin completion defined later is inspired by the DNA biochemistry,
where the Watson-Crick base-pair complementarity plays an important role. Let · be a WatsonCrick involution over some alphabet V ; we extend this involution to an anti-morphism from
V ⇤ to V ⇤ in the usual way, namely a1 a2 . . . an = an . . . a2 a1 . We say that the letters a and
a are complementary to each other. If · is a Watson-Crick involution over some alphabet V ,
then clearly V = {a | a 2 V } = V ; such an alphabet is called a Watson-Crick alphabet. If
not otherwise stated, all the alphabets in this note are Watson-Crick alphabets and · is a fixed
involution such that a 6= a for any letter a in the alphabet. Remember that the DNA alphabet
consists of four letters, VDN A = {A, C, G, T }, which are abbreviations for the four nucleotides
and we have set A = T , C = G.
Let V be an alphabet, for any w 2 V + we define the k-hairpin lengthening of w, denoted by
HLk (w), for some k 1, as follows [20]:
HLPk (w) = { w | w = ↵ ↵ , |↵| = k, ↵, ,
and is a proper prefix of }
HLSk (w) = {w | w = ↵ ↵, |↵| = k, ↵, ,
and is a proper suffix of },
HLk (w) = HLPk (w) [ HLSk (w)

2 V +,
2 V +,

If in the above definitions, one replaces “ is a proper prefix/suffix of ” by “ = ”, then
the operation is called k-hairpin completion [4] and it is denoted by HCk . Furthermore, if
= and | |  p, for some positive integer p, then the operation is called p-bounded k-hairpin
completion [14] and it is denoted by pHCk . The hairpin lengthening/completion and bounded
hairpin completion of w is defined by
[
H(w) =
Hk (w),
k 1

where H 2 {HL, HC, pHC}, respectively. The hairpin lengthening/completion and bounded
hairpin completion is naturally extended to languages by
[
[
Hk (L) =
Hk (w)
H(L) =
H(w),
w2L

w2L

where H 2 {HL, HC, pHC}, respectively. We want to stress that the biological phenomenon is
just a source of inspiration for introducing the operations defined above. First, it is known that
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a “stable” hairpin structure as above is possible if the subword ↵ is sufficiently long. Second,
it is known that DNA polymerase can act continuously only in the 5’ ! 3’ due to the greater
stability of 3’ when attaching new nucleotides. As one can see in our definitions, we have
allowed polymerase to extend continuously in either end; however, polymerase can also act in
the opposite direction, but in short “spurts” (Okazaki fragments).
For a class of languages F and an integer k
1 we denote the class of the hairpin lengthening/completion and bounded hairpin completion of languages in F by Hk (F) = {Hk (L) | L 2
F}.
A set of tuples of integers constructed as a multi-dimensional arithmetic progression is called
linear. A finite union of linear sets is called semilinear. The semilinear sets are exactly the
sets definable in Presburger arithmetic [13]. They also can be viewed as a generalization of
ultimately periodic sets of natural numbers to any given dimension.
A language is semilinear if its Parikh map is a semilinear set [26]. More formally, a subset S of
Nk (k-tuples of natural numbers) is a linear set if there exist vectors v0 , v1 , . . . , vn 2 Nk such
n
X
that S = {v0 +
xi vi |xi 2 N, 1  i  n}. A finite union of linear sets is called a semilinear
i=1

set. Let V = {a1 , . . . , ak } be an alphabet. The Parikh mapping of w is the vector (w) =
(|w|a1 , . . . , |w|ak ), which is extended to languages, by (L) = { (w)|w 2 L}. Furthermore, a
language family is called semilinear if all the languages in the family are semilinear.

3.

Language-theoretic Properties of the Non-iterated Versions

In this section we recall the main results regarding the closure of some classes of languages
(complexity classes, classes in the Chomsky hierarchy) under the non-iterated operations defined
above. We denote by REG, LIN , CF the class of regular, linear context-free and context-free
languages, respectively. We also denote by SLin the class of semilinear languages. First, we
recall from [4]:
Proposition 3.1 For any integer k 1, a language is in LIN if and only if it is the homomorphic image of a language in HCk (REG).
For a given k > 0, consider a triple Sk = (A, B, C) over V , where A, B and C are subsets of
V k . A language L over V is called k-locally testable in the strict sense (k-LTSS for short) if
there exists a triple Sk = (A, B, C) over V such that for any w 2 V ⇤ with |w| k, w 2 L i↵
[Prefk (w) 2 A, Su↵k (w) 2 B, Infk (w) ✓ C] [25]. We have denoted by Prefk (w), Su↵k (w), and
Infk (w), the prefix and the suffix of length k of w, and the set of all subwords of length k of
w, respectively. When L is specified by Sk = (A, B, C), we write L = L(Sk ). A language L is
called locally testable in the strict sense (LTSS) i↵ L is k-LTSS for some k > 0. Clearly, every
k-LTSS language is k 0 -LTSS for any k 0 k. Further, every k-LTSS language is regular.
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Proposition 3.2 [24] For any given k > 1 and any regular language L, there exists a k-LTSS
language L0 , and a weak-code h such that L = HCk (L0 ).
A k-LTSS language L is center-disjoint if there exists a triple Sk = (A, B, C) such that L =
L(Sk ) and ((A 1 L)B 1 ) \ (A [ B) = ;. Again, every center-disjoint k-LTSS language is centerdisjoint k 0 -LTSS for any k 0 k.
Proposition 3.3 [24] For any k > 1, REG is exactly the class of weak-code images of the
k-hairpin completion of center-disjoint k-LTSS languages.
The class LIN behaves in the same way with respect to the closure under hairpin completion.
The non-closure of this class under the hairpin completion was proved in [4]. It is worth noting
that each class HCk (LIN ), k 1, contains non-context-free languages.
A natural question related to the statement of Theorem 3.1 arises: What one can say about
the family of languages defined as the homomorphic image of HCk (LIN )? In [23] it is proved:
Proposition 3.4 HCk (LIN ) is a class of mildly context-sensitive languages, for any k

1.

In [23], a class of mildly context-sensitive languages is meant a class L of languages that satisfies
the following conditions:
(i) each language in L is semilinear,
(ii) for each language in L the membership problem is solvable in deterministic polynomial
time, and
(iii) L contains the following three non-context-free languages:
- multiple agreements: L1 = {an bn cn | n 1},
- crossed agreements: L2 = {an bm cn dm | n, m 1}, and
- duplication: L3 = {ww | w 2 {a, b}+ }.
As far as the closure of some complexity classes under the hairpin completion, we recall from
[4]:
Proposition 3.5
1. Both N SP ACE(f (n)) and DSP ACE(f (n)), where f (n)
log n is a space-constructible
function, is closed under k-hairpin completion, for any k 1.
2. For every k 1, if L is recognizable in O(f (n)) time, then the k-hairpin completion of L is
recognizable in O(nf (n)) time.
However, the n factor is not always needed; for instance, this holds for the classes of regular
and context-free languages.
Proposition 3.6 1. The membership problem for HCk (L) is decidable in linear time for any
k 1, provided that L is a regular language accepted by a given deterministic finite automaton.
2. The membership problem for HCk (L) is decidable in cubic time for any k 1, provided that
L is a context-free language generated by a given context-free grammar.
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As we have seen above, the class of regular languages is not closed under the hairpin completion.
A natural problem is: Given a regular language L and k
1 is it decidable whether or not
the k-hairpin completion of L is still regular. The answer turned out to be positive, but the
problem has a nice history which is reported in the sequel. Let us consider that L is accepted
by a deterministic finite automaton with n states. A first algorithm of time complexity O(n20 )
has been proposed in [9]. A more efficient algorithm, of time complexity O(n8 ), based on a
modified approach has been proposed in [7]. This approach may also be used to show that the
decision problem is NL-complete [8]. Therefore, we can write these results in the form:
Proposition 3.7 The problem of deciding whether or not the hairpin completion of a regular
language accepted by a DFA with n states is still regular:
1. Is NL-complete.
2. Can be solved in O(n8 ) time.
A similar result to the case of hairpin completion holds for the hairpin lengthening as well.
More precisely, see [20]:
Proposition 3.8 A language is in LIN if and only if it is the gsm image of a language in
HLk (REG), for any k 1.
A non-empty family of languages closed under non-erasing homomorphisms, inverse homomorphisms and intersection with regular languages is called trio. A trio is full if it is closed under
arbitrary homomorphisms.
Proposition 3.9 Every (full) trio is closed under p-bounded k-hairpin completion for any
k, p 1.
The following result regarding the closure of the class of semilinear languages under hairpin
completion is taken from [1].
Proposition 3.10
1. SLin is closed neither under HCk nor under HLk , for any k
2. SLin is not closed under pHCk , for any k 1, p 2.

1.

Following the same work [1], we recall sufficient conditions for semilinear languages to preserve
their semilinearity property after applying the hairpin completion. A shu✏e of two words is
an arbitrary interleaving of subwords of these words such that it contains all letters of both
words, like shu✏ing two decks of cards. Formally, the shu✏e operation denoted by ||| is defined
recursively for two words as follows:
x ||| " = " ||| x = {x}, x 2 V ⇤ , and
ax ||| by = a(x ||| by) [ b(ax ||| y), a, b 2 V, x, y 2 V ⇤ .

The shu✏e of two languages L1 , L2 ✓ V ⇤ is denoted by L1 ||| L2 and is defined as the language
consisting of all words that are a shu✏e of a word from L1 and a word from L2 . Thus
L1 ||| L2 = { w 2 u ||| v | u 2 L1 , v 2 L2 }.
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Proposition 3.11 Let F be a family of semilinear languages.
1. If F is closed under intersection and shu✏e with regular languages, then both families
HCk (F) and HLk (F) contain semilinear languages only, for any k 1.
2. If F is closed under intersection with regular languages, then all languages in pHCk (F) are
semilinear for all p, k 1.
Other sufficient conditions for preserving the semilinearity are listed below [1].
Proposition 3.12 If F, a family of semilinear languages, is closed under GSM mappings, then
all families HCk (F), HLk (F), and pHCk (F) contain semilinear languages only, for any k 1.

4.

Language-theoretic Properties of the Iterated Versions

We consider that a similar investigation of the iterated hairpin completion, hairpin lengthening,
and bounded hairpin completion could be of interest for the reader. The iterated version of the
hairpin completion is defined as usual by:
S
HCk0 (w) = {w}, HCkn+1 (w) = HCk (HCkn (w)), HCk⇤ (w) = Sn 0 HCkn (w)
HC 0 (w) = {w}, HC n+1 (w) = HC(HC n (w)), HC ⇤ (w) = n 0 HC n (w)
HCk⇤ (L) =

[

HCk⇤ (w)

w2L

HC ⇤ (L) =

[

HC ⇤ (w).

w2L

In a similar way one can define the iterated hairpin lengthening as well as the bounded hairpin
completion.
As we have mentioned above, the hairpin completion of a regular language is not necessarily
regular but always linear. The situation changes in the case of iterated hairpin completion [4].
Proposition 4.1 For any k
necessarily context-free.

1, the iterated k-hairpin completion of a regular language is not

A stronger result has been proven in [18]:
Proposition 4.2 The iterated hairpin completions of a singleton does not necessarily lie in
CF .
This results was the starting point for further investigations regarding the iterated hairpin
completions of singletons, see, e.g., [16, 17, 30].
The next result has been proved in [19]:
Proposition 4.3 Both N SP ACE(f (n)) and DSP ACE(f (n)), where f (n) log n is a spaceconstructible function, is closed under iterated k-hairpin completion, for any k 1.
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As far as the time complexity classes are concerned, we have [19]:
Proposition 4.4 For every k
1 and every language L recognizable in O(f (n)) time, the
iterated k-hairpin completion of L is recognizable in O(n2 f (n)) time.
Is the n2 factor always needed? Again, it is not needed for context-free languages. However,
we do not know whether a linear algorithm for regular languages exists, but a quadratic one is
presented in [19].
Proposition 4.5
1. The iterated hairpin completion of a context-free language is recognizable in cubic time.
2. The iterated hairpin completion of a regular language is recognizable in quadratic time.
We start now to recall results regarding the iterated hairpin lengthening from [20].
Proposition 4.6 For any k
1, every regular language is the gsm image of the iterated khairpin lengthening of a single word.
Let us remark, following [20], that every iterated k-hairpin lengthening can be simulated by an
iterated k-hairpin lengthening where only one symbols is added in the right-hand or left-hand
end of the current word. Let V be an alphabet and k 1. For each letter a 2 V we define the
two languages:
R(k, a) = {xayzy | x 2 V ⇤ , y, z 2 V + , |y| = k},
L(k, a) = {yzy ax | x 2 V ⇤ , y, z 2 V + , |y| = k}.
Obviously, the two languages are regular.
We now define the mapping
k (w)

k

: V ⇤ ! V ⇤ by:

= {w} [ {wa | w 2 R(k, a), a 2 V } [ {aw | w 2 L(k, a), a 2 V }.

This mapping is naturally extended to languages by

k (L)

=

[

k (w).

w2L

The iterated version of this mapping is defined as usual by:
n+1
0
(w) = k ( nk (w)),
k (w) = {w},
k
and

⇤
k (L)

=

[

⇤
k (w)

=

[

n
k (w),

n 0

⇤
k (w).

w2L

It is plain that for any language L and any k
[20] are based on this simple remark.

1, HL⇤k (L) =

⇤
k (L).

The following results from

Proposition 4.7 The classes of regular, linear context-free, and context-free languages are
closed under iterated k-hairpin lengthening for any k 1.
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A similar result to that of hairpin completion w.r.t. the time complexity classes holds for the
hairpin lengthening:
Proposition 4.8 For every k
1 and every language L recognizable in O(f (n)) time, the
iterated k-hairpin lengthening of L is recognizable in O(n2 f (n)) time.
As far as the classes of linear context-free and context-free languages are concerned, we have
[20]:
Proposition 4.9
1. For every k 1 and every linear context-free language L the iterated k-hairpin lengthening
of L is recognizable in quadratic time.
2. For every k 1 and every context-free language L the iterated k-hairpin lengthening of L is
recognizable in cubic time.
The iterated bounded hairpin completion o↵ers a rather di↵erent picture of closure properties
in comparison to the unbounded variant considered above. We start with a general result from
[14].
Proposition 4.10 Let p, k
1 and F be a (full) trio closed under substitution. Then F is
closed under iterated p-bounded k-hairpin completion if and only if pHCk⇤ (w) 2 F for any word
w.
We recall that none of the families of regular, linear context-free, and context-free languages is
closed under iterated unbounded hairpin completion. The bounded hairpin completion is much
more tractable as shown in [14].
Proposition 4.11 Both families of linear context-free and context-free languages are closed
under iterated p-bounded k-hairpin completion for any k, p 1.
The status of the closure under iterated bounded hairpin completion of the class of regular
languages remains unsettled. Another general result presented in [14] is:
Proposition 4.12 Every trio closed under circular permutation and iterated finite substitution
is closed under iterated bounded hairpin completion.
Proposition 4.13 SLin is closed neither under HCk⇤ nor under pHCk⇤ , for any k
p 2.

3 and

The fact that the iterated p-bounded k-hairpin completion of a singleton is semilinear turned
out to be useful for proving a more general result [1].
Proposition 4.14 Let p, k
1 and F be a class of semilinear languages closed under intersection with regular languages. Then pHCk⇤ (F) 2 SLin.
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Hairpin Distances

The hairpin completion distance between two words x and y is defined as the minimal number
of hairpin completions which can be applied either to x in order to obtain y or to y in order to
obtain x. If none of them can be obtained from the other by iterated hairpin completion, then
the distance is 1. Formally, the k-hairpin completion distance between x and y, denoted by
HCDk (x, y) is defined by:
⇢
min{p | x 2 HCkp (y) or y 2 HCkp (x)},
HCDk (x, y) =
1, if neither x 2 HCk⇤ (y) nor y 2 HCk⇤ (x)
The hairpin lengthening distance as well as the bounded hairpin completion distance are defined
analogously.
We stress from the very beginning that the functions defined above are not distance functions
in the mathematical sense, since they do not necessarily verify the triangle inequality. However,
we call them distances as similar measures (based on di↵erent operations on words) are called
distances in the literature.
In [19], where the hairpin completion distance was introduced, it was proved that
Proposition 5.1 The hairpin completion distance between two words x and y can be computed
in O(max(|x|, |y|)3 ).
We start with a first algorithmic result regarding the hairpin lengthening distance from [20].
Proposition 5.2 The k-hairpin lengthening distance between a word w and all its factors
w[i..j], i, j 2 {1, . . . , |w|}, can be computed in O(|w|2 ).
As an immediate consequence, one gets the following result from [20].
Proposition 5.3 The k-hairpin lengthening distance between two words x and w can be computed in O(max(|x|, |w|)2 ).
Proposition 5.4 The p-bounded k-hairpin completion distance between two given words x and
w can be computed in O(n2 log p) time and O(n2 log p) space, where n = max(|x|, |w|).
Assume that |x|  |w|; then, if x can be transformed by k-hairpin completion into w, then the
length of the words added in the hairpin completion operations applied at each step is bounded
by |w|. Thus computing the unbounded k-hairpin completion distance between x and w is
the same as computing the n-bounded k-hairpin completion distance between x and w (where
n = max(|x|, |w|)), and takes O(n2 log n) time. Therefore, we have
Proposition 5.5 The k-hairpin completion distance between two given words x and w can be
computed in O(n2 log n) time and O(n2 log n) space, where n = max(|x|, |w|).
This improves the cubic time bound shown in Proposition 5.2.
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Final Remarks

We have surveyed the most important results from the literature with respect to the three
variants of hairpin completion operation. As the reader may easily see, there are plenty of open
problems. We give here two short lists with some of them which appear attractive to us. We
start with some problems related to the non-iterated variants.
1. As we have seen, the problem of deciding whether or not the hairpin completion of a
regular language is still regular is decidable. Does this problem remain decidable for linear
context-free or context-free languages?
2. Is it decidable whether or not the k-hairpin completion of a given LTSS language is regular?
3. What about the decidability status of this problem: Is regular the hairpin lengthening of
a given regular language?
We now continue with a list of problems related to the iterated variants.
1. Is it decidable whether or not the iterated hairpin completion of a singleton is regular,
context-free, semilinear?
2. Can the result showing the decidability concerning the regularity of non-iterated hairpin
completion of regular languages be extended to iterated hairpin completion?
3. Given two words x and y, can one decide whether or not HCk⇤ (x) \ HCk⇤ (y) 6= ;? In the
afirmative case, is the problem solvable in polynomial time?
Finally, we would like to mention that the inverse of these operations, called hairpin reductions,
have been also considered. Informally, the hairpin reduction consists of deleting a prefix or suffix
from a complete hairpin word. In a similar way one can define the bounded hairpin reduction
and the hairpin shortening. The reader is referred to [23, 21, 14].
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Abstract
The P conjecture was initially formulated as a question by Gh. Păun in 2005, and despite the
attention it has received since then, it still remains an open problem.
We shall overview the main results obtained so far providing partial solutions to the P-conjecture,
as well as some interesting related contributions to the field of computational complexity classes
in membrane computing (including attempts to tackle the P vs NP problem).

1.

Introduction

Membrane computing – for example, see [12, 15] – was initiated as a novel and unconventional
paradigm, where instead of using tapes or registers and a state-transition processing unit,
the computing devices, known as P systems, consist of membranes and objects (inspired by
proteins and chemicals in the cytoplasm) which can be subject to evolution rules (inspired by
biochemical reactions) that are applied in general in a maximally parallel and non-deterministic
way. Despite being a non-classical model, once the syntax and semantics are formally defined,
one can introduce computational complexity classes in this framework [7].
It soon became clear that some variants of P systems could behave as very efficient devices (in
terms of number of steps), thanks to the massive parallelism achieved by allowing membrane
division. In this way, an exponential number of membranes can be created in a linear number
of steps, and we can profit from this space-time trade-o↵ to obtain “fast” solutions to hard
problems. However, it seems that division rules are not enough if they are not combined
with some other ingredient providing some control (in some sense, providing some context
sensitivity), such as polarizations associated with membranes.
The author acknowledges the support of the research project TIN2017-89842-P, co-financed by Ministerio
de Economı́a, Industria y Competitividad (MINECO) of Spain, through the Agencia Estatal de Investigación
(AEI), and by Fondo Europeo de Desarrollo Regional (FEDER) of the European Union.
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In the talk we briefly overview the definitions and previous theoretical results related to searching bounds for computational complexity classes in membrane computing (e.g. [6, 13, 5]). More
precisely, special attention is paid to the P vs NP problem and the Păun’s conjecture [10] in
particular.
It is worth highlighting that investigations comparing variants of P systems and trying to keep
the ingredients to the minimum do not have only a theoretical interest. Indeed, they have also
a direct impact from a practical point of view, in particular on the development of software
simulation tools required by applications of membrane computing models.

2.

Preliminaries

The reader is assumed to have some background on classical computational complexity (classes
P and NP, and NP-complete problems). The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic
definitions of P systems. We refer to [11] for a comprehensive presentation, and we point to
the url [14] for freely available slides with an introduction to membrane computing in general,
as well as a presentation of complexity classes in membrane computing, focusing on techniques
to tackle the P vs NP problem, together with some other materials.
Nevertheless, let us informally introduce the key notions that will be needed to understand the
discussions in the following sections.
• P systems with active membranes.

• Polynomial-time solution to a problem by means of a family of P systems.
• P-conjecture.

2.1.

P Systems with Active Membranes

P systems with active membranes were introduced in [8, 9]. As customary in membrane computing, each membrane has an associated label, and for each label there is a set of rules. In
this model, each membrane also has an associated polarization, which may take values within
{+, 0, }. Polarizations control the applicability of rules (each rule indicates which is the required polarization to be applicable), and moreover the polarization of a membrane might get
modified by the application of some rules. We refer here to cell-like P systems, where membranes are arranged in a tree-like hierarchical structure, where the root of the tree corresponds
to the so-called skin membrane (a membrane surrounding the whole system), and the leaves
are called elementary membranes (membranes that do not contain any other membrane inside
them).
P systems with active membranes feature evolution rules, communication rules, dissolution
rules, and division rules. Evolution rules act like context-free rewriting rules: one object
is consumed and replaced by a multiset of objects. By means of send-in (resp. send-out)
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communication rules, one object gets into a membrane (resp. out of a membrane, moving to the
parent region), possibly being rewritten into a di↵erent symbol in the process.Dissolution rules
can cause the “elimination” of a membrane, but only the membrane itself and its associated
rules are deleted, the internal contents of the dissolved membrane (including multiset of objects
and inner membranes, if any) are inherited by the parent region.
Finally, division rules are a powerful resource: one object is consumed triggering the process
(which is considered to take only one step), and we obtain two copies of the membrane where
the object was. The copies are almost identical, since all the contents are copied, but the rule
allows us to specify a di↵erent polarization for each daughter cell, as well as one new object to
be created on each of them (possibly di↵erent).

2.2.

Computational Complexity Classes in Membrane Computing

The concept of solving a problem is so natural and intuitive that actually the first solutions to
hard problems by means of P systems were obtained before a formal definition was presented.
We refer to [7] for the details, but informally, to provide a polynomial-time solution to a decision
problem means to design a family of P systems such that: (1) the resources required to build a
system of the family (membrane structure, initial multisets and set of rules) are polynomial; (2)
the system halts in a polynomial number of steps; and (3) for any instance of the problem, the
answer obtained as output of the system always agrees with the “real” answer of such instance.

2.3.

P-conjecture

The fact that three polarizations are included in the model comes from the intuition of considering them as a metaphor of “electrical charges”. However, already in [1], it was shown
that using two polarizations an equivalent power could be obtained. Then, the question arises:
what if we try to reduce from two to one? Note that considering only one polarization means,
in practice, that we cannot use membrane polarization to control, for instance, when a rule is
applicable or not. Therefore, using one is actually equivalent to using no polarizations at all.
At the beginning of 2005, Gh. Păun (problem F from [10]) wrote:
My favorite question (related to complexity aspects in P systems with active membranes and with electrical charges) is that about the number of polarizations. Can
the polarizations be completely avoided? The feeling is that this is not possible – and
such a result would be rather sound: passing from no polarization to two polarizations
amounts to passing from non-efficiency to efficiency.
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“Blind” Division Is Not Enough

As already hinted in the Introduction, the ability of membrane division rules of generating an
exponential workspace (in terms of number of membranes) in a linear time may seem impressive,
but in some situations it has been proved that it is not enough to guarantee a significant speedup of solutions to hard problems. In other words, if we assume that P 6= NP, then there are
systems able to generate exponentially many membranes, but not able to provide “efficient”
solutions to hard problems.
In particular, N. Murphy and D. Woods [4] showed that polarizationless P systems with active
membranes cannot efficiently solve hard problems when division rules are forced to be symmetric
(that is, when an elementary membrane divides, the two new daughter membranes get exactly
the same contents).
Previously, another partial negative answer to the P-conjecture was obtained, unveiling a surprisingly relevant role of dissolution rules. More precisely, in [3] it has been proved that, if
dissolution rules are forbidden, then P systems using division rules without polarizations can
only solve in polynomial time problems in P.
Unfortunately, the reasoning that was used in the proofs cannot be easily translated to the
general statement of the P-conjecture. In the first case, the authors are able to calculate the
output of one computation of the system in a polynomial time by grouping similar membranes
into “equivalence classes”. In the second case, the authors do not explicitly simulate the
computation of the system, but are able to predict the output of the computation by checking
reachability properties of special objects yes and no on the dependency graph (which is a static
representation of the “reactant-product” relationship among objects, according to the rules of
the system).

4.

Polarizationless P Systems Can also Be Powerful

On the other hand, there are also partial negative results to the P-conjecture. One of the
strongest examples was obtained by A. Alhazov and M.J. Pérez-Jiménez [2], who designed a
family of recognizer polarizationless P systems with active membranes using dissolution rules
and division for non-elementary membranes solving QBF-SAT (a PSPACE-complete problem)
in a linear time.
In this proof, the authors replace the technique of “changing the membrane charge” by using
dissolution within a nested structure of membranes. More precisely, in this scenario, when
dissolving a membrane all contents go to the parent membrane, and therefore it is somehow
similar to an operation of changing the membrane label (which is stronger than changing
the membrane charge). Note that the authors rely on non-elementary membrane division in
order to produce exponentially many copies of the aforementioned nested structure, together
with standard (non-symmetrical) elementary division, in order to produce 2n di↵erent truth
assignments. Since this can be seen as an implementation of a brute-force approach, one can
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think that there could be room for improving the design, and maybe adapting the design to
come out with a solution to QBF-SAT or SAT without using non-elementary division.

5.

Final Remarks

There is an interesting side-e↵ect of the partial answers of the P-conjecture, related to practical
applications. By investigating the P systems variants in detail, one can earn a deep knowledge
about how the di↵erent features interact with each other. This knowledge can prove to be useful
when facing the development of software simulation tools, since it can guide the designers to
choose wisely which variant is easier to simulate.
On the other hand, research results related to the P-conjecture often provide “borderlines of
efficiency”. In other words, an ingredient or feature of the model is highlighted because it
seems to play a critical role on the computing power of the model: in the restricted variant (i.e.
without such an ingredient) only problems in P can be efficiently solved, while within the full
variant (i.e. the ingredient is included in the model) it is possible to solve any problem of class
NP (or even larger classes in some cases).
Each of these borderlines provide an unconventional approach to tackle the P vs NP problem:
(a) If we want to prove P = NP, then we need to find a solution to an NP-complete problem
in the restricted variant (maybe looking at the solution working on the full variant and
trying to translate it might be useful).
(b) If we want to prove P 6= NP, then we need to find an NP-complete problem and prove
that it is impossible to find an efficient solution to it in the restricted variant.
Even if the task seems overwhelming, we are determined to keep on this track.
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Abstract
Register machines are a classic model of computing, often seen as a canonical example of a
device manipulating natural numbers. In this paper, we define register machines operating on
general groups instead. This generalization follows the research direction started in multiple previous works. We study the expressive power of register machines as a function of the underlying
groups, as well as of allowed ingredients (zero test, partial blindness, forbidden regions). We
put forward a fundamental connection between register machines and vector addition systems.

1.

Introduction

Register machines are traditionally seen as a model of computing manipulating non-negative
numbers. However, quite some time ago integer numbers were already considered as the base
set for register contents [7]. Such machines are traditionally called blind as long as they do
not allow testing registers for zero, except eventually testing all registers for zero at the end.
The computational power of such blind register machines is inferior to that of “conventional”
register machines over natural numbers [2]. If the register machine is not allowed to go below
zero, but can neither explicitly test its registers for zero, it is called partially blind.
Even further, we need not restrict the definition of the model to numbers. For example,
Section 3 of [2] gives a very general definition of register machines whose registers may contain
elements of any set A. However, going this far up the abstraction scale loses too much structure:
almost nothing can be said about such general constructs. In this paper, we focus on a level of
abstraction which is in between the two: we consider register machines over finitely presented
groups. This generalization comes in as a natural sequel to multiple previous works. For
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example, [8] introduced integer vector addition systems by lifting the traditional restriction on
the vectors to only contain non-negative components. Subsequently, [6] generalized P systems
(compartmentalized multiset rewriting systems [14]) to allow multiplicities of objects to come
from Abelian groups instead of just natural numbers. Finally, papers [2, 3] come back on the
less general case of integer multiplicities and show a number of new properties of integer vector
addition systems and blind register machines.
In this work, we define register machines over arbitrary finite families of groups, with or without
zero test, as well as partially blind register machines, and register machines with forbidden
regions (Section 3). Each of these ingredients is meant to generalize individual features which
appear in the classic definition of register machines. We then study the computational power
of the variants we define: we compare the generating and the accepting modes, single- and
multi-register machines, vector addition systems with and without states (Section 4).

2.

Preliminaries

In this paper, we use the symbols R, Z, and N to refer to the set of real numbers, integer
numbers, and the set of natural numbers including 0.
For an alphabet V , by V ⇤ we denote the free monoid generated from the elements of V under
the operation of concatenation, i.e., containing all possible strings over V. The empty string is
denoted by . The family of all recursively enumerable sets of strings is denoted by RE, the
corresponding family of recursively enumerable sets of Parikh sets (vectors of natural numbers)
and of number sets is denoted by P sRE and N RE, respectively. For an extensive introduction
to the theory of formal languages, we recommend [14, 15].
Given a set A, a total function f : A ⇥ A ! A is called a binary operation over A. We will
use the infix notation af b to refer to f (a, b), for a, b 2 A. A relation over a set A is any subset
R ✓ A ⇥ A. As for binary operations, we will also use the infix notation aRb for (a, b) 2 R.
A relation  ✓ A ⇥ A is a called a total order if the following statements hold for every three
elements a, b, c 2 A:
• antisymmetry: if a  b and b  a then a = b,
• transitivity: if a  b and b  c then a  c,
• totality: either a  b or b  a.
For a, b 2 A and a total order  on A, we will sometimes write b a as equivalent to a  b,
and use a < b (a > b) to denote that a  b and a 6= b (a b and a 6= b).

2.1.

Groups and Group Presentations

A group is the structure G = (G0 , ) where G0 is the set of elements (the underlying set) and
: G0 ⇥ G0 ! G0 a binary operation over G0 satisfying the following properties (group axioms):
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• closure: for any a, b 2 G0 , a b 2 G0 ,

• associativity: for any a, b, c 2 G0 , (a b) c = a (b c),

• identity: there exists a (unique) element e 2 G0 , called the identity, such that e
a e = a for all a 2 G0 , and

a =

• invertibility: for any a 2 G0 , there exists a (unique) element a 1 , called the inverse of a,
such that a a 1 = a 1 a = e.
The group G is called commutative or Abelian, if for any a, b 2 G0 , a b = b a. A subgroup
of the group (G, ) is any group (H, ) with H ✓ G and the same group operation . For any
element b 2 G0 , the order of b is the smallest number n 2 N such that bn = e provided such n
exists, and then we write ord (b) = n. If no such n exists, {bn | n 1} is an infinite subset of
G0 and we write ord (b) = 1. In the following, we will often use the same symbol G to refer
both to a group and to its underlying set.
The definitions and examples from group theory we exhibit now follow the exposition given in
[1] and [2], based on the notions in [9].
For any set B, the set B 1 is defined to contain the symbols representing the “inverses” of the
elements of B, i.e., B 1 = {b 1 | b 2 B}. B (not containing the identity) is called a generator set
of the group G if every element a from G can be written as a finite product/sum of elements
from B [ B 1 , i.e., a = b1 · · · bm for b1 , . . . , bm 2 B [ B 1 . In this paper, we restrict
ourselves to finitely presented groups, i.e., having a finite presentation hB | Ri with B being
a finite generator set and moreover, R being a finite set of relations among these generators.
Informally, the group G = hB | Ri is the largest one generated by B subject only to the group
axioms and the relations in R. We will restrict ourselves to relations of the form b1 · · · bm = e
with b1 , . . . , bm 2 B; omitting the identity e we write b1 · · · bm , which then is called relator.
Example 2.1 Z is a special case of an Abelian group generated by 1 and its inverse 1,
i.e., Z is the free group generated by B = {1}. Zd is the Abelian group generated by the unit
vectors (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) and their inverses (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0). It is well known that every finitely
generated Abelian group is a direct sum of a torsion group and a free Abelian group, where
the torsion group may be written as a direct sum of finitely many quotient groups of the form
Z/pk Z, with p a prime and k 2 N, and the free Abelian group is a direct sum of finitely many
copies of Z.
Remark 2.2 In this paper, we will restrict ourselves to finitely generated groups, for which
the word equivalence problem u = v is decidable, i.e., there exists a decision procedure telling
us whether u v 1 = e for two strings u and v. In this case, we call G recursive or computable.
If the set of relators R in a presentation hB | Ri of G is computable (recursive), we call this a
computable (recursive) presentation. Clearly, any finitely presented group is computable.
A linearly or totally ordered group is construct (A, +, ) where (A, +) is a group,  ✓ A ⇥ A is
a total order on A and, for any triple a, b, c 2 A, the fact that a  b implies that c + a  c + b
and a + c  b + c.
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2.2.

Register Machines

Register machines are well-known universal devices for computing (generating or accepting) sets
of vectors of natural numbers. The article [11] is one of the reference works on the universality
of register machines.
Definition 2.3 A register machine is the construct M = (m, B, l0 , lh , P ), where
• m is the number of registers,
• B is a set of labels bijectively labeling the instructions in the set P ,
• l0 2 B is the initial label,
• lh 2 B is the final label, and
• P is the set of instructions.
The labeled instructions in P can be of the following forms:
• p : (ADD (r) , q, s), with p 2 B \ {lh }, q, s 2 B, 1  r  m.
Increment the value of register r and non-deterministically jump to instruction q or s.
• p : (SU B (r) , q, s), with p 2 B \ {lh }, q, s 2 B, 1  r  m.
If the value of register r is not zero then decrement the value of register r ( decrement case)
and jump to instruction q, otherwise jump to instruction s ( zero-test case).
• lh : HALT .
Stop the execution of the register machine.
A register machine M can be seen as an accepting device, a generating device, or as a device
computing functions or relations. In this paper, we will only consider the accepting and the
generating cases. In the accepting case, the first k registers of M are designated as input
registers, and are initialized to a k-vector of natural numbers v (the input vector). If there
exists a computation of M starting with this initial configuration and reaching the HALTinstruction, then v is accepted by M . Without loss of generality, we may assume all registers
to be empty at the end of the computation. On the other hand, in the generating case, a single
initial configuration is fixed for all computations of M , the first k registers are designated as
the output registers, and for every halting computation of M , the k-vector contained in the
output registers in the halting configuration is said to be generated by M . Without loss of
generality, we may assume all registers with indices greater than k to be empty at the end of
the computation.
By Lacc (M ) and Lgen (M ) we denote the set of input vectors accepted respectively generated by
the register machine M . Similarly, for a family X of register machines, Lacc (X ) and Lgen (X )
denotes the family of sets of vectors accepted respectively generated by the register machines
in the family X . We will use the same notations to denote the sets of languages accepted
respectively generated by any other computing device M or any other family of computing
devices X . In case the operating mode is fixed by the definition of the device (e.g., vector
addition systems always generate), we omit the corresponding subscript.
We use the notation RM to refer to the family of register machines defined as above. It is
folklore (e.g., see [13]) that Lacc (RM ) = P sRE. Similarly, register machines generate any
recursively enumerable set of vectors of natural vectors, i.e., Lgen (RM ) = P sRE.
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Blind and Partially Blind Machines

Several papers consider weaker kinds of register machines: blind and partially blind register
machines, for example, see [2, 5, 7].
In partially blind register machines, the SU B instruction has the form p : (SU B(r), q): if the
register r is not empty, it is decremented and the register machine moves to state q, otherwise
the machine crashes—the computation stops in a non-halting configuration, yielding no result.
In blind register machines, the registers are allowed to contain negative values, meaning that
the decrement instruction always succeeds. However, valid computations of a blind machine
are required to have 0 in all non-output registers in halting configurations. The definitions of
blind and partially blind machines may vary from source to source: notably some sources define
blind register machines as partially blind, but without the zero check at the end [5].

2.3.

Vector Addition Systems (VAS)

A vector addition system (VAS) of dimension n 2 N is defined to be the pair (w0 , W ), where
w0 2 Nn is the start vector, and W is a finite set of vectors from Zn , called addition vectors.
An addition vector w 2 W is said to be applicable to a vector x 2 Nn if x + w 2 Nn , i.e., if all
the components of the vector x + w are non-negative. A VAS evolves from the start vector w0
by sequentially adding applicable addition vectors from W .
A vector addition system with states (VASS) is a VAS equipped with a finite state control.
Essentially, state labels are assigned to addition vectors and a graph of states is given which
defines the possible sequences of application of addition vectors.
An extended model lifting the restriction that the valid vectors must have non-negative components has recently been defined in [8] and studied in [3]: An integer vector addition system
(Z-VAS) of dimension n 2 N is the pair (w0 , W ), where w0 2 Zn is the start vector and W ✓ Zn
is finite set of addition vectors. A Z-VAS evolves from w0 by sequentially applying the addition
vectors from W . The set of vectors generated by a Z-VAS is defined to be the set of reachable
vectors.
An integer vector addition system with states (Z-VASS) is a Z-VAS equipped with a state control
and is defined as a tuple (w0 , Q, q0 , qh , p, ), where w0 2 Zn is the start vector, Q is a finite set
of state labels, q0 2 Q is the starting state, qh 2 Q is the halting state, p : Q \ {qh } ! Zn is a
function assigning a vector to every state from Q \ {qh }, and : Q ! 2Q is a state transition
function assigning to each state the set of possible successor states. A Z-VASS starts in w0 and
in state q0 , applies the addition vector p(q0 ), and non-deterministically moves into one of the
states from (q0 ). This process is iteratively repeated, until the halting state qh is reached. The
vector language generated by a Z-VASS is defined as the set of all vectors which are reachable
in the halting state qh .
It was shown in [10] that VASS are equivalent in expressive power to VAS (without states):
any n-dimensional VASS can be simulated by an (n + 3)-dimensional VAS. On the other hand,
in [3, Section 6], it is proved that Z-VASS are strictly more powerful than Z-VAS. This is one
first example showing that changing the nature of the objects on which a model of computing
operates can a↵ect its expressive power in important ways.
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3.

Register Machines and VAS over Groups

In this section we extend the definition of register machines to allow their registers to contain
elements of arbitrary finitely presented groups.
Definition 3.1 Let m 2 N and take the finite family of finitely presented groups G = (Gi )1im ,
with Gi = hBi | Ri i. A G-register machine (or a register machine over the family G) is the
construct MG = (G, B, l0 , lh , P ), where
• B is the set of labels bijectively labeling the instructions in the set P ,
• l0 2 B is the initial label,
• lh 2 B is the final label, and
• P is the set of instructions.
The labeled instructions in P can be of the following forms:
• p : (ADD(r, b), T ), with p 2 B\{lh }, T ✓ B, 1  r  m, b 2 Br .
Add the generator b of the group Gr = hBr | Rr i to the current contents of the register r,
then non-deterministically jump to one of the instructions in T .
• lh : HALT .
Stop the execution of the register machine.
As for conventional register machines, we consider G-register machines as accepting and generating mechanisms. In particular, k  m registers are designated as input registers in the
accepting case and as output registers in the generating case, respectively, i.e., the register machines accept respectively generate vectors of the form (g1 , . . . , gk ), where gj 2 Gj , 1  j  k.
We observe that the ADD-instructions now allow a non-deterministic choice between an arbitrary number of target states. Moreover, no SUB-instructions are defined, as subtracting a
generator b corresponds to add its inverse b 1 . On the other hand, there is no check for zero in
these ADD-instructions.
Given a finite family of finitely generated computable groups G, we will use the notation
G-RM
S
to refer to the family of G-register machines. We also use the notation ⇤-RM = G G-RM .
Even though register machines and vector addition systems are traditionally seen as quite
di↵erent models and research on one often does not discuss the other one (see, for example,
the classic works [11] and [4]), the connection between the two models is clearly rather strong,
especially when considered in a more general setting. For example, Z-VASS are equivalent in
power to blind register machines [3]. In the present paper, we explicitly enforce this connection
by defining vector addition systems over groups in terms of register machines over groups.
Definition 3.2 Consider a finitely generated computable group (G, ). A vector addition system with states over G (a G-VASS) is a tuple (g0 , M ), where g0 2 G is the start element and
M is a (G)-register machine (i.e., a machine with a single register over the group G) working
in generating mode and whose only register is initialized with g0 .
Definition 3.3 Consider a finitely generated computable group (G, ). A vector addition system over G (a G-VAS) is a G-VASS with the following structure on the instructions of the
underlying register machine:
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• l0 : (ADD(1, 0), B) 2 P : the initial instruction does not modify the contents of the register,
but allows non-deterministically jumping to any other instruction, including the halting
instruction.
• all instructions labelled by l 2 B \ {l0 , lh } have the form l : (ADD(0, g), B \ {l0 }), with
g 2 G: the underlying machine can jump from any non-initial instruction to any other
non-initial instruction, including the halting instruction.
Example 3.4 Integer vector addition systems (with states), as introduced in [8] and studied
in [3], are vector addition systems (with states) over the product group Zn = Z ⇥ · · · ⇥ Z.
Indeed, the elements of Zn are n-vectors of integer numbers, and the state control of the (Zn )register machine corresponds to the state control of the integer VASS. On the other hand, since
the register machine associated with a VAS over Zn can halt at any time, any vector it reaches
belongs to the generated language.
Given a finitely generated computable group G, we will use the notations G-V ASS and G-V AS
to refer to the families of G-VASS and G-VAS, respectively. Since vector addition systems are
only considered as generating devices, we will use the notations L(G-V ASS) and L(G-V AS)
to refer to the families of sets of elements of G generated by G-VASS and G-VAS, respectively.

3.1.

Blindness, Partial Blindness, and the Zero Test

A G-register machine as defined in the previous section is quite “blind”: it has no mechanism
to make the choice of the new instruction depend on the values of the registers. A classical way
to introduce such a dependence is by allowing an explicit zero-test instruction.
Definition 3.5 Let m 2 N and take the finite family of finitely generated computable groups
G = (Gi )1im , with Gi = hBi | Ri i. A G-register machine with zero test is the construct
MG = (G, B, l0 , lh , P ) such that MG is a G-register machine, and the set P is also allowed to
contain instructions of the following form:
• p : (0T EST (r), s, z), with p 2 B\{lh }, s, z 2 B, 1  r  m.
Test if the current value of register r is equal to the neutral element of the group Gr ; if
yes, jump to instruction z, if not, jump to instruction s.
For a finite family of finitely generated computable groups G, we will use the notation G-RM0
to refer to the family of G-register machines with zero test.
Allowing an explicit zero test instruction is known to strictly increase the computational power
of register machines (e.g., [7]). A much weaker way of introducing a dependency between the
contents of the registers and the choice of instructions is the terminal zero test.
Definition 3.6 Let m 2 N and take the finite family of finitely generated computable groups
G = (Gi )1im , with Gi = hBi | Ri i. A G-register machine with a terminal zero test (a blind Gregister machine) is a construct MG = (G, B, l0 , lh , P ) such that MG is a G-register machine and,
in any halting configuration, all registers which have not been explicitly designated as output
must contain the neutral element of the corresponding group. We use the notation G-BRM to
refer to the family of G-register machines with a terminal zero test.
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Remark 3.7 Using the notation BRM refers to the original definition of blind register machines
which we take over for the general case of G-register machines.
The types of register machines over groups we have defined up to now do not directly generalize
the classical register machines, which can be seen as defined over the monoid of natural numbers
(N, +): addition over the natural numbers is not invertible, because negative numbers do not
belong to N. To capture this restriction, we directly draw inspiration from the definitions
of VAS and conventional partially blind register machines, and define partially blind register
machines over totally ordered groups.
Definition 3.8 Let m 2 N and take the finite family of finitely generated computable groups
G = (Gi )1im , with Gi = hBi | Ri i. Suppose one of the groups Gj , 1  j  m, is totally
ordered with the total order j . A G-register machine with a partially blind register j is a
construct MG = (G, B, l0 , lh , P ) such that MG is a G-register machine whose register j is only
allowed to contain values aj 2 Gj with the property 0j j aj .
Computations in G-register machines with some partially blind registers are defined as for Gregister machines, with the additional restriction on the values of the partially blind registers.
For a finite family of finitely generated computable groups G, we use the notation G-P BA RM ,
with A ✓ {1, . . . , m}, to refer to the family of G-register machines with partially blind registers
with indices from A. This supposes that the groups of G with indices from A are totally ordered.
When A = {1, . . . , m}, i.e., all the registers are partially blind, we will omit the subscript A
from the notations, and we will refer to the register machine itself as being partially blind.
We use the particular notation G-P BRM to refer to the family of register machines with all
registers blind, and with the final zero test at the end of successful computations.
Note finally that G-register machines with all registers blind and with the zero test instruction
directly generalize classic register machines.

3.2.

Forbidden Regions

While G-register machines with partially blind registers are a generalization which is rather
close to conventional register machines, imposing a total order on a group is a rather strong
condition: for example, it entails the absence of elements of a finite order [12], thus excluding
cyclic groups from consideration. Notice, however, that the total order is essentially used
to define a forbidden subset of elements. We can therefore define another generalization of
conventional register machines which imposes less constraints on the group.
Definition 3.9 Let m 2 N and take the finite family of finitely generated computable groups
G = (Gi )1im , with Gi = hBi | Ri i. Let F = (Fi )1im be a family of subsets of the groups
in G: Fi ✓ Gi , 1  i  m. A G-register machine with forbidden regions F is a construct
MG = (G, B, l0 , lh , P ) such that MG is a G-register machine whose register i is only allowed to
contain the elements in Gi \ Fi , 1  i  m.
Computations in a G-register machines with forbidden regions work as for G-register machines,
with the additional restriction on the values of registers.
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Since groups suitably abstract a large number of objects and since forbidden regions can be
used to carve particular “shapes” out of a given group, multiple connections with di↵erent
domains can be traced for register machines over groups and with forbidden regions.
For a finite family of finitely generated computable groups G, we will use the notation G-RM¬F
to refer to the family of G-register machines with the forbidden regions F.
Since we define vector addition systems over groups as particular cases of register machines,
the idea of forbidden regions can be easily transported to VAS.
Definition 3.10 Consider a finitely generated computable group (G, ) and a subset F ✓ G.
A vector addition system over G (respectively, with states) with the forbidden region F is a
vector addition system (respectively, with states) whose underlying (G)-register machine belongs
to (G)-RM(F ) .
Example 3.11 A Zn -VAS with the forbidden region F = {(x1 , . . . , xn ) | 9i : xi < 0} is an
n-component vector addition system as classically defined.
Given a finitely generated computable group G, we will use the notation G-V ASS¬F (respectively, G-V AS¬F ) to refer to the family of G-VASS (respectively, G-VAS) with the forbidden
region F .

4.

Expressive Power of RM and VAS over Groups

In this section we will a give a series of results characterizing the power of register machines over
groups with or without ingredients. We start by considering the simplest case: no ingredients
and singleton group families.

4.1.

Singleton Group Families

For register machines with no ingredients, there is little di↵erence between considering nonsingleton and singleton group families. In this section, we will use the notation C = (Ck )0kn
to refer to an n-step computation of a G-register machine, where Ck is a vector of elements of
the groups in G collecting the contents of the registers at step k.
Proposition 4.1 Consider a G-register machine M over a non-singleton family G =
(Gi )1im , m > 1. Then there exists a singleton family G 0 = (G), a family of projections
⇡ = (pi : G ! Gi )1im , and a G 0 -register machine M 0 such that, for any n-step computation
C of M there exists an n-step computation C 0 of M 0 with the following property:
Ck [j] = pj (Ck0 ), 1  j  m,
where Ck0 2 C 0 , Ck 2 C, and Ck [j] is the j-th element of the vector Ck .
Proof.Q It suffices to take the group G to be the direct product [9] of the groups in G:
0
0
G= m
i=1 Gi . The G -register machine M will thus have a single register containing vectors
of values of the groups in G. Any ADD(j, b) instruction of M will be represented in M 0 by
an instruction ADD(1, b), where b = (e1 , . . . , ej 1 , b, ej+1 , . . . , em ) is a vector consisting of the
neutral elements of the groups in G, except for the j-th element.
2
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The converse statement is not true, because any vectors from the direct product of G can
appear in the ADD instructions of M 0 , thus a↵ecting multiple components of the vector from
G at once. However, unsurprisingly, any computing step of M 0 can still be simulated by M in
multiple steps.
Proposition 4.2 Consider the non-singleton family of groups G = (Gi )1im , m > 1, and
take the singleton family G 0 = (G), where G is the direct product of the groups in G and
⇡ = (pi : G ! Gi )1im is the corresponding family of projections. Then, for any G 0 -register
machine M 0 there exists a G-register machine M such that, for any n-step computation C 0 of
M 0 , there exists an n0 -step computation C of M , n0 > n, with the property:
C0 [j] = pj (C00 ) and Cn0 [j] = pj (Cn0 ), 1  j  m,
where C0 and Cn0 are the first and the last configurations of the computation C, and C00 and Cn0
are the first and the last configurations of the computation C 0 .
Proof. [sketch] M simulates the instruction p : (ADD(0, b), T ) of M 0 by the following sequence
of instructions:
p0 : ADD 0, p0 (b) , {p1 } ,
pj : ADD j, pj (b) , {pj+1 } , 1 < j < m,
pm : ADD m, pm (b) , T .

This ensures that M simulates M 0 with a constant-time slowdown and proves the statement
of the proposition.
2
The two previous propositions imply that, in a somewhat counter-intuitive way, blind singleregister machines are a little more efficient than multi-register machines, because the former
may require less computational steps to achieve a given configuration than the latter. This
statement, however, becomes false with the addition of some of the ingredients we considered
in the previous sections. Indeed, the zero test in a single-register machine over a direct product
of groups requires that all components of the combined register should be zero; it is impossible
to individually test the components. Similarly, transposing the total orders on some or all of
the groups of the family G to their direct product is not generally possible. Forbidden regions
are, on the other hand, more flexible and can be directly carried over from individual groups
to components of the elements of the product.
The conclusion we make from these arguments is that, when no additional ingredients are
considered, the power of register machines over groups does not depend on the number of
registers.
Theorem 4.3 Consider the family of finitely presented computable groups G = (Gi )1im and
0
0
a G-register
Qm machine M . Then there exists 0a G -register machine M over the singleton family
0
G = ( i=1 Gi ) such that LX (M ) = LX (M ), with X 2 {acc, gen}.

4.2.

Generation and Acceptance: No Ingredients

As a consequence of the definition of VASS over groups, Theorem 4.3 implies that any G-register
machine working in the generating mode can be simulated by a VASS over the direct product
of the groups in G.
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Corollary 4.4 Consider the family of finitely presented computable groups G = (G
Qi )1im and
a G-register machine M . Then there exists a G-VASS A over the product G = m
i=1 Gi such
that Lgen (M ) = L(A).
The similar statement for register machines in accepting mode does not hold. In fact, an
accepting register machine either accepts or rejects any contents of the input registers.
Proposition 4.5 Consider the family of finitely generated computable groups G, a subfamily
Gin and a G-register machine
Q M whose input registers correspond exactly to the groups from
Gin . Then Lacc (M ) 2 ;, G2Gin G .
Proof. M can accept the empty language
Q by never reaching the halting state. Suppose now
that it accepts some input vector x 2 G2Gin G. Since the state transitions of M do not
depend on the values of its registers, and since no particular conditions are checked at
Q halting,
the sequence of actions applied to accept x can be Q
applied to accept any other x0 2 G2Gin G,
meaning that M will accept all possible vectors in G2Gin G.
2
Theorem 4.6 Consider the family of finitely generated computable groups G.
Then Lacc (G-RM ) ✓ Lgen (G-RM ).
Proof. According to Proposition 4.5, it suffices to show how to generate the empty language
and the language of all vectors over the groups corresponding to the output registers. The
empty language can be generated by never reaching the halting state. The language of all
vectors can be generated by non-deterministically adding the corresponding generators and
their inverses to the output registers.
2

The inclusion from the previous theorem is not strict. The following example shows a case in
which the generating and accepting power are equal.
Example 4.7 Consider the singleton group 1 containing the single element e and a group
family G containing 1. Then the languages accepted by G-register machines with the input
register containing elements from 1 is equal to the languages generated by G-register machines
with the output register containing elements from 1. Indeed, the only two possible languages
which can be accepted or generated are ; and {e}. As discussed previously, the first language is accepted/generated by never reaching the halting state, and the second language is
accepted/generating by halting immediately.
On the other hand, generating G-register machines are not restricted to generating all possible
combinations of values of their output registers, as the following example shows.
Example 4.8 Consider the generating (Z)-register machine M with two states and whose only
non-halting state is associated with the instruction ADD(1, 1) adding 1 to the contents of its
only register. When the register of M is initialized to 0, M only generates the set of natural
numbers N.
The di↵erence in power between the accepting mode and the generating mode puts forward
an asymmetry in the definition of the two semantics: in the generating mode, the registers
have the “knowledge” about their initial values, whereas in the accepting mode, no information
about the register contents whatsoever is available.
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Generation and Acceptance: The Zero Test

In this subsection we exhibit that allowing the zero test instruction equalizes the power of the
accepting and generating modes.
Lemma 4.9 Let m 2 N and take the finite family of finitely presented groups G = (Gi )1im ,
with Gi = hBi | Ri i. Then there exists another family of finitely presented groups G0 such that
Lgen (G-RM0 ) ✓ Lacc (G 0 -RM0 ).
Proof. Let MG = (G, B, l0 , lh , P ) be a G-register machine with zero test. We consider MG as
a generating device, where 1  j  k are the output registers. We now construct a register
machine with zero test MG 0 = (G 0 , B 0 , l00 , lh0 , P 0 ) with
G 0 = (G1 , . . . Gk , G1 , . . . Gk , Gk+1 , . . . Gm+k ),
i.e., every output register of MG appears in two copies, and the first copy is designated as
an input register of MG 0 , which now becomes an accepting device with the input registers
1  k  m. Given any input in the input registers, G 0 simulates MG in the registers k +
1, . . . , m + k representing the registers 1, . . . , m using the instructions in P 0 with each register
j in an instruction of P replaced by the corresponding register k + j in the instructions of P 0 .
With MG reaching lh , also MG 0 reaches lh . After that, in a final procedure, G 0 checks if the
contents of register j equals the contents of register j + k for every 1  j  k. In the success
case, G 0 enters the final label lh0 .
For j = 1, . . . , k, starting with p1 , sequences of instructions
pj : (0T EST (j), pˆj , p0j ),
p0j : (0T EST (k + j), p0j , pj+1 ),
p̂j : (ADD(j, b), {p̄j }),
p̄j : (0T EST (j + r), p̃j , p̄j ), and
p̃j : (ADD(j + k, b), {pj })
simultaneously decrement related registers j and j + k, 1  j  k, down to zero. In this
construction, we define an instance of the rule pˆj and an instance of the rule p˜j for every
generator b of the group Gj , which allows testing registers j and j +k for equality independently
of the number of generators of the corresponding (finitely generated) group. In the success
case, i.e., if both have been checked to be equal, the procedure continues with the next pair
of registers. At the end, in the success case, we take pk+1 = lh0 . In the failure case, an infinite
loop is entered. We leave the remaining details of the construction to the interested reader. We
conclude that the set generated by MG equals the set accepted by MG 0 .
2
Lemma 4.10 Let m 2 N and take the finite family of finitely presented groups G = (Gi )1im ,
with Gi = hBi | Ri i. Then there exists another family of finitely presented groups G0 such that
Lacc (G-RM0 ) ✓ Lgen (G 0 -RM0 ).
Proof. We now start with an accepting G-register machine with zero test MG = (G, B, l0 , lh , P )
and construct a generating register machine with zero test MG 0 = (G 0 , B 0 , l00 , lh0 , P 0 ), again using
a similar construction of additional registers as in the proof of Lemma 4.9. MG 0 randomly
generates two copies of the output in registers i and i + k, 1  i  k. Then MG 0 simulates an
accepting computation of MG in the registers k + 1, . . . , m + k of MG 0 . In case lh is reached in
that way, instead of halting MG 0 finally decreases all working registers k + 1, . . . , m + k to zero:
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For j = k + 1, . . . , m + k, starting with pk+1 = lh , sequences of instructions
pj : (0T EST (j), pˆj , pj+1 ) and
p̂j : (ADD(j, b), {pj , pj })
are carried out in a deterministic way, finishing with the HALT-instruction with label lh0 = pm+k .
We conclude that the set accepted by MG equals the set generated by MG 0 .
2
As an immediate consequence of the two preceding lemmas, we conclude that the generating
and the accepting power of register machines over groups with the zero test instruction is equal.
Theorem 4.11 Lacc (⇤-RM0 ) = Lgen (⇤-RM0 ).
A result similar to the one stated in Lemma 4.10 also holds true for blind register machines:
Corollary 4.12 Let m 2 N and take the finite family of finitely presented groups G =
(Gi )1im , with Gi = hBi | Ri i. Then there exists another family of finitely presented groups
G0 such that Lacc (G-BRM ) ✓ Lgen (G 0 -BRM ).

4.4.

Vector Addition Systems over Groups

One of the classical results on vector addition systems is that, in the conventional definition
of the model, adding a state control does not increase the power, because the states can be
simulated using 3 additional components of vectors [10, Lemma 2.1]. This result can be
naturally generalized to vector addition systems over groups with forbidden regions.
Theorem 4.13 Consider a finitely generated computable group G, the product G0 = G ⇥ Z3 ,
its subset F = {(g, a, b, c) 2 G0 | a < 0 or b < 0 or c < 0}, and an arbitrary G-VASS A. Then
there exists a G0 -VAS with the forbidden region F whose computations modulo the natural
projection p : G0 ! G are exactly the computations of A.
We can immediately generalize this result by replacing Z in the previous statement by a di↵erent
group into which one can injectively (monomorphically) embed Z.
Theorem 4.14 Consider a finitely generated computable group G, and a totally ordered group
Z such that there exists an injective homomorphism of totally ordered groups i : Z ! Z. Take
the product G0 = G⇥Z 3 , its subset F = {(g, a, b, c) 2 G0 | a <Z i(0) or b <Z i(0) or c <Z i(0)},
and an arbitrary G-VASS A. Then there exists a G0 -VAS with the forbidden region F whose
computations modulo the natural projection p : G0 ! G are exactly the computations of A.
Remark 4.15 The result [10, Lemma 2.1] as well as the two generalizations we give here do
not necessarily state the equality between the families of languages generated by VAS with
and without states. Indeed, the language generated by a VASS is usually taken to contain
all the vectors which the VASS reaches while also being in a terminal or halting state, while
the language of a VAS is often taken to be simply its reachability set. In Definition 3.3, this
behavior is captured by allowing the underlying register machine of a G-VAS to halt at any
time.
A consequence of the fact that only the elements a G-VASS produces in its halting state
contribute to the generated language is that a G-VASS can generate the empty language ; by
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never reaching the halting state. On the other hand, the language of a G-VAS always includes
at least the start element. This observation together with the fact that we define G-VAS as a
particular case of G-VASS implies the following statement.
Proposition 4.16 For any finitely generated computable group G, it holds that L(G-V AS) (
L(G-V ASS).
Since this strict inclusion is rather trivial and does not reflect the intrinsic computing power of
vector addition systems, in the rest of this section we will only consider G-VASS generating nonempty languages. In this setting, the increase in power due to the state control depends strongly
on the underlying group. For example, Zn -V AS ( Zn -V ASS, as shown in [3, Lemmas 6 and 7].
On the other hand, it follows trivially from Proposition 4.5 and Example 4.7 that adding states
to vector addition systems over the singleton group 1 does not increase the power. We generalize
these observations in the following statement.
Theorem 4.17 If a finitely generated computable group G contains an element of order greater
than 2, then L(G-V AS) ( L(G-V ASS) \ {;}.
Proof. Suppose that g is the element of G whose order is greater than 2. Suppose that there
exists such a G-VAS A with the start element g0 2 G that L(A) = {e, g}, where e is the neutral
element of G. Then there exist two elements h0 , h1 2 G such that g0 h0 = e and g0 h1 = g, and
A executes the operations corresponding to adding h0 to g0 to generate e, and corresponding
to adding h1 to g0 to generate g. Since ord(g) > 2, g 6= e, and either h0 6= e, or h1 6= e, or both.
Let h 2 {h0 , h1 } such that h 6= e. Then, if A executes the sequence of actions corresponding to
h0 , and afterwards the one corresponding to h, it will generate g0 h0 h = h. If h 2
/ {e, g}, then
L(A) ) {e, g}, which is a contradiction.
Now suppose that h 2 {e, g}. By construction, h 6= e, so h = g. Suppose that A carries out
the sequence of actions corresponding to h0 , then the sequence corresponding to h, and then
the same sequence again. It would generate g0 h0 hh = h2 = g 2 . By hypothesis, ord(g) > 2,
meaning that g 2 2
/ {e, g}. But in this case L(A) ) {e, g}, which is again a contradiction.
We conclude the proof by remarking that the language {e, g} can be generated by a G-VASS
with the starting element e and whose underlying register machine contains the single instruction l : (ADD(1, g), {lh }).
2
It follows immediately from the previous theorem that the state control already makes a di↵erence for vector addition systems over Z3 = Z/3Z, the group of addition modulo 3. Indeed, it
is impossible to construct a Z3 -VAS generating {0, 1}: any attempt would end up putting the
element 2 into the generated language.
Corollary 4.18 L(Z3 -V AS) ( L(Z3 -V ASS) \ {;}.
On the other hand, the state control does not increase the power of vector addition systems
over the two-element group Z2 = Z/2Z.
Proposition 4.19 L(Z2 -V AS) = L(Z2 -V ASS) \ {;}.
Proof. Only the following non-empty languages over Z2 exist: {0}, {1}, and {0, 1}. The
first two ones can be generated by a Z2 -VAS whose underlying register is initialized to 0 or 1,
respectively, and whose underlying register machine always halts immediately.
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The third one is generated by a Z2 -VAS with the start element g0 2 {0, 1} and with the
underlying register machine containing only one instruction l : (ADD(1, 1), {l, lh }).
2

Even though Theorem 4.17 gives a sufficient criterion for the state control to strictly augment
the expressive power of G-VAS, we do not claim that this criterion is necessary. Establishing a
necessary and sufficient criterion is left as an open problem.
We conclude this discussion about the frontier between the power of G-VAS and G-VASS by
recalling that the paper [3] considers uniform families of VAS, Z-V AS[ , which are essentially
an extension of vector addition systems allowing a finite number of start vectors instead of only
one of them. In a similar fashion, we can consider uniform families of G-VAS. We denote these
by G-V AS[ . For a finite group H, languages generated by uniform families of H-VAS turn out
to be the same as those generated by H-VASS.
Proposition 4.20 For a finite group H, L(H-V AS[ ) = L(H-V ASS).
Proof. Since H is finite, H-VASS generate finite languages. Hence, any given H-VASS A can
be “simulated” by a uniform family of H-VAS without any addition elements (the underlying
register machine halts immediately) and whose start elements form exactly L(A).
2

5.

Conclusion and Open Problems

In this paper we focused on generalizing the model of register machines to operate on groups
instead of natural or integer numbers, thus continuing previous works aiming at generalizing
related models of computing, such as vector addition systems and P systems [2, 3, 6, 8]. Generalizing register machines to groups allowed us to put forward the fundamental connection
between vector addition systems and register machines.
The definitions and basic tools exhibited in this paper illustrate some of the consequences of
the way in which register machines are generalized. One interesting class of problems which
is still left open is the role of the nature of the underlying group in defining the frontiers of
computational power. For example, Theorem 4.17 approaches one such separation between
vector addition systems with and without states, but does not give a crisp borderline. On the
other hand, the impact of the group being commutative is still to be explored.
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Abstract
In this paper, we extend the notion of (word) derivatives due to Brzozowski to tree derivatives
using already known inductive formulae of quotients. We define a new family of extended regular
tree expressions (using negation or intersection operators), and we show how to compute a
Brzozowski-like inductive tree automaton; the fixed point of this construction, when it exists,
is the derivative tree automaton. Such a deterministic tree automaton can be used to solve the
membership test eﬃciently: the whole structure is not necessarily computed, and the derivative
computations can be performed in parallel.

1.

Introduction

In 1956, Kleene [6] gave a fundamental theorem in automata theory. He showed that every
regular expression E can be converted into a finite state machine that recognizes the same
language as E, and vice versa. A lot of methods have been proposed to provide the conversion
of a given regular expression to a finite word automaton. One of these approaches which
appeared in 1964 was Brzozowski’s [2] construction; the idea is to use the notion of derivation
to compute a deterministic automaton: the derivative of a regular expression E w.r.t. a word
w is a regular expression that denotes the set of words w0 such that ww0 is denoted by E. This
construction is not necessarily finite: the derivatives of a given regular expression may form
an infinite set. However, considering three equivalence rules (associativity, commutativity and
idempotence of the sum), he proved that the set of (so called) similar derivatives is finite.
Antimirov [1], in 1996 introduced the partial derivation which is a similar operation to the
one defined by Brzozowski; a partial derivative of a regular expression is no longer a regular
expression but a set of regular expressions, that leads to the construction of a non-deterministic
automaton, with at most (n+1) states where n is the number of letters of the regular expression.
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However, this operation is not defined for extended expressions (i.e. regular expressions with
negation or intersection operators)1 .
Some of these constructions have been extended to tree automata [10]. Kuske and Meinecke [7],
in 2011, inspired by Antimirov’s construction, introduced an algorithm to convert a regular tree
expression into a non-deterministic tree automaton in a Top-Down interpretation. In 2017,
Champarnaud et al. [4] have extended the inductive formulas of quotients to tree languages,
following a Bottom-Up interpretation. These notions of derivatives and quotients have practical
and theoretical aspects. From a practical point of view, this Bottom-Up interpretation can be
related to the notion of contexts of trees, that have been studied in functional programming
(e.g. the zippers [5]). From a theoretical point of view, this study belongs to a large project
that aims to study the algorithmic similarities between word automata and tree automata in
order to generalize these notions over other algebraic structures [8].
In this paper, we define a new construction of tree automata based on the notion of derivation,
from an extended tree expression. Notice that we leave the (technical) study of the finiteness
of the set of derivatives for a future work. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2
defines preliminaries and notations considered throughout this paper. In Section 3, we recall
the Bottom-Up quotient formulas for trees and for languages defined in [4]. We explain in
Section 4 how we can deal with the Boolean operations. In Section 5, we define the derivative
formulas for an extended tree expression. Using the sets of derivatives, in Section 6, we show how
to compute a deterministic tree automaton from an extended tree expression that recognizes
the same language. In Section 7 we present a web application allowing to compute Bottom-Up
derivatives and both the derivative tree automaton and a classical non-deterministic inductive
construction, where the complement is performed via determinization.

2.

Preliminaries

Let us first introduce some notations and preliminary definitions. For any pattern matching,
we denote by _ the wildcard.
S
In the following of this paper, we consider a ranked alphabet ⌃ = k2N ⌃k , i.e. a finite graded
set of distinct symbols. A symbol f in ⌃k is said to be k-ary.
A tree t over ⌃ is inductively defined by t = "j (an empty tree with no symbols) or t =
f (t1 , . . . , tn ), where j is a positive integer, f is a symbol in ⌃n , and t1 , . . . , tn are n trees over
⌃. Moreover, we assume that for any integer j, the symbol "j appears at most once in a tree.
We denote by Ind" (t) the naturally ordered set of integers j such that "j appears in the tree
t. The tree t is k-ary if k is the cardinal of Ind" (t); precisely, t is nullary if Ind" (t) is empty.
Given an integer z, we denote by Inc" (z, t) the substitution of all symbol "x by "x+z in t. A
tree language (a set of trees) L is k-homogeneous if it only contains k-ary trees t with the same
"-index (ordered) set, denoted by Ind" (L) in this case. The language L is homogeneous if it is
k-homogeneous for some k. We denote by T (⌃) the set of the trees over ⌃, and T (⌃)k the set
1

this was achieved by Caron et al. using clausal forms instead of sets [3]
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of k-ary trees over ⌃.
Given a tree t over an alphabet ⌃ with Ind" (t) = {e1 , . . . , ek } and k trees t1 , . . . , tk with pairwise
disjoint "-index sets over ⌃, we denote by t (t1 , . . . , tk ) the tree obtained by substituting each
"ei by ti in t. Given a k-homogeneous language L over ⌃ and k languages (L1 , . . . , Lk ) over ⌃,
we denote by the operation defined by
L (L1 , . . . , Lk ) = {t (t1 , . . . , tk ) | (t, t1 , . . . , tk ) 2 L ⇥ L1 ⇥ · · · ⇥ Lk }.

Let L be a 1-homogeneous language with Ind" (L) = {j}. We denote by Ln the language
inductively defined by L0 = {"j }, Ln = L Ln 1 , for any integer n > 0, and we set
[
L~ =
Ln .
n2N

Given a tree t, a symbol a in ⌃0 and a 0-homogeneous language L0 , we denote by t ·a L0 the
tree language inductively defined by
(
L0
if a = b,
b · a L0 =
"j ·a L0 = {"j },
{b} otherwise,
f (t1 , . . . , tn ) ·a L0 = f (t1 ·a L0 , . . . , tn ·a L0 ),

with b a tree in ⌃0 , f a symbol in ⌃n , f (L1 , . . . , Ln ) = {f (t1 , . . . , tn ) | (t1 , . . . , tn ) 2 L1 ⇥· · ·⇥Ln }
and n trees t1 , . . . , tn over ⌃. Moreover, given a homogeneous language L, we set
[
L · a L0 =
t · a L0 .
t2L

Finally, let us denote by La,n the language inductively defined by La,0 = {a} and La,n =
La,n 1 [ L ·a Ln 1 for any integer n > 0, and we set
[
L⇤a =
La,n .
n2N

A tree automaton over ⌃ is S
a 4-tuple A = (⌃, Q, F, ) where Q is a set of states, F ✓ Q is the
set of final states, and ✓ k 0 (Qk ⇥ ⌃k ⇥ Q) is the set of transitions, which can be seen as
the function from Qk ⇥ ⌃k to 2Q defined by
(q1 , . . . , qk , f, q) 2

, q 2 (q1 , . . . , qk , f ).
k

It can be linearly extended as the function from (2Q ) ⇥ ⌃k to 2Q defined by
[
(Q1 , . . . , Qk , f ) =
(q1 , . . . , qk , f ).

(1)

(q1 ,...,qk )2Q1 ⇥···Qk

Finally, we also consider the function

from T (⌃)0 to 2Q defined by

(f (t1 , . . . , tn )) = ( (t1 ), . . . , (tn ), f ).

(2)

Notice that when n = 0, (f ) = (f ). Using these definitions, the language L(A) recognized
by the tree automaton A is the language {t 2 T (⌃) | (t) \ F 6= ;}.
A tree automaton A = (⌃, Q, _, ) is deterministic if for any symbol f in ⌃m , for any m states
q1 , . . . , qm in Q, | (q1 , . . . , qm , f )|  1.
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Tree Language Quotients

In this section, we recall the inductive definition of the computation of tree quotients defined
in [4].
Let (t, t0 ) be two trees in T (⌃)k ⇥ T (⌃)k0 such that Ind" (t) ✓ Ind" (t0 ). Let R = Ind" (t),
R0 = Ind" (t0 ), and {(xz )1zk0 k } = R0 \ R. The quotient of t0 w.r.t. t is the (k 0 k + 1)homogeneous tree language t 1 (t0 ) that contains all the trees t00 satisfying the two following
conditions:
t0 = t00 (t, ("xz )1zk0

k ),

As a direct consequence,

"j 1 ("l ) =

(

{"1 } if j = l,
;
otherwise.

(4)

Ind" (t00 ) = {1, (xz + 1)1zk0

k}

t 1 (t0 ) = {"1 } , t = t0 .

(3)

(5)

Definition
Bottom-Up quotient t 1 (L) of a tree language L w.r.t. a tree t is the tree
S 3.1 The
language t0 2L t 1 (t0 ).

As a direct consequence of Equation (5), the membership of a tree in a tree language can be
restated in terms of a quotient:
Proposition 3.2 ([4]) A tree t is in a language L if and only if "1 is in t 1 (L).
Let us now explicit the inductive computation formulae for this quotient operation. The base
cases are the three following ones.
Let ⌃ be a ranked alphabet, k be an integer, and ↵ be in ⌃k :
↵ 1 ("x ) = ;,
↵ 1 (↵("1 , . . . , "k )) = {"1 },
[
↵ 1 (f (t1 , . . . , tn )) =
{f (t01 , . . . , t0j 1 , ↵ 1 (tj ), t0j+1 , . . . , t0n )},
1jn

where x is an integer in N, f is a symbol in ⌃n , t1 , . . . , tn are n trees in T⌃ distinct from
("1 , . . . , "n ) and for all integers 1  z  n, t0z is the tree Inc" (1, tz ).
Let L be homogeneous with Ind" (L) = {j1 , . . . , jk } and j be an integer:

"j 1 (L) =

(

L ("j1 +1 , . . . , "jz
;

1 +1

, "1 , "jz+1 +1 , . . . , "jk +1 )

if j = jz 2 Ind" (L),
otherwise.

(6)

Let t be a tree in T (⌃), L1 and L2 be two languages over ⌃. Then:
t 1 (L1 [ L2 ) = t 1 (L1 ) [ t 1 (L2 ).

(7)
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Let t = f (t1 , . . . , tk ) be a l-ary tree such that f is in ⌃k and (t1 , . . . , tk ) is a k-tuple of trees
in T (⌃) diﬀerent from ("1 , . . . , "k ). Let L be a n-homogeneous tree language over ⌃ with
Ind" (t) ⇢ Ind" (L) = {x1 , . . . , xn }. Let {y1 , . . . , yn l } = Ind" (L) \ Ind" (t) and 81  j  k,
t0j = Inc" (k j, tj ). Then:
t 1 (L) = (f

1

1

(t01 (· · · (t0k

1

(L)) · · · )) ("1 , ("yz +1 )1zn l ).

(8)

Let ⌃ be an alphabet. Let L1 be a k-homogeneous language, L2 be a 0-homogeneous language,
↵ be a symbol in ⌃ and b be a symbol in ⌃0 . Then:
8
1
1
>
if ↵ = b,
<(b (L1 ) ·b L2 ) 1 b (L2 )
1
↵ (L1 ·b L2 ) = ↵ 1 (L1 ) ·b L2 [ (b 1 (L1 ) ·b L2 ) 1 ↵ 1 (L2 ) if ↵ 2 ⌃0 \ {b},
>
: 1
↵ (L1 ) ·b L2
otherwise,
where 1 is the partial composition defined by L
{j1 , . . . , jk }.

1

L0 = L

(L0 , ("l )j2 ljk ) with Ind" (L) =

Let ⌃ be an alphabet. Let L be a k-homogeneous language with Ind" (L) = {j1 , . . . , jk },
L1 , . . . , Lk be k tree languages and ↵ be in ⌃n . Then:
↵ 1 (L (L1 , . . . , Lk )) =

[

L ((Inc" (1, Ll ))1lj , ↵ 1 (Lj ), (Inc" (1, Ll ))j+1lk )

1jk

8
1
>
<↵(("jpl )1ln ) (L) ("1 , (Inc" (1, Ll ))1lk|8z,l6=pz ))
[
if 81  l  n, 91  pl  k, "l 2 Lpl
>
:
; otherwise.

(9)

Let L be a 1-homogeneous language. Let ↵ be a symbol in ⌃0 [ ⌃1 . Then:
(
(L~ (↵ 1 (L))) ("1 , Inc" (1, L~ )) if ↵ 2 ⌃0 ,
↵ 1 (L~ ) =
(L~ (↵ 1 (L)))
otherwise.

Let L be a 0-homogeneous language. Let ↵ and b be two symbols in ⌃0 . Then:
(
~
(b 1 (L)) ·b L⇤b
if ↵ = b,
1
⇤b
↵ (L ) =
~
1
1
⇤b
((b (L))
(↵ (L))) ·b L
otherwise.

4.

Boolean (Homogeneous) Operations

In the following, we consider that Boolean operations (such as union, intersection, complement,
etc.) are not necessarily defined for all combinations of languages. Instead, we will consider
particular restrictions of these operations, based on the combination of homogeneous languages
with the same "-indices.
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As an example, given a k-homogeneous language L, we denote by ¬L the set
{t 2 T (⌃)k | t 2
/ L, Ind" (t) = Ind" (L)}.

(10)

By similarly restricting the classical union to pairs of languages with the same "-indices, one
can redefine any Boolean operator as a classical combination of union and complementation
(e.g. symmetrical diﬀerence, set diﬀerence, etc.). Let us show how to compute the Bottom-Up
quotient of a complemented language.
Proposition 4.1 Let L be an homogeneous language over ⌃ and t 2 T (⌃). Then
Proof.
T (⌃)k

t 1 (¬L) = ¬(t 1 (L)).

Suppose that L is k-homogeneous with Ind" (L) = {x1 , . . . , xk }. Let t00 be a tree in
0
00
k0 for some integer k such that Ind" (t ) = {1, (xz + 1)1zk0 k }. Then
t00 2 t 1 (¬L) , t00 (t, ("xz )1zk
, t00 (t, ("xz )1zk
, t00 2
/ t 1 (L)
, t00 2 ¬(t 1 (L)).

k0 )
k0 )

2 ¬L
2
/L

2
As a direct consequence, following Equation (7), we get the following result.
Corollary 4.2 Let (L1 , . . . , Lk ) be k-homogeneous languages with the same "-indices and let
op be a Boolean operation. Then for any tree t in T (⌃)
t 1 (op(L1 , . . . , Lk )) = op(t 1 (L1 ), . . . , t 1 (Lk )).
The restriction to homogeneous languages needs a small modification in terms of computation.
Indeed, let us consider Equation (9). It is necessary to determine whether "j belongs to a
given language: how can we decide whether it belongs to ¬;? There are two alternatives of
this bare notation, because the complementation function needs to know the "-index set of the
language it complements. Either we can specify the restriction by parametering the operators,
or we specify only the occurrences of the empty set symbol, leading to the consideration of
expressions instead of languages. This is the approach that we will consider in the following:
the languages and the expressions will be subtyped w.r.t. the "-indices sets.

5.

Extended Tree Expressions

An extended tree expression (tree expression for short) E over ⌃ is inductively defined by
E = f (E1 , . . . , En ), E = "j ,
E = ;I ,
0
E = op(E1 , . . . , En ), E = E (E1 , . . . , En ), E = E1~ ,
E = E1 ·a E2 ,
E = E1⇤a ,

(11)
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where f is a symbol in ⌃n , (E 0 , E1 , . . . , En ) are (n + 1) tree expressions over ⌃, j is a positive
integer, I is a set of integers, op is a n-ary Boolean operator and a is a symbol in ⌃0 . We
denote the expression ;; by ;. Notice that elements of ⌃0 are tree expressions defined by the
rule E = f (E1 , . . . , En ) when n = 0.
The "-indices set Ind" (E) of a tree expression E, that we use to distinguish tree expressions
(e.g. distinct occurrences of ;), is inductively defined, following Equation (11), by
Ind" ("j ) = {j},

Ind" (;I ) = I,

Ind" (f (E1 , . . . , En )) = Ind" (op(E1 , . . . , En )) = Ind" (E 0 (E1 , . . . , En ))
[
=
Ind" (Ek ),
1kn

Ind" (E1 ·a E2 ) = Ind" (E1 ) [ Ind" (E2 ), Ind" (E1~ ) = Ind" (E1⇤a ) = Ind" (E1 ).

In the following, we restrict the set of tree expressions that we deal with in order to simplify the
diﬀerent computations. More formally, we define the notion of valid tree expression, that rejects
(for instance) non-homogeneous tree expressions: A tree expression E is valid if it satisfies the
predicate V (E) inductively defined, following Equation (11), by
V ("j ) = V (;I ) = True,
^
V (f (E1 , . . . , En )) = (
V (Ek )) ^ (
1kn

V (op(E1 , . . . , En )) = (

^

1kn

V (Ek )) ^ (

V (E 0 (E1 , . . . , En )) = V (E 0 ) ^ (
^(

^

1kn

^

1k<k0 n

^

1k<k0 n

^

(Ind" (Ek ) \ Ind" (Ek0 ) = ;)),

(Ind" (Ek ) = Ind" (Ek+1 ))),

1k<n

V (Ek )) ^ (Card(Ind" (E 0 )) = n)

(Ind" (Ek ) \ Ind" (Ek0 ) = ;)),

V (E1~ ) = V (E1 ) ^ (Card(Ind" (E1 )) = 1),
V (E1 ·a E2 ) = V (E1 ) ^ V (E2 ) ^ (Ind" (E2 ) = ;),
V (E1⇤a ) = V (E1 ) ^ (Ind" (E1 ) = ;).

The language L(E) denoted by a valid tree expression E with an "-index set I is inductively
defined by
L(f (E1 , . . . , En )) = f (L(E1 ), . . . , L(En )),
L(op(E1 , . . . , En )) = op0 (L(E1 ), . . . , L(En )),

L("j ) = {"j },
L(;I ) = ;,

L(E 0 (E1 , . . . , En )) = L(E 0 ) (L(E1 ), . . . L(En )), L(E1~ ) = (L(E1 ))~ ,
L(E1 ·a E2 ) = L(E1 ) ·a L(E2 ),
L(E1⇤a ) = (L(E1 ))⇤a ,

where f is a symbol in ⌃n , (E 0 , E1 , . . . , En ) are (n + 1) tree expressions over ⌃, j is a positive
integer, op is a n-ary Boolean operator, op0 is a n-ary Boolean operation over homogeneous
languages with I as "-index set (e.g. Equation (10)) and a is a symbol in ⌃0 . From these
definitions, we can define the derivation formulae for valid tree expressions w.r.t. symbols and
trees as a syntactical transcription of the quotient formulae.
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Definition 5.1 Let E be a valid tree expression and j be an "-index of E. Then d"j (E) is
obtained by incrementing all the "-indices of E by 1 except "j which is replaced by "1 .
Definition 5.2 Let ↵ be a symbol in ⌃n and F be a valid tree expression over ⌃ containing
{1, . . . , n} as "-indices. The derivative of F w.r.t. to ↵ is the expression inductively defined by
d↵ (;I ) = ;{1}[{i+1|i>n,i2I} ,
d↵ ("1 ) = ;{1} ,
d↵ (↵("1 , . . . , "n )) = "1 ,
X
0
0
d↵ (f (E1 , . . . , Em )) =
f (E10 , . . . , Ej0 1 , d↵ (tj ), Ej+1
, . . . , Em
),
1jn

d↵ (op(E1 , . . . , Ek )) = op(d↵ (E1 ), . . . , d↵ (Ek )),
8
>
if ↵ = b,
<(db (E1 ) ·b E2 ) 1 db (E2 )
d↵ (E1 ·b E2 ) = d↵ (E1 ) ·b E2 + (db (E1 ) ·b E2 ) 1 d↵ (E2 ) if ↵ 2 ⌃0 \ {b},
>
:
d↵ (E1 ) ·b E2
otherwise,
X
d↵ (E (E1 , . . . , Ek )) =
E ((Inc" (1, El ))1lj , d↵ (Ej ), (Inc" (1, El ))j+1lk )
1jk

8
>
<d↵(("jpl )1ln ) (E) ("1 , (Inc" (1, El ))1lk|8z,l6=pz )
+
if 81  l  n, 91  pl  k, "l 2 L(Epl )
>
:
;Ind" (E (E1 ,...,Ek ))\{1,...,n} otherwise,
(
(E ~ (d↵ (E))) ("1 , Inc" (1, E ~ )) if ↵ 2 ⌃0 ,
d↵ (E ~ ) =
(E ~ (d↵ (E)))
otherwise,
(
(db (E))~ ·b E ⇤b
if ↵ = b,
⇤b
d↵ (E ) =
~
⇤b
((db (E))
(d↵ (E))) ·b E
otherwise,

where d↵("j1 ,...,"jn )(E) = d↵ (d"j1 +n 1 (· · · d"jn 1 +1 (d"jn (E)) · · · )), where for all integer i the expression Ei0 equals Inc" (1, Ei ), and where 1 is the partial composition defined by E 1 E 0 =
E (E 0 , ("l )j2 ljk ) with Ind" (E) = {j1 , . . . , jk }.
Definition 5.3 Let t = f (t1 , . . . , tn ) be a tree in T (⌃) and E a valid tree expression over ⌃
such that Ind" (t) ✓ Ind" (E). The derivative of E w.r.t. t is the tree expression inductively
defined by
dt (E) = (df (dt01 (· · · (dt0k (E)) · · · )) ("1 , ("yz +1 )1zn l )),
where {y1 , . . . , yn l } = Ind" (E) \ Ind" (t) and 81  j  k, t0j = Inc" (k

j, tj ).

Notice that the base cases include the one of the derivation of the empty set. In this case, the
only modification that occurs is the index simulating the "-index set of the denoted language.
This is necessary in order to validate Equation (3). As an example, consider the expression
E = ¬;; . When deriving E w.r.t. a nullary tree a, one must obtain an expression denoting all
the trees that belongs to T (⌃) in which one a was removed, that is the set of all the trees with
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only "1 as "-indice. Applying the previously defined formulae:
da (E) = ¬;{1} .
When deriving one more time w.r.t. a, one must obtain an expression denoting all the trees
with only "1 and "2 as "-indices (obtained from a tree in T (⌃) by removing to occurrences of
a). Applying the previously defined formulae:
da (da (E)) = ¬;{1,2} .
Finally, when deriving by a binary symbol f , one must obtain an expression denoting all the
trees that belong to T (⌃) in which one occurrence of f (a, a) was removed, that is the set of all
the trees with only "1 as "-index. Applying the previously defined formulae:
df (da (da (E))) = ¬;{1} .
As a direct consequence of the inductive formulae of Section 3 and of Corollary 4.2, we get the
following theorem.
Theorem 5.4 The derivative of a valid tree expression E w.r.t. to a tree t denotes t 1 (L(E)).
Proof. Let us proceed in three steps.
1. Following Equation (6) and Definition 5.1, it holds that
L(d"j (E)) = "j 1 (L(E)).
2. Notice that the derivation formulae of Definition 5.2 are syntactical equivalents of the
quotient formulae of Section 3 and of Corollary 4.2 and therefore it can be proved by
induction over the structure of E that
L(d↵ (E)) = ↵ 1 (L(E)).
This reasoning is valid except for the case with indexed occurrence of the empty set and
with composition product case. As discussed before, the occurrences of the empty set
are “typed” w.r.t. the "-indices set of the language they denote. Therefore, these indices
have to be modified considering Equation (3). In the product case, the derivation of an
expression by the tree ↵("j1 , . . . , "jn ) has to be considered. However, by considering this
particular case in the induction, one can check that
L(d↵("j1 ,...,"jn ) (E)) = L(d↵ (d"j1 +n 1 (· · · d"jn
= ↵ 1 (d"j1 +n 1 (· · · d"jn

1 +1
1 +1

(d"jn (E)) · · · )))

(d"jn (E)) · · · )),

this last equality obtained by applying the induction step. From item 1, it holds that
↵ 1 (d"j1 +n 1 (· · · d"jn

1 +1

(d"jn (E)) · · · )) = ↵ 1 ("j1 +n

1

1

(· · · "jn

1 +1

1

(L(E)) · · · ))

that equals ↵("j1 , . . . , "jn ) 1 (L(E)) from Equation (8). We can conclude following Equation (9).
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3. Finally, according to Equation (8) and item 2, Definition 5.3 implies that
L(dt (E)) = t 1 (L(E)).
2
Example 5.5 Let us consider the graded alphabet defined by ⌃2 = {f }, ⌃1 = {g} and ⌃0 =
{a, b, c} and let E be the extended tree expression defined by
E = E1 ·a E2 ,
with E1 = ¬(g(a)⇤a ) and E2 = f (f (a, a), a). Let us show how to calculate the derivative of E
w.r.t. t = f (f (a, a), a). First, let us compute the derivative of E2 w.r.t. t:
da (E2 ) = f (f ("1 , a) + f (a, "1 ), a) + f (f (a, a), "1 ),
da (da (E2 )) = f (f ("2 , "1 ) + f ("1 , "2 ), a) + f (f ("2 , a) + f (a, "2 ), "1 )
+ f (f ("1 , a) + f (a, "1 ), "2 ),
da (da (da (E2 ))) = f (f ("3 , "2 ) + f ("2 , "3 ), "1 ) + f (f ("3 , "1 ) + f ("1 , "3 ), "2 )
+ f (f ("2 , "1 ) + f ("1 , "2 ), "3 ),
df (a,a) (da (E2 )) = df ("1 ,"2 ) (da (da (da (E2 )))) ("1 , "2 )
= (;1,4 + ;1,4 + f (;1 + "1 , "4 )) ("1 , "2 ) = f ("1 , "2 ),
dt (E2 ) = df ("1 ,"2 ) (df (a,a) (da (E2 ))) = "1 .
Then, in order to reduce the size of the computed tree expressions, let us set
E 0 = ¬(g("1 )~ ) ·a E2 ,

E 00 = ¬(;{1,2} ) ·a E2 .

Then:
da (E) = E 0 da (E2 ),
df (a,a) (da (E)) = E 00 (f ("1 , a), "4 ) ("1 , Inc" (1, da (E2 ))) + E 0 df (a,a) (da (E2 )),
dt (E) = E 0 .

6.

Tree Automaton Construction

In this section, we explain how we can compute a tree automaton from a valid tree expression
E with Ind" (E) = ; from an iterated process using the previously defined derivation.
Given a tree expression E over an alphabet ⌃, we first compute the set
D0 (E) = {da (E) | a 2 ⌃0 }.
From this set, we compute the tree automaton A0 = (⌃, D0 (E), F0 , 0 ) where
F0 = {E 0 2 D0 (E) | "1 2 L(E 0 )},

0

= {(a, da (E)) | a 2 ⌃0 }.
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From this step, one can choose a total function tree0 associating any tree expression E 0 in
D0 (E) with a tree t such that
tree0 (E 0 ) = t ) dt (E) = E 0 ,

by choosing for any tree expression E 0 in D0 (E) a symbol a 2 ⌃0 such that (a, E 0 ) 2
this induction basis, let us consider the transition set n inductively defined by
n

0.

From

0
0
= {((E10 , . . . , Em
), f, dt (E)) |t = f (treen 1 (E10 ), . . . , treen 1 (Em
)),
f 2 ⌃m ,
0
E10 , . . . , Em
2 Dn 1 (E)}.

(12)

Let us consider the set Dn (E) = Dn 1 (E) [ ⇡3 ( n ), where ⇡3 is the classical projection defined
by ⇡3 (X) = {z | (_, _, z) 2 X}. Obviously, one can once again choose a total function treen
associating any tree expression E 0 in Dn (E) with a tree t such that
treen (E 0 ) = t ) dt (E) = E 0 ,

0
by choosing a transition ((E10 , . . . , Em
), f, E 0 ) in n for any tree expression E 0 in Dn (E) \
(Dn 1 (E)) and defining t as f (treen 1 (E10 ), . . . , treen 1 (Ek0 )). Finally, by considering the set

Fn = {E 0 2 Dn (E) | "1 2 L(E 0 )},

(13)

we can define the tree automaton An = (⌃, Dn (E), Fn , n ). Finally, let A(E) be the fixed
point, if it exists, of this process (up to the choice of the tree⇤ functions), called the Bottom-Up
derivative tree automaton of E.
First, notice that the construction leads to a deterministic tree automaton. Let us then state
that the validity of the construction does not depend on the choice of the treen functions. By
a direct induction over the structure of t, considering the definition of in Equation (12), we
get the following proposition.
Proposition 6.1 Let E be a valid tree expression over an alphabet ⌃, t be a nullary tree in T (⌃)
and A(E) = (⌃, Q, F, ) be a Bottom-Up derivative tree automaton of E. Let (t) = {E 0 }.
Then L(E 0 ) = t 1 (L(E)).
In order to prove this result, let us first show how derivatives behave w.r.t. permutations.
Lemma 6.2 Let t1 , . . . , tk be k nullary trees. Let L be a nullary language. Let ⇡ be a permutation over {1, . . . , k}. Then
t1 1 (t2 1 (· · · tk

1

1
1
(L) · · · )) = t⇡(1)
(t⇡(2)
(· · · t⇡(k) 1 (L) · · · )) ("⇡(1) , . . . , "⇡(k) ).

Proof. Let t be a tree. Then, considering Equation (3),

t 2 t1 1 (t2 1 (· · · tk 1 (L) · · · ))
, 9t0 2 L, t0 = t (t1 , . . . , tk )
, 9t0 2 L, t0 = t ("⇡ 1 (1) , . . . , "⇡ 1 (k) ) (t⇡(1) , . . . , t⇡(k) )
1
1
, t ("⇡ 1 (1) , . . . , "⇡ 1 (k) ) 2 t⇡(1)
(t⇡(2)
(· · · t⇡(k) 1 (L) · · · ))
1
1
, t 2 t⇡(1)
(t⇡(2)
(· · · t⇡(k) 1 (L) · · · )) ("⇡(1) , . . . , "⇡(k) )
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2

Let us now show that if two trees act similarly via the quotient operation, than their action
can be interchanged.
Lemma 6.3 Let t1 , . . . , tk be k nullary trees. Let L be a nullary language. Let 1  j  k be
an integer and let t0j be a nullary tree such that tj 1 (L) = t0j 1 (L). Then
t1 1 (· · · tj 1 (· · · tk

1

(L) · · · ) · · · ) = t1 1 (· · · t0j

1

(· · · tk

1

(L) · · · ) · · · ).

Proof. Let us consider the permutation ⇡ 0 that only permutes j with k and acts like the
identity for the other integers. From Lemma 6.2, one can check the following equivalences:
t1 1 (· · · tj 1 (· · · tk
1

1

(L) · · · ) · · · )

= t⇡0 (1) (· · · t⇡0 (j) 1 (· · · t⇡0 (k) 1 (L) · · · ) · · · ) ("⇡0 (1) , . . . , "⇡0 (j) , . . . , "⇡0 (k) )
= t1 1 (· · · tk 1 (· · · tj 1 (L) · · · ) · · · ) ("1 , . . . , "j 1 , "k , "j+1 , . . . , "k 1 , "j )
= t1 1 (· · · tk

1

1

(· · · t0j

(L) · · · ) · · · ) ("1 , . . . , "j 1 , "k , "j+1 , . . . , "k 1 , "j )
1

= t⇡0 (1) (· · · t⇡0 (j) (· · · t0⇡0 (k) (L) · · · ) · · · ) ("⇡0 (1) , . . . , "⇡0 (j) , . . . , "⇡0 (k) )
1

= t1 1 (· · · t0j

1

1

(· · · tk

1

(L) · · · ) · · · )

2
The repeated application of this lemma trivially leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 6.4 Let t1 , . . . , tk be k nullary trees. Let L be a nullary language. Let t01 , . . . , t0k be
k nullary trees such that for any integer 1  j  k, tj 1 (L) = t0j 1 (L). Then
t1 1 (· · · tk

1

1

(L) · · · ) = t01 (· · · t0k

1

(L) · · · )

Finally, we can prove our proposition.
Proof. [of Proposition 6.1] It is suﬃcient, by definition of the Bottom-Up derivative tree automaton, to prove by recurrence over an integer n that for any tree t of height at most n + 1,
it holds that for n (t) = {E 0 },
L(E 0 ) = t 1 (L(E)).
1. By definition of 0 , the equality holds for any tree of height 1.
2. Assume that the hypothesis holds for height n. Let f (t1 , . . . , tk ) be a tree of height (n + 1).
Obviously, for an integer 1  j  k, the height of the tree tj is smaller than n and therefore,
by application of the recurrence hypothesis, assuming that n 1 (tj ) = {Ej },
L(Ej ) = tj

1

(L(E)).

Moreover, by definition, n contains the transition ((E1 , . . . , Ek ), f, dt (E)) where t =
f (treen 1 (E1 ), . . . , treen 1 (Ek )).
Let us set, for any integer 1  j  k, treen 1 (Ej ) = t0j , and therefore t = f (t01 , . . . , t0k ).
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that for any state S in An 1 ,
n 1 (treen 1 (S))

1
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and by a trivial recurrence,

= {S}.

Hence, for any integer 1  j  k,
0
n 1 (tj )

= {Ej }

and by recurrence hypothesis, since the height of t0j is at most n, it holds
L(dt0j (E)) = L(Ej ).
Consequently,
tj

1

(L(E)) = t0j

1

(L(E)).

Notice that from Definition 5.3,
dt (E) = df (dt01 (· · · dt0k (E) · · · )).
Hence, from Corollary 6.4 and Theorem 5.4,
L(dt (E)) = L(df (dt01 (· · · dt0k (E) · · · )))
1

1

= f 1 (t01 (· · · t0k (L(E)) · · · ))
= f 1 (t1 1 (· · · tk 1 (L(E)) · · · ))
= L(df (t1 ,...,tk ) (E))
2

As a direct consequence of Proposition 6.1, Proposition 3.2 and Equation (13), the following
theorem holds.
Theorem 6.5 A Bottom-Up derivative tree automaton of a tree expression E is deterministic
and recognizes L(E).
Proof. Let A = (⌃, _, F, ) be the Bottom-Up derivative tree automaton of E. By construction, A is deterministic. Let t be a tree over ⌃. Then:
t 2 L(E) , "1 2 t 1 (L(E))
, "1 2 L(E 0 ) with (t) = {E 0 }
, E 0 2 F with (t) = {E 0 }
, t 2 L(A).
2
Notice that when ⌃n = ; for n
2, the three ACI rules (associativity, commutativity and
idempotence of the sum) are suﬃcient to obtain a finite tree automaton, isomorphic to the
classical Brzozowski’s automaton (for words). More generally, one can wonder if these three
rules are suﬃcient in order to obtain a finite set of (similar) derivatives. This study is the next
step of our research.
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Example 6.6 Let us consider the tree expressions defined in Example 5.5, i.e.
E = E1 ·a E2 ,

E1 = ¬(g(a)⇤a ),

E 0 = ¬(g("1 )~ ) ·a E2 .

E2 = f (f (a, a), a),

Let us show how to compute a derivative tree automaton of E. First, let us compute A0 =
(⌃, D0 (E), F0 , 0 ): by definition, D0 (E) = {da (E), db (E), dc (E)}. Hence,
da (E) = E 0 da (E2 ), db (E) = dc (E) = ¬(;{1} ) ·a E2 ,

D0 (E) = {da (E), db (E)}, F0 = {db (E)},

0

= {(a, da (E)), (b, db (E)), (c, db (E))}.

The tree automaton A0 is represented in Figure 1.
a

da (E)

db (E)

b, c

Figure 1: The Tree Automaton A0 .

We choose a function to define tree0 : tree0 (da (E)) = a, tree0 (db (E)) = b. Let us now show how
to compute A1 = (⌃, D1 (E), F1 , 1 ). According to Equation (12), it is suﬃcient to compute the
derivatives of E w.r.t. the trees in the set {f (a, a), f (a, b), f (b, a), f (b, b), g(a), g(b)}:
df (a,a) (E) = E 0 f ("1 , a), df (b,b) (E) = dg(b) (E) = db (E),
df (a,b) (E) = df (b,a) (E) = dg(a) (E) = ;{1} .
There is a new non-final state, E 0
tree1 , and three new transitions:
1

=

0

f ("1 , a), which is associated with f (a, a) by the function

[ {(da (E), da (E), f, df (a,a) (E)), (db (E), db (E), f, db (E)), (db (E), g, db (E))}.

The tree automaton A1 is represented in Figure 2, where the state ;1 , a sink-state, and its
transitions are ommitted.
g
1

a

f

da (E)
2

2

df (a,a) (E)

db (E)

b, c

1

f

Figure 2: The Tree Automaton A1 .

The tree automaton A2 can be computed through the derivatives w.r.t. the trees in the set
{f (f (a, a), f (a, a)), f (f (a, a), a), f (f (a, a), b), f (a, f (a, a)), f (b, f (a, a)), g(f (a, a))} :
df (f (a,a),a) (E) = df (f (a,a),f (a,a)) (E) = E 0 and the four others are equal to ;{1} . There is a new
non-final state, E 0 , which is associated with t = f (f (a, a), a) by the function tree2 , and one
new transition: 2 = 1 [ {(df (a,a) (E), da (E), f, dt (E))}. The tree automaton A2 is represented
in Figure 3.
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1

a

f

da (E)

df (a,a) (E)

df (f (a,a),a) (E)

2

2

g

f
2

db (E)

b, c

1

1

f

Figure 3: The Tree Automaton A2 .

The tree automaton A3 is obtained by computing the derivatives w.r.t. the trees in the set
{f (t, t), f (t, a), f (t, b), . . .}. There are only four computations that do not return a derivative
equal to ;{1} : df (t,t) (E) = df (t,b) (E) = df (b,t) (E) = db (E) and dg(t) (E) = dt (E). There are four
new transitions:
3

=

2 [{(dt (E), dt (E), f, db (E)), (dt (E), db (E), f, db (E)), (db (E), dt (E), f, db (E)), (dt (E), g, dt (E))},

but these computations do not introduce new states. Therefore the computation halts and the
derivative tree automaton of E is A3 , represented in Figure 4.

g
f
df (a,a) (E)

f

db (E)

f
1
1

2

2

2

2

1

df (f (a,a),a) (E)

da (E)
a

1

f

2

2

b, c
1

f

f

1

g

Figure 4: The Bottom-Up Derivative Tree Automaton of E.

7.

Web Application

The computation of a derivative, and both the construction of a derivative tree automaton and
the classical non deterministic inductive construction have been implemented in Haskell (made
in Haskell, compiled in Javascript using the reflex platform, represented with viz.js) in
order to help the reader to manipulate the notions. This web application can be found in [9].
As an example, the tree expression ¬(g(a)⇤a )·a f (f (a, a), a) of the examples can be defined from
the literal input ¬(g[a]*a)·af[f[a,a],a].
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Conclusion and Perspectives

We have shown how to compute a derivative tree automaton as a fixed point of an inductive
construction when it exists. Even when it does not exist, the process can be used in order
to solve the membership test (i.e. does a tree belong to the language denoted by a tree
expression?): it is easy to see that, for a tree t of height h, the tree automaton Ah is suﬃcient,
since t 2 L(Ah ) if and only if t 2 L(A). As an example, consider the tree automaton A1
of Example 6.6. This tree automaton is suﬃcient to determine that the trees in T ({f, g, b, c})
belong to L(E). And even the subautomaton of Ah restricted to the transitions used in order to
compute (t) is enough. Moreover, due to the independance of the computations of derivatives,
this process can be performed in a parallel/concurrent way.
Furthermore, we can wonder whether the choices of the tree⇤ functions during the computation
of the derivative automaton impact the produced automaton. We conjecture that all of these
choices lead to a unique automaton, and the statement of Proposition 6.1 could be replaced by
(t) = {dt (E)}.
Finally, the study of the finiteness of the set of (similar) derivatives is the next step of our
research: are the three ACI rules suﬃcient?
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Abstract
We study the problem DFA-SW of determining if a given deterministic finite automaton A possesses a synchronizing word of length at most k for automata whose (multi-)graphs are TTSPL,
i.e., series-parallel, plus allowing some self-loops. While DFA-SW remains NP-complete on
TTSPL automata, we also find (further) restrictions with eﬃcient (parameterized) algorithms.

1.

Introduction

Černý’s conjecture is arguably the most famous open combinatorial problem concerning deterministic finite automata (DFA). The key notion is that of a synchronizing word. A word x is
called synchronizing for a DFA A, if there is a state sf , also called the synchronizing state of A,
such that if A reads x starting in any state, it will end up in sf . The Černý conjecture states
that every n-state DFA can be synchronized by a word of length (n 1)2 if it can be synchronized at all [3]. Although this bound was proven for several classes of finite-state automata,
the general case is still widely open. The currently best upper bound is cubic, and only very
little progress has been made, basically improving on the multiplicative constant factor in front
of the cubic term, see [23, 25].
The notion of a synchronizing word is not only important from a mathematical perspective,
oﬀering a nice combinatorial question, but it is quite important in a number of application
areas, simply because synchronization is an important concept for many applied areas: parallel
and distributed programming, system and protocol testing, information coding, robotics, etc.
Therefore, it is also interesting to compute a shortest synchronizing word. Unfortunately, as
it was shown by Ryststov and Eppstein in [20, 6], the corresponding decision problem DFASW is NP-complete. We only refer to [14] for explaining several possible applications of this
problem. The problem has also been considered from the viewpoint of approximation [2] and
parameterized complexity [8, 18]. Let us define this problem central to our paper now.
DFA-SW
Input: DFA A, k 2 N
Question: Is there a synchronizing word w for A with |w|  k?
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Several papers deal with subregular classes of languages and discuss both combinatorial and
computational aspects of synchronizing words with respect to these classes; the papers [1, 6,
16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 24, 27] form only an incomplete list of such investigations. Restrictions to
automata based on graph-theoretic properties are less frequently considered compared to other
possibilities for defining subregular classes. Here, we study series-parallel automata graphs and
related concepts. One of our motivations was that the inductive definition of series-parallel
graphs often allows for eﬃcient algorithms for problems on such graphs that are NP-hard on
general graphs. The situation is in a sense quite diverse (and hence interesting) when considering
DFA-SW restricted to such-defined automata classes, as we will see.
Throughout this paper, we assume the reader to be familiar with basic notions related to
automata theory, graph theory and complexity theory.

2.

Series-parallel Automata Graphs and Generalizations

The study of series-parallel graphs as automata graphs was mainly undertaken by Gulan [11, 12],
extending them to so-called SPL graphs. In this section, we will first see that this concept does
not make good sense in a classical treatment of synchronizability. Yet, a slight variation,
namely, allowing self-loops in automata graphs, in particular to the source and sink nodes,
helps overcome this problem. In fact, we show that automata with such graphs always have
relatively short synchronizing words.
We first introduce a class of directed multi-graphs that has been studied for quite some time,
mostly under algorithmic aspects. Many graph problems that are hard on general graphs can
be eﬃciently solved on such recursively defined graph classes; refer to [7] for further discussions.
Definition 2.1 A directed (multi-)graph G is two-terminal series-parallel, or TTSP for short,
with terminals s (the source) and t (the sink), if it can be produced by a sequence of the following
operations:
1. Create a new graph, with two vertices s and t and a single arc directed from the source s
to the sink t.
2. Given two TTSP X and Y , with sources sX and sY , respectively, and sinks tX and tY ,
respectively, form a new graph G = P (X, Y ) by identifying s = sX = sY and t = tX = tY .
This is known as the parallel composition of X and Y .
3. Given two TTSP X and Y , with sources sX and sY , respectively, and sinks tX and tY ,
respectively, form a new graph G = S(X, Y ) by identifying s = sX , tX = sY and t = tY .
This is known as the series composition of X and Y .
As an aside, let us mention that there is an equivalent characterization of TTSP graphs by an
internal inductive definition, starting again with G = ({s, t}, {(s, t)}) and allowing to either
subdivide any arc or to add parallel arcs to existing ones. Gulan rather follows this definition
in his works.
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An automaton (graph) is called TTSP if the directed multi-graph obtained by removing all
arc labels from an automaton graph is TTSP. Observe that TTSP automata have a sink state
which should be the synchronizing state (if the automaton would be synchronizable at all), but
as there is no loop attached to the sink state, synchronization is not possible. Therefore, we
consider the following slight generalization of TTSP:
Definition 2.2 A directed (multi-)graph G = (V, A) is two-terminal series-parallel with loops,
or TTSPL for short, with terminals s (the source) and t (the sink), if it can be produced from
a TTSP G0 = (V, A0 ) by adding any number of loops (x, x) to G0 , i.e., A \ A0 has loops only.
Notice that Gulan defined so-called SPL graphs by allowing another arc operation, namely the
contraction of an arc to form a loop, paying special care not to produce loops at the source or
sink states. Hence, SPL graphs and TTSPL graphs diﬀer in two ways:
• TTSPL graphs may possess loops at terminal nodes, while SPL graphs may not.
• SPL graphs may possess bigger cycles than just loops, because arcs added as loops can be
further processed, for instance, they may be subdivided, in further inductive steps.
There is an alternative way of introducing loops into TTSP graphs, giving a characterization
of TTSPL graphs, following the inductive definition of TTSP graphs:
Definition 2.3 A directed (multi-)graph G is two-terminal series-parallel with loops, or TTSP
with loops for short, with two dedicated vertices, called terminals s (the source) and t (the sink),
if it can be produced by a sequence of the following operations:
1. G = ({s, t}, {(s, t)}) (create a new graph).
2. Build G = P (X, Y ) (parallel composition) or
3. build G = S(X, Y ) (series composition) from two given TTSP graphs X, Y with loops.
Notice that when identifying vertices, we collect all possibly existing loops attached to the
original vertices, which is possible as we deal with multi-graphs.
4. Add a loop to a terminal node of a given TTSP graph with loops.
TTSP graphs with loops have no cycles but loops. By induction, the next result follows.
Proposition 2.4 A directed multi-graph G is a TTSPL graph if and only if it is a TTSP graph
with loops.
Notice that the special nodes s and t of TTSP graphs, characterized by having in-degree 0 and
out-degree 0, respectively, may lose these properties when building TTSPL graphs out of them;
yet, we will still maintain these two designated vertices s and t for TTSPL graphs, as well. The
following combinatorial characterization is rather easily seen by induction.
Lemma 2.5 A directed multi-graph G = (V, A) with two dedicated vertices s, t is a TTSPL
graph with source s and sink t if and only if the multi-graph G0 = (V, A0 ) obtained from G by
removing all loops is a TTSP graph with source s and sink t.
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This lemma is important, as it shows that we can recognize if a given directed multi-graph G is
a TTSPL graph in linear time, based on the well-known linear-time algorithm for recognizing
TTSP graphs. Recall that we can obtain a directed multi-graph from the automaton graph of
a finite automaton by dropping the arc labels (typically signifying single letters). If we start
out with a complete DFA, then it is clear that the resulting multi-graph is out-regular, or more
precisely r-out-regular for some positive integer r, meaning that every vertex is the tail end of
exactly r many arcs. Namely, take r as the size of the input alphabet ⌃. The converse is also
true by an arbitrary ⌃-labeling f of the arcs that satisfies the property that f , restricted to the
set Av of arcs emanating from any vertex v, is a bijection. This reasoning shows in particular
the following consequence.
Corollary 2.6 It is decidable in linear time if a given directed multi-graph is both a TTSPL
graph and resulting from the automaton graph of a complete deterministic finite automaton by
dropping arc labels.
Another interesting combinatorial observation comes from the fact that TTSPL automata have
a single sink state, namely, t, and hence they possess a synchronizing word of length upperbounded a quadratic bound, see [26], because they are clearly synchronizable if they arise from
deterministic finite automata. We can strengthen this consequence as follows.
Proposition 2.7 Let A be an n-state DFA with input alphabet ⌃ whose graph is TTSPL. Then,
A possesses a synchronizing word of length at most (n 1) · min{ n2 , |⌃|}.

Proof. Assume that the DFA A has a shortest synchronizing word of length k. The bound
k  (n 21)n follows from [26]. Let w⌃ contain every symbol from the input alphabet ⌃ exactly
once, in any order. Apart from the unique sink state t, for every other state q, there is a state
q 0 6= q that can be reached from q by reading one symbol. As loops are the only cycles in
TTSPL graphs, w⌃n 1 is synchronizing.
2
Remark 2.8 In view of the inductive definition of TTSPL automata, it is tempting to introduce a class RSP L of regular expressions (over ⌃) as follows. (a) Each letter a is in RSP L . (b) If
r1 , r2 2 RSP L , then r1 r2 , (r1 + r2 ) 2 RSP L . (c) If r 2 RSP L and a 2 ⌃, then ra⇤ 2 RSP L . However, this (only) describes a superclass of languages recognizable by TTSPL automata because
of missing determinism and completeness conditions. Consider for example a⇤ (a + b). Adding
such conditions to the definition of RSP L would make it look more clumsy.
So, in a combinatorial sense, DFAs whose graph is TTSPL behave quite nicely. However,
this impression changes a bit when turning towards the natural complexity questions related
to synchronizing words, as we will do in the next section. In order to properly speak about
certain aspects of TTSPL, we introduce some further notions now. A vertex-induced subgraph
G0 = (V 0 , A0 ) of a TTSPL graph G = (V, A) with source s and sink t is called a strand if
s, t 2 V 0 and G0 s is also a TTSPL graph. This implies that there is a vertex s0 2 V 0 that
has only one in-going arc a and the tail end of a is s. Notice that in general a TTSPL graph
possesses several strands; they will always share (only) the vertices s and t and a possible arc
from s to t. If there is a path of length at least two from u to v in G, but also an arc a from u
to v, then a is called a shortcut in G.
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Classical Complexity Aspects

As the main result of this section, we prove that it is NP-hard to determine if a DFA with a
TTSPL automaton graph has a synchronizing word of length at most k.
The aforementioned proof of Rystsov and Eppstein uses very simple graphs, which is adapted
as follows in order to produce TTSPL graphs. Let ' be a Boolean formula with n variables
x1 , x2 , . . . , xn and m clauses. The corresponding automaton is constructed as follows (refer to
Figure 1): The state set Q contains mn + n states qi,j for 1  i  m and 1  j  n + 1, a state
qt and additionally to the original construction, a state qs . The alphabet ⌃, which contains 1
and 2 , gets extended with m new symbols 3 , 4 , . . . , m+2 , whereas the transition function
is characterized by the following properties:
• It encompasses (qi,n+1 , p ) = qt for p 2 {1, 2}.
• If the i-th clause of ' contains the literal xj there will be a transition (qi,j , 1 ) = qt , otherwise (qi,j , 1 ) = qi,j+1 . In case that it contains ¬xj there will be a transition (qi,j , 2 ) = qt ,
or else (qi,j , 2 ) = qi,j+1 .
• In addition to the original construction, there will be transitions
–
–
–
–

(qs , k ) = qs for k 2 {1, 2},
(qs , k ) = qk 2,1 for 3  k  m + 2,
(qi,j , k ) = qi,j for all qi,j and 3  k  m + 2 as well as
(qt , k ) = qt for 3  k  m + 2.

The initial state and the final states are of no relevance for DFA-SW, so we omit them here.
The following is quite obvious:
Lemma 3.1 The extended Rystsov-Eppstein graphs meet the definition of TTSPL graphs.
With the extended construction, it is possible to state the following:
Theorem 3.2 DFA-SW remains NP-complete on DFAs with a TTSPL automaton graph.
Proof.
As in the construction of Rystsov and Eppstein, we will present a reduction from
3-SAT to DFA-SW, but this time the synchronizing word is exactly one symbol longer than
before. Let ' be some Boolean formula with n variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xn as well as m clauses
and A = (Q, ⌃, , q0 , F ) the automaton built with the extended Rystsov-Eppstein construction.
There is always a synchronizing word of length n + 2; for all states except qt , there exists even a
(partially) synchronizing word of length n + 1. So a synchronizing word for A has to use at least
one shortcut before arriving at qt . Due to the construction, the synchronizing word wsync has
to start with k for 3  k  m + 2, followed by a sequence of 1 and 2 . This requires that at
least one path from qi,1 for each 1  i  m needs to take a shortcut if there is a synchronizing
word of length n + 1. The strands going through each qi,1 represent the clauses again, while the
states within a strand depict the variables. Therefore, after removal of the first letter we can
read oﬀ the corresponding assignment. The other direction is quite simple: If the assignment
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(x1 _ x2 _ ¬x3 ) ^(x1 _ ¬x2 _ ¬x3 )^
+

...

+

^ (¬x1 _ x3 _ ¬xn ) ^ (x1 _ x2 _ xn )
+

+

qs
m+2

3
m+1

4

...

q1,1

k0

q2,1

k0

...

k0
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q1,n+1
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qm
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...

...

...

...

qt

k0

Figure 1: A visualization of the structure of the extended Rystsov-Eppstein graph: Transitions with 1
and 2 are labeled by black solid and dashed lines, respectively. Edges created by new input symbols
are colored gray and labeled with the corresponding symbol. The loops classified with “ k0 ” represent
all loops which result from the symbols k for 3  k  m + 2.
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evaluates ' to true, there has got to be a literal in every clause which is evaluated to true. The
synchronizing word is k wE , where k for 3  k  m + 2 is an arbitrary input symbol and
wE reads oﬀ by the relationship explained before. The NP-completeness follows as a simple
guess-and-check approach would work in polynomial time.
2
When dealing with (directed) graphs, sometimes further structural properties are useful, as
they might lower the computational complexity of certain computational problems. One such
structural (or rather topological) aspect is planarity. However, this is not very helpful because
of the following observation that can be easily deduced by induction.
Proposition 3.3 TTSPL graphs are planar.
Hence, in particular the extended Rystsov-Eppstein graphs are planar, as can be also seen by
looking at the drawing in Figure 1.

4.

Aspects of Parameterized Complexity

In view of our previous observations, let us now try to find parameterizations that allow us
to characterize easy aspects of finding short synchronizing words in TTSPL DFA. For reasons
of space, we only refer to recently published textbooks [4, 5] in particular for the discussion
of parameterized complexity classes that we will make use of in the following. Appropriate
for FPT is using the O⇤ notation; for instance, a problem solvable in time O⇤ (f (k)) refers to
an algorithm running in time O(f (k)p(n)), where n is the input size, p is some polynomial,
f is some arbitrary function and k is the so-called parameter, some secondary measurement
of the input. A problem (with parameter k) is in FPT if it can be solved in time O⇤ (f (k)).
We will also present lower bound results based on the (Strong) Exponential Time Hypothesis,
or (S)ETH for short, which basically assumes that Satisfiability cannot be solved (much)
faster than currently known. For details, we again refer to the mentioned textbooks.
In [8], several natural parameterizations have been studied for arbitrary automata graphs. We
will discuss these results next and then see how they translate to our more restricted scenario.
• As DFA-SW remains NP-hard for binary input alphabets, |⌃| is not an interesting parameter on its own.
• An upper bound k on the length of a synchronizing word as the sole parameter is known to
lead to some hardness results. More specifically, it was first shown in [8] that this problem
is W[2]-hard, a result improved in [18] towards completeness for WNL, a complexity class
introduced by Guillemot in [10], even when restricted to planar graph instances.1
1

Let us remark that WNL is one of the less known parameterized complexity classes, but we have the
impression that this class is quite interesting in particular for classifying parameterized problems dealing with
strings, automata and formal languages. WNL is situated above all levels of the W-hierarchy but is included
both in XP and in para-NP.
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• Combining both parameters, one arrives at a rather trivial FPT-result by enumerating
and testing all words up to length k. However, assuming SETH, it was observed in [8]
that there is no O⇤ ((|⌃| ")k ) algorithm for any " > 0. This proof is based on the
Rystsov-Eppstein construction, so that it carries over to our restricted scenario. By the
same type of argument, it could be shown that there is no polynomial-size kernel for our
problem, parameterized by |⌃| and k, unless an unlikely collapse of the polynomial-time
hierarchy occurs. Again the argument builds upon Rystsov-Eppstein graphs and can be
hence carried over. We will make this explicit below.
• Another natural parameter choice is the number of states |Q| of the automaton. Basically,
by following the well-known subset automaton construction, also see [22], it is clear that
a shortest synchronizing word can be found in time O⇤ (2|Q| ), and in Lemma 11 from [8],
a modification of the Rystsov-Eppstein construction was used to prove a matching lower
bound, based on ETH. We will see below that the same lower bound still holds for TTSPL
automata graphs.

Let us now try to transfer the reported hardness results (lower bounds) from the case of general
(planar) automata graphs to the much more restricted scenario of TTSPL automata graphs.
Let us start with the alphabet size as a parameter.
Proposition 4.1 DFA-SW is NP-complete on TTSPL automata with four input symbols.
Proof.
We can modify the construction of Theorem 3.2 by replacing the forking into m
successor nodes from qs by a tree, using only two new letters, say, ⌧1 and ⌧2 , on top of 1
and 2 . This will introduce (only) m additional nodes into the construction. We add loops
with the original symbols 1 and 2 to the internal nodes of this tree. To nodes where previously
loops where added on these m new symbols, now we add (only) loops with ⌧1 and ⌧2 . It can be
seen that the resulting automaton graph is TTSPL.
2
This means that the alphabet size on its own is not a very useful parameterization. More
technically speaking, this proves that there is no XP-algorithm (with parameter input alphabet
size) for DFA-SW on TTSPL automata, unless P = NP.
In the following proposition we make use of the parameterized problem Hitting Set that is
defined as follows. Input: A family F of sets over a universe U and an integer k, where k is
considered as a parameter. Question: Does there exist a set S ⇢ U such that |S|  k and
F \S =
6 ; for each F 2 F? Hitting set is W[2]-complete with respect to parameter k [5].
Proposition 4.2 DFA-SW, parameterized by an upper bound k on the length of a synchronizing word, is W[2]-hard, even when restricted to DFAs with TTSPL automata graphs.
Proof. Adapting a construction from [8], we can create a DFA-SW instance from a given
Hitting Set instance with universe U = {e1 , e2 , . . . , en }, set family F = {F1 , F2 , . . . , Fm }
and k as an upper bound on the size of the hitting set S. We take k + 1 as the upper bound
on the length of a shortest synchronizing word.
The state set Q of the DFA A consists of
• size states si for 1  i  k, needed to restrict the size of S,
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eh 2 ⌃
en+m+1

qs
en+m+2

s01

s1

en+m
en+1

eh 2 ⌃

eh 2 ⌃

...

...

sk

f1

f2

...

fm

eh 2 ⌃

eh 2 ⌃

eh 2 ⌃

eh 2
/ F1

eh 2
/ Fm

eh 2 ⌃

eh 2
/ F2

s02

s2

sk

en+2

eh 2 ⌃

s0k

1

eh 2 ⌃
s0k

eh 2 ⌃

1

eh 2 F1

eh 2 F2
eh 2 Fm

eh 2 ⌃

qt
eh 2 ⌃

Figure 2: An example for the structure of the transition graph mentioned in the proof of Proposition 4.2
(already containing a second extension with s0i for 1  i  k, which will be discussed in Proposition 4.7,
this is not needed in the proof of Proposition 4.2): The automaton is created from a Hitting Set
instance ((U = {e1 , . . . , en }, F = {F1 , . . . , Fm }), k). Grey edges resulted from the new symbols eb for
n + 1  b  n + m + 2 added in comparison to [8]. For space reasons, they are only labeled if the
transition is not carried out with each of the added symbols. An edge is dashed if it was not contained
in the construction of [8] and only added in this modification. Likewise, qs and all s0x with 1  x  k
were not present before.
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• set family states fj for 1  j  m denoting in which set Fj an element of U is located and
• terminal states qs and qt , the latter one being a trap state.

The input alphabet ⌃ = U contained the elements eh for 1  h  n in the original construction,
to which en+1 , . . . , en+m+1 are added to form the input alphabet ⌃0 of our automaton A. The
transition function of A is defined as follows.
• (si , eh ) = si+1 for all eh 2 ⌃ and 1  i  k, where sk+1 = qt .
• (fj , eh ) = fj for every eh 2
/ Fj and 1  j  m as well as
(fj , eh ) = qt for each eh 2 Fj and
• (qt , eh ) = qt for all eh 2 ⌃.
• (qs , en+j ) = fj for 1  j  m,
• (qs , en+m+1 ) = s1 and
• (qs , eh ) = qs .
The remaining transitions (which are caused by the new symbols, not belonging to ⌃) are added
as loops. If there is a synchronizing word for A, it has to meet the following conditions:
• Since qt is a trap state, there can be no other state in which such a word could end.
• The shortest path from s1 to qt has length k. However, a word following such a path will
not synchronize qs , because only letters from ⌃ will be involved. Hence, any synchronizing
word is of length at least k + 1.
• In order to synchronize fj , some symbol eh 2 Fj has to be part of any synchronizing word.
Therefore, a synchronizing word of length k + 1 has to be of the form 0 1 · · · k , where 0 2
/⌃
and i 2 ⌃ for 1  i  k. Considering the reasons listed above, we can read oﬀ a hitting set
of size at most k from such a synchronizing word no longer than k + 1 if we remove the first
symbol. Notice that i = j is possible for 1  i < j  k.
For the other direction, we assume that S = { 1 , 2 , . . . , k } with
hitting set with |S|  k. Let 0 2
/ ⌃. Consider the word 0 1 · · ·
synchronizing word.

i
k

2 ⌃ for 1  i  k is a
and observe that it is a

With the reduction above and Hitting Set being W[2]-hard, the claim follows.

2

We do not know if the construction of Guillemot (or a diﬀerent construction) can be used to
show WNL-hardness (and hence WNL-completeness) for our restricted automata graphs.
Corollary 4.3 DFA-SW, parameterized by input alphabet size |⌃| and an upper bound k on
the length of the synchronizing word, belongs to FPT, but it cannot be solved in time O⇤ (((|⌃|
2) ")k ) for any " > 0 under SETH, and there does not exist a polynomial-size kernel, unless
the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to the third level, even if we restrict the instances to
DFAs with TTSPL automata graphs.
Observe that the SETH lower bound is weaker here compared to the case of general graphs,
because we seem to need four letters in our hardness constructions. We leave it as an open
question if DFA-SW is NP-complete also on TTSPL graphs with binary input alphabets.
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Proposition 4.4 Let ' be a CNF formula with n variables and m clauses. It is possible to
construct from ' a DFA A = (Q, ⌃, , q0 , F ) with a TTSPL transition graph in time O(mn),
such that |Q| = n + m + 2 and |⌃| = 2n + m + 1, which possesses a synchronizing word of length
(n + 1) if and only if ' is satisfiable.
Proof. The construction from [8] can be extended as follows: Let ' be a given CNF formula, where V = {x1 , . . . , xn } denotes the set of its variables and C = {c1 , . . . , cm } the set
of its clauses. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that no variable occurs twice in any
clause, whereby every ci can be viewed as a subset of the set of literals L = {x1 , . . . , xn } [
{¬x1 , . . . , ¬xn }. From this formula, a DFA A = (Q, ⌃, , q0 , F ) is constructed (as seen in Figure 3): The set of input symbols ⌃ contains 2n symbols xi and ¬xi for 1  i  n (one of these
always corresponds to a literal, so they will be referred to as l) and additionally m + 1 symbols
yb for 1  b  m + 1. The state set Q consists of n + m + 2 states listed below:
• variable states qi for 1  i  n,
• clause states cj for 1  j  m and
• terminal states qs and qt , the latter one being a trap state.
The transition function

is defined as follows:

• (qi , xi ) = (qi , ¬xi ) = qi+1 with qn+1 = qt ,
(qi , xi0 ) = (qi , ¬xi0 ) = qi for i 6= i0 ,
• (cj , l) = cj for every literal l 2
/ cj ,
(cj , l) = qt for every l 2 cj ,
• (qt , l) = qt for all literals. Compared to the original construction, this one is extended by
• (qs , yb ) = cb for 1  b  m,
• (qs , ym+1 ) = q1 as well as
• (qs , xi ) = (qs , ¬xi ) = qs for 1  i  n.
• The remaining transitions (which result from symbols yb ) are loops.
Since qt does not have any outgoing transitions, there is no other state in which a synchronizing
word could end. Due to the strand containing q1 , . . . , qn , a synchronizing word must be at least
of length n and of the form
(y1 |y2 | . . . |ym+1 )(x1 |¬x1 )+ (x2 |¬x2 )+ · · · (xn |¬xn )+ (x1 |¬x1 |x2 |¬x2 | . . . |xn |¬xn )⇤ .
Such a synchronizing word represents the assignment of the variables : V ! {0, 1} if the first
letter is cut oﬀ. After this removal it can be generated by the assignment function
(
1, if li = xi
(xi ) =
0, if li = ¬xi .
Considering that this word leads into qt from every state cj and that this transition is not
possible with yb for 1  b  m + 1, it is clear that every clause and therefore the formula '
itself is satisfied.
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(

xi ,
if (xi ) = 1
can be created.
¬xi , if (xi ) = 0
Let yb 2 {y1 , . . . , ym+1 } now be chosen arbitrarily but fixed. The word w0 = ly l1 l2 · · · ln leads
from every state qi with 1  i  n into qt . Since every clause cj , 1  j  m, is satisfied, the
same holds for every state cj . It should be noted that yb directs no one of the states considered
so far into any other one from the state set. Taking into account that every possible value
for yb leads from qs into a state that is directed to qt by w0 = l1 l2 · · · ln , it also directs qs into qt .
Therefore, w0 represents indeed a synchronizing word for A.
2
In the opposite direction, a word w = l1 l2 · · · ln with li =

With that result it can be stated:
Corollary 4.5 DFA-SW on automata with a TTSPL transition graph cannot be solved in time
O⇤ (2o(|Q|) ), unless ETH fails.
Proof. As proven in Proposition 4.4, an arbitrary 3-SAT instance with n variables and m
clauses can be reduced to an instance A = (Q, ⌃, , q0 , F ) of DFA-SW with |Q| = n + m + 2,
|⌃| = 2n + m + 1 and k = n + 1. With the existence of an algorithm solving DFA-SW in time
O⇤ (2o(|Q|) ), 3-SAT would be solvable in time O⇤ (2o(n+m) ), contradicting ETH.
2
Unfortunately, we cannot claim any lower bounds on kernel sizes for the parameterization by
state set size, because the constructions by Vorel and Roman from [28] seem to destroy the
TTSPL automaton graph properties that we need.
So far, we looked at the question if parameterizations studied previously for general automata
graphs lead to the same results when considering TTSPL graphs only. Now, we discuss several ideas of parameterizations that are genuine for TTSPL. Notice that the theory of widthparameters for directed graphs is much richer than for undirected graphs (see [9, 13, 15]), and
we are not aware of any further studies on width parameters for TTSP graphs, something one
might have considered not necessary to do, as most classical graph problems are easy on such
restricted graph classes. Our studies reveal this necessity when considering automata problems.
One problem when computing a synchronizing word for an automaton with TTSPL graph consists in diﬀerent lengths of paths. This necessitates having shortcuts. As the graph from the
Eppstein-Rystsov construction contains at most three shortcuts per strand, a simple parameterization with the number of shortcuts per strand nevertheless seems quite hopeless:
Corollary 4.6 DFA-SW remains NP-complete on TTSPL automata graphs where each strand
has at most three shortcuts.
Another feature in all our reduction is that all strands contain loops. Let us be a bit more
precise: In our definition of TTSPL graphs, it is pretty clear that the terminal nodes will
contain loops. Therefore, when counting the number of loops in a TTSPL graph, we ignore
loops at terminal nodes. With a modification of a construction from [8] it is possible to state:
Proposition 4.7 The problem DFA-SW on automata with TTSPL automata graphs remains
NP-complete, even if there is one strand which must not contain loops (except for the terminals).
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Figure 3: Structure of the automata graphs from Proposition 4.4: Solid edges indicate edges from the
initial construction, dashed edges are added with the new construction. Grey edges result from one of
the added input symbols yb , black edges from one of the already existing symbols l. If there is no label
on an edge, this transition is performed by all of the symbols yb or l, respectively.
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Proof. We extend the construction from Proposition 4.2 with a strand containing k nodes s0i
as well as the mandatory qs and qt (cf. Figure 2). There will be a new input symbol en+m+2 .
The transitions s0i to s0i+1 with 1  i  k and s0k+1 = qt are performed on every input symbol.
Another added transition will be (qs , en+m+2 ) = s01 . The other transitions with en+m+2 are
added as loops again in the whole automaton. It is obvious that this automaton is still a valid
reduction from Hitting Set. As it contains one strand without loop nodes (not counting the
terminals), the claim holds.
2
Hence, the number of strands that must not contain loops (except for the terminals) is not an
interesting parameter, either, as the previous proposition shows that DFA-SW does not belong
to XP for this parameter, unless P = NP.
As strands are also TTSPL graphs by definition, but it is required that the graph obtained from
a strand by deleting the source node is again a TTSPL, the number of strands that contain at
least four nodes with loops might be an interesting parameter. In some of our reductions, this
actually coincides with the (generally larger) parameter number of long strands, i.e., strands
containing at least four nodes.
Corollary 4.8 The problem DFA-SW on automata with TTSPL automata graphs remains
NP-complete, even if there is only one long strand.
Hence, this does not give an interesting parameter, either.
In view of the reductions we have seen so far, which are promising parameterizations — in the
sense of allowing for FPT-results? We discuss some concrete points below in the conclusions.

5.

Conclusions

We have considered the classical automaton problem DFA-SW restricted to quite constrained
types of automata graphs; most constraints still lead to NP-complete decision problems. The
reader might have wondered why we did not touch more usual constraints, like bounded
treewidth (or other width parameters) or bounded outerplanarity (in the already specialized case of planar graphs). However, observe that both reductions that we started out with
(Rystsov-Eppstein or Hitting Set) are already hard on outerplanar graphs and hence on
graphs of bounded treewidth, which makes it NP-hard on basically any width measure for
directed graphs, as well, see [9].
Let us finally mention some open problems and suggestions for further research. (a) We have
shown that the W[2]-hardness proof for the parameter k upper-bounding the length of the
shortest synchronizing word carries over to TTSPL graphs, but did not manage to do so with
the proof showing WNL-hardness. So, it may still be that this problem is in a sense easier
on TTSPL DFAs than in the general case, which could be shown, for instance, by proving
membership in W[2]. (b) Based on the inductive definition of TTSPL, we can observe: roughly
speaking, if automaton A is produced by a series or parallel composition of automata A1 and A2
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with synchronizing words w1 and w2 , then w1 w2 is a synchronizing word for A. One has to be
careful with loops and completeness conditions; we skip the corresponding technical details.
Can such ideas lead to good approximations of synchronizing words? (c) What happens if we
consider the number of strands or the number of series or the number of parallel compositions
needed to construct the automaton graph as a parameter? Observe that on the one hand
the gadget graphs presented in this paper have relatively large parameter values for each of
these parameters, but on the other hand the problem on graphs consisting only of parallel
compositions remains solvable in constant time. (d) It is unclear if the parameterization with
the number of loops leads to better results. This also applies to the parameterization counting
nodes with loops.
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Abstract
We consider Turing machines which perform infinite sequences of runs, where the (finite) number of computation steps in each run is defined by the transitions activated in the preceding run
when using a transition activated for this computation step in this preceding run. Acceptance
is defined by the non-oscillating sequences of runs, i.e., for every tape cell n there exists a
run r(n) such that in all runs after run r(n) the contents of tape cell n is not changed any
more. In that way, with deterministic Turing machines we can characterize ⇧03 , whereas with
non-deterministic Turing machines we obtain ⌃11 .

1.

Introduction

In [2], the idea of activating the rules to be applied in the next steps of a computation of a
sequential grammar by the application of rules during the computation has been introduced.
Even the concept of backwards applications of rules was discussed in di↵erent ways in [1].
Using sequences of computations of the grammar starting from the beginning again after having
made n derivation steps and in the next “round” making n + 1 derivation steps with the
activations obtained in the preceding “round” allowed to “go beyond Turing” even with the
underlying objects being multisets and not strings.
In this paper, we consider Turing machines as accepting devices on strings and !-words, using
the concept of activating transitions to be used in the next “round” of computations in an
infinite sequence of finite runs, with the n-th run making exactly n computation steps. The
acceptance condition is that the sequence of runs is non-oscillating, i.e., for every tape cell m
there exists a run r(m) such that in all runs after run r(m) the contents of tape cell m is not
changed any more. Instead of states, labels for the transitions are used; the same transition in
may have multiple labels.
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As a special variant, we consider Turing machines only going from left to right on the tape and
infinite sequences of runs of such Turing machines activating the transitions to be used in the
next run. Using backwards activations for the next run, i.e., activation of transitions in the
previous step, allows for simulating transitions moving to the left, too. In total, even this special
variant allows for the simulation of infinite runs of deterministic and non-deterministic Turing
machines accepting with non-oscillating runs. As we consider runs making n computation steps
in a row, this requires at least one transition to be activated for every time step. This special
variant also allows us to recover the contents of the tape cells visited so far even when starting
every run from the initial tape.
If we allow runs where in a computation step nothing happens if no transition is activated, but
still the run may continue until n computation steps have been carried out in this relaxed way,
we may look at this as another model where in each run exactly the activated transitions are
carried out, without having the need to do a complete run of n steps. On the other hand, every
run has to start with the tape obtained after the preceding run.
Another interpretation of activating transitions in specific time steps is to consider the transitions assigned to the positions on the tape of the Turing machine, which especially for the
variant of Turing machines only going from left to right on the tape turns out to be an equivalent concept. As the rewriting of one tape cell by the activated transition(s) does not depend
on what happens to the other tape cells, all activated transitions could even be carried out in
parallel – in both models, i.e., with the activations assigned to time steps OR to tape cells.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we first recall some definitions and well-known results, especially with respect to (!-)Turing machines and the accepted families of (!-)languages.
In Section 3 we define the variants of Turing machines with activations of transitions as already briefly described above. The proofs for the characterizations of ⇧03 and ⌃11 by deterministic respectively non-deterministic Turing machines with activations of transitions are given in
Section 4. A short summary and discussion in Section 5 conclude the paper.

2.

Definitions

We assume the reader to be familiar with the underlying notions and concepts from formal
language theory, e.g., see [11] and [6].

2.1.

Prerequisites

The set of integers is denoted by Z, the set of positive integers by N, and the set of non-negative
integers by N0 := N [ {0}. Given an alphabet V , a finite non-empty set of abstract symbols,
the free monoid generated by V under the operation of concatenation is denoted by V ⇤ . The
elements of V ⇤ are called strings, the empty string is denoted by , and V ⇤ r { } is denoted
by V + . For an arbitrary alphabet V = {a1 , . . . , an }, the number of occurrences of P
a symbol ai
in a string x is denoted by |x|ai , while the length of a string x is denoted by |x| = ai 2V |x|ai .
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With respect to a specific order on the elements a1 , . . . , an of the alphabet V , the n-tuple
(|x|a1 , . . . , |x|an } is called the Parikh vector of |x|.
The set of one-sided infinite strings (mappings from N to V ) is denoted by V ! . Its subsets are
referred to as !-languages.
A finite multiset
over an alphabet
V = {a1 , . . . , an } is a mapping f : V ! N0 and can be repreD
E
f (a1 )
f (an )
sented by a1 , . . . , an
or by any string x for which (|x|a1 , . . . , |x|an ) = (f (a1 ), . . . , f (an )).
The set of all multisets over V is denoted by V or by P s (V ⇤ ).
The families of regular and recursively enumerable string languages are denoted by REG and
RE, respectively, and Co-RE denotes the family of complements of recursively enumerable
string languages.

2.2.

The Arithmetical Hierarchy

The Arithmetical Hierarchy (e.g., see [3, 10, 9] or [13, Section 3.4]) is usually developed with the
universal (8) and existential (9) quantifiers restricted to the integers. Levels in the Arithmetical
Hierarchy are labeled as ⌃0n if they can be defined by expressions beginning with a sequence of
at most n alternating quantifiers starting with 9; levels are labeled as ⇧0n if they can be defined
by such expressions of at most n alternating quantifiers that start with 8. ⌃00 and ⇧00 are defined
as having no quantifiers and are equivalent. ⌃01 and ⇧01 only have the single quantifier 9 and 8,
respectively. We only need to consider alternating pairs of the quantifiers 8 and 9 because two
quantifiers of the same type occurring together are equivalent to a single quantifier. Moreover,
we use the notion 0n , being defined as to represent ⇧0n \ ⌃0n . In particular, the languages
in ⇧01 \ ⌃01 and ⌃01 are the computable languages and the recursively enumerable languages,
respectively.
More specifically, we say that a language W ✓ V ⇤ belongs to the class ⌃0n if and only if
W = {w | 9a1 . . . Qm am : (a1 , . . . , am , w) 2 RW }, m  n, and an !-language F ✓ V ! belongs
to the class ⌃0n if and only if F = {⇠ | 9a1 . . . Qm am : (a1 , . . . , am 1 , ⇠ am ) 2 RF }, m  n,
where ⇠ ` is the prefix of length ` of the infinite word ⇠, RW ✓ Nn ⇥ V ⇤ and RF ✓ Nn 1 ⇥ V ⇤
are computable relations and Qi is one of the quantifiers 8 or 9. The class ⇧n is defined dually
by taking 8 instead of 9 as the first quantifier in all definitions.
If we also quantify over functions from N to N, i.e., define sets of natural numbers by using
second order logic formulas, we get the analytical hierarchy, starting with ⌃11 and ⇧11 . For
example, an !-language F ✓ V ! belongs to the class ⌃11 if and only if it can be accepted by a
non-deterministic Turing machine (by a complete non-oscillating run).

2.3.

Turing Machines

A Turing machine (a TM for short) is a construct M = (V, Z0 , B, T, Q, p0 , F, ) where
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

V is the set of the tape alphabet, {Z0 , B} ⇢ V \ T ;
Z0 is the left boundary marker of the tape;
B is the blank symbol;
T ⇢ V is the terminal alphabet;
Q is the set of states;
p0 2 Q is the initial state;
F ✓ Q is the set of final states;
✓ Q ⇥ V ⇥ Q ⇥ V ⇥ {L, R} is the transition function.

The Turing machine M is called deterministic if for every pair (p, X) 2 Q ⇥ V there is (at
most) one triple (q, Y, D) 2 Q ⇥ V ⇥ {L, R} such that (p, X, q, Y, D) 2 Q ⇥ V ⇥ Q ⇥ V ⇥ {L, R}.
For a finite string w 2 T ⇤ , acceptance usually is defined by M reaching a finite state when
starting with Z0 wB ! on its tape in state p0 and the read/write head being on Z0 . M making a
transition using (p, X, q, Y, D) means that with being in state p and reading X on the current
tape cell, M enters state q, rewrites X to Y , and moves its head into direction D, i.e., to the
left if D = L and to the right if D = R.
For infinite strings, one possible acceptance condition for an !-word ⇠ is that there exists a
non-oscillating run on it, i.e., for every tape cell n there exists a time t(n) such that for all
times t
t(n) tape cell n is not visited any more [5, 8]. For finite strings w, we start with
Z0 wB ! , hence, we obtain a similar definition of acceptance for finite strings.
Remark 2.1 We observe that every non-oscillating run is complete, too, i.e., every tape cell
is visited at least once.
In that way, with deterministic Turing machines we can characterize ⇧03 (see [8]), whereas with
non-deterministic Turing machines we obtain ⌃11 , e.g., see [13, 15]:
Proposition 2.2 The family of languages and !-languages accepted by deterministic and nondeterministic Turing machines with non-oscillating runs equals ⇧03 and ⌃11 , respectively.

3.

Turing Machines with Activations of Transitions

In this section, we describe the variants of Turing machines with activations of transitions as
already briefly discussed in Section 1.
A Turing machine with activations of transitions (an ATM) for short) is a construct
MA = (V, Z0 , B, T, H, L, A0 )
where
• V the set of the tape alphabet, {Z0 , B} ⇢ V \ T ;
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• Z0 is the left boundary marker of the tape;
• B is the blank symbol;

• T ⇢ V the terminal alphabet;
• H is a set of labels;

• L is a set of labeled transitions of the form r : (X, Y ; A) with r 2 H, X, Y 2 V and A
being a finite subset of H ⇥ Z;
• A0 is a finite subset of H ⇥ N describing the initial activations of transitions.
A computation of the ATM MA in general can be defined as follows:
• In any run, the ATM MA only moves from left to right, starting on the left boundary
marker Z0 (this symbol must not be overwritten).
• We consider a sequence of runs; in every run, in any time step k, we try to apply one of
the labeled transitions activated for this time step k; if none of those is applicable, the
computation goes on as long as there is still a time step for which at least one transition
is activated.
• The initial activations of transitions in A0 of the form (r, t) indicate that for time step t of
the first run the transition r is activated and thus may be used in this step; observe that
di↵erent transitions may be activated for the same time step t.
• Executing the transition r : (X, Y ; A) in time step k means replacing the contents X of the
k-th tape cell by Y (and moving the head one cell to the right for the next computation
step of this run); an element (s, t) in A causes the activation of transition s in time step
k + t in the next run.
There are several ways to define the final result obtained by a sequence of – finite or infinite –
runs of the ATM MA :
finite runs generating finite strings the first run starts with the “empty tape”, i.e., with
Z0 B ! ; given some w 2 T ⇤ we say that w is generated by MA if and only if there exists a
sequence of runs that ends, i.e., in some run no transition is applicable any more, and the
final tape is of the form Z0 wB ! ;
finite runs accepting finite strings the first run starts with Z0 wB ! for some w 2 T ⇤ ; we
say that w is accepted if and only if there exists a sequence of runs that ends, i.e., in a
run no transition is applicable;
infinite runs generating !-words the first run starts with Z0 B ! ; we consider infinite sequences of runs, probably having to fulfill specific conditions with respect to the applied
transitions; we here restrict ourselves to the condition of non-oscillating sequences of runs,
i.e., for every tape cell n there exists a run r(n) such that in all runs after run r(n) the
contents of tape cell n is not changed any more and, if still transitions for time step n are
activated, also those will not change any more in runs r(m) with m > n;
infinite runs accepting !-words the first run starts with Z0 ⇠ for some ⇠ 2 T ! ; we say
that ⇠ is accepted by MA if and only if there exists a non-oscillating sequence of runs
starting with the initial tape Z0 ⇠;
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infinite runs generating finite strings the first run starts with Z0 B ! ; a finite string w 2
T ⇤ is said to be generated by MA if and only if the !-word wB ! is generated by MA ;
infinite runs accepting finite strings the first run starts with Z0 wB ! for some w 2 T ⇤ ;
we say that w is accepted by MA if and only if the !-word wB ! is accepted by MA .
Remark 3.1 As for TMs we observe that every non-oscillating sequence of runs of an ATM is
complete, too, i.e., every tape cell is visited at least once.
We now consider a rather restricted model where in every run in each time step a transition
must be executed, i.e., we consider sequences of runs where in the n-th run exactly n steps
to the right on the tape are carried out. In step k, 1  k  n, one of the labeled transitions
activated for time step k is executed; if none of those is applicable, the computation stops
without yielding a result. Such a restricted ATM will be called continuous or a cATM for
short.
Remark 3.2 If we do not require the ATM to be continuous, we may simplify the final condition of non-oscillating sequences of runs: for every tape cell n there exists a run r(n) such that
in all runs after run r(n), no transition is activated for tape cell n any more.
An accepting ATM MA is called deterministic if in every run of a non-oscillating sequence of
runs of MA never more than one transition is applicable in a time step of a run.
Remark 3.3 We observe that – in contrast to the feature of a TM to be deterministic, which
can syntactically be checked from the description of the TM – the feature of an ATM to be
deterministic cannot be checked syntactically; as a dynamic feature of all possible – even infinite
– computations it is not decidable.
This can be verified in the following manner:
We start with a deterministic universal Turing machine U having the single final terminal state
sfin . We then construct another Turing machine U 0 which has an additional new final state s0fin ,
and to any transition leading to sfin , we add a twin transition leading to this new final state
s0fin . Thus the newly defined machine U 0 is also universal, but is non-deterministic, as for every
accepting computation leading to a final state there is a second one leading to the other final
state in the last step of the computation.
We first consider the following Turing machines Mk , k 2 N: Mk is obtained by simulating the
program k on input k on U 0 , that is, the Mk encode the halting problem K. Then, in view of
the invention of the twin final transitions, Mk is non-deterministic, but works in a deterministic
way if and only if k 2
/ K – a problem which is undecidable.
For every Turing machine Mk , we now construct a non-deterministic ATM AMk simulating Mk
and having an accepting (i.e., non-oscillating) run on input n if and only if the input equals k.
To guarantee that its run on input k becomes non-oscillating, AMk also runs an intermediate
subprogram moving the whole tape contents of Mk one cell to the right whenever having
simulated a transition of Mk . This guarantees that for every k 2
/ K, AMk has a deterministic
non-oscillating run on input k while simulating the computation of Mk on k.
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For k 2 K, AMk can simulate the transitions of Mk in a deterministic way until Mk reaches one
of its final states sfin and s0fin , yet this last transition has to be chosen in a non-deterministic
way. After having reached one of the final states, AMk just makes an infinite run to the right,
thus accepting k by a non-oscillating run.
On the other hand, for any other input 6= k, after having checked that the input does not equal
k, AMk immediately starts a complete, but oscillating run, oscillating between going back to
the beginning of the tape and visiting another tape cell to the right.
In sum, the ATMs AMk accept exactly k by (sequences of) non-oscillating runs, but by construction AMk is deterministic if and only if k 2
/ K, a question which is undecidable as already
pointed out above.
As we shall see from the proofs elaborated in Section 4, cATMs have the advantage that we can
start every run from the initial tape again, as all information about the contents of the tape
cells visited so far can be taken over from the preceding run by using suitable activations for
each tape cell n which corresponds to using suitable activations for each time step n. A cATM
always starting with the initial tape is called an initial cATM or icATM for short.

4.

Accepting Turing Machines with
Activations of Transitions

In this section we consider accepting Turing Machines with activations of transitions and prove
that the families of (!-)languages accepted by deterministic and non-deterministic Turing Machines with activations of transitions accepting with non-oscillating sequences of runs coincides
with ⇧03 and ⌃11 , respectively.
Before proving our general results we give an example showing how regular languages can be
characterized by specific restricted variants of icATMs:
Example 4.1 A deterministic finite automaton can be seen as a special variant of a deterministic Turing machine M = (V, Z0 , B, T, Q, p0 , F, ) accepting finite strings w 2 T ⇤ , starting with
Z0 wB ! , having the following restrictions:
• V = T [ {Z0 , B}, i.e., there are no additional tape symbols;
• only contains transitions with movements to the right of the form (p, a, q, a, R), p, q 2 Q,
a 2 T [ {Z0 };
• for each pair (p, a) with p 2 Q and a 2 T [ {Z0 } there is exactly one state q 2 Q such
that (p, a, q, a, R) 2 .
Due to the restricted forms of the transitions, any computation in a deterministic finite automaton halts if it reaches the first blank symbol B; we say that w is accepted by M if and
only if it is in a final state from F when halting. The language accepted by M , i.e., the set of
all terminal words accepted by M in that way is denoted by L(M ).
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We now construct an icATM MA = (V, Z0 , B, T, H, L, A0 ) with V = T [ {Z0 , B} simulating the
transitions of M in such a way that in the n-th run the first n 1 symbols of the input string
w are read; in the first step, always Z0 is read. If after n + 1 runs the input string has been
parsed completely, the sequence of runs stops as no transition is defined when reading the first
blank symbol B if M has reached this situation in a final state; otherwise, an infinite loop is
started moving to the right over the infinite tail B ! on the tape.
• A0 = {(< p0 , Z0 >, 1)},
i.e., for the first step in the first run as the initial transition < p0 , Z0 > is activated;
< p0 , Z0 >: (Z0 , Z0 , {(< id(Z0 ) >, 0)} [ {(< q, a >, 1) | (p0 , Z0 , q) 2 , a 2 T } [
{(< r, B >, 1) | (p0 , Z0 , q) 2 , q 2 Q \ F }),
i.e., Z0 in the next run is just rewritten to itself, but for the second any valid transition
according to the given relation is activated; as M is deterministic, for every terminal
symbol a to be read exactly one transition will be available; if the end of the input string
has been reached, the sequence of runs only continues if M has not reached a final state.
• Each transition of M in state p reading the terminal symbol a is simulated in MA by
< p, b >: (b, b, {(id(b), 0)} [ {(< q, a >, 1) | (p, b, q) 2 , a 2 T } [
{(< r, B >, 1) | (p, b, q) 2 , q 2 Q \ F }),
i.e., the underlying symbol of the input string on tape cell n is rewritten to itself, but for
the next run any valid transition according to the given relation is activated for tape
cell n + 1; as M is deterministic, for every terminal symbol a to be read at position n + 1
exactly one transition will be available; if the end of the input string has been reached,
the sequence of runs only continues if M has not reached a final state using the transition
labeled by < r, B >.
• For any b 2 T [ {B}, the identity transition is defined by
< id(b) >: (b, b, {(< id(b) >, 0)}).

• For doing the infinite loop to the right on the blank symbols, we use
< r, B >: (B, B, {(< id(B) >, 0), (< r, B >, 1)}).
Summing up, we have defined
H = {< p, b >| p 2 Q, b 2 T [ {B}} [ {< p0 , Z0 >, < r, B >}
[ {< id(b) >| b 2 T [ {B}},
L = {< p0 , Z0 >: (Z0 , Z0 , {(< id(Z0 ) >, 0)} [
{(< q, a >, 1) | (p0 , Z0 , q) 2 , a 2 T } [
{(< r, B >, 1) | (p0 , Z0 , q) 2 , q 2 Q \ F })}
[ {< p, b >: (b, b, {(id(b), 0)} [
{(< q, a >, 1) | (p, b, q) 2 , a 2 T } [
{(< r, B >, 1) | (p, b, q) 2 , q 2 Q \ F }) | p 2 Q, b 2 T [ {B}}
[ {< id(b) >: (b, b, {(< id(b) >, 0)}) | b 2 T [ {B}}
[ {< r, B >: (B, B, {(< id(B) >, 0), (< r, B >, 1)})},
A0 = {(< p0 , Z0 >, 1)}.
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Acceptance is obtained by finite sequences of runs, but by replacing q 2 Q \ F by q 2 F we
obtain an icATM MA0 accepting by infinite sequences of runs instead.
We may also consider ATMs M̃A and M̃A0 which only use the activations going to the right, i.e.,
we take the ATM
M̃A = (T [ {Z0 , B}, Z0 , B, T, H̃, L̃, Ã0 )
H̃ = {< p, b >| p 2 Q, b 2 T [ {B}} [ {< p0 , Z0 >, < r, B >},
L̃ = {< p0 , Z0 >: (Z0 , Z0 , {(< q, a >, 1) | (p0 , Z0 , q) 2 , a 2 T } [
{(< r, B >, 1) | (p0 , Z0 , q) 2 , q 2 Q \ F })}
[ {< p, b >: (b, b, {(< q, a >, 1) | (p, b, q) 2 , a 2 T } [
{(< r, B >, 1) | (p, b, q) 2 , q 2 Q \ F }) | p 2 Q, b 2 T [ {B}}
[ {< r, B >: (B, B, {(< r, B >, 1)})},
Ã0 = {(< p0 , Z0 >, 1)}.
M̃A accepts with finite sequences of runs, and M̃A0 , again obtained from M̃A by replacing
q 2 Q \ F with q 2 F , accepts with infinite sequences of runs.
We now turn our attention to ATMs accepting with infinite runs. In contrast to the finite
automata simulated in the example above, in the case of arbitrary TMs we also have to simulate
transitions moving to the left.
Theorem 4.2 The families of string languages and !-languages accepted by non-deterministic
ATMs and cATMs coincide with ⌃11 .
Proof. Given a non-deterministic ATM MA , we can construct a non-deterministic TM M
accepting, by non-oscillating runs, the same set of strings or !-words as accepted by nonoscillating sequences of runs of MA : M simulates the runs in the sequence one after the other,
and stores the activations of transitions for the next run. The main technical detail is to
guarantee that the run of M is non-oscillating if and only if the simulated sequence of runs of
MA is non-oscillating. This, for example, can be achieved by using several tracks on the tape
cells, one for the initial input, one for the computations to be carried out, and one for returning
to the leftmost position where during the simulated run an activated transition has changed the
contents of the tape cell. In this way, only the positions corresponding to time steps changing
the contents of an underlying tape cell are visited. Hence, for all runs of MA not changing tape
cell n any more, also M does not go left of tape cell n any more. We conclude that a run of M
is non-oscillating if and only if it simulates a non-oscillating sequence of runs of MA .
For the other inclusion, we start with a (non-deterministic) TM
M = (V, Z0 , B, T, Q, p0 , F, )
and construct an equivalent cATM
MA = (V, Z0 , B, T, H, L, A0 )
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with
H = {< p, Z0 , q, Z0 , R >| (p, Z0 , q, Z0 , R) 2 }
[ {< p, X, q, Y, R >| (p, X, q, Y, R) 2 , X 6= Z0 }
[ {< p, X, q, Y, L >| (p, X, q, Y, L) 2 }
[ {< X, R >, < X, 0 >, < X, L >| X 2 V },
L = {< p, Z0 , q, Z0 , R >: (Z0 , Z0 , {(< Z0 , L >, 0)}
[ {(< q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D >, 1) | (q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D) 2 , X 0 , Y 0 2 V, q 0 2 Q})
| (p, Z0 , q, Z0 , R) 2 }
[ {< p, X, q, Y, R >: (X, Y, {(< Y, L >, 0)} [ {(< U, L >, 1)} | U 2 V }
[ {(< q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D >, 1) | (q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D) 2 , X 0 , Y 0 2 V, q 0 2 Q})
| (p, X, q, Y, R) 2 , X 6= Z0 }
[ {< p, X, q, Y, L >: (X, Y, {(< Y, R >, 0)} [ {(< U, R >, 1)} | U 2 V }
[ {(< q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D >, 1)} | (q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D) 2 , X 0 , Y 0 2 V, q 0 2 Q})
| (p, X, q, Y, L) 2 }
[ {< X, R >: (X, X, {(< Y, R >, 1) | Y 2 V }) | X 2 V }
[ {< X, L >: (X, X, {(< Y, L >, 1) | Y 2 V }) | X 2 V \ {Z0 }}
[ {< Z0 , L >: (Z0 , Z0 , ;)},
A0 = {(< p0 , Z0 , q, Z0 , R >, 1) | (p0 , Z0 , q, Z0 , R) 2 }.
The simulation of a computation in M starts with the corresponding initial activation
< p0 , Z0 , q, Z0 , R >, with MA replacing Z0 by Z0 and activating some < q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D > for
the second step of the second run of MA , whereas for the first step in the second run the rule
labeled by < Z0 , L > is activated, only rewriting Z0 by itself.
In general, as long as M only makes steps to the right, only rules labeled by < p, X, q, Y, R >
are activated in the n-th step, replacing X by Y and activating some < q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D > for
step n + 1 in the run n + 1 of MA , whereas for each preceding step in this run rules labeled
< U, L > are activated, which rewrite the underlying symbol U by itself, again activating rules
labeled < X, L > to the left; this sequence sending activations to the left ends at the position
of Z0 , where no rule to the left is activated any more.
As soon as a rule labeled by < p, X, q, Y, RL > is activated in the n-th step, which simulates a
computation step of M moving the head to the left, also a sequence of activations to the right
is initiated by < Y, R >, 0) for the n-th step of the run n + 1 and < U, R >, for some U 2 V , for
step n + 1 in this run. From that moment on, this sequence of activations to the right ends on
a blank symbol in the last step, activating < B, R > for the next step (position on the tape),
too.
In general, a transition (p, X, q, Y, R) of M on position m of the tape to the right is simulated
by MA in step m with the rule labeled by < p, X, q, Y, R >, which replaces X by Y , activates
rules labeled < q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D > for all possible next transitions of M on position m + 1. The
sequences of rules < U, L > to the left as well as of rules < U, R > to the right guarantee that
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in the next run of MA all positions on the tape except m + 1 rewrite the underlying symbols
and again activate these identity rules to the left and to the right, whereas only positions m,
m + 1, and m + 2 are controlled by the rule labeled by < q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D >.
In the same way, a transition (p, X, q, Y, L) of M on position m of the tape to the right is
simulated by MA in step m with the rule labeled by < p, X, q, Y, L >, which replaces X by Y ,
activates rules labeled < q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D > for all possible next transitions of M on position m 1.
The sequences of rules < U, L > to the left as well as of rules < U, R > to the right guarantee
that in the next run of MA all positions on the tape except m 1 rewrite the underlying symbols
and again activate these identity rules to the left and to the right, whereas only positions m,
m 1, and m 2 (for m 2) are controlled by the rule labeled by < q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D >.
With the simulations described above, MA accepts a finite string w or an !-word ⇠ by nonoscillating infinite sequences of runs if and only if M accepts w or ⇠, respectively, by a complete
non-oscillating run, which proves the assertions claimed in the theorem.
We finally observe that the construction of the non-deterministic cATM MA elaborated above
immediately also yields an equivalent ATM
MA0 = (V, Z0 , B, T, H 0 , L0 , A00 )
where we can even omit the activation of the transitions not changing the contents of tape cells
from the preceding run:

H 0 = {< p, Z0 , q, Z0 , R >| (p, Z0 , q, Z0 , R) 2 }
[ {< p, X, q, Y, R >| (p, X, q, Y, R) 2 , X 6= Z0 }
[ {< p, X, q, Y, L >| (p, X, q, Y, L) 2 }
0
L = {< p, X, q, Y, R >: (X, Y, {(< q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D >, 1)
| (q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D) 2 , X 0 , Y 0 2 V, q 0 2 Q}) | (p, X, q, Y, R) 2 }
[ {< p, X, q, Y, L >: (X, Y, {(< q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D >, 1)
| (q, X 0 , q 0 , Y 0 , D) 2 , X 0 , Y 0 2 V, q 0 2 Q}) | (p, X, q, Y, L) 2 }
A00 = {(< p0 , Z0 , q, Z0 , R >, 1) | (p0 , Z0 , q, Z0 , R) 2 }.
In the runs of MA0 , only the rules < p, X, q, Y, R > or < p, X, q, Y, L > activated at position
m are executed, moving the activated position for the next run to m + 1 respectively m 1.
Although the activations are not pushed one position to the right, i.e., initiating one step more,
in succeeding runs of MA0 , a sequence of runs in MA0 still is a non-oscillating infinite one if and
only if the simulated run of M is a non-oscillating infinite one.
2
The construction elaborated in the proof of Theorem 4.2 also works in the deterministic case,
guaranteeing that the simulations of accepting runs of a deterministic TM correspond to deterministic accepting sequences of runs of the corresponding cATM.
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Corollary 4.3 The families of string languages and !-languages accepted by deterministic
ATMs and cATMs coincide with ⇧03 .
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we can simulate any accepting non-oscillating computation of the given deterministic TM M by sequences of deterministic runs of the simulating
cATM MA , which therefore, by definition is a deterministic cATM. Yet even the non-accepting
sequences of runs of the cATM MA simulating non-accepting runs of the given TM M are
deterministic.
On the other hand, given a deterministic cATM MA , we can construct a deterministic TM M
accepting the same set of strings or !-words: the accepting sequences of runs of the cATM
MA are deterministic by definition; hence, for all sequences of runs of the cATM MA , M in
addition has to check whether the determinism condition is fulfilled during the runs of MA ;
as soon as a non-deterministic activation of transitions is detected by M , it continues with an
oscillating computation thus rejecting the input; the second possibility of rejecting an input is
by simulating an oscillating deterministic computation of MA .
2
Whether the results shown in Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 for non-deterministic and deterministic ATMs as well as non-deterministic and deterministic cATMs also holds for icATMs,
remains as an open question.

5.

Conclusion

In this paper we have considered variants of Turing machines with activations of transitions.
With each execution of a transition, transitions for the next run of the Turing machine are
activated. Accepting with non-oscillating sequences of runs, such deterministic and nondeterministic Turing machines with activations of transitions characterize ⇧03 and ⌃11 , respectively.
Accepting with non-oscillating runs is the most powerful acceptance mode for languages and
!-languages when using !-computations on Turing machines. The results of [5, 15, 12] and
[8], however, show that in the case of non-deterministic machines also the simple red-green
machines of [16] achieve the same power.
In the deterministic case, a comparison of results shows that there is a di↵erence in the accepting
power between Turing machines accepting !-languages with arbitrary runs [5, 13, 15], complete
runs [7, 14], and complete non-oscillating runs [8]. The same is true for the language case where
the red-green Turing machines of [16] accept languages in ⌃02 and, in a more general setting,
e.g., see [4, 12], languages up to the Boolean closure of ⌃02 are accepted.
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Abstract
We study strong Chomskyan and strong extended T0L language families and variants thereof
and prove connections to self-verifying complexity classes by considering the logspace many-one
closure of the language families under investigation.

1.

Introduction

There are many close connections between the area of formal languages and complexity theory.
For instance [13, 17, 19, 21]
NL = LOG(LIN),

AuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n) = LOG(CFL),

and NP = LOG(ET0L),

to mention only a few. Here NL (NP, respectively) denotes the class of languages accepted
by nondeterministic Turing machines with logarithmic space (polynomial time, respectively).
Further, AuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n) refers to the class of languages that are accepted
by nondeterministic auxiliary pushdown automata with log n space and polynomial time—
this is a resource bounded Turing machine with an additional pushdown store that is used
as an auxiliary storage which is not counted to the space complexity of the device. Let LIN
(CFL, ET0L, respectively) be the family of languages generated by linear context-free grammars
(context-free grammars, ET0L systems, respectively), and for a formal language family C let
LOG(C) refer to the closure of C under deterministic logarithmic space bounded reductions.
Recently in [5] it was shown that context-free languages whose complement is also context free,
known as strongly context-free languages [11], are characterized by self-verifying pushdown
automata, a generalization of self-verifying finite automata [4]. Roughly speaking in a selfverifying automaton each computation path is concluded with any of the three possible answers
“yes,” “no,” and “don’t know” and for each input word, no two paths give contradictory
answers, that is, both answers “yes” and “no” on the same input are not possible. Finally,
at least one path must give the correct answer “yes” or “no.” In the spirit of the above
mentioned results, the question arises for which devices the self-verifying property induces
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a strong language family and how both concepts e↵ect the computational complexity. For
Chomskyan and some Lindenmayer language families we obtain the following computational
complexity results: NL = svNL = LOG(strLIN) and
AuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n) = svAuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n) = LOG(strCFL),
but LOG(strET0L) ✓ svNP = NP \ coNP ✓ NP. Here strC = C \ coC refers to the strong
language family C and the prefix sv indicates that the underlying devices are self-verifying.
Further, we investigate inclusion relations between ordinary and strong Lindenmayer language
families. Then we turn our attention to self-verifying automata, proving properties that ensure
that self-verification and strongness of the corresponding ordinary language family coincides.
Next we study complexity classes based on self-verifying machines. In passing we describe new
variants of some well known NL-complete problems that have a self-verifying flavour. Finally, we
show results on the logspace many-one closure of the language families under investigation. In
contrast to LOG(strET0L) ✓ svNP ✓ NP = LOG(ET0L), in most cases the logspace many-one
closure annihilates the di↵erence between a language family and its strong variant.

2.

Preliminaries

We recall some notations from formal language theory as contained in [10]. Let REG, LIN,
CFL, and CSL refer to the family of languages generated by right linear context-free, linear
context-free, context-free, and context-sensitive grammars. The strict inclusion chain
REG ⇢ LIN ⇢ CFL ⇢ CSL
is well known. Besides REG and CSL the other two language families are not closed under
complementation.
An extended tabled interaction-less Lindenmayer system (ET0L system) is a four-tuple
G = ( , H, S, ⌃),
where
is an alphabet, H is a finite nonempty set of substitutions (called tables) over ⇤ ,
S 2 is referred to as the axiom, and ⌃ ✓ is the terminal alphabet. The language generated
by G is defined as
L(G) = { w 2 ⌃⇤ | w 2

1 ( 2 (· · ·

k (S))),

where

1,

2, . . . ,

k

2 H }.

For u 2 ⇤ and 2 H we write u ) v or simply u ) v, if v 2 (u). Let )⇤ refer to the
reflexive, transitive closure of ). Then the language L(G) consists of all words w in ⌃⇤ such
that S )⇤ w.
An ET0L system is said to be
1. an extended deterministic tabled 0L system (EDT0L system) if H is a finite nonempty set
of homomorphisms,
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2. an extended 0L system (E0L system) if H is a singleton set, and
3. an extended deterministic 0L system (ED0L system) if H is a singleton set of one homomorphism.
A language L is an ET0L (EDT0L, E0L, ED0L, respectively) language if it can be generated by
an ET0L (EDT0L, E0L, ED0L, respectively) system G, i.e., L(G) = L. The family of languages
generated by ET0L (EDT0L, E0L, ED0L, respectively) systems is referred to as ET0L (EDT0L,
E0L, ED0L, respectively). The following strict inclusions are known:
ED0L ⇢ EDT0L ⇢ ET0L and ED0L ⇢ E0L ⇢ ET0L.
Moreover, LIN ⇢ EDT0L, CFL ⇢ E0L, and ET0L ⇢ CSL. None of the introduced Lindenmayer
language families are closed under complementation. For more on Lindenmayer languages in
general we refer to [15].
Moreover, we assume the reader to be familiar with the basics in computational complexity
theory. Consider the inclusion chain
L ✓ NL ✓ P ✓ NP \ coNP ✓ NP ✓ PSPACE.
Here L (NL, respectively) refers to the set of problems accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic, respectively) logspace bounded Turing machines, P (NP, respectively) is the set of
problems accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic, respectively) polynomial time bounded
Turing machines, and PSPACE is the set of problems accepted by deterministic or nondeterministic polynomial space bounded Turing machines. Further, for a complexity class C, the
set coC is the set of complements of languages from C. Hardness and completeness is always
meant w.r.t. deterministic logspace bounded many-one reducibility.

3.

On Some Strong Formal Language Families

Context-free languages whose complement are also context-free, are called strongly contextfree languages, and were investigated in [11]. The family of strongly context-free languages is
referred to as strCFL. In general, for a formal language family C one defines the family of all
strongly C languages by strC = C\coC. This results in the family of strongly regular languages,
strongly linear context-free languages, etc. Besides the inclusion chains
strREG = REG ⇢ strLIN ⇢ LIN and DCFL ⇢ strCFL ⇢ CFL,
also closure properties and descriptional complexity issues of strongly context-free and strongly
linear context-free languages were investigated in [11]. Moreover, it turned out that any slender
context-free language is strongly linear context-free, where a language L is said to be slender
if there is a constant k such that |L \ ⌃n |  k, for every n. Observe, that strDCFL = DCFL is
not mentioned in [11], but obviously holds, since DCFL is closed under complementation, which
holds in a more general setting, namely strC = C if and only if C = coC, for any formal language
family C. Recently in [5] it was observed that strongly context-free languages are accepted
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by self-verifying pushdown automata, a generalization of self-verifying finite automata. Selfverification for automata and strong language families are studied in more detail in the next
section.
We continue with a coherent study of strong extended Lindenmayer language families. We start
our investigation with the weakest language family strED0L. We need a preliminary result on
ED0L languages:
Lemma 3.1 Let a 2 ⌃. If two di↵erent nonempty unary words ak and a` with k < ` belong to
an ED0L language, then k | `, that is, k divides `.
Proof. Let G = ( , h, S, ⌃) be a ED0L system. In this case, for every u 2 ⇤ , there is a
unique v in ⇤ such that v = h(u). Obviously, this also applies to hn (u), for every nonnegative
integer n. Let a 2 ⌃. Assume that L(G) contains at least two di↵erent unary nonempty
words ak and a` with k < `. Let ak = hi (S) and a` = hj (S), for nonnegative integers i and j.
Then we consider two cases:
1. If i  j, then
a` = hj (S) = hj i (hi (S)) = hj i (ak ) = hj i (a)hj i (a) · · · hj i (a) = uk ,
|
{z
}
k times

where u = hj i (a). The length comparison gives us that |u| = k` , which is only possible
if k divides `, since the length of any word is a nonnegative integer.
2. In case j < i, a similar argumentation applies, but with k and ` interchanged. Thus, `
must divide k, which is not possible since k < `. Thus, this case cannot appear.
This proves the statement of the lemma.

2

We utilize the above given property to show that strED0L = {}.
Theorem 3.2 strED0L = {}.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there is an ED0L language L over the
alphabet ⌃ whose complement is also an ED0L language. Let a 2 ⌃ be an arbitrary letter.
Then we consider the three nonempty unary words a2 , a3 , and a5 . By the pigeon-hole principle
two of these three words must belong to either L or ⌃⇤ \ L. Because by the choice of the length
of the three words no two words are members of any ED0L language, since this contradicts the
divisibility property shown in Lemma 3.1. Thus, the assumption on the existence of a ED0L
language whose complement is also an ED0L languages is flawed. Therefore, no language
belongs to strED0L. This proves our theorem.
2
The next theorem is immediate by the following observations. Note that for formal language
families C and D the inclusion C ✓ D implies strC ✓ strD. Thus, since strREG = REG and
moreover REG ✓ E0L \ EDT0L, both language families strE0L and strEDT0L are non-trivial—
obviously, the language family ED0L is non-trivial,too.
Theorem 3.3 We have the following strict inclusions:
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1. strED0L ⇢ strE0L,
2. strED0L ⇢ strEDT0L, and
3. strED0L ⇢ ED0L.

2

Next we consider strongly E0L languages in detail.
Theorem 3.4 We have the following strict inclusions:
1. strE0L ⇢ strET0L and
2. strE0L ⇢ E0L.
Proof. The inclusions are evident. For the strictness in both cases we use the language
L = { ak b` ak | 1  k  ` }.
In [15, page 89, Corollary 4.7] it was shown that L is not an E0L language. Thus, both L
and {a, b}⇤ \ L are not members of strE0L. On the other hand, observe, that L is an EDT0L
language, because it can be generated by the EDT0L system G = ({S, A, B, a, b}, H, S, {a, b})
with H = {h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 }, where
h1 = {S ! ABA},
h3 = {A ! A, B ! bB},

h2 = {A ! aA, B ! bB},
h4 = {A ! a, B ! b},

and symbols that are not specified map to themselves.
In G we find the following successful derivations
S )h1 ABA )h4 aba
and moreover
ak Ab` Bak A )h2 ak+1 Ab`+1 Bak+1 A,
and

ak Ab` Bak A )h3 ak Ab`+1 Bak A,
ak Ab` Bak A )h4 ak+1 b`+1 ak+1 ,

for 0  k  `. Thus, it is not hard to see that L(G) = L.
Next we show that the complement of L is an E0L and an EDT0L language. To this end we
describe {a, b}⇤ \ L as the union of the following languages—since L is a subset of a+ b+ a+ we
speak of words that contain blocks of letters:
• L1 = a⇤ b⇤ + b⇤ a⇤ (the word consists of up to two blocks),
• L2 = b+ a+ b+ + a+ b+ a+ b+ (a + b)⇤ + b+ a+ b+ a+ (a + b)⇤ (the word consists of exactly three
blocks in wrong order or of at least four blocks),
• L3 = { ak1 b+ ak2 | k1 , k2 1 and k1 6= k2 } (the word consists of exactly three blocks in the
right order, but the outermost blocks are not of the same length), and
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• L4 = { ak b` ak | 1  ` < k } (the word consists of three blocks in the right order, but the
middle block is shorter in length than the outermost blocks that are of the same length).

It is not hard to see that {a, b}⇤ \ L = L1 [ L2 [ L3 [ L4 . Observe, that the languages L1 and L2
are regular and language L3 is linear context-free. Hence, L1 , L2 , and L3 are members of both
language families E0L and EDT0L. Although the language L4 looks very similar to the original
language L one can show that it is actually an E0L and also an EDT0L languages. An EDT0L
system that generates L4 can be constructed in a similar way as the EDT0L system for the
original language L. Let G0 = ({S, A, B, a, b}, H 0 , S, {a, b}) with H 0 = {h01 , h02 , h03 , h04 }, where
h01 = {S ! aABaA},
h03 = {A ! aA, B ! B},

h02 = {A ! aA, B ! bB},
h04 = {A ! a, B ! b},

and symbols that are not specified map to themselves. By construction it holds L(G0 ) = L4 .
Thus, {a, b}⇤ \ L is a member of EDT0L, because of the closure of EDT0L under union. Then
the inclusion strE0L ⇢ strEDT0L immediately follows.
In order to prove strE0L ⇢ E0L is remains to show that L4 is an E0L language and then a
similar argumentation on the closure of E0L under union applies. An E0L system for L4 is
a little bit more involved. Define the E0L system G00 = ({S, A, A0 , B, B 0 , F, a, b}, , S, {a, b}),
where contains the productions
S ! A0 ABA0 A,

A ! A0 A | a,
B ! B 0 B | B | b,

A0 ! A0 | a,
B 0 ! B 0 | b,

and all not specified symbols map to the failure symbol F . Note that the failure symbols F
forces the E0L system to be synchronized, i.e., no terminal symbol can be rewritten in such a
way that it yields a word over the terminal alphabet. Having this property in mind one can
show that L(G00 ) = L4 . Hence, language L4 is in E0L and in turn {a, b}⇤ \ L is an E0L language,
too. By the argumentation given above, we thus have strE0L ⇢ E0L. This proves the theorem.
2
It remains to consider strongly EDT0L and ET0L languages.
Theorem 3.5 strEDT0L ⇢ strET0L.
Proof. The inclusion follows by definition. Consider the language
L = { w 2 {a, b}⇤ | |w| = 2n , for some n

0 },

which was shown in [15, page 205, Corollary 3.4] to be not EDT0L. Thus, neither L nor
{a, b}⇤ \ L belongs to strEDT0L.
For the strictness of the inclusion strEDT0L ✓ strET0L it remains to show that both L and
its complement are ET0L languages. For the language L this is easily seen. To this end let
G = ({S, a, b}, H, S, {a, b}) be the ET0L system with H = { 1 , 2 }, where
1

= {S ! SS} and

2

= {S ! a | b},
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S
A

B
C
C
C
C

u

D
E

E

D

E

E

E

D
E

D

v

x

Figure 1: Schematic ET0L derivation tree induced by the ET0L system G0 generating the language
L(G0 ) = { |w| 2 {a, b}⇤ | |w| =
6 2n , for any n 0 }. Here x 2 {a, b} and u, v 2 {a, b}⇤ with |u| = 2n
n
and 0  |v|  2
2, for some n 1. Thus 2n + 1  |uxv|  2n+1 1.

and all non specified symbols map to themselves. By construction L(G) = L.
Proving that {a, b}⇤ \ L is an ET0L languages is not complicated, but still not completely
straightforward either. Define the ET0L system G0 = ({S, A, B, C, D, E, F, a, b}, H 0 , S, {a, b})
with H 0 = { 10 , 20 , 30 }
0
1
0
2

= {S ! | AB}
= {A ! AA, B ! CD, C ! CE, D ! ED, E ! EE}

0
3

= {A ! a | b, B ! F, C ! a | b, D ! , E ! a | b | }

and

and all non specified symbols map to themselves.
In G0 we find the following successful derivations
S)

0
1

and S )

n

0
1

AB )n20 A2 CE 2

n

2

D)

0
3

uxv = w,

for n
1, where x 2 {a, b} and u, v 2 {a, b}⇤ with |u| = 2n and 0  |v|  2n 2; see the
schematic drawing of the derivation tree in Figure 1. Therefore, w 2 {a, b}⇤ and its length is
bounded from above and below by
2n + 1  |w| = |uxv|  2n + 1 + 2n

2 = 2n+1

1.

This means that the word w is an element of the complement of L. Consequently, L(G0 ) =
{a, b}⇤ \ L. Therefore, both L and its complement are ET0L languages and thus L 2 strET0L,
which proves the theorem.
2
Finally, we consider the last two remaining inclusions on strong extended T0L languages and
variants thereof.
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Theorem 3.6 strEDT0L ⇢ EDT0L and strET0L ⇢ ET0L.
Proof. The inclusions are straightforward. For the strictness we argue as follows: in [15,
page 226, Example 5.5] it was shown that the language L = { an | n is composite } is an
EDT0L language. Moreover, it was argued that the complement of L is not even an ET0L
language. Thus, the inclusions under consideration are strict.
2

4.

On Some Language Families Induced by Self-Verifying
Automata

Self-verifying automata were introduced in [4]. A self-verifying finite automaton (svNFA) is a
six-tuple A = (Q, ⌃, , q0 , F+ , F ), where Q, ⌃, , and q0 are the same as for NFAs, F+ ✓ Q is the
set of accepting or “yes” states, F ✓ Q is the set of rejecting or “no” states, and F+ \ F = ;.
The states in F+ [F are called final, and the remaining states in Q, i.e., Q\(F+ [F ), are called
neutral or “don’t know” states. Moreover, it is required that for each input string w in ⌃⇤ , there
exists at least one computation ending in a final state, i.e., in an accepting or in a rejecting
state, that is, (q0 , w)\(F+ [F ) 6= ;, and there are no words w such that both (q0 , w)\F+ and
(q0 , w)\F are nonempty—this will be called the self-verifying property. The language accepted
by the self-verifying finite automaton A is defined as L+ (A) = { w 2 ⌃⇤ | (q0 , w) \ F+ 6= ; },
while the language rejected by A is L (A) = { w 2 ⌃⇤ | (q0 , w) \ F 6= ; }. For both definitions
the transition function is recursively extended to : Q ⇥ ⌃⇤ ! 2Q as usual. Notice that L+ (A)
and L (A) form a partition of ⌃⇤ because of the self-verifying property. We may also write L(A)
instead of L+ (A) for the language accepted by A.
The definition of self-verifying automata generalizes to Turing machines and other computational devices such as, e.g., pushdown automata, stack automata, etc. In general, a self-verifying
device A is allowed to give three possible answers “yes,” “no,” and “don’t know.” The automaton is not allowed to make mistakes: if the answer is “yes,” then the input is in L(A). On the
other hand, if the answer is “no,” then the input cannot be in the language L(A). For every
input there is at least one computation that does not finish with the answer “don’t know.”
Notice that a self-verifying machine may have di↵erent computations on the same input, just
like a nondeterministic machine. It is allowed that a computation ends with the answer “yes”
(or “no”) and another computation on the same input ends with “don’t know,” but it cannot
be the case that there are computations on the same input such that one answers “yes” and
the other answers “no.”
While self-verifying finite automata are as powerful as ordinary deterministic or nondeterministic finite automata, this does not hold for self-verifying pushdown automata anymore. In [5]
it was shown that the family L (svNPDA) of languages accepted by self-verifying nondeterministic pushdown automata is equal to the family of strongly context-free languages strCFL. To
summarize,
L (DPDA) = DCFL ⇢ L (svNPDA) = strCFL ⇢ CFL.
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Automata classes
C

Language families
L (·)

/

restriction

✏

svC

equal i↵ CL = coCL

CL := L (C)
restriction

L (·)

/

✏

L (svC)

property P

strCL := CL \ coCL

L (svC) \ coL (svC)
Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the relation between an automata class C and svC and their induced
formal language families and its strong variants. Note that in order for the schematic drawing to hold
true, the automata class C has to fulfill a certain property P explained in Table 1.

The characterization of the family strCFL of strongly context-free languages by self-verifying
pushdown automata is not a coincidence. This relation holds in a more general setting as
we will show next by developing a property P for an automata class C that guarantees that
L (svC) = strCL, where CL := L (C); see Figure 2 for a schematic drawing of the relation
between an automata class C and its restricted version svC and their induced formal language
families and strong variants. Observe, that L (svC) = L (svC) \ coL (svC) holds.
Let L ✓ ⌃⇤ be accepted by a self-verifying automaton. From this device one obviously obtains
two automata, namely one for the language L and another one for the complement of L, i.e.,
for the language ⌃⇤ \ L. Hence we get the inclusion L (svC) ✓ CL \ coCL, for any automata
class C with CL := L (C), regardless whether it is one- or two-way or the modus operandi
is deterministic or nondeterministic. The converse inclusion depends on the ability of the
underlying device. We consider two cases:
1. First assume that the automata class C is one-way and deterministic. If every automaton
from C can be made halting, then CL \ coCL = CL and we can interpret every ordinary
device from C as a self-verifying automaton by identifying the accepting halting states with
“yes” answers, the rejecting halting states with “no” answers, and the remaining states
with “don’t know” responses. Then CL ✓ L (svC) and hence L (svC) = strCL, that is
equal to L (C) due to the complement closure.
An example for an automata class for which this case applies are, e.g., deterministic pushdown automata. These automata can be made halting [6], hence we obtain L (svDPDA) =
L (DPDA).
2. Second, let C be a one-way nondeterministic automata class. In order to prove the inclusion
CL \ coCL ✓ L (svC) we argue as follows: let L 2 CL \ coCL be a language over the
alphabet ⌃. Then there is a C-automaton A (A, respectively) for the language L (⌃⇤ \ L,
respectively). From A and A we construct a self-verifying C-automaton A0 for L, if it
can perform an initial guess at the very beginning of the computation in order to start
two subcomputations. The automaton A0 operates as follows: it guesses either to run A
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or A on the given input w. If it runs A and it halts in an accepting configuration, then
the A0 answers “yes” and halts. In case A was chosen to be executed and it halts in an
accepting configuration, then the device A0 answers “no” and halts. In all other cases A0
returns “don’t know” as answer. By construction it is easy to see that A0 is a self-verifying
C-automaton accepting L. Thus, CL \ coCL ✓ L (svC) and therefore L (svC) = strCL.
The acceptors of context-free languages, the nondeterministic pushdown automata, are
covered by this case. Since these machines can make an initial guess and start two subcomputations, we find L (svNPDA) = strCFL.

Yet another application of this characterization would apply to, e.g., one-turn pushdown automata or nested stack automata. In the former case this results in the inclusion chain
L (svDPDA1-turn ) = DLIN ✓ L (svNPDA1-turn ) = strLIN ✓ LIN,
where LIN (DLIN, respectively) refers to the family of linear (deterministic linear, respectively)
context-free languages and NPDA1-turn (DPDA1-turn , respectively) to the one-turn nondeterministic (deterministic, respectively) pushdown automata. For nested stack automata, which
characterize the indexed context-free languages from Aho [1], we obtain a similar situation.
Next, we turn our attention to complexity classes, which are in most cases two-way automata
classes. Again we consider two cases when proving CL \ coCL ✓ L (svC):
1’. If C is a two-way deterministic class that can be made halting, we can use the same
simulation technique as for one-way deterministic devices explained above.
2’. In case C is a two-way nondeterministic class we also can use the simulation for the one-way
device as long as every device from C can perform an initial guess at the very beginning of
the computation in order to start two subcomputations, but there is another possibility.
Instead of running the two subcomputations in “parallel” one might do this in sequence, if
the underlying device can be made halting and is able to restart a computation from the
very beginning. We explain this in a little bit more detail, where we use the terminology
from the second case above: from the C-automata A and A we construct a self-verifying Cmachine A0 for L. The device A0 operates as follows: it runs the machine A on the given
input w. If A halts in an accepting configuration, then the machine A0 answers “yes” and
halts. In this way the input is accepted. Otherwise, if the computation of A halts in a
non-accepting configuration, the automaton A is started. In case A halts in an accepting
configuration, then A0 answers “no” and thus rejects the input. Otherwise, the machine A0
answers “don’t know.” By construction it is easy to see that A0 accepts L, and that it is
a self-verifying C automaton.
We summarize the condition on automata classes C that imply L (svC) = strCL in Table 1.
Next we turn our attention to self-verifying complexity classes, which are in most cases two-way
classes. The structure of self-verifying complexity classes is not that rich compared to oneway formal language classes, because in most cases self-verification is not a restriction at all.
Examples of this kind are deterministic and nondeterministic space bounded complexity classes
DSPACE(s(n)) and NSPACE(s(n)) or deterministic time bounded classes DTIME(t(n)), where
the bounds are constructible in order to force the underlying automaton to stop or to halt. Here
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Automata class C
deterministic
one- or two-way
nondeterministic one-way
two-way

Property P
can be made halting (which gives the complement
closure of the language family under consideration)
can perform a guess at the very beginning of the
computation in order to start two subcomputations
(i) can perform a guess at the very beginning of the
computation in order to start two subcomputations
or (ii) can be made halting and is able to restart a
computation from the very beginning

Table 1: Description of the property P for a one- or two-way deterministic or nondeterministic automata class C that if it is satisfied implies L (svC) = strCL, where CL := L (C).

also the complement closure of the ordinary complexity class is important—the complement
closure of NSPACE(s(n)), for constructible s(n) log n, is due to [12, 20]. For nondeterministic
time bounded classes NTIME(t(n)) self-verification leads to NTIME(t(n)) \ coNTIME(t(n)) by
the previous investigations. We summarize these findings in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.1 Let s(n)
1.
2.
3.
4.

log n and t(n)

n be constructible. Then

svDSPACE(s(n)) = DSPACE(s(n)),
svNSPACE(s(n)) = NSPACE(s(n)),
svDTIME(t(n)) = DTIME(t(n)), and
svNTIME(t(n)) = NTIME(t(n)) \ coNTIME(t(n)).

For our favourite space bound s(n) = log n and time bound t(n) = pol n this immediately
results in:
Corollary 4.2 The following inclusion chain applies:
svL = L ✓ svNL = NL ✓ svP = P ✓ svNP = NP \ coNP ✓ svPSPACE = PSPACE.
This corollary is a little bit disillusioning because with self-verifying complexity classes we have
not gained anything new. But this is only partially true. For instance, the simulation described
in 2’. under the assumption that the two-way nondeterministic automaton can be made halting
and is able to restart a computation from the very beginning applied to NL gives rise to an
interesting variant of an NL-complete s-t-graph reachability problem, that is defined as follows:
the input is a directed graph G = (V, E) with a source node s, and two target nodes t+ and t .
The promise is that exactly one of the vertices t+ and t is reachable from s by a directed
path in G. The answer to the problem is “yes” if the node t+ is reachable from source s. This
NL-complete problem is called SwitchGAP and was already studied in [8].
Based on the SwitchGAP problem we can develop further promise problems that are NLcomplete. For instance, we define a variant of the NL-complete 2-SAT problem, that is, the
question whether a given 2-SAT formula is satisfiable. Let Switch-2-SAT be defined as follows:
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given a 2-SAT formula ' over the set X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } of n variables. The promise is that
(x1 ) = 0 (x1 ), for all satisfying assignments and 0 with , 0 : X ! {0, 1}. In other words
either all satisfying assignments are in the upper half of the truth table or in the lower half.
Let us give an example: the formula x1 ^ x2 fulfills the promise because (x1 ) = 1 holds for all
satisfying assignments. On the other hand x1 _ x2 does not fulfill the promise because there
is a satisfying assignment with (x1 ) = 1 and another one with 0 (x1 ) = 0. The answer to
the problem is “yes” if there is a satisfying assignment : X ! {0, 1} for ' with (x1 ) = 1,
that is, there is a satisfying assignment in the upper half of the truth table. We show that
Switch-2-SAT is NL-complete.
Theorem 4.3 Switch-2-SAT is NL-complete.
Proof. To describe the NL algorithm for Switch-2-SAT membership we make use of nondeterministic space bounded oracle Turing machines, where the oracle tape is written deterministically. This oracle mechanism is known as RST-relativization in the literature [16]. If L
is a set, we denote by NLhLi the class of languages accepted by nondeterministic logspace
bounded S
RST oracle Turing machines with L oracle, and if CL is a family of language, then
hCLi
NL
= L2CL NLhLi . Note that whenever CL is a subset of NL, then NLhCLi ✓ NL. This is due
to the well-known fact that NL is closed under complementation [12, 20].
Witnessing that a 2-SAT formula belongs to Switch-2-SAT is done on an RST oracle Turing
machine as follows: on input ' with the first variable x1 a logspace bounded Turing machine
deterministically writes down the formula x1 ^ ' on the oracle tape and asks membership
within 2-SAT. If the answer is “no,” then the Turing machine rejects the input. In case the
answer is “yes” the Turing machine continues the computation by deterministically writing
formula ¬x1 ^ ' on the oracle tape and again asking membership in 2-SAT. If the answer
is “no,” then the Turing machine halts and accepts; otherwise the Turing machine halts and
rejects. The described algorithm runs on an NL machine with RST oracle queries to 2-SAT.
Thus Switch-2-SAT 2 NLh2-SATi , and because 2-SAT 2 NL the class NLh2-SATi is equal to NL as
explained earlier. This shows the containment of Switch-2-SAT within NL.
The NL-hardness of Switch-2-SAT is seen as follows: let G = (V, E) with source s and targets t+
and t be an instance of the SwitchGAP problem. Without loss of generality we can assume
that G is an acyclic graph. Then we define the 2-SAT formula
0
1
^
' = (s) ^ @
(¬u _ v)A ^ (¬t+ _ ¬t )
(u,v)2E

over the variable set X, where we assume that t+ is the first variable. In the order of the
truth table variable t+ is the first one; the other variables can be ordered arbitrarily. Then
one observes that the resulting 2-SAT instance ' is satisfiable since either t+ or t is reachable
from s by the promise on G. In case t+ is reachable from s the corresponding variable in ' must
be assigned (t+ ) = 1 and consequently (t ) = 0. Conversely, if node t+ is not reachable from
source s, then we must have (t+ ) = 0 and (t ) = 1. Thus, formula ' is satisfiable, regardless
whether t+ or t is reachable from the source s and the satisfying assignments fulfill either
(t+ ) = 1 or (t+ ) = 0. Moreover, vertex t+ is reachable from s in G if and only if all satisfying
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assignments fulfill (t+ ) = 1. Since the construction of ' from the graph instance G can be done
by a deterministic logspace Turing machine we have shown that SwitchGAP log
m Switch-2-SAT.
This proves that Switch-2-SAT is NL-complete.

2

In similar veins as for SwitchGAP or Switch-2-SAT we can define some finite automata promise
problems that are NL-complete—we encourage the reader to show NL-completeness of the below
mentioned problems:
• SetSwitchFA is defined as follows: given a deterministic or nondeterministic finite automaton A with the promise that the accepted language is either finite or co-finite. The answer
to the problem instance is “yes” if the accepted language L(A) is finite.
• LetterSwitchFA is defined as follows: given a deterministic or nondeterministic finite automaton A with the input alphabet ⌃ satisfying the promise that all words start (end,
respectively) with the same letter. The answer to the problem instance is “yes” if for a
fixed a 2 ⌃ all words in L(A) start (end, respectively) with the letter a.
It is worth mentioning that the promises of the LetterSwitchFA, SetSwitchFA, Switch-2-SAT
problems are already NL-complete, which is also the case of the promise to the SwitchGAP
problem. We leave a proof of this fact to the interested reader.
We return our focus on complexity classes, in particular, to classes that are related to formal
language families. One can show that
svAuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n) = AuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n),
where AuxPDA-NSpaceTime(s(n), t(n)) refers to the class of languages that are accepted by
nondeterministic auxiliary pushdown automata with s(n) space and t(n) time—this is a resource
bounded Turing machine with a separate resource unbounded pushdown store. This result is
again based on the fact that this class is closed under complementation [3] and the above
properties. A similar result also holds for the deterministic version of auxiliary pushdown
automata. Both of these classes are of special interest, because they are closely related to
context-free languages. In [19] it was shown that
LOG(DCFL) = AuxPDA-DSpaceTime(log n, pol n)
and
LOG(CFL) = AuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n).
w.r.t. many-one reductions, that is,
0
0
LOG(C) = { L | L log
m L , for some L 2 C }.

Besides these two nice relations it is also known that [2, 9, 14, 17]
L = LOG(REG) = LOG(DLIN),

NL = LOG(LIN),

and PSPACE = LOG(CSL).

These characterizations of complexity classes by formal language families rise the question what
can be said about the logspace closure of the strong variants of these formal language families.
The next theorem shows that for context-free languages there is no di↵erence.
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Theorem 4.4 LOG(strDCFL) = LOG(DCFL) and LOG(strCFL) = LOG(CFL).
Proof. Since strDCFL = DCFL the first equality follows. For the second equality we argue as
follows: we have LOG(CFL) = AuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n), which in turn is equal to the
self-verifying class svAuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n) by our previous investigation. Therefore
it suffices to show
LOG(strCFL) = svAuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n),
where the inclusion from left to right already follows by strCFL ⇢ CFL. Here we use the fact
that the inclusion C ✓ D implies LOG(C) ✓ LOG(D), and the aforementioned equalities. Thus
it remains to show that svAuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n) ✓ LOG(strCFL). It is well-known
that auxiliary pushdown automata with logarithmic space bounded working tape are identical
to (two-way) k-head pushdown automata, for some k 1. This also holds true for a polynomial
time constraints and for self-verifying devices. In [19] the following results were shown:
0
1. If L is accepted by a two-way NPDA in polynomial time, then L log
m L for some contextfree language L0 .
2. Language L is accepted by a two-way 2k-head NPDA in polynomial time if and only if
T (L) = { (#w$)|#w$| | w 2 L } is accepted by a two-way k-head NPDA in polynomial time.

These results imply that AuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n) ✓ LOG(CFL). A careful inspection of the proofs of these statements reveals that they also work for self-verifying pushdown
automata and self-verifying context-free languages. Therefore, we conclude
svAuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n) ✓ LOG(strCFL),
which proves the stated claim.

2

With a similar argumentation as in the proof of the previous theorem together with the equalities L = LOG(DLIN) and NL = LOG(LIN), and the characterization of deterministic (nondeterministic, respectively) logspace by multi-head deterministic (nondeterministic, respectively)
finite automata, we get:
Theorem 4.5 LOG(strDLIN) = LOG(DLIN) and LOG(strLIN) = LOG(LIN).
In the remainder of this section we consider the logspace many-one closure of strongly ET0L
language family variants. First note that
LOG(ED0L) = L,
LOG(EDT0L) = NL,
LOG(E0L) = AuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n), and
LOG(ET0L) = NP
was shown in [13, 18, 21].
By the previous two theorems we find the inclusion chains
LOG(LIN) = LOG(strLIN) ✓ LOG(strEDT0L) ✓ LOG(EDT0L) = LOG(LIN)
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and
LOG(CFL) = LOG(strCFL) ✓ LOG(strE0L) ✓ LOG(E0L) = LOG(CFL)

resulting in the next theorem:

Theorem 4.6 LOG(strEDT0L) = LOG(EDT0L) and LOG(strE0L) = LOG(E0L).
Up to now we have found no di↵erence in the logspace many-one closure of a language family
and its strong variant. For ET0L languages the situation is a little bit more subtle. In general,
for a formal language family or class C it holds
LOG(strC) = LOG(C \ coC) ✓ LOG(C) \ coLOG(C),
where we used the obvious fact LOG(coC) = coLOG(C). If we realize the inclusion chain with
the ET0L language family, we obtain LOG(strET0L) ✓ NP, because NP = LOG(ET0L). It is
unlikely that LOG(strET0L) = NP \ coNP because this implies that NP \ coNP has complete
problems, which is not known [7]. The lower bound for LOG(strET0L) that one can deduce
from our previous studies is
AuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n) = LOG(strE0L) ✓ LOG(strET0L).
Because LOG(E0L) = AuxPDA-NSpaceTime(log n, pol n) we have:
Theorem 4.7 LOG(E0L) ✓ LOG(strET0L) ✓ NP \ coNP.
Currently a precise characterization of the class LOG(strET0L) not using logspace many-one
reducibilities is missing. Moreover, whether the lower bound LOG(E0L) can be improved to,
for instance, P has to be left open.
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Abstract
Input-driven pushdown automata (IDPDA) are pushdown automata where the next action on
the pushdown store (push, pop, nothing) is solely governed by the input symbol. Nowadays
such devices are usually defined such that popping from the empty pushdown does not block
the computation but continues it with empty pushdown. Here, we consider IDPDAs that have
a more balanced behavior concerning pushing and popping. Digging input-driven pushdown
automata (DIDPDA) are basically IDPDAs that, when forced to pop from the empty pushdown,
dig a hole of the shape of the popped symbol in the bottom of the pushdown. Popping further
symbols from a pushdown having a hole at the bottom deepens the current hole furthermore. The
hole can only be filled up by pushing symbols previously popped. We study the impact of the new
behavior of DIDPDAs on their power and compare their capacities with the capacities of ordinary
IDPDAs and tinput-driven pushdown automata which are basically IDPDAs whose input may be
preprocessed by length-preserving finite state transducers. It turns out that the capabilities are
incomparable. We address the determinization of DIDPDAs and their descriptional complexity,
closure properties, and decidability questions, where we distinguish the important special case
that all involved automata share the same partition of the input alphabet from the general one.

1.

Introduction

In connection with a space upper bound for the recognition of deterministic context-free languages, a subclass of pushdown automata has been introduced in [16]. These so-called inputdriven pushdown automata (IDPDA) work in real time and, more importantly, in an inputdriven way. That is, no moves on empty input are allowed, and the actions on the pushdown
store are dictated by the input symbols. To this end, the input alphabet is partitioned into
three subsets, where one subset contains symbols on which the automaton pushes a symbol
onto the pushdown store, one subset contains symbols on which the automaton pops a symbol,
and one subset contains symbols on which the automaton leaves the pushdown unchanged and
makes a state change only. The results in [16] and the follow-up papers [18, 7] comprise the
equivalence of nondeterministic and deterministic models and the proof that the membership
problem is solvable in logarithmic space.
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The investigation of input-driven pushdown automata has been revisited in [1, 2], where such
devices are called visibly pushdown automata or nested word automata. Some of the results
are descriptional complexity aspects for the determinization as well as closure properties and
decidability questions which turned out to be similar to those of finite automata. Further
aspects such as the minimization of IDPDAs and a comparison with other subclasses of deterministic context-free languages have been studied in [5, 6]. A recent survey with many valuable
references on complexity aspects of input-driven pushdown automata may be found in [17].
The properties and features of IDPDAs revived the research on input-driven pushdown languages and triggered the study of further input-driven automata types, such as input-driven
variants of, for example, multi-pushdown automata or more general auxiliary storages [12, 15],
(ordered) multi-pushdown automata [4], scope-bounded multi-pushdown automata [14], stack
automata [3], queue automata [10], etc. In particular, input-driven ordered pushdown automata
obey the limitation that a pushdown can be popped only if all the lower indexed pushdowns are
empty. Nevertheless, even the variant with two pushdowns accepts non-context-free languages
as crossing dependencies and cannot be determinized [13].
However, the questions asked in connection with IDPDAs have widened since the early papers
from the eighties. Additionally, the definition of input-driven to visibly pushdown automata
has changed at a certain point. In the early papers, IDPDAs are defined as ordinary real-time
pushdown automata whose behavior on the pushdown is solely driven by the input symbols. The
problem that an IDPDA could be forced to pop from the empty stack has not been addressed.
So, following a common sense one could say that in such a situation the computation blocks.
Later [1], popping from the empty pushdown was simply allowed by defining that popping from
the empty pushdown results in an empty pushdown and the computation may continue. While
it seems to be natural to overcome the problem by defining some action in such situations and
to continue the computation, it is somehow unbalanced and, thus, artificial simple to say that
the pushdown remains empty. In this way, in fact, on every input symbol that requires a push
operation some additional symbol is pushed, but not for every input symbol that requires a pop
operation some symbol is popped. So, an interesting question is to what extent the definition
gives additional power to the devices or whether it restricts the capacity.
Here, we consider input-driven pushdown automata that behave di↵erently when they have
to pop from the empty pushdown. In order to implement a more balanced behavior, one can
imagine that popping a specific symbol from the empty pushdown digs a hole in the bottom
of the pushdown, where the hole has the shape of the symbol. This means that the hole can
only be filled up by pushing that symbol again. Popping further symbols from a pushdown
having a hole at the bottom deepens the current hole furthermore. As usual, for a transition the
digging input-driven pushdown automaton looks at the pushdown from above. If the pushdown
has a hole, the automaton ‘sees’ the bottom of the hole, that is, the (shape of the) symbol
which was popped as last. These devices are called digging input-driven pushdown automata
(DIDPDA) and are studied in the sequel. In particular, in the next section the basic and formal
definition is given and clarified by an introductory example. In Section 3 the computational
capacity of DIDPDAs is studied. Of particular interest is the impact of the new behavior of
DIDPDAs on their power. So, among others the capacities are compared with the capacities of
ordinary IDPDAs and so-called tinput-driven pushdown automata which are basically IDPDAs
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whose input may be preprocessed by length-preserving finite state transducers [11]. It turns
out that the family of languages accepted by DIDPDAs is incomparable (with respect to set
inclusion) with the other devices. So, digging may give power to the machines and, on the
other hand, allowing to pop from the empty pushdown without getting stuck can be utilized
to perform computations that are impossible for machines that actually have to perform the
action required by the input symbol. Section 4 considers the determinization of DIDPDAs and
its descriptional complexity, where upper and lower bounds on the size are given that match in
the order of magnitude of the second exponent. Closure properties and decidability questions
are the main issues of Section 5. In particular, here we distinguish the important special case
that all automata involved share the same partition of the input alphabet [1] from the general
one. The results on the closure properties are summarized in Table 1.

2.

Preliminaries

We denote the non-negative integers {0, 1, 2, . . . } by N. Let ⌃⇤ denote the set of all words over
the finite alphabet ⌃. The empty word is denoted by , and ⌃+ = ⌃⇤ \ { }. The set of words
of length at most n 0 is denoted by ⌃n . The reversal of a word w is denoted by wR . For the
length of w we write |w|. For the number of occurrences of a symbol a in w the notation |w|a
is used. We use ✓ for inclusions and ⇢ for strict inclusions. We write 2S for the power set
and |S| for the cardinality of a set S. For convenience, we use ? to denote [ {?}, where
is a set and ? is a particular element not belonging to .
A classical deterministic pushdown automaton is called input-driven (IDPDA) if the next input
symbol defines the next action on the pushdown store, that is, pushing a symbol onto the
pushdown store, popping a symbol from the pushdown store, or changing the state without
modifying the pushdown store. To this end, the input alphabet ⌃ is partitioned into the
sets ⌃D , ⌃R , and ⌃N , that control the actions push (D), pop (R), and state change only (N ).
However, if the next input symbol forces the IDPDA to pop a symbol from the empty pushdown
then the computation does not get stuck but continues with an empty pushdown. At this point,
a digging input-driven pushdown automaton has the di↵erent behavior mentioned above. In
order to implement this behavior, a copy of the pushdown alphabet is used to represent the
symbols below the surface. Moreover, when the transition function pops from the pushdown,
it explicitly gives the symbol to be popped. A formal definition is:
Definition 2.1 A deterministic digging input-driven pushdown automaton (DIDPDA) is a
system M = hQ, ⌃, , q0 , F, ?, D , R , N i, where
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Q is the finite set of internal states,
⌃ is the finite set of input symbols partitioned into the disjoint sets ⌃D , ⌃R , and ⌃N ,
is the finite set of pushdown symbols, where ˚ = { X̊ | X 2 } is a copy of ,
q0 2 Q is the initial state,
F ✓ Q is the set of accepting states,
?2
/ is the empty pushdown symbol,
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Q ⇥ ⌃D ⇥ ( ? [ ˚) ! Q ⇥ { push(x) | x 2 } is a partial transition function, where
for g̊ 2 ˚ there are no transitions D (p, a,g̊) = (q, push(h)) with h 6= g,
8. R : Q ⇥ ⌃R ⇥ ( ? [ ˚) ! Q ⇥ { pop(x) | x 2 } is a partial transition function, where
for g 2 there are no transitions R (p, a, g) = (q, pop(h)) with h 6= g,
9. N : Q ⇥ ⌃N ⇥ ( ? [ ˚) ! Q is a partial transition function.
7.

D:

A configuration of a DIDPDA M = hQ, ⌃, , q0 , F, ?, D , R , N i is a triple (q, w, s), where
q 2 Q is the current state, w 2 ⌃⇤ is the unread part of the input, and s 2 ⇤ [ ˚⇤ denotes the
current pushdown content. If s 2 ⇤ then we have an ordinary pushdown content, where the
leftmost symbol of s is at the top of the pushdown store. If s 2 ˚⇤ then we have a pushdown
content below the surface, where the rightmost symbol of s at the bottom of the pushdown
store is seen by M .
The initial configuration for an input string w is set to (q0 , w, ). During the course of its
computation, M runs through a sequence of configurations. One step from a configuration to
its successor configuration is denoted by `.
Let a 2 ⌃, w 2 ⌃⇤ and s 2

⇤

[ ˚⇤ . We set

1. (q, aw, zs) ` (q 0 , w, z 0 zs), if a 2 ⌃D , z 2 , and (q 0 , push(z 0 )) =
0

0

0

D (q, a, z),

0

2. (q, aw, ) ` (q , w, z ), if a 2 ⌃D and (q , push(z )) = D (q, a, ?),
3. (q, aw, sz̊) ` (q 0 , w, s), if a 2 ⌃D , z̊ 2 ˚, and (q 0 , push(z)) = D (q, a, z̊),
4. (q, aw, zs) ` (q 0 , w, s), if a 2 ⌃R , z 2 , and (q 0 , pop(z)) =
0

R (q, a, z),

0

5. (q, aw, ) ` (q , w, z̊), if a 2 ⌃R and (q , pop(z)) = R (q, a, ?),
6. (q, aw, sz̊) ` (q 0 , w, sz̊z̊ 0 ), if a 2 ⌃R , z̊ 2 ˚, and (q 0 , pop(z 0 )) =
0

0

7. (q, aw, zs) ` (q , w, zs), if a 2 ⌃N , z 2 , and q =

R (q, a, z̊),

N (q, a, z),

8. (q, aw, ) ` (q 0 , w, ), if a 2 ⌃N and q 0 = N (q, a, ?).
9. (q, aw, sz̊) ` (q 0 , w, sz̊), if a 2 ⌃N , z̊ 2 ˚, and q 0 = N (q, a, z̊).
So, whenever the pushdown store is empty, the successor configuration is computed by the
transition functions with the special empty pushdown symbol ?. Note that s 2 ⇤ [ ˚⇤ , that
is, if one symbol of s belongs to then all symbols of s belong to and, similarly for ˚. As
usual, we define the reflexive and transitive closure of ` by `⇤ . The language accepted by the
DIDPDA M is the set L(M ) of words for which there exists some computation beginning in
the initial configuration and ending in a configuration in which the whole input is read and an
accepting state is entered. Formally:
L(M ) = { w 2 ⌃⇤ | (q0 , w, ) `⇤ (q, , s) with q 2 F, s 2

⇤

[ ˚⇤ }.

In general, the family of all languages accepted by an automaton of some type X will be denoted
by L (X).
In order to clarify this notion, we continue with an example.
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Example 2.2 The language L = { w 2 {a, b}⇤ | |w|a = |w|b } is accepted by the DIDPDA
M = hQ, ⌃, , q0 , F, ?, D , R , N i with state set Q = {q0 , q1 }, ⌃D = {a}, ⌃R = {b}, ⌃N = ;,
set of pushdown symbols = {X, Y }, set of final states F = {q0 }, and the transition functions
specified as:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

D (q0 , a, ?)

= (q1 , push(X))
D (q1 , a, X) = (q1 , push(Y ))
D (q1 , a, Y ) = (q1 , push(Y ))
D (q1 , a, X̊) = (q0 , push(X))
D (q1 , a, Y̊ ) = (q1 , push(Y ))

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

R (q0 , b, ?)

= (q1 , pop(X))
R (q1 , b, X) = (q0 , pop(X))
R (q1 , b, Y ) = (q1 , pop(Y ))
R (q1 , b, X̊) = (q1 , pop(Y ))
R (q1 , b, Y̊ ) = (q1 , pop(Y ))

The basic idea of the construction is as follows. State q0 is entered whenever the pushdown
gets empty. In order to detect that this will happen after the next step, the first symbol pushed
onto the pushdown is X while further symbols on top of X are Y ’s (Transitions (1), (2), (3)).
Similarly, if the pushdown content falls below the surface, the first symbol popped is an X,
while further symbols below X are Y ’s (Transitions (6), (7), (8)). In this way, after popping
an X from above the surface or pushing an X under the surface, the pushdown gets empty
and M enters state q0 (Transitions (4), (7)). Since there is a push operation for any input
symbol a and a pop operation for any input symbol b, the input string belongs to L, if and
only if after its processing the pushdown is empty, that is, M enters state q0 .
⌅

3.

Computational Capacity

Any language accepted by some deterministic or nondeterministic IDPDA is accepted by a
real-time deterministic pushdown automaton as well. On the other hand, for example, the
language { an $an | n 0 } is not accepted by any IDPDA. This immediately implies the fact
that the language class accepted by IDPDAs is a proper subset of the real-time deterministic
context-free languages. Here, we start to explore the relationships between DIDPDA and other
types of devices.
Theorem 3.1 The family L (DIDPDA) is e↵ectively included in the family of real-time deterministic context-free languages.
Since also DIDPDAs either always have to push or always have to pop when reading the a’s,
the language { an $an | n
0 } from above is clearly not accepted by any DIDPDA. So, the
inclusion of Theorem 3.1 is strict.
Corollary 3.2 The family L (DIDPDA) is a proper subset of the family of real-time deterministic context-free languages.
In [11], input-driven automata are extended in such a way that the input is preprocessed by a
deterministic injective and length-preserving finite state transducer. The corresponding devices
are called tinput-driven pushdown automata (TDPDA). In this way, for example, language
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{ an $an | n
0 } is accepted by such a device. In general, it turned out that TDPDAs
are strictly more powerful than IDPDAs but still not as powerful as real-time deterministic
pushdown automata. It is shown that, for example, the language { an bn+m am | n, m
1 } is
not accepted by any TDPDA. In order to compare the computational capacities of IDPDAs and
TDPDAs with DIDPDAs, we next show that this language is accepted by some deterministic
digging input-driven pushdown automaton.
Lemma 3.3 There is a language accepted by some DIDPDA that cannot be accepted by any
TDPDA and, thus, cannot be accepted by any IDPDA.
Proof. We use L = { an bn+m am | n, m 1 } as witness language. It is known that L does not
belong to L (TDPDA) L (IDPDA) [11].
On the other hand, by Example 2.2, the language L0 = { w 2 {a, b}⇤ | |w|a = |w|b } is accepted
by some DIDPDA. By simulating a deterministic finite automaton in parallel to the actual
computation, it is immediately seen that the family L (DIDPDA) is closed under intersection
with regular languages. Therefore, L = L0 \ a+ b+ a+ belongs to L (DIDPDA) as well.
2
So, compared with IDPDAs that may arbitrarily pop from the empty pushdown, digging may
give power to the machines. On the other hand, allowing to pop from the empty pushdown
without getting stuck can be utilized to perform computations that are impossible for machines
that actually have to perform the action required by the input symbol.
Lemma 3.4 There is a language accepted by some IDPDA and, thus, by some TDPDA, that
cannot be accepted by any DIDPDA.
Proof. We use the language L = { ak b` am bn | 1  k < ` and 1  m < n } as witness language.
An IDPDA accepting the language L pushes upon reading a’s and pops upon reading b’s.
Then, it has to check whether the input format is correct, and whether it pops at least once
from the empty pushdown while reading the sequences of b’s. So, L belongs to the family
L (IDPDA) ⇢ L (TDPDA).
Now assume that L is accepted by some DIDPDA M = hQ, {a, b}, , q0 , F, ?, D , R , N i. If at
least one of ⌃D and ⌃R is empty, M accepts a regular language. Since L is non-regular, we have
to consider the two cases ⌃N = ; and either ⌃D = {a}, ⌃R = {b}, or ⌃D = {b}, ⌃R = {a}.
So, let ⌃D = {a}, ⌃R = {b}, and ⌃N = ;. First we choose some arbitrary k
1. Let
k k
2k
k k
(q0 , a b , ) ` (q1 , , ) be the computation of M on input a b . Continuing the computation
on factor bi with i > |Q| · | | large enough will drive M into a cycle of length c 1, possibly
after an initial part of length 0  c0  |Q| · | | as follows. For all j1 1:
(q1 , bi , ) `c0 (q2 , bi

c0

, ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 ) `c (q2 , bi
`

(j1 1)·c

c0 c

, ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )

i c0 j1 ·c

(q2 , b

, ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )j1 ).

Next, we set j1 = (c + 1) · |Q|, ` = k + c0 + j1 · c, m = c · |Q|, and consider the accepting
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computation of M on input ak b` am bm+1 :
(q0 , ak b` am bm+1 , ) `2k (q1 , bc0 +j1 ·c am bm+1 , ) `c0 (q2 , bj1 ·c am bm+1 , ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 )
`j1 ·c (q2 , am bm+1 , ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )j1 ).

Since for the continuation of the computation on the following factor am there are at most c · |Q|
di↵erent possibilities for being in a state and seeing a pushdown symbol, and m = c · |Q|, such a
situation appears at least twice while processing am , say with state q3 and pushdown symbol z̊r ,
for some 1  r  c. In general, in this phase M runs again through a cycle, say of length ĉ 1,
possibly after an initial part of length ĉ0 , where where 0  ĉ0 < ĉ0 + ĉ  c · |Q| = m. That is,
for some 0  s1 < s2 < |Q|, qf 2 F , and q4 2 Q the computation continues as
(q2 , am bm+1 , ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )j1 )
`ĉ0 (q3 , am
ĉ

b

, ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )(c+1)·|Q|

m ĉ0 ĉ m+1

` (q3 , a
`

ĉ0 m+1

m ĉ0 ĉ

b

m+1

(q4 , b

, ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )

, ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )

s1

z̊2 · · · z̊r )

(c+1)·|Q| s2

c·|Q|

)

z̊2 · · · z̊r )

`m+1 (qf , , ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )c·|Q| x̊1 x̊2 · · · x̊m+1 ).
Now we consider the computation of M on input ak b` am+c·ĉ bm+1 :
(q0 , ak b` am+c·ĉ bm+1 , ) `k+` (q2 , am+c·ĉ bm+1 , ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )j1 )
`ĉ0 +ĉ (q3 , am+c·ĉ
`c·ĉ (q3 , am
`m

ĉ0 ĉ

ĉ0 ĉ m+1

b

ĉ0 ĉ m+1

b

, ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )(c+1)·|Q|

, ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )(c+1)·|Q|

(q4 , bm+1 , ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )c·|Q| ĉ ).

s2 ĉ

s2

z̊2 · · · z̊r )

z̊2 · · · z̊r )

Since ĉ  c · |Q|, the computation ends accepting:
(q4 , bm+1 , ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )c·|Q| ĉ )

`m+1 (qf , , ẙ1 ẙ2 · · · ẙc0 1 z̊1 (z̊2 · · · z̊c z̊1 )c·|Q| ĉ x̊1 x̊2 · · · x̊m+1 ).

So, the input ak b` am+c·ĉ bm+1 is accepted, but does not belong to L since m + c · ĉ 6< m + 1, a
contradiction.
Finally, the case ⌃D = {b}, ⌃R = {a}, and ⌃N = ; has to be considered. The contradiction
in this case follows almost literally as in the first case, with the roles played by pushing and
popping and symbols from ˚ and interchanged.
2
By the previous lemmas we obtain the following incomparabilities.
Theorem 3.5 The family L (DIDPDA) is incomparable with the families L (IDPDA) and
L (TDPDA).
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Determinization

It is well known that nondeterministic IDPDAs can be determinized. Okhotin and Salomaa [17]
2
traced this result back to [18]. They give a clear proof that shows that 2n states are sufficient
to simulate an n-state nondeterministic IDPDA by a deterministic one. However, in [17] and [1]
IDPDAs are considered in a certain normal form. That is, neither the push nor the state change
only operations depend on the topmost pushdown symbol. Since any deterministic pushdown
automaton and any deterministic input-driven pushdown automaton can be converted to this
normal form, the general computational capacity does not change. But by this conversion
the number of states changes since the topmost pushdown symbol has to be remembered in
the states. On the other hand, results in [8, 9] show that states can be traded for pushdown
symbols and vice versa. So, compared with the original definition of IDPDAs in [18], that is
2
based on the usual definition of pushdown automata, the state complexity bound of 2n for the
determinization is lower.
Definition 4.1 A nondeterministic digging input-driven pushdown automaton (NDIDPDA)
is a system M = hQ, ⌃, , q0 , F, ?, D , R , N i, where Q, ⌃, , q0 , and F are defined as for
DIDPDAs. The transition functions are now nondeterministic, that is,
[ ˚) ! 2Q⇥{ push(x)|x2 } ,
Q⇥{ pop(x)|x2 }
˚
, and
R : Q ⇥ ⌃R ⇥ ( ? [ ) ! 2
Q
˚
N : Q ⇥ ⌃N ⇥ ( ? [ ) ! 2 ,
D:

Q ⇥ ⌃D ⇥ (

?

where the restrictions from the definition of DIDPDAs are adapted. As usual, an input is
accepted if there is an accepting computation on it.
Since here we are closer to the original definition, the size of a digging input-driven pushdown
automaton is measured not only by its states but as the product of the number of states and
the number of pushdown symbols. Accordingly we define the function size that maps a digging
input-driven pushdown automaton to its size.
The next theorem shows the determinization of NDIDPDA. Basically, the idea of the proof is
along the lines of [17].
Theorem 4.2 Let n 1 and M be an n-state nondeterministic digging input-driven pushdown
automaton with input alphabet ⌃ = ⌃D [ ⌃R [ ⌃N and set of pushdown symbols . Then, an
2
2
equivalent DIDPDA with at most 2n (| |+1) states and 2n (| |+1) (|⌃D | + |⌃R |) pushdown symbols
can e↵ectively be constructed.
Given some nondeterministic digging input-driven pushdown automaton, an upper bound for
the size of an equivalent DIDPDA can immediately be derived from Theorem 4.2. In order to
obtain lower bounds, for k 1, we consider witness languages
Lk = { (${a, b}⇤ )⇤ $u(${a, b}⇤ )⇤ #u | u 2 {a, b}k }.
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Lemma 4.3 For k
1, the language Lk is accepted by some NDIDPDA with 2k + 4 states
and 2k pushdown symbols.
Proof. The following NDIDPDA M = hQ, ⌃, , q0 , F, ?,

D , R, N i

accepts Lk .

We set Q = {q0 , q1 , . . . , qk+1 , p0 , p1 , . . . , pk+1 }, ⌃D = {$}, ⌃R = ;, ⌃N = {a, b, #},
F = {pk+1 }, and specify the transition functions for x, v1 , v2 , . . . , vk 2 {a, b} as:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

= {a, b}k ,

= { (q0 , push(v)), (q1 , push(v)) | v 2 {a, b}k }
D (q0 , $, v) = {(q0 , push(v)), (q1 , push(v))} if v 6= ?
(q
D k+1 , $, v) = {(p0 , push(v))}
D (p0 , $, v) = {(p0 , push(v))}
N (q0 , x, v) = {q0 }
N (qi , x, v1 v2 · · · vk ) = {qi+1 } for 1  i  k if x = vi
N (qk+1 , #, v) = {p1 }
N (p0 , x, v) = {p0 }
N (p0 , #, v) = {p1 }
(p
,
x,
v
N i
1 v2 · · · vk ) = {pi+1 } for 1  i  k if x = vi
D (q0 , $, ?)

The basic idea of the construction is as follows. In the initial step (uniquely determined by
state q0 and empty pushdown), M guesses a factor v 2 {a, b}k and pushes it (Transition (1)).
Moreover, state q0 with a non-empty pushdown is used to read the prefix of the input and on
some $ to guess whether the next input factor is u (Transitions (1), (2), (5)). Whenever in this
phase a $ enforces a push operation, the guessed v at the top of the pushdown is pushed again
(Transition (2)).
When the guess is that u comes next, state q1 is entered. Then, states q1 , q2 , . . . , qk are used
to match the input factor u read with the factor v on top of the pushdown (Transition (6)).
If and only if the first k symbols of u match v then M is in state qk+1 . Afterwards the
computation continues, if and only if the next input symbol is $ or #, that is, if and only if
u = v. If the symbol is #, state p1 is entered (Transition (7). If the symbol is $, state p0 is
used to read the remaining input up to the symbol #, where M behaves similarly as for state q0
(Transitions (4), (8)). When M reaches the # in state p0 , it changes to state p1 (Transition (9)).
Finally, states p1 , p2 , . . . , pk are used to match the remaining input suffix read with the factor v
on top of the pushdown (Transition (10)). If and only if the first k symbols of the suffix match v
then M is in state pk+1 . Since pk+1 is the sole accepting state and the transition functions are
undefined for pk+1 , M halts. So, it accepts, if and only if it has read the input entirely, that is,
if and only if the suffix equals v and, thus equals u, and therefore the input belongs to Lk . 2
Applying the determinization of Theorem 4.2 to the NDIDPDA constructed in the proof of
2
Lemma 4.3 gives an equivalent DIDPDA M accepting Lk with at most 2|Q| (| |+1) states and
2
2|Q| (| |+1) (|⌃D | + |⌃R |) pushdown symbols.
So, the size of M is
2|Q|

2 (|

|+1)

· 2|Q|

2 (|

|+1)

(|⌃D | + |⌃R |)  22|Q|

2

2(2k+4)2 (2k +1)

·422

2 (|

|+1)

· |⌃| =

O(k2 )·O(2k )

= 2O(2

2 log(k) )·O(2k )

= 2O(2

2 log(k)+k )

2 22

O(k)

.
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The next theorem shows that this upper bound derived from the determinization is tight in the
order of the second exponent.
Lemma 4.4 For k

1, let M be some DIDPDA accepting language Lk . Then, size(M )

Proof. Let M = hQ, ⌃, , q0 , F, ?,

D , R, N i

k

22 .

be a DIDPDA that accepts Lk .
k

We consider subsets of {a, b}k . For any such subset S = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vk } 2 2{a,b} , let the
ordering of the elements be arbitrarily fixed. Then, a word wS is defined as $v1 $v2 · · · $vk $.
Assume now that for two di↵erent such subsets R and S, automaton M is in the same state
and sees the same symbol at the pushdown after processing the words wR and wS . Since R
and S are di↵erent, there is a word u belonging to one set but not to the other, say u 2 R \ S.
Next, we distinguish three cases dependent on the pushdown symbol that M sees after processing wR and wS .
If this symbol is ?, the words wR and wS are extended by #u. So, wR #u is accepted, if and
only if wS #u is accepted. This is a contradiction since u 2 R \ S and, thus, wR #u 2 Lk and
wS #u 2
/ Lk
In the next case, M sees a symbol from at the pushdown after processing wR and wS . This
implies that ⌃D is not empty and contains at least one of the symbols a, b, or $. We denote
one of these symbols from ⌃D by x and extend wR and wS by xk+1 #u. The computations on
both words are
(q0 , wR xk+1 #u, ?) `⇤ (q1 , xk+1 #u, zs) `⇤ (q2 , #u, s0 zs)
and
(q0 , wS xk+1 #u, ?) `⇤ (q1 , xk+1 #u, zŝ) `⇤ (q2 , #u, s0 zŝ)
where s0 2 k+1 , q1 , q2 2 Q, z 2 , and s, ŝ 2 ⇤ . Since |u| = k, we conclude that the
continuations of the computations do not depend on s or ŝ at the pushdown. So, wR xk+1 #u is
accepted, if and only if wS xk+1 #u is accepted. As before, this is a contradiction since u 2 R \ S
and, thus, wR xk+1 #u 2 Lk and wS xk+1 #u 2
/ Lk .
In the last case, M sees a symbol from ˚ at the pushdown after processing wR and wS . This
implies that ⌃R is not empty and contains at least one of the symbols a, b, or $. As in the case
before, we denote one of these symbols from ⌃R by x and extend wR and wS by xk+1 #u. The
computations on both words are now
(q0 , wR xk+1 #u, ?) `⇤ (q1 , xk+1 #u, sz̊) `⇤ (q2 , #u, sz̊s0 )
and
(q0 , wS xk+1 #u, ?) `⇤ (q1 , xk+1 #u, ŝz̊) `⇤ (q2 , #u, ŝz̊s0 )

where s0 2 ˚k+1 , q1 , q2 2 Q, z̊ 2 ˚, and s, ŝ 2 ˚⇤ . Since |u| = k, we conclude that the
continuations of the computations do not depend on s or ŝ at the pushdown. So, wR xk+1 #u is
accepted, if and only if wS xk+1 #u is accepted. As before, this is a contradiction since u 2 R \ S
and, thus, wR xk+1 #u 2 Lk and wS xk+1 #u 2
/ Lk .
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These contradictions show that the assumption that M is in the same state and sees the same
k
symbol at the pushdown for two di↵erent subsets R and S is wrong. Since there are 22 di↵erent
k
k
subsets, we conclude |Q| · | | 22 . Therefore, the size of M is at least 22 .
2

5.

Closure Properties and Decidability Questions

For input-driven pushdown automata, strong closure properties have been shown in [1] provided that all automata involved share the same partition of the input alphabet. Here, we
distinguish this important special case from the general one. For easier writing, we call the
partition of an input alphabet a signature, and say that two signatures ⌃ = ⌃D [ ⌃R [ ⌃N and
⌃0 = ⌃0D [ ⌃0R [ ⌃0N are compatible, if and only if
[
[
(⌃j \ ⌃0j ) \ ⌃0 = ; and
(⌃0j \ ⌃j ) \ ⌃ = ;.
j2{D,R,N }

j2{D,R,N }

Before we start to investigate the closure properties in detail, we state the following preparatory
lemma which ensures that the input is completely read in every computation.
Lemma 5.1 Any DIDPDA can e↵ectively be converted to an equivalent DIDPDA that accepts
or rejects its input after having read the input entirely.
Now, we will first turn to the closure under the Boolean operations.
Lemma 5.2 Let M and M 0 be two DIDPDAs with compatible signatures. Then there are
DIDPDAs accepting the intersection L(M ) \ L(M 0 ), the union L(M ) [ L(M 0 ), the complement L(M ).
Next, we turn to non-closure results.
Lemma 5.3 The family L (DIDPDA) is not closed under concatenation (even with compatible
signatures), inverse homomorphism, and length-preserving homomorphism. It is not closed
under intersection and union in case of incompatible signatures.
Proof.
The languages L1 = { an $an | n
1 } and L2 = { an $b2n | n
1 } are each
not accepted by any DIDPDA. On the other hand, languages L01 = { an $bn | n
1 } and
0
2n 2n
L2 = { a $b | n
1 } are each accepted by some DIDPDA. Now, consider the lengthpreserving homomorphisms h1 : {a, b, $} ! {a, $}+ mapping both a and b to a and $ to $, and
h2 : {a, b} ! {a, b}+ mapping a to aa and b to b. Then, h1 (L01 ) = L1 and h2 1 (L02 ) = L2 which
implies that L (DIDPDA) is neither closed under length-preserving homomorphism nor under
inverse homomorphism.
For the non-closure under intersection consider the languages L3 = { an bn cm | n, m 1 } and
L4 = { an bm cm | n, m 1 }. Both languages can be accepted by DIDPDAs with incompatible
signatures. However, L3 \ L4 is a non-context-free language which gives the non-closure under
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intersection. Since L (DIDPDA) is closed under complementation by Lemma 5.2, the nonclosure under union can be derived as well.
For the non-closure under concatenation consider language L5 = { an bm | n, m 1 and n < m }
that is accepted by some DIDPDA. It is known from the proof of Lemma 3.4 that L5 · L5 is
not accepted by any DIDPDA which gives that L (DIDPDA) is not closed under concatenation
even with compatible signatures.
2
We continue with studying the unary operations Kleene star and reversal. It is known that the
family L (IDPDA) is closed under both operations. However, for the reversal the construction
for IDPDAs works by considering the inverted signature ⌃ 1 where ⌃D and ⌃R are interchanged.
This means, that symbols from ⌃R then imply push operations, whereas symbols from ⌃D
imply pop operations. If we require that the IDPDA for the reversal has to have the identical
signature, then L (IDPDA) is no longer closed under reversal. This can be seen using the
language { an bn | n
1 } that is accepted by some IDPDA with ⌃D = {a} and ⌃R = {b}.
Any IDPDA with the same signature is clearly unable to accept the reversal { bn an | n 1 }.
Thus, the family L (IDPDA) is closed under reversal with arbitrary signatures, but not under
reversal with identical signatures.
Lemma 5.4 The family L (DIDPDA) is neither closed under Kleene star nor under reversal
considering arbitrary or identical signatures.
Proof.
We consider again the language L used in the proof of Lemma 3.4, which is the
concatenation of the language L5 = { an bm | n, m 1 and n < m } with itself, where L5 itself
can be accepted by some DIDPDA.
Let us assume that L (DIDPDA) is closed under Kleene star, where the resulting DIDPDA
may have an arbitrary signature. Then, language L⇤5 \a+ b+ a+ b+ is accepted by some DIDPDA,
since the intersection with the regular set a+ b+ a+ b+ can be checked in the state set. However,
L⇤5 \ a+ b+ a+ b+ = L which gives a contradiction. Since L is not accepted by any DIDPDA,
L (DIDPDA) is in particular not closed under Kleene star with identical signatures.
For the non-closure under reversal, we consider the language
LR = { bn am b` ak | 1  k < ` and 1  m < n },
that can be accepted by a DIDPDA M with the signature ⌃D = {a}, ⌃R = {b}, and ⌃N = ;
as follows. The correct format of the input can be checked using the state set of M . While
reading the first b-block, a b-hole is dug. The following a-block fills this b-hole. As soon as the
b-hole is completely filled, the input has to be rejected and a blocking non-accepting state is
entered. If the b-hole has a depth of at least one, the computation continues and the following
b-block digs a c-hole, where the first dug symbol is c0 . Then, the final a-block fills this c-hole.
The input is accepted if the symbol c0 is not filled. As soon as the symbol c0 is filled, a blocking
non-accepting state is entered. Thus, M accepts if the first a-block is strictly shorter than the
first b-block as well as the second a-block is strictly shorter than the second b-block.
Now, assume the family L (DIDPDA) is closed under reversal, where the resulting DIDPDA
may have an arbitrary signature. Then, (LR )R = L is accepted by some DIDPDA. However,
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Lemma 3.4 shows that L is not accepted by any DIDPDA. This gives a contradiction and the
desired non-closure result which implies that L (DIDPDA) is in particular not closed under
Kleene star with identical signatures.
2
The family L (DIDPDA) is a subset of the deterministic context-free languages. Thus, all
decidability questions that are decidable for DPDAs are decidable for DIDPDAs as well.
Theorem 5.5 The problems of emptiness, universality, finiteness, infiniteness, equivalence,
and regularity are decidable for DIDPDAs.
It is known that the inclusion problem for deterministic context-free languages is undecidable.
However, for DIDPDAs with compatible signatures it is decidable.
Theorem 5.6 Let M and M 0 be two DIDPDAs with compatible signatures. Then, the inclusion
L(M ) ✓ L(M 0 ) is decidable.
Proof. The test of inclusion L(M ) ✓ L(M 0 ) is equivalent to test L(M ) \ L(M 0 ) for emptiness. Since the family L (DIDPDA) is e↵ectively closed under complementation as well as
under intersection with compatible signatures by Lemma 5.2, and emptiness is decidable by
Theorem 5.5, we obtain that the inclusion problem is decidable.
2
The inclusion problem becomes undecidable and, moreover, not even semidecidable if the signatures are no longer compatible.
Theorem 5.7 Let M and M 0 be two DIDPDAs. Then, the inclusion L(M ) ✓ L(M 0 ) is not
semidecidable.
Proof. It is shown in [11] that the inclusion problem is not semidecidable for two IDPDAs
with not necessarily compatible signatures. Moreover, it can be assumed that the pushdown
store of the two IDPDAs is in fact used as a counter only. The basic idea of the proof in [11] is
to construct two IDPDAs M and M 0 such that the intersection L(M ) \ L(M 0 ) represents the
suitably encoded version of the valid computations of a counter machine. Then, the inclusion
problem can be related with the emptiness problem of a counter machine which is known to be
not semidecidable.
In principle, this approach can be chosen here again: taking a close look at the construction
of M and M 0 , one can observe that in case of acceptance M and M 0 never pop from an empty
pushdown store. Hence, M and M 0 can be considered as DIDPDAs in this case as well. In
case of rejection, we can modify M and M 0 analogously to the construction in the proof of
Lemma 5.1 to enter a permanent non-accepting state s in case of situations with undefined
transition function and situations where a pop operation from an empty pushdown store takes
place. Hence, M and M 0 are DIDPDAs in the rejecting case as well. Altogether, we can
construct DIDPDAs M and M 0 such that L(M ) \ L(M 0 ) represents the valid computations of
a counter machine. This shows again that the inclusion problem is not semidecidable.
2
Finally, we look at the computational complexity of the decidable questions.
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Theorem 5.8 The emptiness problem for DIDPDAs and NDIDPDAs is P-complete. The universality, equivalence, and inclusion problems for DIDPDAs are P-complete. The universality,
equivalence, and inclusion problems for NDIDPDAs are EXPTIME-complete.

6.

Conclusions and Further Considerations

The preceding sections showed that DIDPDAs as well as IDPDAs are interesting special cases
of deterministic pushdown automata, since both classes have strong closure properties as well
the decidability of inclusion in case of compatible signatures, which is in contrast to general
deterministic pushdown automata. Furthermore, it has been shown in Theorem 3.5 that the
language families L (DIDPDA) and L (IDPDA) are incomparable. Thus, it is natural to consider the union of both language families, that is, the class of languages which is accepted by
DIDPDAs or IDPDAs, and to ask whether the new language family shares the closure properties as well as the decidability of inclusion with its subfamilies. It turned out that the new
family is no longer closed under union and intersection with compatible signatures. Moreover,
we presume that the inclusion problem for two automata becomes non-semidecidable even if
both automata have the same signature. This is in strong contrast to the results known for
DIDPDAs as well as for IDPDAs.
Let us denote by L the class of languages which is accepted by DIDPDAs or IDPDAs. Formally, we define L = L (DIDPDA) [ L (IDPDA). Since L (DIDPDA) and L (IDPDA) are
incomparable, it is clear that both families are proper subsets of L . Moreover, L is properly
included in the family of real-time deterministic context-free languages. A witness is again
language { an $an | n 0 } that is neither accepted by any DIDPDA nor by any IDPDA.
The closure properties of L are summarized together with the closure properties known or
derived above in the following table.

DFA
IDPDA
DIDPDA
L
DPDA

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

[
yes
no
no
no
no

\
yes
no
no
no
no

[c
—
yes
yes
no
—

\c
—
yes
yes
no
—

·
yes
no
no
no
no

·c
—
yes
no
no
—

⇤
yes
yes
no
no
no

⇤id
—
yes
no
no
—

hl.p.
yes
no
no
no
no

h 1
yes
no
no
no
yes

REV
yes
yes
no
no
no

REVid
—
no
no
no
—

Table 1: Closure properties of the language families discussed. Symbols [c , \c , and ·c denote union,
intersection, and concatenation with compatible signatures. Symbols ⇤id and REVid denote Kleene
star and reversal with identical signatures. Such operations are not defined for DFAs and DPDAs and
are marked with ‘—’.

The inclusion problem is known to be solvable in polynomial time if both automata have
compatible signatures and, moreover, are both DIDPDAs or are both IDPDAs. We presume
that this situation changes drastically if we consider the inclusion problem for two automata
with the same signature, but one automaton being a DIDPDA and the other one being an
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IDPDA. In this situation, the inclusion problem might become undecidable and, moreover, not
even semidecidable.
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Abstract
Accepting observer systems are computationally complete already with context-free rules. We
investigate weaker string-rewriting systems in order to determine where the border to computational completeness is. We show that the additional restriction of the derivation relation being
a partial order can be imposed on the string-rewriting systems without decreasing the computational power.
Then we provide a few results on still weaker variants that are not computationally complete
any more; specifically the well-foundedness of the derivation relations is such a restriction.
A restriction to rules that only rewrite single symbols further limits the computational power.
However, the new classes still lie above those obtained from weight- and length-reducing systems.

1.

Computing by Observing

The paradigm of Computing by Observing was originally introduced with the idea of taking
theoretical models of natural computing closer to the proceedings in the traditional natural
sciences. It attempts to formalize the way in which information is gained through experiments in
these fields [2, 3]. More recently the paradigm has also received interest in the field of philosophy
of computation, namely in discussions around the question whether being a computation is an
objective property of processes or whether this property is just attributed by observers [9, 10].
Also this discussion was greatly intensified by arguments from Natural Computing, where, for
example, unicellular organisms like ciliates are claimed to execute computations.
The basic architecture of the paradigm of Computing by Observing is depicted in Figure 1. At
the base there is some type of system that evolves in discrete steps. Every configuration of
this system is mapped to one single letter by the so-called observer. These letters are then
concatenated to form a string, which is the output. In this way a kind of protocol of the
computation is built, just like a protocol of an experiment logs its progression.
The acceptance of languages in this architecture works as follows. Output is produced until
the underlying system stops. Since in our case we use string-rewriting systems, stopping means
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output:

[observation 1] [observation 2] [observation 3] [observation 4]

observer

configuration 1

configuration 2

configuration 3

configuration 4

input
Figure 1: Schematic representation of an observer system.

that an irreducible string is reached. Then we look at the output and decide, based on this,
whether the input word is accepted; more specifically, the output must belong to a given regular
language. In this setup all context-sensitive languages can be accepted with so-called painter
rules, while context-free rules already lead to computational completeness [3].
Painter string-rewriting systems as underlying systems are also very powerful when we use this
architecture for the computation of transductions [5]. In this area, the best known classes
are those of rational and push-down transductions. Therefore less powerful string-rewriting
systems were investigated in this context. For example, length-reducing ones were shown to
compute a smaller class of transductions that is actually similar to the one computed by RRWWtransducers, a class of transducers derived from restarting automata [6]. In continuation also
weight-reducing string-rewriting systems have received interest, because they are a generalization of length-reducing ones [11].
Here we move back to the accepting version of Computing by Observing and look at the power
of a further generalization of weight- and length-reducing systems. For both of these types of
systems the derivation relation is a partial order, i.e. it is a binary relation that is reflexive,
transitive and antisymmetric. We call string-rewriting systems, whose derivation relation is a
partial order, po-systems.
As mentioned, every length-reducing system is an example for a po-system, because its derivation relation is a coarsening of the partial order of strings by decreasing length. For another
example let x be the letter of highest order for a given lexicographical ordering over the alphabet ⌃. Then the infinite string-rewriting system {u ! x : u 2 (⌃ \ {x})⇤ } is a po-system.
In order to see this, observe that its derivation relation is a coarsening of the lexicographical
ordering; note, however, that this system is not length-reducing.
On the other hand, the system {a ! b, b ! a} is not a po-system, because there can be no
partial order such that at the same time a < b and b < a, but these two strings can be derived
one from the other. In general, loops like a ) b ) a are incompatible with partial orders.
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We first show that general po-systems are powerful enough to compute all recursively enumerable languages. This is only possible if there is no bound on the length of derivations. We
continue by also considering systems, where no infinite descending chains are allowed, i.e. their
derivation relations are well-founded partial orders. These seem especially interesting with the
original motivation of Computing by Observing in mind; without constant resupply of energy
or matter from the outside, biochemical systems cannot have reactions that return to the same
state and thus would constitute a perpetuum mobile.
Before we start, we recall the definitions concerning accepting observer systems and the types
of string-rewriting systems that we will employ.

2.

Definitions and Examples

The reader is assumed to be familiar with standard terminology and notations from Formal
Language Theory as they are exposed, for example, by Salomaa [12]. The observed systems in
our architecture will be string-rewriting systems. Concerning these we mainly follow notations
and terminology as exposed by Book and Otto [1] and refer the reader to this book for more
details. A string-rewriting system W on an alphabet ⌃ is a subset of ⌃⇤ ⇥ ⌃⇤ . Its elements are
called rewrite rules, and are written either as ordered pairs (`, r ) or as ` ! r for `, r 2 ⌃⇤ .
By the double arrow ) we denote the single-step derivation, which is defined as follows: For
all u, v 2 ⌃⇤ we have u ) v if there exists `, r 2 ⌃⇤ such that u = x`y and v = xry for some
x, y 2 ⌃⇤ . The (general) derivation relation is the reflexive and transitive closure of ) and is
denoted ny )⇤ .
In the role of observers we use the devices that have become standard in this function: monadic
transducers.
Definition 1 A monadic transducer is a tuple [Q, ⌃, , , q0 , ] where the state set Q, the input
alphabet ⌃, the transition function , and the start state q0 are the same as for deterministic
finite automata. is the output alphabet, and is the output function, a mapping Q 7! [ { }
which assigns an output letter or the empty word to each state. The class of all monadic
transducers is denoted by MT.
The mode of operation is as follows: the monadic transducer reads the input word, and then
the image under of the state it stops in is the output. Note that for every input word there
is only one possible output, because the definition is based on deterministic finite automata.
Now we combine the two components, a string-rewriting system and a monadic transducer in
the way described in the introduction.
Definition 2 An accepting observer system, short A/O system, is a quadruple ⌦ = [ , R, O, D],
where O is a monadic transducer, R is a string-rewriting system over the input alphabet ⌃ of
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O, the system’s input alphabet
alphabet of O.

is a subset of ⌃, and D is a regular language over the output

The language accepted by such a system is the set of all words w 2

⇤

such that:

• there exists a derivation sequence s 2 R(w ) with w as the start string,
• which is mapped by the observer to a string O(s) such that

• O(s) is member of the regular language D, which is called the decider; i.e. D(O(s)) =
accept if D is given in the form of a finite automaton.
Here a derivation sequence s is the sequence of strings during a derivation; its observation
is the concatenation of the observations of the single strings in the order of the strings in s.
Summarizing formally, we have:
L(⌦) := {w : 9s[s 2 R(w ) ^ D(O(s)) = accept]}.
So the mode of operation of an accepting observer system ⌦ = [ , R, O, D] is as follows: the
string-rewriting system R starts to work on an input word u. After every reduction step the
observer O reads the new string and produces an output. The concatenation of all observations
of a terminating derivation forms the output word v , whose membership in D is then checked.
A key feature, which is not explicitly defined but worth mentioning, is that any single output
of the observer can invalidate the computation. One can, for example, reserve a symbol from
the alphabet of D, which does not occur in the language. Then outputting this symbol at any
point automatically results in a non-accepting computation overall and thus is equivalent to
immediately aborting the process.
Diﬀerent types of string-rewriting rules result in diﬀerent types of accepting observer systems.
We first define three types of string-rewriting systems that will play some role and have already
been mentioned in the introduction:
Painters: A string-rewriting system is called a painter system if for all its rules (`, r ), we have
|`| = |r | = 1, that is, every rule just replaces one letter by another one.

Weight-reducing: A string-rewriting system over an alphabet ⌃ is called weight-reducing if
there exists a weight function ! : ⌃ 7! N+ from the alphabet to the set of all positive
integers such that for all the rewrite rules (`, r ) we have !(`) > !(r ). Thus every rule
reduces the string’s weight by at least one.
Length-reducing: A string-rewriting system is called length-reducing if for all its rules (`, r )
we have |`| > |r |, that is, every rule shortens the string by at least one symbol.
The class of all string-rewriting systems that have painter, weight-reducing, and length-reducing
rules are denoted by pnt-SRS, wr-SRS, and lr-SRS, respectively. The corresponding classes of
accepting observer systems are denoted by pnt-AO, wr-AO, and lr-AO. Now we define the types
of string-rewriting systems that are the central ones for the work presented here.
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Definition 3 A string-rewriting system is called a po-system if its derivation relation is a
partial order, i.e. it is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric. If the derivation relation (disregarding the reflexive part) is a partial order that is well-founded, i.e. it does not have infinite
descending chains, then we call it a wfpo-system.
The classes of languages that are accepted by the corresponding accepting observer systems
are denoted by po-AO and wfpo-AO. The diﬀerent restrictions on string-rewriting systems
can be combined in the obvious way such that, for example, wfpo-pnt-AO denotes the class
of languages accepted by accepting observer system, whose underlying string-rewriting system
has only painter rules and has a derivation relation that is a well-founded partial order.
For our purposes the antisymmetry is the essential feature of partial orders. It guarantees that
there are no cycles. Because of this it really makes sense to speak about reductions according
to the given partial order, since strings get bigger and bigger in this sense.
Notice that in contrast to weight- and length-reducing string-rewriting systems our po-systems
are not defined by the form of the rules. In the former cases both approaches would be equivalent, because a decrease in weight in one factor implies a decrease in weight for the entire
string. However, in the latter case the two possibilities for the definition are not equivalent.
Example 4 Take the partial order a < a3 < a4 < a6 < a2 < ... where all other words are
bigger than the five ones given explicitly here. Further, consider the rules a ! a3 and a6 ! a2 .
The left-hand sides of both of these rules are smaller than the respective right-hand sides; thus
they obey the partial order in this sense. However, they allow the derivation
a2

a!a3

) a4

a!a3

) a6

a6 !a2

)

a2

which derives the string a2 in three steps to itself. Therefore the resulting derivation relation
is not a partial order although all the rules obey the mentioned partial order.
2
In order to understand how a transducing observer system works, we first look at an example.
n

Example 5 The non semilinear language {a2 : n
0} can be accepted by the A/O system
⌦ = [ , R, O, D] with alphabet = {a} and the string-rewriting system R over the alphabet
⌃ = [ {A, B}, which has the inverse context-free rules {aa ! A, AA ! a, A ! B, a ! B}.
The observer O is defined by the following mapping.
8
1
>
>
>
>
2
>
>
<
3
O(w ) =
4
>
>
>
>
5
>
>
:
6

if w 2 a+ A+ ,
if w 2 A+ a+ ,
if w 2 a+ ,
if w 2 A+ ,
if w = B,
else.
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The system accepts if the observation belongs to the language 35 [ ()((41⇤ ) [ (32⇤ ))⇤ (3 [ 4)5.
In this way only derivations of the system are accepted, where –starting from the left– all a are
pairwise replaced by one A, then the other way round etc. In every iteration the length of the
string is cut in half. If we arrive in this manner at a single letter, then the length of the original
string was a power of 2. The final reduction to B ensures that this is the case. For example for
a6 the input will be rejected in the following manner:
a6 ) Aa4 ) AAaa ) AAA ) aA
results in the observation 32241. Now no string from a+ can be derived which would be the
only way of obtaining an observation 3 which must always follow 1 if D is to accept.
2

3.

General po-Systems

To start with we take a look at po-string-rewriting systems without any further restrictions.
These are powerful enough in the context of accepting observer-systems to accept all recursively
enumerable languages.
Theorem 6 po-AO = RE
Proof. We only sketch the construction of an accepting observer system that can simulate a
Turing Machine. The fact that such a system can in turn be simulated by a Turing Machine is
straight-forward to see.
The string-rewriting system’s derivation relation will be a subset of the partial order /, which
is defined as follows. If |u| < |v | then u / v . For strings of equal length we refine this length
ordering. If |u| = |v | then u /v if u has lower weight under a weight function that we will specify
as we proceed with the construction. Thus there are two types of possible rewrite operations:
every rewriting that increases a string’s length is admissible, further a string can be rewritten
in a weight-reducing way if its length stays constant.
The way to simulate the Turing Machine is schematically depicted in Figure 2. A transition
of the machine is simulated by weight-reducing rules, which means an increase according to
/. Then the entire configuration is copied to the right of the current copy. Since this copying
increases length, also this results in an increase according to /. Then we simulate the next step
of the machine, copy again etc.
The observer does not need to output anything during this process, if everything goes well;
on the other hand, it aborts any derivation that does not follow this sequence of steps by
outputting a symbol that immediately invalidates the computation like the 6 in Example 5.
Only if an accepting configuration is reached it outputs 1, and the observer system accepts
exactly if this is the only output. After this, we just need to ensure that the string-rewriting
terminates.
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simulation
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y
cop

config 4

Figure 2: Simulating a Turing Machine. From top to bottom weight is reduced. From left to right
the length is increased. So the strings become are reduced along the partial order /.

First we explain how a Turing Machine transition is simulated. Essentially we do the same
as in the proof that all recursively enumerable languages can be recognized with context-free
string-rewriting systems [3]. Let us look, for example, at a context-sensitive rule r : ab ! cd.
Rules of this form can simulate Turing Machine transitions in the following way: we represent
a Turing Machine configuration by putting the symbol of the state of the finite control in front
of the tape symbol, which the read/write head is on. Then, for example a move to the right
from state q1 to q2 reading A and writing B is realized by the rewrite rule q1 A ! Bq2 . For a
step to the left we need rules that rewrite three symbols like Aq1 B ! q2 AC . Coordinating the
rewriting of three positions is done in the same way as for two positions. We restrict ourselves
to the latter case.
The basic technique for simulating a rule like r : ab ! cd with painter rules is to first mark all
the letters of the left-hand side from left to right with the name of the rule resulting in ar br .
The corresponding painter rules are a ! ar and b ! br . In this moment the observer can
verify that the entire left-hand side, in our case ar br , is present and that the rule can indeed
be applied. Then the letters are replaced from left to right by c} d} . Example 5 has illustrated
how a string or a part of a string can be rewritten from left to right.
In our case the new, auxiliary symbols with index r get a weight between the weights of the
original and the new symbol. So in our example a > ar > c} and b > br > d} . Thus the
corresponding reduction is in accordance with /. Of course, the symbols marked with } have
to be rewritten to the original symbols and thus have to be increased in weight before another
rule can be simulated. This is done in the next phase, which increases the string’s length and
therefore does not need to be weight-reducing. In this way we avoid problems for cases where,
for example the weight of c is lower than that of a; by using the intermediate c} we delay the
weight increase to the phase of copying.
When copying the configuration, we start with the left-most symbol of the right-most configuration in the string, which represents the current one of the Turing Machine. We mark the
symbol with an index c for copying; this new symbol is lower in weight than the unmarked one.
Then we write another marked version at the right end of the string.
For this there are rules a ! abc for every combination of tape symbols a and b. This rule
increases the length of the string and thus is in accordance with /; the copied symbol bc is
higher in weight than the b it will be rewritten to. Then we unmark the old symbol and rewrite
it to a new version still lower in weight, and finally also the new symbol, bc in the example,
is unmarked, in our case rewritten to b. This is essentially the same as the simulation of a
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context-sensitive rule with the main diﬀerence that the two positions that are involved are not
neighboring. But this does not aﬀect the fact that the process can be controlled by regular
conditions. As we have mentioned before, the symbols marked with } are copied to unmarked
versions.
In case the head of the Turing Machine reaches the rightmost symbol on the tape, we additionally introduce an empty tape cell in the last step of the copying to accommodate possible
moves further to the right. Without loss of generality we can suppose for simplicity that the
Turing Machine only goes beyond the input to the right.
It remains to ensure that the string-rewriting system terminates, if an accepting configuration
is reached. Only then the accepting observer system accepts, but rules a ! abc could make
derivations run forever. The string to the left of the current configuration is already irreducible,
because all the symbols were reduced to the lowest possible weight, when they were copied.
What we do instead of really simulating the last transition is write q` qr instead of the accepting
state. These two symbols run through the string with rules aq` ! q` â and qr a ! âqr for all
tape symbols a and rewrite them to a irreducible version â. Thus the derivation terminates. 2
In the proof only painter rules are used for the simulation. For the copying phase we use also
context-free rules. So overall the string-rewriting system that we use is context-free. Thus we
really obtain a strengthening of the statement that all recursively enumerable languages can be
accepted with context-free string-rewriting systems.
Corollary 7 po-cf-AO = RE
Because with painter systems alone exactly the context-sensitive languages are accepted, this
raises the question whether also po-pnt-AO is equal to this class. This does not follow from the
proof of Theorem 6. In the general case, context-free rules were only necessary to create more
working space. But here they are necessary also for the copying of configurations. Therefore
we do not expect that po-pnt-AO can accept all context-sensitive languages.
It is worth noting that Theorem 6 can also be proven with very simple insertion systems that
consist only of rules of the form ! x, where x is a single symbol [8]. However, the proof there
does not allow the direct deduction of Corollary 7, because the rules employed there do not
subsume the context-free rules. Further, rules that generate symbols from the empty string are
somewhat undesirable with the motivation for Computing by Observing in mind. In physical
systems, normally it is not possible to create something from nothing.

4.

Other Restrictions

The equality wfpo-lr-AO = po-lr-AO = lr-AO is obvious, because the (decreasing) length-order
cannot have any infinite descending chains. Thus the derivation relations of length-reducing
string-rewriting systems are always well-founded partial orders. The same is true for weightreducing string-rewriting systems. Therefore we do not explicitly treat these.
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For length-reducing string-rewriting systems it is clear by definition that they do not increase
a string’s length. As a consequence a derivation cannot have more steps than the length
of the initial string. Thus an lr-AO-system can obviously be simulated by a linear bounded
automaton. For weight-reducing string-rewriting systems this is not as obvious, because their
rules can increase a string’s length. However, there is a tight bound on how much the string
can grow in length. This can be shown in a way analogous to the proof of a similar result for
transducing observer systems [11].
Lemma 8 Every accepting observer system with weight-reducing rules can be simulated by
one with rules that do not increase the string’s length.
Proof. The key observation is the following: a string of a given weight k can only be rewritten
to a maximum of k 1 symbols, because the minimal weight is one. If the maximum weight of
an input symbol is m, then a string w cannot increase in length beyond m · |w |.
So we code m symbols into one with space symbols filling the unused spots. In the beginning,
every letter is written into the first one of the m slots in its position. For the purpose of
illustrating the construction, we will accompany the proof by examples for a system, where the
maximal weight is 3 and the symbols are the numbers 3, 2, and 1 with the according weights.
The initial encoding is illustrated in Example 9.(i).
The main problems are then how to implement rule applications and when to delete empty
space. If we just leave empty space where a symbol is deleted, the distance between diﬀerent
parts of the left-hand side of a rule could become arbitrarily large. If we delete too early, later
expansions might become impossible.
For the latter problem we delete as late as possible. This means that a rewriting rule that has
k compound symbols on its left-hand side will always write k new symbols unless the total
of coded original symbols on its right-hand side is less than k. In that case, each symbol is
written by itself into one compound symbol, the remaining positions are deleted. If there are
more than k original symbols, say `, then we distribute them in order from left to right in such
a way that the first ` b k` ck original symbols’ positions contain b k` c + 1 original symbols each;
the remaining positions contain b k` c original symbols.
In this way the total weight of the original symbols can never exceed the number of available
slots. If some symbol is followed by less space than its weight minus one, we take this space
from the left-most symbol that is followed by more space than its weight minus one. For this
step in the example system, see Example 9.(ii).
For a rule in the original system we need to introduce several new rules, because we do not
know exactly what the left-hand side will look like. The original symbols can be distributed in
various ways over compound symbols with space slots in between, and the factor might even
start and end inside compound symbols. So for an original rule u ! v we need to implement all
the possible left-hand sides starting with at least one original symbol in the left-most position
and ending with at least one symbol in the right-most position. The symbols between the two
ends might occur in just one compound symbol each or with several in one compound symbol.
All possibilities must be implemented. Because we do not have completely empty compound
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symbols, there are only finitely many possibilities, see Example 9.(iii).
It is obvious how the observer of the new systems must work: it reads the compound symbols
and after each one it changes its state as if it had read all the original symbols contained in the
compound one.
2
Example 9 Consider a weight-reducing string-rewriting system, in which the maximal weight
is 3 and the symbols are the numbers 3, 2, and 1 with the according weights. In the construction
of the proof of Lemma 8 the following steps are taken for the rules provided in the respective
parts of the example:
(i). An input string 213 is replaced by the string [2| | ] [1| | ] [3| | ], where only the first slot
is occupied in each symbol.
(ii). The rule 33 ! 131 is replaced by [3| | ] [3| | ] ! [1|3| ] [ |1| ] instead of [3| | ] [3| | ] !
[1| |3] [ |1| ]. The latter only gives two slots to the 3 on the right-hand side. To give the
three slots corresponding to the weight of 3, we take one more slot away from the first 1.
This kind of redistribution is always possible, because the total weight is smaller that the
weight of the left-hand side.
(iii). We take as an example the rule 32 ! 21. Besides the obvious [3| | ] [2| | ] ! [2| | ] [1| | ],
we also need the rules
[3| | ] [2| |X ] ! [2| | ] [1| |X ],
[X |Y |3] [ | |2] [ |Z |W ] ! [X |Y |2] [ | |1] [ |Z |W ],
[X |3| ] [ |2| ] ! [X |2| ] [ |1| ],
where the X , Y , Z , and W are either original symbols or empty slots. After the 3 there
must always be two empty slots, after the 2 there must be one or two empty slots. Further
there are three possible positions within a symbol, where the 3 as first symbol of the rule
can be located. These conditions lead to the three sets above. It should especially be noted
that the X in the first line and the Z in the second line can be empty slots or symbols,
because they follow the one obligatory empty slot after the symbol 2.
Note further that the new rules can be bigger than the original ones like in the case of
the second rule in the list. This is only because some context is included there without
being changed. Because both sides of the rule are lengthened, the length of the string is
not increased.
2
Since only the space occupied by the input string is used, this also shows that an accepting
observer system with weight-reducing rules can be simulated by a linear bounded automaton.
Corollary 10 Every language that is accepted by an accepting observer system with weightreducing rules is context-sensitive.
The fact that weight-reducing systems can be designed in such a fashion that they never increase the strings’ length makes it clear that they can always be simulated by painter systems.
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The latter can even be made to be order-reducing. As we have already mentioned, a result
analogous to Lemma 8 was shown for transducing observer systems in earlier work [11]. There
in Theorem 9 it is also shown that in the case of transducing observer systems for every weightreducing system there is an analogous weight-reducing painter system. These systems work in
essentially the same way as our accepting ones; only the observation is taken as the output of
the transduction and no decider is run on it. Thus in our case the same argument applies, and
weight-reducing systems are, of course, po-systems.
Corollary 11 wr-AO ✓ po-pnt-AO.
It is improbable that an analogous result to Lemma 8 holds for wfpo-systems, i.e. when the
derivation relation has to be well-founded. Hofbauer [4] has shown that there exist finite
terminating string-rewriting systems for which the generated reduction sequences are extremely
long. He has proved that there is no single primitive recursive lower bound on the derivation
length of term-rewriting systems in terms of the input term. The examples he provides contain
some length-increasing rules, but still terminate. However, it is not obvious that the derivation
relations of the corresponding string-rewriting systems are partial orders and that there is a
linear bound on how much they can increase a string’s length.
The main problem in establishing the partial orderedness is that during a derivation, symbols
can completely disappear from a string and later reappear. Therefore it is not obvious that
the derivation relation is antisymmetric. We now look at an example where such a circular
derivation is possible and where also the length of the string can be increased, but where it
is possible to establish the antisymmetry via a weight-function. Unfortunately by Lemma 8
this weight-reduction also implies a linear bound on the string’s length. In this case even the
derivation length is linear.
Example 12 Let the alphabet be ordered, and let a` be the smallest letter while ah is the
biggest one. We assign distinct weights to all of the letters, where the weight increases in the
direction of the order and where the weight of ah is more than twice that of a` . The partial
order we use is the following: u v if |u| > |v |; if |u| = |v | then u v if the sum of the weights
of the letters is bigger in u than in v . This is the inverse length-order with the refinement that
strings of equal length are ordered in decreasing weight.
The string-rewriting system we use has all the rules x ! y for letters x and y where x directly
precedes y in the order on the alphabet. Further, there is the length-decreasing rule a` a` ! ah .
The derivation relation of this system is a partial order, namely a coarsening of the relation
defined above; in consequence, the string-rewriting system is a po-system.
To see how long derivations of this system can be in terms of the length of the start string, we
look at the following derivation for the string ahn for n a power of two. Every letter is reduced
to a` in |⌃| 1 steps, a total of n · (|⌃| 1) derivation steps. With n2 applications of the rule
n

a` a` ! ah we obtain the string ah2 . Here n2 is again a power of two. So we can continue the
process until we finally arrive at the string consisting only of one a` , which is irreducible and
thus the end of the derivation.
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Note that the total number of rule applications in this derivation is 2n · (|⌃| 1) + n 2. This
is still linear in the length of the input string. Thus a technique like in the proof of Lemma 8
could be used to find an equivalent system that does not increase length. However, it seems
probable that even worse examples can be constructed. Here the first position is rewritten
(|⌃| 1) · log2 n times. If this could be achieved for all positions, we would have a derivation of
length in the order of n · log2 n.
2
If the only rules that we use are painter rules, then it is quite straight-forward to see that a
linear bound holds.
Lemma 13 For every po-string-rewriting system with only painter rules there is a constant c
such that for an input word w any derivation has at most c · |w | steps.
Proof. In a po-system every painter rule must have its left-hand side smaller than its right-hand
side with respect to the partial order. This means that no symbol can be rewritten more than
|⌃| 1 times. So in total there can be at most (|⌃| 1) · |w | derivation steps.
2
The argumentation in the proof of Lemma 13 shows that in a po-system with only painter rules
there can be no circular derivations. Therefore all the partial orders that can be the derivation
relations of this type of system are necessarily well-founded.
Corollary 14 wfpo-pnt-AO = po-pnt-AO
Now we come back to the question at the end of the last section about the relation between
po-pnt-AO and the context-sensitive languages. If the string-rewriting system is well-founded,
then at least we can state an inclusion.
Corollary 15 wfpo-pnt-AO ✓ CS and po-pnt-AO ✓ CS
Proof. In every well-founded painter system the number of derivation steps is linear in the size
of the input. Namely it is at most the size of the alphabet minus one per position in the string.
The maximal size of the observer’s output is subject to the same bound, because at most one
letter in every derivation step can be produced; in fact, it is not even necessary to store this
output, because an LBA can simulate the decider online in its own states without even using
any space on the tape. Thus the entire system can be simulated in a very straight-forward
manner by a linear bounded automaton.
Thus the inclusion wfpo-pnt-AO ✓ CS holds and by Corollary 14 also po-pnt-AO ✓ CS.

2

Due to the very limited ability of these systems to reuse the working space, we believe that the
inclusion is proper.
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Conclusion

Figure 3 summarizes the results of the preceding sections. Simple lines indicate inclusions
from bottom to top, while arrows indicate proper inclusions. There are basically two open
po-AO = RE =
po-cf-AO
pnt-AO = CS

wfpo-AO
wfpo-pnt-AO =
po-pnt-AO

wr-AO

lr-AO
Figure 3: The hierarchy of the classes of accepting observer systems treated here.

questions. The first one regards the properness of the inclusions in the lower part of the
hierarchy. Here some known results on transducing observer systems suggest that the classes
wr-AO and wfpo-pnt-AO might be equal [11].
The second open question is the relation between pnt-AO and wfpo-AO. As we have remarked
in Section 4, we do not think that the two classes are equal or in an inclusion relation. Maybe
a closer analysis of the rewriting systems used by Hofbauer [4] and in subsequent work of
Kobayashi on string-rewriting systems [7] could lead to systems that show that wfpo-systems
compute languages that are not context-sensitive. In any case, we do not believe that all
recursively enumerable languages can be accepted by wfpo-systems.
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Abstract
Here we show that for monotone RWW- (and RRWW-) automata, window size two is sufficient,
both in the nondeterministic as well as in the deterministic case. For the former case this is done
by proving that each context-free language is already accepted by a monotone RWW-automaton
of window size two. In the deterministic case we first prove that each deterministic pushdown
automaton can be simulated by a deterministic monotone RWW-automaton of window size
three, and then we present a transformation of a deterministic monotone RWW-automaton of
window size three into an equivalent automaton of the same type that has window size two.
Further, we prove that for deterministic RWW-automata that are not monotone, window size
two is not sufficient.

1.

Introduction

The restarting automaton was introduced in [3] as a formal model for the linguistic technique
of ‘analysis by reduction’, and in [4] it was shown that the monotone variants of the nondeterministic RWW- and RRWW-automaton (see Section 2 for the definitions) accept exactly the
context-free languages, while the corresponding deterministic automata characterize the class
of deterministic context-free languages. As a restarting automaton has a read/write window of
a fixed but arbitrary size k 1, the question arises as to what influence the window size has on
the expressive power of the various types of restarting automata. In [9] it is shown that for those
types of restarting automata that do not admit auxiliary symbols the window size yields an infinite ascending hierarchy of language classes. In fact, the savings in the economy of descriptions
of restarting automata without auxiliary symbols cannot be bounded by any recursive function,
when changing from window size k + 1 to window size k [6]. On the other hand, in [15] Natalie
Schluter presents a construction that allows to simulate a monotone RRWW-automaton of window size k 3 by an automaton of the same type that has only window size k 1. In addition,
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she presents a construction that shows that each monotone RRWW-automaton of window size
k 2 can be simulated by a monotone RWW-automaton of window size k. This implies that
the context-free languages are already accepted by monotone RWW-automata of window size
two. By combining these constructions one can transform a given monotone RWW-automaton
Mk of window size k > 2 into an equivalent monotone RWW-automaton M2 of window size
two. Indeed, one can easily interpret Mk as a monotone RRWW-automaton of window size k,
then one can iteratively apply the former of Natalie Schluter’s constructions k 2 times to
obtain a monotone RRWW-automaton M20 of window size two, and finally one can apply the
latter of her constructions to get the monotone RWW-automaton M2 . However, both of Natalie
Schluter’s constructions are technically quite involved and therefore not easy to follow. Hence,
the monotone RWW-automaton M2 will be quite large and technically very complicated.
Here we describe a direct way of accepting any context-free language by a monotone RWWautomaton of window size two by presenting a simulation of the derivations of a contextfree grammar in Chomsky normal form by a monotone RWW-automaton of window size two.
This construction is obtained by simplifying a similar construction from [5] where an RWWautomaton of window size three is obtained.
Next we turn to the deterministic case, which has not been considered before. Here we first
present a construction that turns a deterministic pushdown automaton (a DPDA) into a deterministic monotone RWW-automaton of window size three that accepts the same language.
Then we present a construction that shows how to simulate a deterministic monotone RWWautomaton of window size three by a deterministic monotone RWW-automaton of window size
two. Here the crucial point consists in observing that each deterministic RWW-automaton of
window size two is already monotone. Together our results on the deterministic case show that
the class DCFL is actually already characterized by deterministic monotone RWW-automata
of window size two. It is well known that RWW-automata of window size one only accept
regular languages [9]. Thus, based on the window size we have just two classes of languages
that are accepted by monotone RWW-automata, both in the nondeterministic as well as in the
deterministic case.
Finally, we turn to deterministic RWW- (and RRWW-) automata that are non-monotone. As
they characterize the class CRL of Church-Rosser languages [11, 12], which properly contains
the class DCFL, the above result shows that window size two does not suffice for these automata.
Indeed we show that deterministic RWW-automata of window size three are strictly more
powerful than those of window size two. However, it remains open whether there exists a fixed
constant k
3 such that all Church-Rosser languages are accepted by deterministic RWWautomata of window size k, or whether the deterministic RWW-automata yield an infinite
ascending hierarchy of language classes inside CRL based on window size.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the types of restarting automata we are interested in are defined and basic notation is established. In addition, we restate in short the known
results on the influence of the window size on the expressive power of restarting automata. In
Section 3, we then concentrate on nondeterministic monotone RWW- and RRWW-automata,
and in Section 4, we study deterministic monotone RWW- and RRWW-automata. The paper
closes with Section 5 in which we discuss the influence of the window size on deterministic
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RWW- and RRWW-automata that are non-monotone and present some open problems.

2.

Definitions and Notations

Throughout the paper will denote the empty word. Further, for any type of automaton X,
we will use the notation L(X) to denote the class of languages that are accepted by automata
of type X.
A (one-way) restarting automaton, RRWW-automaton for short, is a one-tape machine that is
described by an 8-tuple M = (Q, ⌃, , c, $, q0 , k, ), where Q is a finite set of states, ⌃ is a finite
input alphabet, is a finite tape alphabet containing ⌃, where the symbols in r ⌃ are called
auxiliary symbols, c, $ 62 , called sentinels, serve as markers for the left and right border of the
work space, respectively, q0 2 Q is the initial state, k 1 is the size of the read/write window,
and
: Q ⇥ PC (k) ! P((Q ⇥ ({MVR} [ PC (k 1) )) [ {Restart, Accept})
is the transition relation. Here P(S) denotes the powerset of the set S, PC (k) is the set of
possible contents of the read/write window of M , where
PC (i) := ({c} ·

i 1

)[

and
n

:=

n
[

i=0

i

[(
i

i 1

· {$}) [ ({c} ·

and PC

(k 1)

:=

i 2

k[1
i=0

· {$}) (i

0),

PC (i) .

When M is in a state q 2 Q and sees a string u 2 PC (k) in its read/write window, the transition
relation can contain four di↵erent types of transition steps:
1. A move-right step is of the form (q 0 , MVR) 2 (q, u), where q 0 2 Q and u 6= $. This step
causes M to shift the read/write window one position to the right and to enter the state q 0 .
However, if the contents u of the read/write window is only the symbol $, then no shift to
the right is possible.
2. A rewrite step is of the form (q 0 , v) 2 (q, u), where q 0 2 Q, u 6= $, and v 2 PC (k 1)
such that |v| < |u|. It causes M to replace the contents u of the read/write window by
the string v, thereby shortening the tape, and to enter state q 0 . Further, the read/write
window is placed immediately to the right of the string v. However, some additional
restrictions apply in that the sentinels c and $ must not disappear from the tape nor
that new occurrences of these symbols are created. Further, the read/write window must
not move across the right sentinel $, that is, if the string u ends in $, then so does the
string v, and after performing the rewrite operation, the read/write window is placed on
the $-symbol.
3. A restart step is of the form Restart 2 (q, u). It causes M to place the read/write window
over the left end of the tape, so that the first symbol it sees is the left sentinel c, and to
reenter the initial state q0 .
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4. An accept step is of the form Accept 2 (q, u). It causes M to halt and accept.
If (q, u) = ; for some q 2 Q and u 2 PC (k) , then M necessarily halts when it is in state q with
the string u in its window, and we say that M rejects in this situation. There is one additional
restriction that the transition relation must satisfy. This restriction says that, when ignoring
move operations, rewrite steps and restart steps alternate within any computation of M , with
a rewrite step coming first.
A configuration of M can be described by a string ↵q , where q 2 Q, and either ↵ = and
2 {c} · ⇤ · {$} or ↵ 2 {c} · ⇤ and 2 ⇤ · {$}; here q represents the current state, ↵ is the
current contents of the tape, and it is understood that the window contains the first k symbols
of or all of when | |  k. A restarting configuration is of the form q0 cw$, where w 2 ⇤ ;
if w 2 ⌃⇤ , then q0 cw$ is an initial configuration. Thus, initial configurations are a particular
type of restarting configurations.
A phase of a computation of M , called a cycle, begins with a restarting configuration, the
window moves along the tape performing MVR operations and a single rewrite operation until
a restart operation is performed and, thus, a new restarting configuration is reached. Hence,
a computation consists of a sequence of cycles that is followed by a tail, which is the part
of a computation that comes after the last restart operation. By `cM we denote the relation
⇤
on restarting configurations that is induced through the execution of a cycle, and we use `cM
to denote its reflexive and transitive closure. The above restriction on the transition relation
implies that M performs exactly one rewrite operation during each cycle – thus each new
phase starts on a shorter word than the previous one, and that it executes at most one rewrite
operation during a tail computation.
An input word w 2 ⌃⇤ is accepted by M , if there is a computation which, starting with the initial
configuration q0 cw$, finishes by executing an accept step. By L(M ) we denote the language
consisting of all (input) words accepted by M ; we say that M accepts the language L(M ).
In general, an RRWW-automaton is nondeterministic, that is, for some pairs (q, u), there may
be more than one applicable transition step. If this is not the case, then the automaton is
deterministic. We use the prefix det- to denote classes of deterministic restarting automata.
Many restricted classes of restarting automata have been introduced and studied. An RWWautomaton is an RRWW-automaton that is required to execute a restart step immediately after
performing a rewrite step. Accordingly, for RWW-automata we combine a rewrite step with
the subsequent restart step into a combined rewrite/restart step to simplify the notation:
• A combined rewrite/restart step is of the form v 2 (q, u), where q, q 0 2 Q, u 2 PC (k) ,
u 6= $, and v 2 PC (k 1) such that |v| < |u|. It causes M to replace the contents u of
the read/write window by the string v, thereby shortening the tape, and to place the
read/write window over the left end of the tape, so that the first symbol it sees is the left
sentinel c, and to reenter the initial state q0 .
An RRW-automaton is an RRWW-automaton which does not use any auxiliary symbols, that
is, its tape alphabet coincides with its input alphabet. Finally, an RR-automaton is an RRWautomaton the rewrite steps of which can be viewed as deletions, that is, if (q 0 , v) 2 (q, u),
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then v is a scattered subword of u. Obviously, the restrictions on the rewrite operations can be
combined with the requirement to restart immediately after each rewrite step, which leads to
the RW- and the R-automaton. The size of the read/write window is an essential parameter of
a restarting automaton. For each k 1, we use the notation X(k) to denote those restarting
automata of type X that have a read/write window of size k.
Recall that the computation of a restarting automaton proceeds in cycles, where each cycle
contains exactly one rewrite step. Thus, each cycle C contains a unique configuration of the
form ↵q in which a rewrite step is applied. Now the integer | | is called the right distance of C,
which is denoted by Dr (C). A sequence of cycles S = (C1 , C2 , . . . , Cn ) is called monotone if
Dr (C1 ) Dr (C2 ) · · · Dr (Cn ). A computation is monotone if the corresponding sequence
of cycles is monotone. Observe that here the tail of the computation is not taken into account.
Finally, a restarting automaton is called monotone, if all its computations that start with an
initial configuration are monotone. The prefix mon- is used to denote the various classes of
monotone restarting automata.
The following result is an extension of the characterization of the context-free languages by
monotone restarting automata that was presented in [4].
Theorem 2.1 [10] CFL = L(mon-RWW(3)) = L(mon-RRWW(3)).
Concerning the monotone deterministic restarting automata, the following results have been
derived in [4].
Theorem 2.2

DCFL = L(det-mon-RRWW) = L(det-mon-RWW)
= L(det-mon-RRW) = L(det-mon-RW)
= L(det-mon-RR) = L(det-mon-R).

On the other hand, it is easily seen that each RRWW-automaton (RWW-automaton) with a
read/write window of size one is just an RR-automaton (R-automaton), as its rewrite operations
must be length-reducing. Concerning window size one, the following results are known.
Theorem 2.3 [7, 9]
(a) REG = L(RWW(1)) = L(mon-RWW(1)) = L(det-RRWW(1)) = L(det-mon-RRWW(1)).
(b) REG ( L(mon-RRWW(1)) ( CFL.
Thus, window size one restricts the expressive power of monotone deterministic and nondeterministic RWW- and RRWW-automata considerably.
In [15] Natalie Schluter established the following results on window size for monotone restarting
automata, which were already announced in [13] and [14].
Theorem 2.4 For all k

2,

(a) L(mon-RWW(k)) = L(mon-RRWW(k)).
(b) L(det-mon-RWW(k)) = L(det-mon-RRWW(k)).
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Theorem 2.5 For all k

2, L(mon-RRWW(k + 1)) = L(mon-RRWW(k)).

As a consequence we see that CFL = L(mon-RWW(2)) = L(mon-RRWW(2)). Unfortunately,
the constructions used by Natalie Schluter to prove her results are technically very involved
and accordingly very hard to follow. In the next section we provide a direct and much simpler
proof for the characterization of the class CFL by monotone restarting automata of window
size two.

3.

Nondeterministic Monotone RWW-Automata

Our first result is a simple construction showing that each context-free language is accepted by
an RWW-automaton of window size two.
Theorem 3.1 CFL = L(mon-RWW(2)).
Proof. Obviously, L(mon-RWW(2)) ✓ L(mon-RWW(3)). Hence, by Theorem 2.1, it remains
to show that every context-free language is accepted by some monotone RWW-automaton of
window size two. So let L ✓ ⌃⇤ be a context-free language, and let G = (N, ⌃, S, P ) be a
context-free grammar for L. Without loss of generality we may assume that the production
rules in P have the following form, which is easily obtained from the Chomsky normal form:
(1) S ! ,
if 2 L,
(2) S ! a,
if a 2 ⌃ \ L,
(3) A ! BC, where A 2 N and B, C 2 (N r {S}) [ ⌃.

Below we use the notation )⇤G to denote the derivation relation that is induced by the productions of G on the sentential forms (N [ ⌃)⇤ .
We define an RWW-automaton M = (Q, ⌃, , c, $, q0 , 2, ), where Q = {q0 , q, q+ } and
and we define a morphism ⇡ :

= N [ ⌃ [ { (A, B) | A, B 2 N [ ⌃ },
⇤

! (N [ ⌃)⇤ by taking

⇡(A) = A and ⇡((A, B)) = AB for all A, B 2 N [ ⌃.

Thus, M uses each A of G and pairs of the form (A, B) with A, B 2 N [ ⌃ as auxiliary symbols
that represent the words A and AB, respectively. The transition relation of M is defined as
follows, where A, B, C, D 2 N [ ⌃ and X, Z 2 N :
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(q0 , c$) = {Accept}
if (S ! ) 2 P,
(q0 , c ) 3 (q+ , MVR)
for 2 such that S )⇤G ⇡( ),
(q+ , $) = {Accept}
for 2 such that S )⇤G ⇡( ),
(q0 , c ) 3 (q, MVR)
for all 2 ,
(q, AB) 3 (A, B)
for all A, B 2 N [ ⌃,
(q, AB) 3 C
if (C ! AB) 2 P,
(q, (A, B) ) 3 (q, MVR) for 2 ,
(q, (A, B)C) 3 (A, X) if (X ! BC) 2 P,
(q, (A, B)C) 3 X
if (X ! AZ) 2 P and (Z ! BC) 2 P for some Z 2 N.
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Obviously M is an RWW-automaton of window size two. The encoding of two letters A, B 2
N [ ⌃ as a single letter (A, B) is used to mark the position in the actual sentential form that
has to be examined in the next step. Thus, the tape contents always consists of a sequence of
pairs followed by a sequence of letters from N [ ⌃, where any of these two subsequences can
be empty. Since each rewrite step is performed at the border between these two subsequences,
rewriting the first or even the first two symbols of the latter subsequence, it is easily seen that
M is monotone.
It remains to verify that M accepts the context-free language L. It is easily seen that an
accepting computation of M constructs a G-derivation for the given input in reverse order.
Hence, we have L(M ) ✓ L.
On the other hand, let w 2 L.
Then there exists a rightmost G-derivation
for w, for example, S )G ↵1 )G ↵2 )G · · · )G ↵n = w. As this
is a rightmost derivation, ↵n 1 = a1 · · · am Aam+3 · · · an , where A is a nonterminal,
a1 , a2 , . . . , an 2 ⌃, (A ! am+1 am+2 ) 2 P , w = a1 · · · am am+1 am+2 · · · an , and no
production has been applied to the left of the nonterminal A.
Using instructions
(4), (5), and (7), M reaches the configuration c(a1 , a2 ) · · · (am 1 , am )qam+1 am+2 · · · an $ or
c(a1 , a2 ) · · · (am 2 , am 1 )q(am , am+1 )am+2 · · · an $ from the initial configuration q0 cw$, depending
on the parity of the index m. In the former case am+1 am+2 is the rewritten into the nonterminal
A by rule (6), while in the latter case (am , am+1 )am+2 is either rewritten into (am , A) by rule
(8) or into B by rule (9), if G contains the production (B ! am A) and this production has
been used in rewriting ↵n 2 into ↵n 1 . By induction on the number of derivation steps it can
now be shown that there exists an accepting computation of M that starts from the configuration q0 c↵n 1 $, respectively from q0 c↵n 2 $. Essentially, this computation just reconstructs the
rightmost derivation above in reverse order. Thus, w 2 L(M ), that is, L = L(M ).
2
As each RWW(2)-automaton can also be interpreted as an RRWW(2)-automaton, the above
result yields the following consequence.
Corollary 3.2 For all k

2, CFL = L(mon-RWW(k)) = L(mon-RRWW(k)).

From a given monotone RWW-automaton M of window size k
3, we can first construct a
pushdown automaton (PDA) P for the language L(M ) as shown in the proof of Theorem 2.1
in [4]. From this PDA we can derive a context-free grammar G in Chomsky normal form
for L(G), and then, using the construction above, we obtain a monotone RWW-automaton M2
of window size two for L(M ). This combined construction is certainly much simpler than the
one based on Natalie Schluter’s constructions.

4.

Deterministic Monotone RWW-Automata

Here we will show that Theorem 3.1 carries over to the deterministic case. The proof consists
of two major steps that we present in the following two subsections.
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Deterministic Monotone RWW(3)-Automata

Let L ✓ ⌃⇤ be a deterministic context-free language. Then there exists a DPDA A =
(QA , ⌃, A , #, p0 , A , FA ) that accepts L by final state. Here QA is a finite set of states, ⌃
is the input alphabet, A is the pushdown alphabet, # 62 A is the bottom marker of the
pushdown, p0 2 QA is the initial state,
A

: (QA ⇥ (⌃ [ { }) ⇥ (

A

[ {#}))

QA ⇥ ({#, } ·

⇤
A)

is the (partial) transition function, and FA ✓ QA is the set of final states. Here we assume
w.l.o.g. that the bottom marker # occurs only as the bottommost symbol on the pushdown
and that this symbol is never popped from the pushdown.
A configuration of A is written as (p, u, #↵), where p 2 QA is the current state, u 2 ⌃⇤ is the
suffix of the input that has not yet been processed, and #↵ 2 # · ⇤A is the current contents of
the pushdown. Here we assume that the bottom (top) of the pushdown is on the left (right). A
word w 2 ⌃⇤ is accepted by A if the computation of A that starts from the initial configuration
(p0 , w, #) reaches a configuration of the form (p, , #↵) for some final state p 2 FA and some
word ↵ 2 ⇤A . We will use the notation `A to denote the single-step computation relation that
A induces on its set of configurations, and we use `⇤A to denote the corresponding computation
relation.
Here we establish the following technical result.
Theorem 4.1 Each DPDA A can be simulated by a deterministic monotone RWW-automaton
of window size three.
Proof.
Let A = (QA , ⌃, A , #, p0 , A , FA ) be a DPDA, and let L = L(A) ✓ ⌃⇤ be the
language accepted by A. Without loss of generality we can assume that each -step of A pops
a symbol from the pushdown, that is, if A (p, , x) = (p0 , y) for some p, p0 2 QA , x 2 A [ {#},
and y 2 {#, } · ⇤A , then x 2 A and y = (see, e.g., [1] Prop. 5.4). Thus, given a word
w = a1 a2 · · · an 2 L(A) as input, the computation of A begins with a reading step that reads
the first letter a1 , and then there is a sequence of n 1 phases that each consists of a (possibly
empty) sequence of -steps during which some symbols are popped from the pushdown that is
followed by a reading step. Finally, after the last reading step that reads the letter an , another
sequence of -steps that pop some symbols from the pushdown may follow taking A to a final
state.
For constructing an RWW-automaton M = (Q, ⌃, , c, $, q0 , 3, ) of window size three that
simulates the computations of A, we need the constant
cA = max{ | | | 9p, p0 2 QA 9a 2 ⌃ 9x 2

A

[ {#} :

A (p, a, x)

= (p0 , ) },

that is, cA is the length of the longest word that A can push onto its pushdown in a single step.
Further, let c = 2cA 1.
The idea of the construction of M is as follows. Using code symbols of the form [↵] and [↵, p],
the contents #↵1 ↵2 · · · ↵m of the pushdown of A and the actual state p of A are encoded by a
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word of the form [#↵1 ][↵2 ] · · · [↵m , p], where |#↵1 | = |↵2 | = . . . = |↵m 1 | = c and 1  |↵m |  c.
Thus, the contents of the pushdown is compressed by the factor c, and its topmost part is
stored together with the current state of A. Processing the input w = a1 a2 · · · an from left
to right, M tries to simulate a (possibly empty) sequence of -steps together with the next
reading step. This sequence of steps causes a change in the contents of the pushdown, that
is, some symbols may be popped from the pushdown and a new string may be pushed onto
the pushdown. If the corresponding change of the pushdown contents can be stored in the
rightmost code symbol, then M can simulate these steps by removing the input letter read
and by replacing the rightmost code symbol. However, if the rightmost code symbol does not
have sufficient storage space left, then an additional code symbol must be used. This causes
a problem as each rewrite step of M must be length-reducing. To overcome this problem, M
combines the above steps with the next sequence of -steps. If these -steps decrease the size
of the contents of the pushdown sufficiently much, then the simulation can continue by just
manipulating the rightmost code symbol. Finally, if that is not the case, either, then M moves
its window one more step to the right and simulates another reading step, reading the next
input symbol as well.
To realize this strategy, the deterministic RWW(3)-automaton M is now defined by taking
Q = {q0 },
= ⌃ [ { [↵], [↵, p] | ↵ 2 (

A

[ {#})+ , 1  |↵|  c, p 2 QA },

and the transition function is defined by the following table, where a, b 2 ⌃, p, p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 2
QA , x, y 2 A , and ↵, , , ⌘, ⌘1 , ⌘2 , µ, ⌫ 2 ⇤A :
for all a 2 (⌃ [ { }) \ L,
| |
if A (p0 , a, #) = (p1 , #↵x ), (p1 , , x ) `A (p2 , , x),
and A (p2 , b, x) = (p3 , ),
|↵|
(q0 , cab)
= c[# , p3 ],
if A (p0 , a, #) = (p1 , #↵), (p1 , , #↵) `A (p2 , , #),
and A (p2 , b, #) = (p3 , # ),
| |
(q0 , c[#↵x , p]a) = c[#↵ , p2 ],
if (p, , x ) `A (p1 , , x), A (p1 , a, x) = (p2 , ),
and |#↵ |  c,
| |
(q0 , c[#↵x , p]a) = c[#↵ , p3 ],
if (p, , x ) `A (p1 , , x), A (p1 , a, x) = (p2 , ⌘),
|⌘|
|#↵ | = c, |⌘| > 0, and (p2 , , ⌘) `A (p3 , , ),
|↵|
(q0 , c[#↵, p]a) = c[# , p2 ],
if (p, , #↵) `A (p1 , , #), and A (p1 , a, #) = (p2 , # ),
| |
(q0 , c[#↵x , p]a) = (q0 , MVR),
if (p, , x ) `A (p1 , , x), A (p1 , a, x) = (p2 , ⌘),
|⌘|
|#↵ | = c, |⌘| > 0, but (p2 , , ⌘) 6`A (p3 , , ),
| |
(q0 , [#↵x , p]ab) = [#↵ ][⌘1 µ, p4 ], if (p, , x ) `A (p1 , , x), A (p1 , a, x) = (p2 , ⌘),
|#↵ | = c, |⌘| > 0, ⌘ = ⌘1 y⌘2 ,
|⌘ |
(p2 , , y⌘2 ) `A2 (p3 , , y), and A (p3 , b, y) = (p4 , µ),
(q0 , c[#↵][ , p]) = (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , c[↵][ ])
= (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , [↵][ ][ , p]) = (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , [↵][ ][ ])
= (q0 , MVR),
|↵|
(q0 , [⌫][↵, p]a)
= [⌫, p1 ]a,
if (p, , ↵) `A (p1 , , ),

(1) (q0 , ca$)
(2) (q0 , cab)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

= Accept
= c[#↵ , p3 ],
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| |

if (p, , x ) `A (p1 , , x), and A (p1 , a, x) = (p2 ,
| |
if (p, , x ) `A (p1 , , x), A (p1 , a, x) = (p2 , ),
and 1  |↵ |  c,
| |
(q0 , [⌫][↵x , p]a) = [⌫][↵ , p3 ], if (p, , x ) `A (p1 , , x), A (p1 , a, x) = (p2 , ⌘),
|⌘|
|↵ | = c, |⌘| > 0, and (p2 , , ⌘) `A (p3 , , ),
| |
(q0 , [⌫][↵x , p]a) = (q0 , MVR), if (p, , x ) `A (p1 , , x), A (p1 , a, x) = (p2 , ⌘),
|⌘|
|↵ | = c, |⌘| > 0, but (p2 , , ⌘) 6`A (p3 , , ),
| |
(q0 , [↵x , p]ab) = [↵ ][⌘1 µ, p4 ], if (p, , x ) `A (p1 , , x), A (p1 , a, x) = (p2 , ⌘),
|⌘ |
|↵ | = c, |⌘| > 0, ⌘ = ⌘1 y⌘2 , (p2 , , y⌘2 ) `A2 (p3 ,
and A (p3 , b, y) = (p4 , µ),
| |
(q0 , c[#↵ , p]$) = Accept,
if (p, , ) `A (p1 , , ) and p1 2 F1 ,
| |
(q0 , [⌫][↵ , p]$) = Accept,
if (p, , ) `A (p1 , , ) and p1 2 F1 ,
|↵|
(q0 , [⌫][↵, p]$) = [⌫, p1 ]$,
if (p, , ↵) `A (p1 , , ) without entering a final
| |
(q0 , [↵x , p]a$) = Accept,
if (p, , x ) `A (p1 , , x), A (p1 , a, x) = (p2 , ⌘),
|⌘ |
|↵ | = c, |⌘| > 0, ⌘ = ⌘1 y⌘2 , (p2 , , y⌘2 ) `A2 (p3 ,
and p3 2 FA .

(14) (q0 , [⌫][x , p]a) = [⌫, p2 ],
(15) (q0 , [⌫][↵x , p]a) = [⌫][↵ , p2 ],
(16)
(17)
(18)

(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

),

, y),

state,
, y),

By induction on the length of an accepting computation of M , L(M ) ✓ L = L(A) can be
shown. On the other hand, by induction on the length of the given input, it can be shown that
L = L(A) ✓ L(M ). Thus, L(M ) = L = L(A) follows.
During a computation the tape contents of M is always of the form
c[#↵, p]ar ar+1 · · · an $,

or

c[#↵1 ][↵2 ] · · · [↵m 1 ][↵m , p]ar ar+1 · · · an $,

where ↵ 2 ⇤A , ↵1 , . . . , ↵m 2 +
A , |#↵1 | = |↵1 | = · · · = |↵m 1 | = c, p 2 QA , and
ar , ar+1 , . . . , an 2 ⌃. As each rewrite step involves the rightmost auxiliary symbol on the
tape, and as it processes the leftmost input symbol (or even the two leftmost input symbols),
it follows that M is monotone. Thus, M is a deterministic monotone RWW(3)-automaton for
the language L(A).
2
From this simulation and from Theorem 2.2 we obtain the following consequence.
Corollary 4.2 For all k

4.2.

3, DCFL = L(det-mon-RWW(k)) = L(det-mon-RRWW(k)).

Deterministic Monotone RWW(2)-Automata

Here we will prove that each deterministic monotone RWW-automaton of window size three
can be simulated by a deterministic monotone RWW-automaton of only window size two. This
simulation will be based on the following important observation.
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Proposition 4.3 Each deterministic RWW- or RRWW-automaton of window size two is
monotone.
Proof. Let M = (Q, ⌃, , c, $, q0 , 2, ) be a deterministic RRWW-automaton of window size
two. Each rewrite transition of M replaces a factor of length two of the tape contents by the
empty word or by a single letter. Thus, if M executes a cycle of the form
q0 ca1 a2 · · · ai 1 ai ai+1 ai+2 · · · an $ `cM q0 ca1 a2 · · · ai 1 ai+2 · · · an $
by deleting the factor ai ai+1 , then this cycle begins with a sequence of i MVR steps that shift
the window to the factor ai ai+1 which are then followed by the rewrite step that deletes this
factor. As M is deterministic, the next cycle begins with a sequence of at least i 1 MVR steps
that shift the window to the factor ai 1 ai+2 , which implies that the latter cycle has a smaller
right distance than the former.
If M executes a cycle of the form
q0 ca1 a2 · · · ai 1 ai ai+1 ai+2 · · · an $ `cM q0 ca1 a2 · · · ai 1 bai+2 · · · an $
by replacing the factor ai ai+1 by the letter b, then this cycle begins with a sequence of i MVR
steps that shift the window to the factor ai ai+1 which are then followed by the rewrite step.
As M is deterministic, the next cycle begins with a sequence of at least i 1 MVR steps that
shift the window to the factor ai 1 b, which implies that the latter cycle has at most the same
right distance as the former.
Together these two cases show that M is indeed monotone. Obviously, the same arguments
apply if M is a deterministic RWW-automaton of window size two.
2
Thus, we have the following inclusion.
Corollary 4.4 L(det-RWW(2)) ✓ L(det-RRWW(2)) ✓ DCFL.
The proof of Proposition 4.3 rests on the fact that, in each cycle, a restarting automaton with
a window of size two replaces a factor of length two by a word of length at most one. Thus,
this result also extends to deterministic restarting automata of any finite window size k
3,
provided each of their rewrite operations rewrites a factor of length k by a word of length
at most one. However, if a deterministic restarting automaton of window size k
3 contains a rewrite operation of the form b1 b2 2 (q, a1 a2 . . . ak ), then after performing a cycle
q0 cc1 · · · cm a1 a2 · · · ak d1 · · · dn $ `c q0 cc1 · · · cm b1 b2 d1 · · · dn $, it could happen that in the next cycle the factor of length k that ends in cm b1 is rewritten, which means that the cycle containing
this rewrite step has a larger right distance than the previous cycle. Hence, this restarting
automaton would not be monotone.
Now we come to the technical main result of this subsection.
Theorem 4.5 Each deterministic monotone RWW-automaton of window size three can be simulated by a deterministic RWW-automaton of window size two.
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Proof. Within this proof we will use the following technical result that is based on Lemma 3
of [2] (pages 1806–1808).
Lemma 4.6 Let A be a deterministic finite-state acceptor with input alphabet ⌃. For each
word x = x1 x2 · · · xn , where xi 2 ⌃, and each integer i, 1  i  n, let qx,i denote the state
entered by A after processing x1 x2 · · · xi . Then there exists a deterministic two-way finite-state
acceptor A0 such that, for each input x = x1 x2 · · · xn and each i, 2  i  n, if A0 starts its
computation on x in state qx,i with its head on xi , then A0 finishes its computation in state
qx,i 1 with its head on the symbol xi 1 . Moreover, during this computation A0 only visits (a part
of ) x1 x2 · · · xi .
Using this lemma we can show the following. Let M = (Q, ⌃, , c, $, q0 , 3, ) be a deterministic monotone RWW-automaton, and let F (M ) be the set of all words x 2 ⇤ such that,
after starting from the restarting configuration q0 cx$, M will accept eventually, but the first
rewrite/restart step within this computation is performed at the right end of the tape (that is,
with the right sentinel $ in the read/write window). Then F (M ) is a regular language.
Indeed, if x 2 F (M ), then all rewrite/restart steps within the computation of M that starts
from the configuration q0 cx$ occur at the right sentinel $, as M is monotone. In addition, we
can assume without loss of generality that the accept step is also performed at the right sentinel.
Further, observe that the move-right steps of M can be simulated by a deterministic finite-state
acceptor AMVR . Based on Lemma 4.6 we obtain a deterministic two-way finite-state acceptor
A0MVR that can simulate the reverse transitions of AMVR . Now we can construct a two-way
finite-state acceptor A1 for the set F (M ). The acceptor A1 simulates the RWW-automaton M ,
while scanning the tape from left to right. If M is to execute a rewrite/restart step before
reaching the right sentinel, then A1 halts in a nonfinal state. When M reaches the right end of
its tape (that is, when the right sentinel $ appears in the read/write window), then, instead of
executing the rewrite/restart step of M , the acceptor A1 simulates the rewrite step within its
finite-state control and
(a) it remembers the contents of the rewritten tape between the leftmost letter in the window
of M and the right sentinel, and
(b) by using the deterministic two-way finite-state acceptor A0MVR , it computes the state of
M that M enters when it reaches the first symbol that was produced by the rewrite step
within the previous cycle and continues the simulation of the computation of M from this
point onwards. When M halts accepting or rejecting, then A1 accepts or rejects as well.
Otherwise, A1 simulates the next rewrite step in its finite-state control and continues.
Obviously, the computation of A1 on any word x is finite. Thus, it follows that F (M ) is a
regular language. In addition, from A1 we can construct a (one-way) finite-state acceptor A for
the language F (M ).
We will now show how to construct a deterministic RWW-automaton M 0 =
(Q0 , ⌃, 0 , c, $, q00 , 2, 0 ) of window size two that accepts the same language as M . First of
all, using the above construction we obtain a finite-state acceptor A = (QA , , A , qA,0 , FA ) for
the language F (M ).
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As the read/write window of M 0 is smaller than the read/write window of M , in order to
simulate a cycle of M , the automaton M 0 may have to perform more than one cycle, and its
state will be used to represent not only the current state of M , but also the symbol immediately
to the left of its current window position and also the corresponding state of the finite-state
acceptor A. Hence, the set of states of M 0 will be
Q0 = { [q, x, p] | q 2 Q, x 2

[ {c, }, p 2 QA }.

The initial state of M 0 will be q00 = [q0 , , qA,0 ], and the first step performed by M 0 from a
restarting configuration with a word x on its tape will be
[q0 , , qA,0 ]cx$ `M 0 c[q0 , c, qA,0 ]x$.
A series of move-right steps of M can be simulated easily. For each move-right step
(q, u1 u2 u3 ) = (q 0 , MVR) of M , the automaton M 0 has the move-right step
0

([q, u1 , p], u2 u3 ) = ([q 0 , u2 , p0 ], MVR)

for all states p, p0 2 QA such that

A (p, u2 )

= p0 .

However, the simulation of the rewrite steps of M is more complicated. First of all, no rewrite
at the right end of the tape of M needs to be simulated, as all the remaining rewrite steps by M
must then also occur at the right end of the tape. Instead, M 0 can inspect the state of A after
scanning the last letter of the current contents of the tape and accept or reject accordingly.
Thus, M 0 will only simulate a rewrite of M when the corresponding contents of the window of
M does not contain the right sentinel $. Any combined rewrite/restart step of M according to
(q, u1 u2 u3 ) = v, where u1 , u2 , u3 2 , v 2

2

,

(1)

will be simulated as follows:
1. If v = , the automaton M 0 rewrites u2 u3 by a special symbol 62 and restarts. When in
a subsequent cycle the symbol appears in the read/write window of M 0 , the automaton
deletes and the symbol immediately to the left of . This completes the simulation of
(1) by M 0 .
2. If v = v1 for some v1 2 , the automaton M 0 rewrites u2 u3 by the pair [ , v1 ] and restarts.
When [ , v1 ] appears as the second symbol within the read/write window of M 0 , the
automaton rewrites the contents of its read/write window by v1 , in this way completing
the simulation of (1).
3. If v = v1 v2 for some v1 , v2 2 , the automaton M 0 cannot simulate such a rewrite in two
cycles, as two cycles would shorten the tape by at least two symbols. The automaton M 0
must first read the tape until it sees u2 u3 (preceded by u1 ). If v1 = u1 , the automaton
simply rewrites u2 u3 into v2 and the simulation of (1) is complete. Otherwise, M 0 rewrites
u2 u3 into the symbol [v1 , v2 ] with the meaning that the contents of the corresponding tape
field is v2 and its left neighbour should be v1 . Because of the monotonicity of M , after
performing the combined rewrite/restart step using (1), M cannot perform another rewrite
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within the next cycle before its window contains the whole factor v = v1 v2 (otherwise the
right distance of the latter cycle will be greater than that of the former one). Therefore, the
simulating automaton M 0 will scan the tape until it sees u1 [v1 , v2 ] and it can then interpret
the contents of both fields containing u1 and [v1 , v2 ] properly as fields containing v1 and v2 .
Of course, the transition relation 0 of M 0 must also include move-right instructions over
fields containing pairs of symbols, as the next rewrite after using (1) can occur to the right
of v1 , and in addition, all rewrite instructions of M 0 must preserve the information within
the first element of a pair symbol on its tape.

In general, the tape of M 0 will contain symbols from

and pairs of symbols from

⇥ :

• The automaton M 0 will interpret a symbol x 2 on its tape as x on the tape of M , if it
is not followed by a pair, and as v1 on the tape of M , if it is followed by a pair [v1 , v2 ].
• The automaton M 0 will interpret a symbol [x, y] 2 ⇥ on its tape as y on the tape of M ,
if it is not followed by a pair, and as v1 on the tape of M , if it is followed by a pair [v1 , v2 ].
As M is deterministic and monotone, all pair symbols on the tape of M 0 will be scanned by M 0
prior to simulating any further rewrites by M , hence all symbols on the tape of M 0 will be
interpreted correctly and the automaton M 0 is deterministic. Moreover, as all deterministic
RWW(2)-automata are monotone by Proposition 4.3, it follows that M 0 is monotone.
2
Because of Theorem 4.1 the above simulation has the following consequence.
Corollary 4.7 For all k

2, DCFL = L(det-mon-RWW(k)) = L(det-mon-RRWW(k))
= L(det-RWW(2)) = L(det-RRWW(2)).

In combination our results yield the following construction of a deterministic monotone RWWautomaton of window size two from a deterministic monotone RWW-automaton of window size
k 4. Let M be a deterministic monotone RWW-automaton of window size k 4. From M
we can first construct a DPDA P for the language L(M ) as shown in the proof of Theorem 2.1
in [4]. From this DPDA we can derive a deterministic monotone RWW-automaton of window
size three for L(M ) as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, and then, using the construction above, we
obtain a deterministic (monotone) RWW-automaton of window size two for L(M ).

5.

Concluding Remarks

We have seen that for deterministic as well as for nondeterministic RWW- and RRWWautomata that are monotone, window size two suffices to accept all languages that can be
accepted by these types of automata. In fact, our proofs provide constructions that allow to
convert a (deterministic) monotone RWW-automaton of window size k 3 into an equivalent
(deterministic) monotone RWW-automaton of window size two.
It is known that deterministic RWW- and RRWW-automata of window size one just accept the
regular languages [7, 9]. Here we have seen that deterministic RWW- and RRWW-automata of
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window size two are necessarily monotone, which implies that they yield a characterization for
the class DCFL of deterministic context-free languages. What can be said about deterministic
RWW- and RRWW-automata of window size larger than two?
We begin with a simple example, considering the non-context-free language
n

Lexpo = { a2 | n

0 }.

It is known Lexpo is a Church-Rosser language [8], and hence, it is accepted by a deterministic
RWW-automaton. In fact, it is even accepted by a deterministic RWW-automaton of window
size three.
Example 5.1 Let M = (Q, {a}, , c, $, q0 , 3, ) be the deterministic RWW-automaton of window size three that is defined by taking Q = {q0 }, = {a, b}, and by defining the transition
function as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(q0 , ca$) = Accept,
(q0 , caa) = (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , aaa) = (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , aa$) = b$,
(q0 , aab) = bb,

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

(q0 , cb$) = Accept,
(q0 , cbb) = (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , bbb) = (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , bb$) = a$,
(q0 , bba) = aa.

It is easily seen that M accepts the language Lexpo . Also observe that M is non-monotone, as,
for example,
⇤

q0 caaaaaaaa$ `cM q0 caaaaaab$ `cM q0 caaaabb$ `cM q0 caabbb$ `cM Accept
is a non-monotone accepting computation.
Thus, as Lexpo 2 L(det-RWW(3)), we have the following chain of inclusions:
REG = L(det-R(R)WW(1))
( L(det-R(R)WW(2)) =
DCFL
( L(det-RWW(3)) ✓ L(det-RRWW(3)) ✓ L(det-R(R)WW) = CRL.
Are the latter inclusions proper? In fact, it is open whether there exists an integer
k
3 such that L(det-RWW(k)) = L(det-RWW) = CRL, or whether the language classes
(L(det-RWW(k))k 3 (and (L(det-RRWW(k))k 3 ) yield an infinite ascending hierarchy within
the class CRL of Church-Rosser languages. Also it is open whether L(det-RWW(k)) =
L(det-RRWW(k)) for any k
3. Recall that in [15] Natalie Schluter has only shown that
L(det-RRWW(k)) ✓ L(det-RWW(2k 2)) for all k
2. Thus, we see that for deterministic
RWW- and RRWW-automata, the influence of the window size on the expressive power of these
automata is still unsolved.
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Abstract
Watson-Crick automata are one of the bio-inspired paradigms that belongs to DNA computing.
These finite automata have two reading heads (reading the upper and lower strands of the DNA
molecule, respectively). In 50 ! 30 Watson-Crick automata the two reading heads move in the
same biochemical direction, that is from the 50 end of the strand to the direction of the 30 end.
However, in the double stranded DNA, the DNA strands are directed in opposite way to each
other, therefore 50 ! 30 Watson-Crick automata read the input from the two extremes. We use
sensing 50 ! 30 automata and in these models the automata sense if the two heads are at the
same position, moreover they finish the process at that time. Based on this class of automata,
we define transducers that write one output letter on a normal output tape at each transition.
(At each transition exactly one input letter is being processed.) Some special cases are defined
and analyzed: in this paper we show that the minimal transducer is uniquely defined if the
transducer is deterministic and it has marked output, i.e., the output letter written in a step
identifies the reading head that is used in that transition.

1.

Introduction

Finite automata and transducers are very basic concepts of theoretical computer science [5, 18].
The Mealy and Moore automata are widely known old models of finite state transducers (see,
e.g., [10]).
On the other hand, Watson-Crick automata (WK-automata for short) are introduced in [3] as
a specific new computing model connected to DNA computing [16]. The DNA molecules are
build up from nucleotides; there are four types of them: Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine, Thymine.
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A single stranded DNA can be considered as a string over the alphabet {A, C, G, T }. The single
stranded DNA molecule has direction: there is a 50 and a 30 end. Among the nucleotides the
Watson-Crick complementarity relation defines pairs (A, T ) and (C, G) such that two single
stranded DNA can form double stranded DNA molecule if the Watson-Crick pairs are in the
respective positions of the strands. Consequently, finite WK-automata, that are working on
DNA molecule, have two reading heads. The first head is reading the upper strand, while the
second head is reading the lower strand. Therefore the names first/upper head and second/lower
head can be used to identify them. There are several variants of WK-automata analyzed in
[16]. In a double stranded DNA the direction of the two strands are opposite. The sensing
50 ! 30 WK-automata are introduced in [11]. In these automata the two reading heads move in
the same biochemical direction, that is from the 50 end of the strand to the direction of the 30
end, respectively; this means that the heads read the input from the two extremes and they are
moving to opposite mathematical/physical/computational direction. Moreover the processing
of the input is finished when the heads meet. It can be done, since by the Watson-Crick
complementarity relation at that time every place of the input was read by one of the heads:
the first part till the meeting point of the heads was read by the first head while the second part
from this position to the end of the input was read by the second head. This model has a straight
connection with the class Lin of linear languages: sensing 50 ! 30 WK-automata accept exactly
this class of the Chomsky hierarchy, and, in fact, it is equivalent to linear automata [9]. Several
variations were investigated and analyzed in [7, 8, 12, 14, 15]. Deterministic sensing 50 ! 30
WK-automata accept the language class 2detLin that is strictly included in Lin, it strictly
includes the class Reg of regular languages, and it is incomparable with detLin, i.e., the class
accepted by one-turn pushdown automata. The features of 50 ! 30 WK-automata are mixed
with jumping automata and automata with translucent letters in [6] and [13], respectively. In
this paper we go in another direction: we connect the idea of 50 ! 30 WK-automata to the
concept of transducers. We use the input tape as a Watson-Crick tape, i.e., the input is a DNA
molecule, while the output is a normal tape, as Watson-Crick-transducers are considered in this
form in [16]. However in our transducers the reading heads move in the way as they move in
a sensing 50 ! 30 WK-automaton. Since there can be several variants of this model, we start
our analysis by simpler ones: we analyze deterministic variants that read and write exactly one
letter in every transition. Moreover our transducers are completely defined: every input can be
processed by them.
In the next section we give our definitions: Mealy and Moore-type WK-transducers and we prove
their equivalences. In Section 3 we investigate special variants (such as the traditional finite
state transducers or the transducers with marked output). Then, in this paper, we concentrate
on these special variants: in Section 4 we define equivalent classes among the states of these
transducers, and this relation is used in Section 5 to show that the minimal transducers are
uniquely defined analogously to the normal, usual (Mealy and Moore) finite state transducers.
Some conclusions and thought about future work closes the paper.
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50 ! 30 WK-Transducer

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of automata theory, otherwise
she/he is referred to [5, 4, 17]. Let V be an alphabet, e.g., V = {A, C, G, T }. The WatsonCrick complementarity relation assigns A and T to each
We
⇥ w ⇤other and C 0 to G ⇤to each other.
0
describe double stranded DNA molecule over V by w0 where w, w 2 V , |w| = |w | such
⇥ ⇤
⇥ ⇤ ⇥T ⇤ ⇥G⇤ ⇥C ⇤ ⇤
that ww0 2 { A
, A , C , G } , i.e., the two strands are Watson-Crick complement of each
T
other. For two substrands that are not necessarily Watson-Crick complement of each other
we use the notation uv , where u, v 2 V ⇤ . The relation % on V generalizes the Watson-Crick
complementarity relation and that it defines DNA strings used in in the next two definitions
and in the sequel. We use to denote the empty word.
Further in this section we define new types of finite state transducers. A sketch of WKtransducer is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Simple 50 ! 30 Sensing WK-transducer

Definition 2.1 A 50 ! 30 sensing finite Mealy-type Watson-Crick-transducer (MeWK-transducer) A is a sextuple (V, %, T, Q, s0 , ) where V is the input (tape) alphabet, % ✓ V ⇥ V is a
symmetric relation, T is the output alphabet, Q is the finite set of states, s0 2 Q is the initial
⇤
⇤
state and is the transition mapping Q ⇥ VV ⇤ ! 2Q⇥T , such that (q, uv ) is non-empty only
for finitely many triplets (q, u, v) 2 Q ⇥ V ⇤ ⇥ V ⇤ . The interpretation of (p, z) 2 (q, uv ) is: in
state q, the upper head of the transducer reads the word u and the lower head of the transducer
reads the word v, produces output z and the transducer enters the state p. A MeWK-transducer
⇥ ⇤⇤
is simple if (q, uv ) is non-empty implies |u| + |v| = 1 and |z| = 1. Let w 2 VV ⇤ be an
input DNA-string
⇥ ⇤ ⇤ and A is a simple MeWK-transducer. A configuration of A is a triplet
(u, q, z) 2 VV ⇤ ⇥ Q ⇥ T ⇤ including the remaining part of the input u, the current state q
and the output z generated so far. The
computation on w starts with the initial configuration
⇥ a ⇤ h b0 i
(w, s0 , ). The configuration ( a0 u b , q, z) can be followed by the configuration (u, q 0 , zx) if
⇥ a ⇤ h b0 i
a
0
(q , x) 2 (q, b ) where |ab| = 1. It is denoted by ( a0 u b , q, z) ) (u, q 0 , zx). The reflexive
and transitive closure of this relation is denoted by )⇤ . The simple MeWK-transducer is sensing
if it⇥ finishes
the process when its heads
⇤
⇥ ⇤meet. Consequently, the final configuration on⇤ input w
is (
, q, z) such that (w, s0 , ) )⇤ (
, q, z) for some state q 2 Q. The word z 2 T is called
an output of A on w.
Analogously we extend the definition of Moore-automata.
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Definition 2.2 A 50 ! 30 sensing finite Moore-type Watson-Crick-transducer (MoWK-transducer) A is a septuple (V, %, T, Q, s0 , , µ) where the first five components are the same as in
⇤
Definition 2.1, moreover is the transition mapping Q ⇥ VV ⇤ ! 2Q , such that (q, uv ) is
non-empty only for finitely many triplets (q, u, v) 2 Q ⇥ V ⇤ ⇥ V ⇤ and µ is the output mapping
Q ! T . The interpretation p 2 (q, uv ) is: in the state q the upper head of the transducer
reads the word u and the lower head of the transducer reads the word v, the transducer enters
the state p, and right after a transition it produces output z, where z = µ(p). A MoWKtransducer is simple if (q, uv ) is non-empty implies |u| + |v| = 1 and |µ(p)| = 1 for every
⇥ ⇤⇤
p 2 Q. For an input DNA-string w 2 VV ⇤ a configuration of A is the same as in Definition
2.1 and the computation
on w starts with the initial configuration (w, s0 , ). If A is simple, the
⇥ a ⇤ h b0 i
configuration ( a0 u b , q, z) can be followed by the configuration (u, q 0 , zx) if q 0 2 (q, ab )
⇥ a ⇤ h b0 i
0
and µ(q ) = x where |ab| = 1. The notations ( a0 u b , q, z) ) (u, q 0 , zx), and )⇤ are used
subsequently. The simple MoWK-transducer is⇥ sensing
if it finishes the process when
⇤
⇥ ⇤ its heads
⇤
meet: the final configuration on input w is (
, q, z) such that (w, s0 , ) ) (
, q, z) for
some state q 2 Q. The word z 2 T ⇤ is called an output of A on w.
⇥ ⇤⇤
When a MeWK-transducer (MoWK-transducer) A processes an input w 2 VV ⇤ , it gener⇥ ⇤⇤
⇤
ates an output z 2 T ⇤ , then a mapping can be defined
: VV ⇤ ! 2T : (w, z) 2
if
⇥
⇤
⇤
(w, s0 , ) ) (
, q, z) by the MeWK-transducer (MoWK-transducer) A. Although the two
types of transducers work in a slightly di↵erent way, the mapping from the set of possible
inputs to the possible outputs are of the same nature. Let A1 be a MeWK-transducer or a
MoWK-transducer, and A2 be a MeWK-transducer or a MoWK-transducer. Let 1 be the
mapping defined by A1 and 2 be defined similarly by A2 . We say that A1 is equivalent with
A2 if the mappings 1 , 2 are the same.
Lemma 2.3 For each MeWK-transducer A1 there is a MoWK-transducer A2 such that A1
and A2 are equivalent.
Proof. Let A1 = (V, %, T, Q, s0 , ) be a MeWK-transducer. Then we construct the MoWKtransducer A2 = (V, %, T, Q0 , s00 , 0 , µ), where Q0 , s00 , 0 , µ are defined in the following way. Let
Q0 = Q ⇥ T . If q 0 = (q, x) 2 Q0 , then µ(q 0 ) = x. Let us fix s00 = (s0 , x) for a fixed letter x 2 T
(any letter x can be chosen). If (p, y) 2 (q, ab ), then for every x0 2 T let 0 ((q, x0 ), ab ) 3 (p, y),
where (p, y) 2 Q0 . By this construction it is easy to check that A2 generates the same mapping
as A1 .
2
Lemma 2.4 For each MoWK-transducer A1 there is a MeWK-transducer A2 such that A1
and A2 are equivalent.
Proof. Let A1 = (V, %, T, Q, s0 , , µ) be a MoWK-transducer. Then we construct the MeWKtransducer A2 = (V, %, T, Q, s0 , 0 ), where 0 is defined in the following way. For every transition
p 2 (q, ab ) and output µ(p) of A1 , let (p, µ(p)) 2 0 (q, ab ) be a transition in A2 . By this
construction it is easy to check that A2 generates the same mapping as A1 .
2
By the above lemmas the family of simple and sensing MeWK-transducers are equivalent to
the family of simple and sensing MoWK-transducers. Further we will use the notation WK-
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transducers for simple and sensing MeWK-transducers but our results hold for simple and
sensing MoWK-transducers also.
A MeWK-transducer (MoWK-transducer) with non-empty input is deterministic if at each
possible configuration exactly one transition is possible. Note here that we use only completely
defined deterministic transducers. Consequently the transducer never get stuck on any input.
Remark 2.5 By changing the sign 2 to = in the proofs of Lemma 2.3 and 2.4 the equivalence
of deterministic MeWK-transducers and MoWK-transducers can be seen.
0
0
In
⇥ a ⇤sensing 5 ! 3 WK-transducers exactly one of the heads read an input letter of a pair
in every position of the input and the other letter of this pair has not read by any of the
a0
heads. Assuming that % is a bijection on V , as it is on the nucleotides A, C, G, T , the transducer
has all information about the processed input double string. Unless otherwise mentioned, in
the following, by a WK transducer we always mean a deterministic WK transducer with the
identity relation % = ◆ (for simplicity). Since we will read only one component of each pair
on any position of the double stranded DNA string then in the deterministic case we can use
the identity relation ◆ as the complementarity relation % without loss of generality. (Nondeterministic variants and/or variants with non-injective WK-complementarity relation can
also be analyzed, especially in non-sensing case, and we plan to work on them in the future.)

One important advantage of the identity relation in role of % is that we can⇥ simplify
our notation.
⇤
w
Since the complement of any word w is itself, the input DNA-string is w , and can simply be
written as w. According to this the notation of and the configurations are also simplified.
Furthermore, the mapping of a WK-transducer is of the form : V ⇤ ! T ⇤ considered.
We have an analogous result to [15] where it is proven for simple deterministic WK-automata
that in each state only one of the reading heads can move. In fact, the next lemma formally
describes what determinism means for simple WK-transducers.
Lemma 2.6 Let A be a deterministic WK-transducer. Then Q = Q1 [ Q2 with Q1 \ Q2 = ;
with the following properties. For every pair q 2 Q1 , a 2 V : there is a pair p 2 Q, z 2 T
such that (q, a ) = (p, z) and (q, a ) = ;. Furthermore for every pair q 2 Q2 , a 2 V :
(q, a ) = ; and there is a pair p 2 Q, z 2 T such that (q, a ) = (p, z).

Proof. The proof goes by contradiction. Let us assume that A is deterministic and Q = Q01 [Q02
such that for each state q 2 Q01 there is a 2 V such that q, a 6= ; and for each state p 2 Q02
there is b 2 V such that q, b 6= ;. Contrary to the statement of the lemma, assume that
Q1 \ Q2 6= ;. Then there exists q 2 Q01 \ Q02 , i.e., (q, a ) = (pa , xa ) and (q, b ) = (pb , xb ). In
this case for the configuration (aub, q, z) 2 V ⇤ ⇥Q⇥T ⇤ there are at least two possible transitions:
( (q, a ) = (pa , xa ) or (q, a ) = (pb , xb )), so that the transducer is not deterministic.
2
We close this section by results about the possible mappings that WK-transducers can do.
Theorem 2.7 Let A = (V, ◆, T, Q, s0 , , µ) be a WK-transducer and the mapping : V ⇤ ! T ⇤ :
(w, z) 2 if (w, s0 , ) )⇤ ( , q, z) given by the WK-transducer A. Then |w| = | (w)| = |z|,
i.e., is “keeping the length”.
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Proof. The proof goes by induction. Let w 2 V ⇤ be the input string and (w, s0 , ) )⇤ ( , q, z)
be the configuration of A as in the theorem. Then the output of A on w is z. First, as the
base case, we assume that |w| = 0 so w = and therefore z = . Now, let |w| = 1. Since
A is simple, only one of the following transitions allowed at state s0 2 Q: either (s0 , w ) or
(s0 , w ), furthermore the output |z| = 1. Now, as the induction hypothesis, let us assume that
|w| = | (w)|  n holds for every possible w 2 V ⇤ up to this length. Let us compute | (w)| when
|w| = n + 1. Let w = w1 aw2 where (w1 aw2 , s0 , ) )⇤ (a, q 0 , z 0 ) ) ( , q, z), i.e., A processes first
the n letters of w1 w2 by producing z 0 which has length n by the hypothesis. Since A is simple,
only one of the following transitions is allowed at state q 0 2 Q: either (q 0 , a ) or (q 0 , a ),
let (q, x) be the pair assigned to the allowed transition. Hence (w1 aw2 , s0 , ) )⇤ ( , q, z) with
z = z 0 x and |x| = 1. The output of A on w is z such that |z| = |z 0 x| = n + 1. Thus, by
induction on the length n, the statement of the theorem is proven.
2
The mapping that can be defined by a sensing 50 ! 30 WK-transducer has the property that
the prefix of the output depend only on the prefix and the suffix of the input, more formally
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.8 Let A = (V, ◆, T, Q, s0 , ) and the mapping V ⇤ ! T ⇤ defined by A. Let w 2 V ⇤
be an input word and let z = (w). Then for any z1 , z2 2 T ⇤ with z = z1 z2 , w can be written
of the form w1 w2 w3 such that (w1 w3 ) = z1 (moreover by the previous theorem: |w1 w3 | = |z1 |
and consequently |w2 | = |z2 |).
Proof. We will prove a stronger statement by induction on the length. So let w 2 V ⇤ be an
arbitrary input string. Then z is defined by the WK-transducer A: (w) = z. Let the length
of z1 be zero, i.e., z1 = , and thus, w1 = w3 = , z2 = z, w2 = w. In this case clearly ( ) =
and it makes our statement true.
As the induction hypothesis, let us assume that for any prefix z1 of z (z1 6= z), there is a
decomposition w1 w2 w3 of w such that (w1 w3 ) = z1 . Let the length of z1 be n (clearly,
n < |z|). Then we are proving the statement for the prefix z10 with lenght |z10 | = n + 1. Then,
let q is the state of A when it finishes the process of w1 w3 and let w2 = aw20 b where a 2 V, b =
if q 2 Q1 (i.e., the first head steps in state q) and a = , b 2 V if q 2 Q2 (i.e., the second head
steps in state q). Then |w1 abw2 | = n + 1 and (w1 abw2 ) = z1 x since the deterministic process
first proceeds the prefix w1 and the suffix w2 of the input and in state q the letter ab is being
read (since one of a and b is , ab denotes a string of a sole letter). In this way z2 = xz20 and
therefore the statement is proven. Moreover it is also true that the process goes letter by letter
in a deterministic manner, and therefore if (w1 w3 ) = z1 such that w1 is processed by the upper
head and w3 is processed by the lower head, then for any w2 2 V ⇤ , (w1 w2 w3 ) = z1 z2 for an
appropriate word z2 2 T ⇤ .
2
Based on the previous result we see that WK-transducers are a kind of “border-prefix” transducers, i.e., they map the prefix/suffix (or their combination) to the prefix of the output.
In the next section we show simple 50 ! 30 sensing Watson-Crick finite-state transducers with
some special properties.
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Special WK-Transducers

Since the model is still very general, in this paper, we start to analyze some more specific
variants. In this section we list these variants with some examples to highlight their power.
First let us analyze the variant with marked-output. In the following definition we still refer to
the notation Q1 and Q2 defined in Lemma 2.6.
Definition 3.1 Let T1 = {a1 , ..., aj } and T2 = {a1 , ..., ak } be two disjoint alphabets. Let A be a
WK-transducer and T = T1 [ T2 (T1 \ T2 = ;). Let q 2 Q1 , then (q, a ) = (p, x) with x 2 T1 .
Let q 2 Q2 , then (q, a ) = (p, x) with x 2 T2 . A transducer A with this property is called
WK-transducer with marked-output.
Notice that in every transition when the first reading head is used then a letter from T1 is
written to the output, and when the second reading head is used then a letter from T2 is
written to the output.
Example 3.2 Let A = ({0, 1}, ◆, {0, 2, 1, 2}, {q0 , q1 , q2 }, q0 , ) be a WK-transducer where the
following table gives the transition (see Fig. 2). In state q0 , q2 the upper head reads an input

Figure 2: Transition

of A

letter and the output of the WK-transducer is an overlined letter, furthermore, in state q1 the
lower head reads an input letter and the output of the WK-transducer is an underlined letter.
(Using the notations as before we have: q0 , q2 2 Q1 , q1 2 Q2 .) If for an input DNA-string
w 2 V ⇤ the mapping (w) = z has only letters 0 and 1, then w is in the form of 0n 1n or 0n+1 1n .
This means the string w started some 0’s and then followed by the same number or one less of
1’s. The upper head reads the 0’s and the lower head reads the 1’s. If x = 2 or x = 2 for some
letter x 2 z, then w is not in the mentioned form. The graph of this WK-transducer is shown
in Figure 3.
For example, if the input string is w1 = 000111, then (w1 ) = 010101 and if the input string is
w2 = 00111, then (w2 ) = 01012.
Therefore, one can identify which of the reading heads read a letter in a transition by the
letter written to the output: for w1 the first-second-first-second-first-second order and for w2
the first-second-first-second-first order.
It is obvious that there is not any traditional Mealy/Moore transducer that is able to count
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Figure 3: WK-transducer with marked-output

arbitrarily large number of 0’s and 1’s, and thus the mapping
be computed by these traditional models.

of the previous example cannot

Theorem 3.3 For any mapping : V ⇤ ! T ⇤ defined by a WK-transducer A, there is a WKtransducer A0 with marked output, defining 0 : V ⇤ ! (T 0 )⇤ , and the homomorphism h : T 0 ! T
such that (w) = h( 0 (w)) for every w 2 V ⇤ .
Proof. Let A = (V, ◆, T, Q, s0 , ) be a WK-transducer defining . Further, let T 0 = T1 [ T2
where T1 = {x | x 2 T } and T2 = {x | x 2 T }, and A0 = (V, ◆, T 0 , Q, s0 , 0 ), where 0 is defined
as follows. For each transition (p, x) 2 q, a , let (p, x) 2 0 q, a and for each transition
(p, x) 2 q, a let (p, x) 2 q, a . Clearly, A0 is a WK-transducer with marked output.
Now, by letting h a homomorphism that assigns x 2 T to each x 2 T2 and assigns x 2 T to
each x 2 T1 , for any input w 2 V ⇤ , (w), i.e., the output word for w by the WK-transducer A
is the same as h( 0 (w)), i.e., the homeomorphic map of the output word of A0 .
2
Based on the previous result we can say that WK-transducers with marked output are almost
(with resp. of a homomorphism) as powerful as general WK-transducers.
On the other hand, knowing the image (w) of a word w (but not the WK-transducer behind),
generally, it is not straightforward to see in which transition which of the heads is moving.
Since h is not injective it could be a hard task to discover how the mapping is provided.

3.1.

Using only the Upper Head

If the transition function (q, ab ) is non-empty only when |a| = 1, i.e., b = in every possible
transition, then the transducer using only the upper head to read the input. It is easy to see
that transducers with this property are equivalent to the classical (Mealy) transducers.
Note that WK-transducers using only the upper reading head can be seen also as special cases
of WK-transducers with marked output choosing V = V1 and V2 = ;.
This together with Example 3.2 shows that WK-transducers and WK-transducers with marked
output are more powerful than traditional finite state transducers (Mealy and Moore automata).
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Using only the Lower Head

If the transition function (q, ab ) is non-empty only when |b| = 1, i.e., a = in every possible
transition, then the transducer using only the lower head to read the input. The next example
shows the power of such WK-transducers.
Alur and Cerný defined the streaming transducers in [1]. They argued that reversing a string
is a hard task by finite state transducers. They solved this problem by introducing a single
data variable and a single data string variable and they highlighted the power of the streaming
string transducer by this example. In our model the string reversing can be solved in the way
presented in the next example.
Example 3.4 Let A = ({a, b}, ◆, {a, b}, {q0 }, q0 , ) be a WK-transducer such that (q0 ,
(q0 , a), (q0 , b ) = (q0 , b). See Figure 4.

a

)=

Figure 4: A simple example for WK-transducer, where only the lower head is used

We also need only one state to do reversing the input strings, just like Alur and Cerný but we
do not need any sophisticated data structure (variables).
We note here that the class of WK-transducers mentioned in this subsection are also belonging
to the class of WK-transducers with marked output by choosing V1 = ; and V2 = V .

3.3.

Using the Heads Alternately

The following example is connected the well-known problem of words: one has to decide whether
a word is the same as its reverse, i.e., it is a palindrome or not.
Example 3.5 Let A = ({a, b}, ◆, {0, 1}, {q0 , qa , qb }, q0 , ) be a WK-transducer such that
(q0 , a ) = (qa , 1), (q0 , b ) = (qb , 1), (qa , a ) = (q0 , 1), (qb , b ) = (q0 , 1), (qa , b ) =
(q0 , 0) and (qb , a ) = (q0 , 0). See Figure 5. In state q0 the upper head reads an input letter
and the output of the WK-transducer is in this transition the letter x = 1, furthermore in
state qa , qb the lower head reads an input letter and the output of the WK-transducer in these
transitions is the letter y: if the lower head reads the same letter which just read by the upper
head in the previous transition, then the output letter is y = 1, in the other cases the output
letter is y = 0. (Using the notations as before we have: q0 2 Q1 , qa , qb 2 Q2 .) If for an input
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Figure 5: An example for WK-transducer, where the heads reads alternately

DNA-string w 2 V ⇤ the mapping (w) = z has only letters 1’s, then w is a palindrome. If 0 is
a letter of the output z, then w is not a palindrome.
For example, if the input string is w1 = abaaaba, then (w1 ) = 1111111 and if the input string is
w2 = abbaba, then (w2 ) = 111110. This means w1 is a palindrome and w2 is not a palindrome.
In fact, by measuring the longest even prefix of the output built up by only 1’s, i.e., the maximal
value of n such that (11)n is a prefix of the output, one gets the measure of how long palindrome
border the input word has. Formally, for an input w it is the maximal length
j k of v such that
1
1
w = vuv , where v is the reversal of v. If w is a palindrome, then n = |w|
, i.e., the integer
2
part of the halflength of w.
Proposition 3.6 Let A = (V, ◆, T, Q, q0 , ) be a WK-transducer which uses its reading heads
alternately. Then A has a bipartite graph.
Proof. The set of states is partitioned to Q1 and Q2 (as defined in Lemma 2.6). Moreover, in
these transducers, if (q, a) = p, then either q 2 Q1 , p 2 Q2 or p 2 Q1 , q 2 Q2 .
2
Although the WK-transducers of this subsection are not WK-transducers with marked output
by default, since it is clearly known that the even/odd positions of the output are written by
transitions used one and the other reading head respectively. We can write this fact more
formally in the following way. Remember, that Q1 is the subset of states Q where the first
reading head is allowed to move.
Proposition 3.7 Let be a mapping defined by the WK-transducer A = (V, ◆, T, Q, q0 , ) that
uses its reading heads alternately. Further, let T 0 , the mapping 0 and the homeomorphism h
be defined as in Theorem 3.3. Although h is not injective, one can easily give 0 (w) from (w)
based on the fact whether q0 2 Q1 or not (without actually computing the WK-transducer A0
with marked output).
Proof. If q0 2 Q1 , then the first letter of the output h(w) is written in a transition by the
first head, and thus, the corresponding first letter of 0 (w) is in T1 (overlined). Then based
on the bipartite graph of the transducer, each even position of 0 (w) is underlined and all odd
positions are overlined.
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In case q0 2
6 Q1 , i.e., q0 2 Q2 , every odd position of 0 (w) is written by a letter from the
underlined output alphabet T2 and each even position with an overlined letter.
2
In fact, by partitioning the positions of the output letters, as odd and even positions, by using
the alphabetical morphisms ho : T1 ! T and he : T2 ! T if q0 2 Q1 (ho : T2 ! T and
he : T1 ! T if q0 2 Q2 , respectively), they are bijections.

3.4.

Control Word of the Computation

An important language associated to a Watson-Crick automaton was defined in [16]: taking
into account the transitions, not the recognized string. They considered a labeling on the edges
of the graph of a Watson-Crick finite automaton M, i.e., to every transition of the automaton
a label is assigned. Then the control word of a computation was given by the sequence of
labels of transitions of the computation. The languages and language classes of control words
of accepting computation were defined and analyzed based on this definition for variants of the
automata. While these control word languages were extensively studied in [16] for traditional
WK-automata, so far they have not been studied for 50 ! 30 WK-automata. Here, we define
and use the control word language of the computations by deterministic sensing 50 ! 30 WKautomata. In fact, deterministic sensing 50 ! 30 simple WK-automata and our WK-transducers
are in a close correspondence based on control words as we formalize below.
Definition 3.8 Let A be a deterministic 50 ! 30 sensing WK-automaton or a WK-transducer.
Let Lab be the alphabet (set) of labels and let us assign a label to each transition of A, i.e., let
the graph of the automaton is edge labelled. Let w be an input, then the sequence of labels of
the transitions of the computation on w is called the control word of the computation, it is in
fact, a word in Lab⇤ .
Proposition 3.9 Let A = (V, ◆, T, Q, q0 , ) be a 50 ! 30 WK-transducer in the following way:
let the set of labels on the transitions be T such that on transition (p, x) 2 q, ab the label is
exactly x. In this way the control word of a computation of A from the configuration (w, q0 , )
to the configuration ( , q, z) is exactly the output word z.
Considering sensing 50 ! 30 simple all-final WK-automata M = (V, ◆, Q, q0 , , Q) (i.e., automata with the condition that in each transition exactly one of the heads is reading a letter
and the other does not read anything and all states of the automata are accepting) and the label
set Lab such that there is a unique label x 2 Lab assigned for each transition p 2 q, ab .
The control words of the computations on any input word w can be observed as the words
over Lab which are exactly the same as the output words of the 50 ! 30 Mealy WK-transducer
A = (V, ◆, Lab, Q, q0 , 0 ) working on input w where 0 is defined as follows: (p, x) 2 0 ( q, ab
if and only if p 2 q, ab and x 2 Lab is assigned to this transition.
Proof. The first statement of the proposition is obvious, while the second statement, the connection between the control words and control word language of 50 ! 30 simple WK-automata
and 50 ! 30 WK-transducers follow from the first statement and the construction.
2
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Based on the previous proposition, WK-transducers can also be connected to the concept
of computing by observing ([2]) as the transition sequence in a bio-inspired system can be
connected to a sequence of observations that can be done outside of the system during the
process it computes.
Special subtypes of WK-transducers are also presented: at WK-transducers with marked-output
it is explicitly given which of the heads moved in which transition. In the other cases one also
can identify which of the reading heads are used in which transition.
By using unique labels for every transition it is clear again that the output letter (label)
identifies the reading head that moves during this transition.
In the next section we analyze transducers in which we can infer from the output which of the
heads was moving in each transition.

4.

Equivalence Relation Among the States of
WK-Transducers

In this section we investigate equivalence relation among the states of a WK-transducer and
among the states of two WK-transducers (with marked-output).
Definition 4.1 Let A1 = (V, ◆, T, Q, p0 , ) and A2 = (V, ◆, T, Q0 , q0 , 0 ) be two not necessarily
di↵erent WK-transducers with common input and output alphabets. We say that p 2 Q and
q 2 Q0 are distinguishable with word w 2 V ⇤ , if we consider the configurations (w, p, ) )⇤
( , p0 , z1 ) and (w, q, ) )⇤ ( , q 0 , z2 ), then z1 6= z2 holds.
If two states are distinguishable, intuitively, we may distinguish them by input words which
are processed without state repetition, this fact can be formalised as follows.
Theorem 4.2 Let A = (V, ◆, T, Q, p0 , ) be a WK-transducer with marked-output. Let n = |Q|
and p, q 2 Q. If p and q are distinguishable, then there is a word w of length at most n 1
such that it distinguishes p and q.
Proof. The proof goes by induction. For every non-negative integer k we define a relation ⌘k
on the set of states Q of the given WK-transducer as follows: (p, q) 2 ⌘k if and only if p and q
cannot be distinguished by any words of length at most k. Denote ck the number of ⌘k -classes.
Naturally, (p, q) 2 ⌘0 for every p, q 2 Q, thus c0 = 1, there is only one class.
Let us assume that ⌘k is known. Let us compute ⌘k+1 . If (p, q) 2
/ ⌘k , then (p, q) 2
/ ⌘k+1 .
If (p, q) 2 ⌘k , then (p, q) 2 ⌘k+1 if the following condition holds for every w 2 V ⇤ with
|w| = k. Consider w0 = w1 abw2 2 V ⇤ where w = w1 w2 such that w1 is read by the first
head and w2 is read by the second head, furthermore |a| + |b| = 1 (thus |w0 | = k + 1). Then
the computation on w0 from the states p and q go: (w0 , p, ) )⇤ (ab, p0 , z) ) ( , p00 , zx) and
(w0 , q, ) )⇤ (ab, q 0 , z) ) ( , q 00 , zx).
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In this way it is clear that ⌘k+1 is a refinement of the classification ⌘k (allowing longer input
there can be more classes of states).
There is a value m 2 N such that m  n 1 and ⌘m = ⌘m+1 = ⌘m+i for every i 2 N, because
the set Q is finite. (If there would be no such value m, then in each step of the refinement
we obtain more and more classes, and after n steps some classes with only one state would be
divided which is clearly impossible.) Denote ⌘ = ⌘m this final equivalence relation among the
states.
The method to get this final classification also confirms the proof.

2

The next theorem allows us to compare the states of two transducers.
Theorem 4.3 Let A1 = (V, ◆, T, Q, p0 , ) and A2 = (V, ◆, T, Q0 , q0 , 0 ) be two di↵erent WKtransducers with marked-output, with common input and output alphabets. Let A = (V, ◆, T, Q[
Q0 , p0 , 00 ), where 00 is defined in the following way: 00 (q, a) = (q, a) if q 2 Q and 00 (q, a) =
0 0
(q , a) if q 2 Q0 . Let p 2 Q and q 2 Q0 . If p and q are distinguishable, then there is a word w
of length at most |Q| + |Q0 | 1 such that it distinguishes p and q.
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the definition of WK-transducer A and Theorem
4.2.
2
Definition 4.4 Let A1 = (V, ◆, T, Q, p0 , ) and A2 = (V, ◆, T, Q0 , q0 , 0 ) be two not necessarily
di↵erent WK-transducers with common input and output alphabets. We say that p 2 Q and
q 2 Q0 are equivalent if they are not distinguishable with any word w 2 V ⇤ .
By Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 if one wants to know whether two states are equivalent, then it is
enough to check their behavior for input words with at most a certain length.
Theorem 4.5 Let A1 = (V, ◆, T, Q, p0 , ) and A2 = (V, ◆, T, Q0 , q0 , 0 ) be two WK-transducers
with marked-output, with common input and output alphabets. A1 is equivalent to A2 if and
only if p0 and q0 are equivalent.
Proof. Let 1 be the mapping defined by A1 and 2 be defined similarly by A2 . By definition,
A1 and A2 are equivalent if 1 identical to 2 . If p0 is not distinguishable from q0 , then for
every word w 2 V ⇤ 1 (w) = 2 (w).
2

5.

Canonical WK-Transducers

Canonical, i.e., minimal WK-transducers will be defined for WK-transducers with markedoutput. In this section we deal with WK-transducers such that every of their state is reachable
from the initial states. (For each state q 0 there exists an input string w such that (w, q0 , ) )⇤
( , q 0 , z) where q0 is the initial state and z is the output of the computation on w.)
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Lemma 5.1 Let A1 = (V, ◆, T, Q, p0 , ) and A2 = (V, ◆, T, Q0 , q0 , 0 ) be two WK-transducers
with marked-output and the same input and output alphabets, such that every of their state is
reachable from the initial states, respectively. The WK-transducers A1 and A2 are equivalent if
and only if p0 and q0 are equivalent, moreover for every state in Q there is an equivalent state
in Q0 and for every state in Q0 there is an equivalent state in Q.
Proof. By Theorem 4.5 it is clear that A1 and A2 are equivalent if their initial states are
equivalent. Let us prove the other part of the statement by contradiction. Without loss of
generality, let us assume that there is a state p0 2 Q such that there is no equivalent state in Q0
with p0 ; but A1 and A2 are equivalent. By the assumption that p0 can be reached from p0 , there
is an input word w 2 V ⇤ such that: (w, p0 , ) )⇤ ( , p0 , z) and (w, q0 , ) )⇤ ( , q 0 , z) for a state
q 0 2 Q0 . Since q 0 and p0 are not equivalent, there is a word u such that (u, p0 , ) )⇤ ( , p00 , z1 ),
(u, q 0 , ) )⇤ ( , q 00 , z2 ) and z1 6= z2 . Then (w1 uw2 , p0 , ) )⇤ ( , p00 , zz1 ), (w1 uw2 , q0 , ) )⇤
( , q 00 , zz2 ) with some w1 , w2 2 V ⇤ such that w = w1 w2 . This contradicts to the fact that A1
and A2 are equivalent.
2
Definition 5.2 Let A = (V, ◆, T, Q, p0 , ) be a WK-transducer and be the mapping defined
by A. If we consider all the WK-transducers which induce mapping and A has the minimal
number of states among them, then we say that A is minimal (or canonical).
In the following theorem we will use the notation ⌘ which we have defined in proof of Theorem
4.2.
Theorem 5.3 Let A1 = (V, ◆, T, Q1 , p0 , ) be a WK-transducer with marked output, 1 be the
mapping defined by A1 . Let A2 = (V, ◆, T, Q2 , p00 , 0 ). If A2 is a minimal WK-transducer and
equivalent with A1 , then the number of states of A2 is the same as the number of classes in ⌘
for A1 .
Proof. The proof consists of two parts. First we show that there is a WK-transducer A2 that
is equivalent with A1 and has the same number of states as the number of classes in ⌘ for A1 .
Denote p̂ the equivalence class of ⌘ containing p, i.e., p̂ = {q|(p, q) 2 ⌘}. Let Q2 = {p̂|p 2 Q1 }.
Let A2 = (V, ◆, T, Q2 , pˆ0 , 0 ) be a WK-transducer such that 0 is defined in the following way:
0
(p̂, a) = (q̂, x) if (p, a) = (q 0 , x) where q 0 2 q̂. (Note that |Q2 | = |Q1 | when A1 is minimal.)
It is clear by the construction and the equivalence relation among the states that A2 defines
the same mapping as A1 . Moreover in A2 every class is represented by a unique state.
The second part of the proof goes by contradiction. We prove that A2 is minimal. Let us
assume that A3 = (V, ◆, T, Q3 , p0 , ) is a minimal WK-transducer and equivalent with A1 , but
|Q3 | > |Q2 |. Then it is a contradiction, since A2 is also equivalent with A1 and has smaller
number of states.
Consider now the case when A3 has less states than A2 , i.e., |Q3 | < |Q2 |. This means that
there is at least one state in q2 2 Q2 such that there is no equivalent state to q2 in Q3 . Then A3
cannot be equivalent to A2 and to A1 by Lemma 5.1. Thus any minimal WK-transducer that
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is equivalent to A1 has the same number of states that is the number identical to the number
of classes of ⌘ for A1 .
2

6.

Conclusions

50 ! 30 Mealy and Moore type Watson-Crick transducers were investigated. Since they are
equivalent in terms of the mapping realized by them we detailed only Mealy type variants. We
have restricted the study to simple and deterministic WK-transducers, i.e., in every configuration with nonempty input they read exactly one letter (by one of the two heads) and write
exactly one letter on the output tape. In deterministic 50 ! 30 WK-transducers at every state
exactly one head can read (and move), i.e., in all possible transitions from that state the same
head can read a letter. We described some subclasses, and as a special example, it is shown
that reversing the input word (that is defined as a hard task in [1]) can easily be solved by
our model. We presented canonical 50 ! 30 WK-transducers for deterministic 50 ! 30 WKtransducers with marked output. For transducers when the output symbol does not identify the
reading head the task is not so simple, but we have a conjecture that it can be done somehow.
The hardness of the problem coming from the fact that in some cases some state could be in
an equivalence-like relation to other state even though the input is not processed by the same
order of steps by the two reading heads. Despite of this, we feel that a similar (but in some
cases more complicated) method can be used for minimization in a more general case. We
believe that a much larger class of mapping can be defined and analyzed by automata using
our approach, as Lin and 2detLin are classes including much more interesting languages than
Reg.
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Abstract
We use the variational auto-encoders (VAE) to transform the set of finite automata into a
continuous latent space with metric representing the automata similarity. The VAE is learned
in a way that maps the automata features into the features of latent space, making them disentangled. This allows us to easily generate a variety of automata with desired properties (e.g. a
certain length of the longest cycle). We verify this approach by conducting an experiment on
the synchronizing automata data set, containing more than 10 millions samples. We perform
an in-depth analysis of the VAE latent space, including sampling and interpolation.
Keywords: automata representation, automata manipulation, automata interpolation, machine
learning, generative models, variational auto-encoder

1.

Introduction

There is a long tradition of using machine learning methods in the field of automata theory. On
one hand automata are used as models of machine learning systems (e.g. automata learning
problem [18]), while on the other, one can use machine learning methods to solve automata
problems (e.g. grammatical inference [7] applied to many practical problems like protocol
testing, cf. [6]).
Here we investigate how variational auto-encoders, VAE [14], recently one of the most researched
model in the domain of machine learning [8, 12, 16, 22, 23], can be used to generate automata
with desired properties. We propose a novel algorithm for automata serialization into a compact
string representations, which are used to train the VAE. As a result, we are able to represent a
discrete space of the finite automata as a continuous and probabilistic latent space Z. Then, an
automaton A with desired properties can be obtained by performing a search in Z space. More
specifically, when we encode A as zA 2 Z, we can sample its neighborhood in Z and obtain a
The work was supported in part by the National Science Centre, Poland under project number
2015/17/B/ST6/01893.
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new automaton A0 as a result of decoding. The metric in Z reflects the automata similarity,
so we expect A and A0 to be “similar” in a certain sense (e.g. the number of loops). Moreover,
we can encode A and A0 as zA , zA0 2 Z and then traverse the latent space from zA to zA0 in
order to find the “interpolated” automata that maintain certain properties, both from A and
A0 . This method can be utilized in many important problems of automata theory. Below we
give a few examples.
• Generating new extreme synchronizing automata. An automaton is synchronizing,
when there exists a word that brings all its states to a one, particular state. The famous
Černý conjecture [3] claims that the length of a shortest synchronizing word for n-state
automaton does not exceed (n 1)2 . If it equals (n 1)2 the automaton is called extreme.
Apart from the series of so-called Černý automata, we know only a few other extreme
automata and only a few series of automata, for which this length is close to the conjectured
boundary [2, 24]. These automata are very interesting from the theoretical point of view,
as they help us to understand when and why the synchronization is complex. They also
reveal interesting properties, or lead to significant results, like Kari automaton [13], a
counterexample to so-called Černý-Pin conjecture [19].
• Finding counterexamples to various automata problems. There is a number of
conjectures that either generalize the Černý conjecture, or are related with some technical
aspects of the synchronization. In [10] the authors disprove a conjecture on the synchronizing probability function by exhibiting a family of counterexamples. Our approach may
be used in similar problems by finding a number of counterexamples, from which one could
generalize the construction and provide the whole family of counterexamples.
• Application in model checking. Providing compact and understandable counterexamples for violated system properties is an essential task in model checking. In [25] the
authors describe how a minimal subset of the commands (which together already make
the system erroneous) can be identified, and they show how the selected commands can be
further simplified to obtain a well-understandable counterexample. The VAE can be used
to find other counterexamples “similar” to the exiting ones, thus exhibiting some other
kinds of errors in modeled system. Using the disentangled property of the VAE latent
space, one can find the simplest possible counterexample, for instance in the terms of the
automaton size.
Often we are interested in some particular automata features, e.g. the length of the longest
cycle, the average number of the incoming edges, a diameter, an exponent, etc. (cf. [20]). In
above applications, we usually have one or more automata given, and we want to find some
“similar” ones, that maintain certain properties. VAE allows that, because an inherent VAE
characteristic is that independent features are disentangled. This allows us to traverse the
latent space keeping certain features’ values constant (cf. Fig. 7).
Our main contributions in this paper are:
• Representing the finite automata as a continuous and probabilistic space.

• Interpolating automata while maintaining their semantic features, such as the length of a
minimal synchronizing word.
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• Keeping certain automata features disentangled in a continuous latent space.
Although VAE was already applied to mapping discrete models into continuous space (e.g. for
modeling pharmacy objects [9]), this is a first attempt to use it in a discrete space of finite
automata.
The remaining paper structure is as follows. We provide automaton definitions and necessary
background on variational auto-encoders in Section 2. The VAE model used to generate automata is presented in Section 3 together with preliminary analysis. We conclude our work in
Section 4.

2.
2.1.

Preliminaries
Automaton Definition

A deterministic finite (semi-)automaton A is a triple (Q, ⌃, ), with set of states Q, alphabet
⌃, and the transition function : Q ⇥ ⌃ ! Q. We will deal only with deterministic complete
automata, i.e. only with a total transition function. This means that is defined for all pairs
(q, a) 2 Q ⇥ ⌃. If (p, a) = q we represent such an edge by (p, a, q). By " we denote the empty
word. An underlying digraph for A = (Q, ⌃, ) is G = (Q, E) where (p, q) 2 E , 9a 2 ⌃ :
(p, a) = q for all p, q 2 Q.

2.2.

Variational Auto-Encoders

Let us assume that we have defined a probabilistic distribution p over the set of all automata.
We may restrict the distribution to automata with fixed number of states and alphabet size. We
want to train a generative model (a neural network that models the underlying distribution).
We decided to use a particular generative model called Variational Autoencoder VAE [14].
Although the true distribution is already known to us (through the training set), we expect
that VAE will capture meaningful information about the structure of the whole set of automata.
From now on we assume that every automaton can be described as a vector of real numbers
from the Euclidean space X – this is necessary to pass an automaton as input for a neural
network. We also assume that p is defined over X but, obviously, has a discrete support.
VAE consists of three parts:
• The encoder is a neural network with trainable parameters ', that takes as input vector
x 2 X and returns a probability distribution over Z, which will be denoted by p' (Z | x).
• The latent space Z is a D-dimensional Euclidean space with a fixed probabilistic distribution pZ . The choice of D and pZ can be arbitrary.
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• The decoder is a neural network with the trainable parameters ✓, that takes as input vector
z 2 Z and returns a probability distribution over X , which will be denoted by p✓ (X | z).
Standard neural networks are only capable of returning vectors of fixed length, not probabilistic
distributions. To overcome this issue, we need to define a parametrized family of probabilistic
distributions over X and interpret the output of a neural network as the parameters of the
distribution (not to be confused with parameters ' and ✓, which represent trainable weights
of the encoder and decoder, respectively). E.g. we may use a family of normal distributions
with diagonal covariance matrices over Z and interpret the output of the decoder as mean and
diagonal of the covariance matrix.
The main role of the latent space and the decoder is to approximate the true distribution p.
Let us define the distribution p✓ over X :
Z
p✓ (x) :=
pZ (z)p✓ (x | z)dz.
Z

Then we train the decoder to find the optimal parameters ✓ˆ such that p✓ˆ is similar to p. To
measure the similarity of the probability distributions we use the Kullback–Leibler divergence
denoted by DKL :
✓ˆ = arg min DKL (p || p✓ ).
✓

Simultaneously we want to train the encoder to approximate the posterior probability p✓ (Z | x)
for every x 2 X weighted with probability p:
'ˆ = arg min Ex⇠p DKL (p✓ (Z | x) || p' (Z | x)).
'

Introducing the second neural network is necessary, as p✓ (Z | x) is usually intractable [14]. The
final objective is
ˆ 'ˆ = arg min DKL (p || p✓ ) + Ex⇠p DKL (p✓ (Z | x) || p' (Z | x)).
✓,
✓,'

Training requires sampling from the true distribution p. By enforcing architectural constrains
and selecting specific parametric families of probability distributions we expect the latent space
Z will capture global and meaningful features of distribution p, and for every z 2 Z the decoded
distribution p✓ˆ(X | z) will parametrize a local fragment of X .

3.

VAE Model Used to Generate Automata

Our main objective is to map automata descriptions, which are ultimately discrete, onto a continuous probabilistic space Z. This enables sampling new latent representations z 2 Z, so that
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x ⇠ p✓ (X | z) describes a valid automaton. That allows us finding automata not presented
in the training set, but existed in the implied data distribution p. Thus, it is also possible
to obtain examples of novel automata with some desired properties. Moreover, according to
characteristic of VAE, the model should be able to create a latent space with independent
(disentangled) features of automata in data distribution.
The remaining parts of this section contain: how the automata can be described with strings
(Section 3.1); how to convert those strings to fixed-size vectors (Section 3.2); detailed description
of our VAE architecture (Section 3.4); training setup (Section 3.5); and preliminary analysis
(Sections 3.6 and 3.7).

3.1.

Describing Automata with Strings

Variational auto-encoder requires a linear fixed-size representation of the training objects, therefore we developed a novel serialization with back-edges procedure to map the automata.
Let A = (Q, ⌃, ) with Q = {0, ..., n}. We assume that its underlying digraph is connected (not
necessarily strongly connected). We start by building a spanning tree T for A by applying the
DFS procedure starting from q = 0, ignoring the edge directions and the fact that there may
be parallel edges. Elements of T are represented as sets {p, q}. We split all the automaton’s
transitions into three groups: (1) all edges (p, a, q) and (q, a, p) such that {p, q} 2 T are called
tree-edges; (2) all edges in the form (q, a, q) are called loops; (3) all the other edges are called
back-edges. Next, we apply the DFS on T starting in q = 0. During this procedure we remember
all the visited states in T .
Being in a state q we follow the procedure described below. In the procedure we use the notion
of the code for (q, p). The code C(q, p) for p 6= q is defined as follows: let A = {a1 , ..., ak } be all
the letters such that (q, ai ) = p, i = 1, ..., k and let B = {b1 , ..., bl } be all the letters such that
(p, bj ) = q, j = 1, ..., l. The code is a concatenation of letters ai followed by the concatenation
of all expressions bj ’s. If there is more than one ai (resp. bj ), the group of ai ’s (resp. bj ’s) is
taken in the square brackets. Formally, C = xy (if |A [ B|  1) or C = [xy] (if |A [ B| > 1),
where
(
(
a1 a2 ...a|A| if |A| 1
b1 b2 ... b|B| if |B| 1
x=
, y=
"
if A = ;
"
if B = ;
For q = p we define C(q, q) = x if |A|  1 or C(q, q) = [x] (if |A| > 1) (because the ’minus’
part is the same as the former one).
The description generation algorithm G is as follows:
1. Mark q as visited state.
2. If there are back-edges from or to yet not visited states, write the state number q.
3. If there are loops (q, a, q) write a dot sign followed by C(q, q).
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4. If there are back-edges (p, a, q) or (q, a, p) from or to visited states, for each such p write
– in parentheses – the code C(q, p) followed by the state number p.
5. For each not visited tree-edge {q, p} recursively follow this procedure setting q to p; for
each of them, except for the last one, write the resulting code in parentheses.
An example automaton together with its possible descriptions is given in Fig. 1. If more than
one serialization can be found (depending on the states’ order), we compute several of them
and use the shortest one in the successive steps. Fig. 2 gives some more complicated example.
Assume the spanning tree T is 0 1 3 2. As there are incoming edges to 0 from 2, which is
yet not visited node, we need to remember the target state for these edges (which is 0). Later,
when we process state 2, we encode the target state using its label (it is the final part of the
description, (ab0).
b
b
2

b

b

b

1

3

0

a

a

4

a

a

b

b

a
b
b
0

b
1

3

2

a

a

4
a

a
a

Figure 1: An example automaton with di↵erent orderings of states. The corresponding descriptions
are.[ab]([-a-b][-a-b])[-a-b][-a-b]. and [ab][ab].[ab][-a-b][-a-b], for upper and lower
automaton, respectively.
b

b
a

0

a

a

b
2

1

a

3

b

Figure 2: The 4-state Černý automaton. The corresponding description is 0.ba.ba.b(ab0)

3.2.

Encoding Strings as Vectors

As already mentioned, the automata must be described as a fixed-size vector of real numbers.
In order to transform string representation into such a vector, we perform the following steps:
1. Setting maximum length of string representation to L. Padding shorter strings with a new
symbol and discarding longer strings.
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2. Taking a sequence S of all characters allowed to be used in the string representation
(including a padding character) and denoting the length of this sequence as S.
3. Converting a string representation s in the following manner: 1) creating a boolean matrix
a of size L ⇥ S; 2) setting ai,j to 1 i↵ si is equal to Sj ; 3) reshaping a to a vector of length
L · S.

3.3.

Decoding the Representation

The serialized representation consists of [, ], (, ), -, ., state numbers and input letters. The set
L is the set of all state numbers that are present in this representation. Given a representation
we read it from left to right and construct the automaton with the following rules (assume that
the present state is q; at the beginning, we create the state 0 and we set q := 0). The decoding
procedure D uses the following rules:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a – create a new state q 0 such that q 0 62 L, define (q, a) = q 0 and set q := q 0 ;
-a – create a new state q 0 , such that q 0 62 L, define (q 0 , a) = q and set q := q 0 ;
[ab...z] and [-a-b...-z] – as above, define for all letters in the brackets;
.X, where X is a code – define (q, a) = q for a or for each letter described by X;
n – on first occurence label the present state with n;
Xn (where X is a code) – create a transition from q to n for each letter described by X;
(...) – proceed with the content of the parentheses; after that, set current state back to
the one just before ’(’.

It may happen that after decoding a string representation from the latent space, the automaton
may be incorrect. To repair it, we use simple corrections. Non-determinism (if not desirable)
is corrected by removing or overwriting some transitions. All the missing transitions (in case
of deterministic automata) lead to the newly created sink state.
Theorem 3.1 The description generation and decoding algorithms work correctly, that is, for
each automaton A with a connected underlying graph D(G(A)) = A (up to the state labeling).
Proof. First, we show that every automaton edge will be decoded by G. Let e = (p, a, q) be any
edge in A. Notice that the procedure goes through all the states, as the spanning tree contains
every state. Hence, the algorithm finally processes state p or q. Let us consider all the possible
cases.
Case 1. If (p, a, q) is a tree-edge (that is, belongs to T ), then (p, a, q) will be processed by
writing the code containing the symbol ’a’ that represents this edge (step 5 of G).
Case 2. If p = q and (p, a, p) is a loop, it will be processed by writing the dot symbol followed
by the code containing ’a’ that represents this loop (step 3 of G).
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Case 3. If (p, a, q) is a back-edge (neither a member of T nor a loop), x 2 {p, q} is the currently
processed state and y 2 {p, q} is the one that has not yet been processed, the current state
x will be encoded with its number (step 2 of G). Then, when y is finally processed, the edge
will be encoded with a code containing the symbol ’a’ and followed by the number of x, thus
representing the edge (step 4 of G).
In the second part of the proof we need to show that such a description generated by G will
be decoded into A. But this comes directly from the set of rules for D. Every occurrence of
a denotes some edge, and from the first part of the proof we know that every edge is encoded
as a letter in the representation. The initial and final states for this transition depend on the
context in which this letter is written in the representation. If it is preceded by a dot, it means
a loop on a currently processed state. If it is preceded by a minus sign, it represents a backward
edge from a new state to the currently processed state. If it is preceded neither by dot nor by
minus sign, it represents a forward edge to a new state from the currently processed one. If it
is followed by a state number n, the target state is not a new one, but the already processed
state n.
The order of processing the edges of T is denoted with parentheses (for example, if a node p in
T has two children q1 and q2 , the decoded part will be represented by the string p(...)... or
(...)... (in case if there is no need to going back to state p in the later part of the processing),
where the part in parentheses refers to the part of T starting with q1 as the root, and the part
after the parentheses – to the part of T with q2 as its root. After processing the parentheses
part we go back to p which was the present state just before executing the part in parentheses.

3.4.

Model Architecture and Flow

The proposed architecture of the VAE is shown in Fig. 3 and in Tab. 1. The model consists of
3 typical parts [9]:
• An encoder maps the input space X into latent space Z and consists of three onedimensional convolutional layers. This is justified by the fact that the input space is
a sequence of characters [11]. The dimension of the input layer corresponds to the longest
representation of an automaton (see Section 3.1 and 3.2). These layers parse repetitive
groups of transitions or characteristic parts of automata, especially important when it
comes to processing the representations. A fully connected dense layer closes the encoder.
• A latent layer Z follows the encoder. It is constructed out of two linear dense layers
computing (µ✓ , ✓2 ), the mean and the diagonal covariance matrix. This representation
enables sampling z = µ✓ (x) + ✓ ✏. The mean µ✓ corresponds to the latent representation
of input x, while z 2 Z are latent codes for the examples semantically similar to x.
Resulting z ⇠ p✓ (Z | x) is the actual encoding of the input. The latent space Z is
continuous, while the space of automata is inherently discrete. Therefore the model maps
automata into a continuous space enabling to perform meaningful operations on it, i.e.
resulting in codes which may be translated to other automata, most probably maintaining
some of the semantic features.
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• The decoder has to reinterpret the latent vector z which is a representation of the input
description. The code z representing the memory state after processing a description is
repeated (to a maximum output string length) and a recurrent Gated Recurrent Units,
GRU [4] processes one state after another. Each time a GRU reads a symbol, i.e. z,
it returns one symbol, a consecutive character of the automaton representation, and recomputes its state. Reading z again, the GRU’s memory state is changed, and the next
symbol in an automaton output representation (still a string) is returned. Thus a string
representation of an automaton represented with z is recovered. Decoder returns an L ⇥ S
matrix (see Section 3.2), which describes the probabilities of the characters in an automaton description. To retrieve the automaton, it can be sampled using the probabilistic
representation, or an argj max aij be taken for each row i.
In the VAE probabilistic model the output is, similarly like in the latent layer, sampled from
the output of the decoder, which enables the VAE to be fully generative. We have skipped the
output sampling to avoid string validity problems, but it does not reduce the generality of the
model in any way.
The ability of generating new x ⇠ pDAT A will be performed through the latent layer sampling
and interpolation.
input

latent
space

encoder

Convolution1D
layers

Dense layers for
mean and variance
modelling

Dense
layer

output

decoder

Dense
layer
Sampling fr om
Gaussian with
given par ameters

Vector
repeating
for GRU

GRU layers

Figure 3: The proposed architecture of the variational auto-encoder.

Table 1: Detailed layers’ description of the proposed VAE architecture.

encoder
layer type
filter

size

layer type

size

decoder
layer type size

Convolution 1D
Convolution 1D
Convolution 1D
Dense

9
9
11
450

Dense (for µ computation)
Dense (for log( 2 ) computation)
Latent space

300
300
300

Dense
GRU
GRU
GRU

9
9
10

latent space

300
500
500
500
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3.5.

Data and Training

The database available to us consists of over 107 automata together with various features (see
Tab. 1 in [20]) with 2 to 350 states and alphabet size from 2 to 200. Because of the unequal
distribution of automata with various number of states (see Fig. 3 in [20]), we limited our
experiments to |Q|  100 and |⌃|  10. To keep the input string representation of reasonable
size, we limited the set to automata to those with description lengths smaller than 120 using
up to 22 di↵erent characters. This gave over 411 000 synchronizing automata augmented with
2 million randomly generated ones. The model was trained for 300 epochs, which took a week
on a personal computer class GPU. We have used the Keras neural networks software with
Theano backend [5, 1]. In the next section we describe the preliminary analysis of the obtained
model.

3.6.

Sampling and Interpolation with VAE

VAE is a generative model, i.e. it is trained with objective to properly approximate the true
data distribution p. The quality evaluation of such generative models is challenging [22]. The
possible approaches are: sampling from the latent and output spaces; interpolation in the
latent space; and feature-driven interpolation [12, 8]. Regardless of the method, one needs to
remember that the continuous probabilistic latent space Z is a representation of the data true
distribution p. Therefore, according to the VAE characteristic, the features of input examples,
if independent, are disentangled in the latent space, i.e. there are dimensions in Z along which
individual features do not change.
To interpolate between two z0 , zn 2 Z, one has to get a sequence z1 , . . . , zn 1 of latent values,
and decode it to automata. If z0 and zn are codes of some given A0 , An , then the decoded
automata corresponding to zi would show the semantic transformation from z0 to zn . The
quality of this transition depends much on the input representation, the encoder and decoder
models, the learning algorithm used, and the latent space obtained. The most common is
a linear interpolation between z1 , z2 ⇠ N (0, I). On the other hand, we have to remember
that the covariance matrix is diagonal with all elements equal to one, therefore corresponds to
D one-dimensional Gaussians, thus kzk22 ⇠ 2 (D) with expected value E[kzk22 ] = D. Hence,
in high dimensions, the codes in the latent space are mainly located near the “bubble” of the
multi-dimensional Gaussian. Therefore, a linear interpolation between two randomly chosen
points may pass through the space of lower probability of finding viable codes. This strongly
depends on the encoder/decoder models and is a subject of high interest in the machine learning
community now.
We have, therefore, employed another traversal methodology. To get around the Z space regions
of low probability mass, the algorithm encodes and decodes examples several times according
to the following adjusted algorithm.
1. Encode selected automata A0 and An by computing latent codes z0 and zn .
2. Find n

1 interval codes, zi = z0 + i ⇤ (zn

z0 ).
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3. For each zi repeat R times:
(a) decode zi into string representation si ,
(b) encode si with probabilistic latent mean and variance (µz (z), z2 (z))
(c) sample new latent code, z0i = µz (z) + z (z)2 ✏, ✏ ⇠ N (0, 1), where
element-wise product,
(d) set zi = z0i ,

is a Hadamard

4. decode each zi to a new automaton Ai .
In Fig. 4 an interpolation between automata described with .a[b-b][a-a].b and
.ba(a.[ab])b.[ab] is shown. It can be seen that new automata were generated, and that
successive automata transform smoothly.
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Figure 4: The interpolation using the adjusted algorithm between the most left and the most right
automata. The automata with shaded background were not in the training data set. This shows the
model’s ability to generalize.

3.7.

Exploration of the Latent Space

According to the so called manifold hypothesis, the real data, in particular those processed with
machine learning models, lie on the low-dimensional manifolds that are embedded in a high
dimensional data space [17]. Therefore it is interesting to find out whether the data manifold
was found using the VAE, where it lies and whether it is possible to traverse it in a reasonable
way.
To perform this task we have used a global non-linear feature mapping algorithm known as
Isomap [21], which reduces dimensionality. After constructing a weighted graph representing
K-nearest neighbors for each point, it estimates geodesic for all pairs of points as paths of shortest distance. Multi-dimensional scaling, MDS [15] is applied to the distance matrix to create
an embedded space of the desired dimensionality. Having found a 3-dimensional embedding,
we propose an extended interpolation algorithm:
1. Encode automata A0 and An into latent z0 and zn .
2. Find K neighbors (z0,1 , . . . , z0,K ) and (zn,1 , . . . , zn,K ) of z0 and zn in the training set.
3. Find the shortest path from z0 to zn , as if they were connected with (z0,1 , . . . , z0,K ) and
(zn,1 , . . . , zn,K ).
4. For every path edge ej = (z, z0 ) in path:
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(a) perform adjusted interpolation from z to z0 in given T steps,
(b) set z(j+1),(T +1) = z0 .
5. Decode the final automaton Ai , i = 1, . . . , n 1.
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Figure 5: The interpolation using the Isomap based approach between the most left and the most
right automata. The automata with shaded background were not in the training data set. Those in
dashed outline were decoded from K-neighbors graph. This shows the model’s ability to generalize.

This interpolation method looks for a path by searching through an MDS representation of a
K-neighbors graph, which takes into consideration all the automaton features, and the way they
were placed in the latent space. An example of this interpolation, for the same pair of automata
as in Fig. 4, is given in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 gives a quantitative comparison of three interpolation
methods given (linear, enhanced, Isomap based). It is clear that the last one gives the best
results, although it is most computationally expensive and returns less varying automata. We
propose to use the adjusted approach, perhaps with some improvements.

Figure 6: Boxplots for linear, adjusted and Isomap based interpolations. The Y-axis corresponds to
the percentage of resulted automatons, that (from left to right): have valid descriptions, contain all
edges, are di↵erent from each other, and are di↵erent from the training set.

The most interesting feature of the VAE can be observed in Fig. 7, where the interpolation
between four automata together with two independent features are presented. It shows that
the features are independent, and the model has disentangled them allowing for traversing the
space according to a given feature.

4.

Conclusions

We presented the use of the variational auto-encoders (VAE) and the linear automata representation to transform the set of finite automata (which can be decoded within a given string’s
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Figure 7: A grid of interpolation between 4 automata depicted in corners. For each automaton, values
of two features are presented: the number of loops by a color of a rectangle, and the number of backedges by a color of a small circle. Number of loops grow from left to right, while number of back-edges
from bottom to top.
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length limit) into a continuous latent space with metric representing the automata similarity.
As a result, for any given automaton, we can generate the similar ones by performing the
automata interpolation in the latent space. By using the VAE model it is possible to keep a
certain automata’ features disentangled. Hence, the procedure can find similar automata with
di↵erent values of some features while keeping another features’ values constant.
The presented approach may be useful in many practical applications (like model checking),
but may also be a great support in theoretical considerations (for example, in the analysis of the
extremal synchronizing automata). We plan to verify our approach on other types of problems
in automata theory (apart from synchronization), which seems to be an interesting avenue for
future research.
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Abstract
In this paper, we continue the research on accepting networks of evolutionary processors where
the filters belong to several special families of regular languages. These subregular families are
defined by restricting the resources needed for generating or accepting them (the number of states
of the minimal deterministic finite automaton accepting a language of the family as well as the
number of non-terminal symbols or the number of production rules of a right-linear grammar
generating such a language). We insert the newly defined language families into the hierachy
of language families obtained by using as filters languages of other subregular families (such
as ordered, non-counting, power-separating, circular, suffix-closed regular, union-free, definite,
combinational, finite, monoidal, nilpotent, or commutative languages).

1.

Introduction

Networks of language processors have been introduced in [3] by E. Csuhaj-Varjú and A. Salomaa. Such a network can be considered as a graph where the nodes represent processors
which apply production rules to the words they contain. In a derivation step (an evolutionary
step), any node derives from its language all possible words as its new language. In a communication step, any node sends those words to other nodes which satisfy an output condition
given as a regular language (called the output filter) and any node adopts words sent by the
other nodes if the words satisfy an input condition also given by a regular language (called the
input filter).
Inspired by biological processes, in [1] a special type of networks of language processors was
introduced. The nodes of such networks are called evolutionary processors because the allowed
productions model the point mutation known from biology. The productions of a node allow
that one letter is substituted by another letter, letters are inserted, or letters are deleted; the
nodes are then called substitution nodes, insertion nodes, or deletion nodes, respectively.
Networks of evolutionary processors can be defined as language generating devices (the processors start working with finite sets of axioms and all words which are in a designated processor
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at some time form the generated language) and accepting ones (input words are accepted if
there is a computation which leads to a word in a designated processor).
Results on generating networks of evolutionary processors can be found, e. g., in [1], [2], [12].
Accepting networks of evolutionary processors were introduced in [11]. Further results, especially on accepting networks where the filters belong to certain subclasses of the family of the
regular languages, were published in [5] and [10].
In [4], the generative capacity of networks of evolutionary processors was investigated for cases
that all filters belong to a certain subfamily of the set of all regular languages. In [17], networks of evolutionary processors were investigated where the filters are restricted by bounded
resources, namely the number of non-terminal symbols or the number of production rules which
are necessary for generating the languages or the number of states of a minimal deterministic
finite automaton over an arbitrary alphabet which are necessary for accepting the filters.
In [10], the computational power of accepting networks was studied in which the filters are
languages from certain subfamilies of the set of all regular languages. It was shown that the
use of ordered, non-counting, power-separating, suffix-closed regular, union-free, definite, and
combinational languages as filters is as powerful as the use of arbitrary regular languages and
yields networks which can accept all the recursively enumerable languages. On the other hand,
when the filters are restricted to finite languages, nilpotent languages, monoids, commutative
or circular regular languages, then not all recursively enumerable languages can be accepted.
The results obtained and methods used are di↵erent to the case of generating networks.
In the present paper, the research on accepting networks of evolutionary processors is continued
as in [17] for generating networks, namely the computational power is investigated when the
resources for generating or accepting the filters are bounded. The language classes obtained by
these restrictions are compared to those obtained in [10].

2.

Definitions

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of formal language theory
(see, e. g., [13]). and recall here only some notations used in the paper.
Let V be an alphabet. By V ⇤ we denote the set of all words (strings) over the alphabet V
(including the empty word ). For a natural number k, we denote by V k the set of all words
over the alphabet V with length k. We write V k and V >k for the sets of all words over V
with a length of at most k and greater than k, respectively:
V k =

k
[

i=0

Vi

and V >k = V ⇤ \ V k .

The cardinality of a set A is denoted by |A|.
A phrase structure grammar is a quadruple G = (N, T, P, S) where N is a finite set of nonterminal symbols, T is a finite set of terminal symbols, P is a finite set of production rules
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which are written as ↵ ! with ↵ 2 (N [ T )⇤ \ T ⇤ and 2 (N [ T )⇤ , and S 2 N is the axiom.
A grammar is context-free if, for any rule ↵ ! , the left-hand side ↵ consists of a non-terminal
symbol only: ↵ 2 N . A grammar is right-linear if it is context-free and, for any rule ↵ ! ,
the right-hand side contains at most one non-terminal symbol and this is at the right end of
the word: 2 T ⇤ [ T ⇤ N . A special case of right-linearity is regularity where each rule contains
exactly one terminal symbol (with the only possible exception S ! ): 2 T [ T N . The
language L(G) generated by a grammar G is the set of all words which consist of terminal
symbols and which are derivable from the axiom S by a successive substitution of the nonterminal symbols according to the rules of the grammar.
Regular and right-linear grammars generate the same family of languages (the regular languages). Therefore, also right-linear grammars are often called regular. In the context of
descriptional complexity, when the number of non-terminal symbols or the number of production rules which are necessary for generating a language are considered then there is a di↵erence
whether a language is generated by means of regular or right-linear rules. We use in this paper
right-linear grammars.
By REG and RE , we denote the families of languages generated by regular and arbitrary phrase
structure grammars, respectively.
A finite automaton is a quintuple A = (V, Z, z0 , F, ) where V is an alphabet called the input
alphabet, Z is a non-empty finite set of elements which are called states, z0 2 Z is the so-called
start state, F ✓ Z is the set of accepting states, and : Z ⇥ V ! P(Z) is a mapping which is
also called the transition function where P(Z) denotes the power set of Z (the set of all subsets
of Z). A finite automaton is called deterministic if every set (z, a) for z 2 Z and a 2 V is a
singleton set.
The transition function can be extended to a function ⇤ : Z⇥V ⇤ ! P(Z) where
and
[
⇤
(z, va) =
(z 0 , a).
z0 2

We will use the same symbol
function.

⇤

(z, ) = {z}

⇤ (z,v)

in both the original and extended version of the transition

Let A = (V, Z, z0 , F, ) be a finite automaton. A word w is accepted by the finite automaton A
if and only if the automaton has reached an accepting state after reading the input word w:
(z0 , w) \ F 6= ;.
The family of the languages accepted by finite automata is also the family of the regular
languages.
For a language L over V , we set
Comm(L) = {ai1 . . . ain | a1 . . . an 2 L, n
Circ(L) = {vu | uv 2 L, u, v 2 V ⇤ },
Suf (L) = {v | uv 2 L, u, v 2 V ⇤ }.

1, {i1 , i2 , . . . , in } = {1, 2, . . . , n}},
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In [10], the following restrictions for regular languages are considered. In order to relate our
results of this paper to the results there, we explain here those special regular languages. Let L
be a language and V = alph(L) the minimal alphabet of L. We say that the language L, with
respect to the alphabet V , is
• monoidal if L = V ⇤ ,
• combinational if it has the form L = V ⇤ A for some subset A ✓ V ,
• definite if it can be represented in the form L = A [ V ⇤ B where A and B are finite subsets
of V ⇤ ,
• nilpotent if L is finite or V ⇤ \ L is finite,
• commutative if L = Comm(L),
• circular if L = C irc(L),
• suffix-closed if the relation xy 2 L for some words x, y 2 V ⇤ implies that also the suffix y
belongs to L or equivalently, L = Suf (L),
• non-counting (or star-free) if there is an integer k 1 such that, for any x, y, z 2 V ⇤ , the
relation xy k z 2 L holds if and only if also xy k+1 z 2 L holds,
• power-separating if for any word x 2 V ⇤ there is a natural number m 1 such that either
the equality Jxm \ L = ; or the inclusion Jxm ✓ L holds where Jxm = {xn | n m},
• ordered if L is accepted by some finite automaton A = (Z, V, , z0 , F ) where (Z, ) is a
totally ordered set and, for any a 2 V , z z 0 implies (z, a)
(z 0 , a),
• union-free if L can be described by a regular expression which is only built by product
and star.
Among the commutative, circular, suffix-closed, non-counting, and power-separating languages,
we consider only those which are also regular.
By FIN , MON , COMB , DEF , NIL, COMM , CIRC , SUF , NC , PS , ORD, and UF , we denote
the families of all finite, monoidal, combinational, definite, nilpotent, regular commutative,
regular circular, regular suffix-closed, regular non-counting, regular power-separating, ordered,
and union-free languages, respectively.
In this paper, families of languages are of special interest which are defined by bounding the
resources which are necessary for accepting or generating these languages.
Let RLG be the set of all right-linear grammars and DFA the set of all deterministic finite
automata. Further, let G = (N, T, P, S) 2 RLG and A = (V, Z, z0 , F, ) 2 DFA. Then we
define the following measures of descriptional complexity:
Var (G) = |N |,

Prod (G) = |P |,

State(A) = |Z|.

For these complexity measures, we define the following families of languages (we abbreviate the
measure Var by V , the measure Prod by P , and the measure State by Z):
RLVn = { L | 9G 2 RLG : L = L(G) and Var (G)  n } ,

RLPn = { L | 9G 2 RLG : L = L(G) and Prod (G)  n } ,

REG Zn = { L | 9A 2 DFA : L = L(A) and State(A)  n } .
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The relations between the considered families are investigated, e. g., in [8], [9], [14], [15], [16],
and [18]. They are illustrated in Figure 1.
REG
[9]
[9]

PS
[9]

[15]

..
.

NC
[9]
[14]

CIRC

ORD

[9]

[9]

COMM

SUF

DEF
[18]

RLV2

..
.

..
.

RLV1

REG Z2

RLP4

UF

[8]

NIL

COMB

RLP3

FIN

RLP2

[18]

RLP1

REG Z1

MON

Figure 1: Hierarchy of subregular language families. An edge label refers to the paper where the
respective inclusion is proven. The proper inclusions where no reference is given as well as the incomparabilities are proven in [16].

Regarding the families defined by bounded resources, we note the following relations: Ki ⇢ Ki+1
for K 2 {RLV , RLP , REG Z } and i 1 as well as RLP2i ⇢ RLVi and REG Zi ⇢ RLVi .
Theorem 2.1 The inclusion relations presented in Figure 1 hold. An arrow from an entry X
to an entry Y depicts the proper inclusion X ⇢ Y ; if two families are not connected by a
directed path, then they are incomparable.
We call a production ↵ !

a substitution if |↵| = | | = 1 and deletion if |↵| = 1 and

= .
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The productions are applied like context-free rewriting rules. We say that a word v derives a
word w, written as v =) w, if there are words x, y and a production ↵ ! such that v = x↵y
and w = x y. In order to indicate also the applied rule p, we write v =)p w.
We introduce insertion as a counterpart of deletion. We write ! a, where a is a letter. The
application of an insertion ! a derives from a word w any word w1 aw2 with w = w1 w2 for
some (possibly empty) words w1 and w2 .
We now present the basic concept of this paper, namely accepting networks of evolutionary
processors (ANEPs for short).
Definition 2.2 Let X be a family of regular languages and n a natural number.
(i) An accepting network of evolutionary processors of size n and with filters from the family X
is a tuple N = (V, U, N1 , N2 , . . . , Nn , E, ni , no ) where
– V is a finite alphabet, called the input alphabet of the network,
– U is a finite alphabet, called the working alphabet of the network,
– Ni = (Mi , Ii , Oi ) for 1  i  n are the processors where
– Mi is a set of rules of a certain type: Mi ✓ {a ! b | a, b 2 V }
or Mi ✓ {a ! | a 2 V } or Mi ✓ { ! b | b 2 V },
– Ii and Oi are languages from the class X over some subset of the alphabet U ;
the set Ii is called the input filter and Oi the output filter of the processor,
– E is a subset of {1, 2, . . . , n} ⇥ {1, 2, . . . , n}, and
– ni and no are two natural numbers from the set {1, 2, . . . , n}; the processor Nni is
called the input node and Nno the output node of the network.
(ii) A configuration C of N is an n-tuple C = (C(1), C(2), . . . , C(n)) where C(i) is a subset
of U ⇤ for 1  i  n.
(iii) Let C = (C(1), C(2), . . . , C(n)) and C 0 = (C 0 (1), C 0 (2), . . . , C 0 (n)) be two configurations
of N . We say that C derives C 0 in one
– evolutionary step (written as C =) C 0 ) if, for 1  i  n, C 0 (i) consists of all
words w 2 C(i) to which no rule of Mi is applicable (no left-hand side of a rule is
present in the word w; note that insertion rules can always be applied since the empty
word is always a subword) and of all words w for which there are a word v 2 C(i)
and a rule p 2 Mi such that v =)p w holds,
– communication step (written as C ` C 0 ) if, for 1  i  n,
C 0 (i) = (C(i) \ Oi ) [

[

(k,i)2E

(C(k) \ Ok \ Ii ).

The computation of an evolutionary network N on an input word w 2 V ⇤ is a sequence of
configurations Ctw = (Ctw (1), Ctw (2), . . . , Ctw (n)), t 0, such that
• C0w (ni ) = {w} and C0w (j) = ; for j 2 {1, . . . , n} \ {ni },
• for any t
• for any t

w
w
0, C2t
derives C2t+1
in one evolutionary step,
w
w
0, C2t+1
derives C2t+2
in one communication step.
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The computation of an evolutionary network N on an input word w 2 V ⇤ is said to be
accepting if there exists a step t 0 in which the component Ctw (no ) of the configuration
representing the content of the output node is not empty.
(iv) The language L(N ) accepted by N is defined as
L(N ) = {w | w 2 V ⇤ and the computation of N on w is accepting}.
Intuitively, an accepting network with n evolutionary processors is a graph consisting of n
nodes N1 , . . . , Nn (also called processors) and a set of edges given by E such that there is a
directed edge from node Nk to node Ni if and only if (k, i) 2 E. Among the processors, two are
distinguished: an input processor Nni and an output processor Nno . Any processor Ni consists
of a set Mi of evolutionary rules, an input filter Ii , and an output filter Oi . We say that Ni is
• a substitution node if Mi ✓ {a ! b | a, b 2 V } (by any rule, a letter is substituted by
another one),
• a deletion node if Mi ✓ {a ! | a 2 V } (by any rule, a letter is deleted), or
• an insertion node if Mi ✓ { ! b | b 2 V } (by any rule, a letter is inserted).
Every node has rules from one type only. The input filter Ii and the output filter Oi control the
words which are allowed to enter and to leave the node, respectively. We say that an accepting
network has filters from a subclass X of regular languages if both filters of any processor belong
to the class X. With any node Ni and any time moment t
0, we associate a set Ct (i) of
words (the words contained in the node at time t). Initially, the node Nni contains exactly
one word – the input word; all other nodes do not contain any word. In an evolutionary step,
we derive from Ct (i) all words by applying rules from the set Mi to the present words (all
words, for which there is no rule applicable, survive an evolutionary step; to the others, any
applicable rule is applied). In a communication step, any processor Ni sends out all words
from the set Ct (i) \ Oi (which pass the output filter) to all processors to which a directed edge
exists (only the words from Ct (i) \ Oi remain in the set associated with Ni ) and, moreover,
it receives from any processor Nk such that there is an edge from Nk to Ni all words sent
by Nk and passing the input filter Ii of Ni , i. e., the processor Ni gets in addition all words
of Ct (k) \ Ok \ Ii . The input filter of a node controls which words are allowed to enter the node
and the output filter controls which words are allowed to leave the node. Those words which
do not leave a node remain there. Those words which leave a node move to every adjacent
node. There, a word enters the processor if it passes the input filter, otherwise it is lost (it
vanishes from the network). We start with an evolutionary step and then communication steps
and evolutionary steps are alternately performed. An input word is accepted by a network if
and only if there exists a step in the computation in which the output processor contains at
least one string. The accepted language consists of all accepted words. In what follows, we do
not distinguish between nodes and processors. If two ANEPs accept the same language, we say
that the networks are equivalent to each other.
For a family X, we denote the family of languages accepted by networks of evolutionary processors where all filters are of type X by A(X). We consider the filters independently from the
environment. A filter language belongs to some family X if it belongs to it with respect to its
smallest alphabet, not necessarily to the the alphabet of all letters which might occur in the
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node or even in the entire network. A word passes a filter if it is an element of the language
representing the filter otherwise it does not pass the filter.
The following theorem is known (see [10]).
Theorem 2.3 ([10]) We have A(REG) = RE .
This result appeared already earlier in other publications, however, [10] is the first paper where
the evolutionary step is defined as here (in the present paper, a word survives an evolutionary
step in a node only if there is no rule which can be applied to it, whereas in the earlier literature,
a word survives also, if there is a rule which cannot be applied to it although there is another
rule which can be applied).
Also the following two lemmas are from [10] and will be used here as well.
Lemma 2.4 ([10]) Let X and Y be two families of languages such that X ✓ Y . Then the
inclusion A(X) ✓ A(Y ) holds.
Lemma 2.5 ([10]) Let X be a subclass of REG. Then the inclusion X ✓ A(X) holds.

3.

Results

We first consider the number of non-terminal symbols sufficient for generating a language.
We obtain that any recursively enumerable language is accepted by a network of evolutionary
processors were each filter is generated by a right-linear grammar with only one non-terminal
symbol.
Theorem 3.1 We have A(RLVi ) = RE for all natural numbers i

1.

Proof. Every combinational language can be generated by a regular grammar with only one
non-terminal symbol: For generating a language V ⇤ A, the rules S ! vS for every letter v 2 V
and S ! a for every letter a 2 A are sufficient ([16]). According to Lemma 2.4, the chain of
inclusions
COMB ✓ RLV1 ✓ RLV2 ✓ · · · ✓ REG
implies the chain of inclusions
A(COMB ) ✓ A(RLV1 ) ✓ A(RLV2 ) ✓ · · · ✓ A(REG).
In [10], the relation A(COMB ) = RE was proven. Hence, together with Theorem 2.3, we also
have A(RLVi ) = RE for all natural numbers i 1.
2
We now consider networks where the filters are accepted by deterministic finite automata with
a bounded number of states. Analogously to Theorem 3.1, we obtain a similar result.
Theorem 3.2 We have A(REG Zi ) = RE for all natural numbers i

2.
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Proof. Every combinational language can be accepted by a deterministic finite automaton
with two states only: A language V ⇤ A with an alphabet V and a subset A ✓ V is accepted by
an automaton whose transition graph is as follows ([16]):
V \A
start

z0

A
A

z1

V \A
According to Lemma 2.4, the chain of inclusions
COMB ✓ REG Z2 ✓ REG Z3 ✓ · · · ✓ REG
implies the chain of inclusions
A(COMB ) ✓ A(REG Z2 ) ✓ A(REG Z3 ) ✓ · · · ✓ A(REG).

Since A(COMB ) = RE = A(REG) ([10] and Theorem 2.3), also the relation A(REG Zi ) = RE
holds for every natural number i 2.
2
For networks with filters which are accepted by deterministic finite automata with one state
only, the situation is di↵erent.
Theorem 3.3 We have A(REG Z1 ) = A(MON ).

Proof.
The inclusion MON ⇢ REG Z1 ([16]) implies the inclusion A(MON ) ✓ A(REG Z1 )
(according to Lemma 2.4). We now prove that the inverse inclusion A(REG Z1 ) ✓ A(MON )
holds as well.
Every language of the family REG Z1 is the empty set or a monoidal language. A network with
filters in REG Z1 which contains empty sets as filters can be transformed into an equivalent
network which has only monoidal languages as filters, which can be seen as follows.
If the input filter of a node N is the empty set, then no word can enter this node. Thus, we
can remove all edges that lead to the node N and set the input filter to an arbitrary monoidal
language without changing the possible communications. If the output filter of a node is the
empty set, then no word can leave this node. If this is the case for a node N which is not
the output node, then this node N is useless in that sense that it does not contribute to the
acceptance of a language. So, we can eliminate this node together with all incident edges
without changing the language accepted. If the output node has an empty output filter, then
we replace this filter by any monoidal language (once a word is present in this node, the input
word is accepted, so there is no need that the computation continues; hence, the output filter
has no e↵ect on the acceptance of a language). This new network accepts the same language
and has only monoidal filters. Hence, also the inclusion A(REG Z1 ) ✓ A(MON ) holds, and,
thus, also the equality A(REG Z1 ) = A(MON ).
2
We finally investigate networks where the filters are restricted by the number of production rules
necessary for generating the filters. Here, we obtain an infinite hierarchy. Further inclusion
relations and incomparability results are proven in the sequel.
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Lemma 3.4 Let L = {a, aaa}. Then L 2 (A(FIN ) \ A(RLP2 )) \ A(RLP1 ) holds.
Proof. The language L is finite and can be generated by a right-linear grammar with two
rules. According to Lemma 2.5, it holds L 2 A(FIN ) \ A(RLP2 ).
Assume that also L 2 A(RLP1 ) holds. Then there is an ANEP
N = ({a}, U, N1 , N2 , . . . , Nn , E, ni , no )
with L(N ) = L and where every filter contains at most one word. If the input and output
node coincide (ni = no ), then the language {a}⇤ is accepted which contradicts the assumption L(N ) = L. Hence, the input and output node are two di↵erent nodes. We distinguish now
the possibilities for the input node Nni = (Mni , Ini , Oni ):
1. The node has no rules. Then L(N ) ✓ Oni . Since the output filter Oni contains at most
one word, the language L is not accepted.
2. The input node is a deletion node. If Oni 6✓ {a}⇤ , then L(N ) = ;, which is a contradiction.
Hence, Oni = {w} for a word w 2 {a}⇤ . Then L(N ) ✓ {a}⇤ {w}{a}⇤ . Due to the
assumption L(N ) = L, we have w = a or w = . Then both the input words aa and aaa
are derived to w by deletion, and hence, both are either accepted or not: aa 2 L(N ) if
and only if aaa 2 L(N ), which is also a contradiction.
3. The input node is a substitution node. If Oni = ;, then L(N ) = ;, which is a contradiction.
Otherwise, Oni = {w} for a word w 2 U ⇤ . Since am with m = |w| is the only input word
which can be derived to the word w by substitution rules, this is the only word for which
it is possible that it is accepted. This is again a contradiction.
4. The input node is an insertion node. If Oni = ;, then L(N ) = ;, which is a contradiction. Otherwise, Oni = {w} for a word w 2 U ⇤ . The only input words which can
be derived to the word w by insertion rules are am with m < |w|. Hence, L(N ) = ;
or L(N ) ✓ { am | 0  m < |w| }. Since, by assumption, L(N ) = L, it follows |w|
4.
Furthermore, aaa is a scattered subword of the word w (because aaa 2 L and, by insertion
rules, only letters can be added to obtain the word w). Since also a must be derived to
the word w, the node contains the rule ! a. But then, also the input word aa can be
derived to the word w (by one insertion of a more than for the input word aaa). Thus, it
holds aa 2 L(N ) if and only if aaa 2 L(N ), which is also a contradiction.
Since every possibility yields a contradiction, the assumption is wrong. Hence, L 2
/ A(RLP1 ).
2
The language from the previous lemma serves as a witness language for some inclusion relations.
Theorem 3.5 The proper inclusions A(RLP1 ) ⇢ A(FIN ) and A(RLP1 ) ⇢ A(RLP2 ) hold.
Proof. The inclusions A(RLP1 ) ✓ A(FIN ) and A(RLP1 ) ✓ A(RLP2 ) follow from Theorem 2.1
and Lemma 2.4. A witness language for the properness is in both cases L = {a, aaa} as shown
in Lemma 3.4.
2
We now consider a sequence of languages which will also serve as witness languages.
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letters: Vi = {a1 , a2 , . . . , ai }. Further, let
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2, let Vi be an alphabet with i pairwise di↵erent

Li =

i
[

k=1

{ak }⇤ .

Then Li 2 (A(RLPi+1 ) \ A(MON )) \ A(RLPi ).
Proof.
Let i
2 be a natural number. The language Li is generated by the following
network with i + 2 nodes where the index of the input node is ni = 0 and that of the output
node no = i + 1:

M1 = ;,
I1 = {a1 }⇤ ,
O1 = {a1 }⇤

M0 = ;,
I0 = Vi⇤ ,
O0 = Vi⇤
t
*

*

···
Mi+1 = ;,
Ii+1 = Vi⇤ ,
Oi+1 = Vi⇤
t

Mi = ;,
Ii = {ai }⇤ ,
Oi = {ai }⇤

The language accepted is Li because any word am
0 moves from the
k with 1  k  i and m
input node to node Nk and further to the output node and any other word is lost in the first
communication step. Each filter in the presented network is a monoidal language and belongs to
the family RLPi+1 (the language Vi⇤ can be generated by the i+1 regular rules S ! xS for x 2 Vi
and S ! ; any language {ak }⇤ for 1  k  i can be generated by the two rules S ! ak S
and S ! ). Hence, Li 2 A(RLPi+1 ) \ A(MON ).
Assume that also Li 2 A(RLPi ) holds. Then there is an ANEP N = (Vi , U, N1 , . . . , Nn , E, ni , no )
with L(N ) = Li and where every filter is generated by a right-linear grammar with at most i
rules. If the input and output node coincide (ni = no ), then the language Vi⇤ is accepted which
contradicts the assumption L(N ) = Li . Hence, the input and output node are di↵erent. By
distinguishing the possibilities for the type of the input node, one obtains always a contradiction
(if the input node has no rules or insertion rules, then more than i rules are necessary for
generating the output filter of the input node; if the input node has deletion or substitution
rules, then the network accepts words which do not belong to the language Li ). Hence, the
assumption is wrong and we obtain Li 2
/ A(RLPi ).
2
The previous lemma is now used to prove an infinite hierarchy.
Theorem 3.7 For all natural numbers i

1, the proper inclusion A(RLPi ) ⇢ A(RLPi+1 ) holds.

Proof. The proper inlusion A(RLP1 ) ⇢ A(RLP2 ) was already proven in Theorem 3.5.

Let i 2 be a natural number. The inclusion A(RLPi ) ✓ A(RLPi+1 ) follows from Theorem 2.1
and Lemma 2.4. A witness language for the properness is the language Li as was shown in
Lemma 3.6.
2
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The inclusion results obtained here and in [10] are illustrated in Figure 2 on Page 201. Whenever
there is no directed path from an entry X to an entry Y , the families X and Y are incomparable.
Before we prove the incomparabilities, we give some helpful lemmas.
Lemma 3.8 Let L be a family of regular languages which is a superset of MON and which is
closed under substitution of single letters by single letters, deletion of letters and insertion of
letters as well as under finite union, intersection, and complementation, then A(L) = L holds.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, we have the inclusion L ✓ A(L). Hence, it suffices to show that also
the inclusion A(L) ✓ L holds.
Let L be a family of regular languages which is a superset of MON and which is closed under
substitution of single letters by single letters, deletion of letters and insertion of letters as
well as under finite union, intersection, and complementation. Then every language V ⇤ for an
alphabet V belongs to the family L. If in an accepting network with an input alphabet V
the input and output node coincide, then the accepted language is V ⇤ and, hence, belongs to
the family L. Otherwise, the set V ⇤ of all input words belongs to the family L, any language
obtained in an evolutionary step from a language of L also belongs to the family L, any
language leaving a node of the network (which is the intersection of the language in the node
and the output filter) belongs to the family L, any language remaining in a node (which is the
intersection of the language in the node and the complement of the output filer) belongs to
the family L, any language entering a node (which is the intersection of the input filter with
the finite union of languages of L arriving from the adjacent nodes) belongs to the family L,
and any language in a node after a communication step (which is the union of the language
remaining in the node and of the language entering the node) belongs to the family L. Hence,
the language accepted belongs to the family L as well. Thus, A(L) ✓ L and, together, we
obtain the equality A(L) = L.
2
Lemma 3.8 implies especially the equalities A(COMM ) = COMM and A(CIRC ) = CIRC .
Lemma 3.9 Let L = {ab}. Then L 2 A(RLP1 ) \ A(CIRC ) holds.

Proof. Since L 2 RLP1 , it follows L 2 A(RLP1 ) by Lemma 2.5. According to Lemma 3.8, it
holds A(CIRC ) = CIRC . The language L is not circular and, therefore, L 2
/ A(CIRC ).
2
Lemma 3.10 Let L = {a}⇤ {b}. Then L 2 A(RLP2 ) \ (A(NIL) [ A(CIRC )) holds.
Proof. The language L can be generated by a regular grammar with two rules (S ! aS
and S ! b). By Lemma 2.5, it follows L 2 A(RLP2 ). By Lemma 3.8, it holds A(CIRC ) = CIRC .
The language L is not circular and, therefore, L 2
/ A(CIRC ). We now prove that L 2
/ A(NIL).
Assume that L 2 A(NIL). Then there is a network N = ({a, b}, U, N1 , N2 , . . . , Nn , ni , no )
with L(N ) = L where each filter is finite or its complement is finite. Let m1 be the length
of a longest word occurring in a finite filter of the network N and let m2 be the length of
a longest word occurring in the complement of an infinite filter of the network N . Further,
let m = max{m1 , m2 } be the maximum of these two lengths.
Any word of length at least m+1 can be communicated to another node only by passing infinite
filters. For any such word, also every permutation goes the same way (it is too long for passing
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the finite filters and too long for not passing the infinite filters). A substitution or insertion of a
letter in a permutation yields the same words as first substituting or inserting a letter and then
permuting the words. Thus, as long as the network N does not apply deleting rules, it works
on a word with at least m + 1 letters in the same way as on every permutation of it. Hence,
especially the word am b is accepted if and only if also the word am 1 ba is accepted. Since this
contradicts L(N ) = L, at some moment during the computation, a deleting rule is applied (a
deletion which reduces the original length and, hence, which e↵ects the original input words –
possibly after some substitution). Let us consider the two words w1 = am b and w2 = am 1 ba as
input words. If that letter will be deleted which was originally the b and all other operations
regarding the letters a before are applied in both words w1 and w2 at the same positions,
then the computations on the words w1 and w2 lead to the same word. If, in continuation, the
word w1 is accepted then also w2 is accepted which is a contradiction. If the considered deletion
e↵ects a letter which was originally an a, then we consider that permutation of w1 for which the
deleting rule is applied to the first letter a and that permutation of w2 for which the deleting
rule is applied to the last letter a and all other operations before took place in w1 and w2 at
the same positions with respect to the letter b. Then the computations lead also to the same
word. If later the word w1 is accepted then also w2 is accepted which is a contradiction. Since
the input word w1 is accepted at the end of one of these computations, also the input word w2
will be accepted. By this contradiction, we obtain that a network with nilpotent filters cannot
accept the language L. Thus, we also have L 2
/ A(NIL).
2
Lemma 3.11 For any natural number i
2, let Vi be an alphabet with i pairwise di↵erent
letters: Vi = {a1 , a2 , . . . , ai }. Further, let Fi be the following language over the alphabet Vi+1 :
Fi =

i+1
[

k=1

Then Fi 2 A(FIN ) \
Proof. Let i
Lemma 2.5.

A(RLPi ).

{a2k
k }.

2 be a natural number. Since Fi is a finite language, we have Fi 2 A(FIN ) by

Assume that Fi 2 A(RLPi ) holds. Then there is an ANEP N = (Vi+1 , U, N1 , . . . , Nn , E, ni , no )
with L(N ) = Fi and where every filter is generated by a right-linear grammar with at most i
⇤
rules. If the input and output node coincide (ni = no ), then the language Vi+1
is accepted
which contradicts the assumption L(N ) = Fi . Hence, the input and output node are di↵erent.
By distinguishing the possibilities for the type of the input node, one obtains a contradiction in
every case (if the input node has no rules, then more than i rules are necessary for generating
the output filter of the input node; if the input node has deletion, insertion, or substitution
rules, then also more than i rules are necessary for generating the output filter of the input node
or the network accepts words which do not belong to the language Li ). Hence, the assumption
is wrong. Therefore, we obtain Fi 2
/ A(RLPi ).
2
We now prove the incomparability results.
Theorem 3.12 Every family A(MON ), A(COMM ), A(REG Z1 ), and A(CIRC ) is incomparable to A(RL1i )
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Proof. Due to the relations A(MON ) = A(COMM ) = A(REG Z1 ) and A(COMM ) ⇢ A(CIRC ),
it suffices to show that there is a language which belongs to the set A(MON ) \ A(RLP1 ) and
that there is a language in the set A(RLP1 ) \ A(CIRC ).
From Lemma 3.6 with L2 = {a1 }⇤ [ {a2 }⇤ , we know that L2 2 A(MON ) but L2 2
/ A(RLP2 )
P
and, by Theorem 3.7, we also have L2 2
/ A(RL1 ).
A witness language for the other case is L = {ab} for which the relation L 2 A(RLP1 )\A(CIRC )
was proven in Lemma 3.9.
2
Theorem 3.13 Each of the families A(FIN ), A(MON ), A(COMM ), A(REG Z1 ), A(NIL),
and A(CIRC ) is incomparable to every family A(RLPi ) for i 2.
Proof.
Due to the equality A(MON ) = A(COMM ) = A(REG Z1 ) and the inclusion relations A(FIN ) ⇢ A(NIL), A(COMM ) ⇢ A(CIRC ), and A(RLPi ) ⇢ A(RLPi+1 ) for all i 1, it
suffices to show that the following sets are not empty: A(MON )\A(RLPi ) and A(FIN )\A(RLPi )
for i 2 as well as A(RLP2 ) \ A(NIL) and A(RLP2 ) \ A(CIRC ).
According to Lemma 3.6, we have Li 2 A(MON ) \ A(RLPi ) for all i 2 which proves the first
case. From Lemma 3.11 follows that Fi 2 A(FIN ) \ A(RLPi ) for all i
2 which proves the
second case. The last two cases follow from Lemma 3.10 with the witness language L = {a}⇤ {b},
for which it was shown L 2 A(RLP2 ) \ (A(NIL) [ A(CIRC )).
2

4.

Conclusions

We have investigated accepting networks of evolutionary processors where the filters belong to
subregular language families which are defined by restricting the resources needed for generating
or accepting them. We have inserted the newly defined language families into the hierachy of
language families obtained by using languages of other subregular families as filters which was
published in [10]. The hierarchy with the new results is shown in Figure 2.
Theorem 4.1 The relations shown in Figure 2 hold.
In [7], generating networks of evolutionary processors were investigated where the filters are
ideals or special codes. In [17], generating networks of evolutionary processors were considered
where the filters are determined by restricting resources. In [6], the two hierarchies obtained in
the aforementioned papers were inserted into each other.
The first results on accepting networks of evolutionary processors where the filters are ideals
or special codes were obtained by Jürgen Dassow (unpublished so far). It would be a natural
continuation to compare those language families obtained there to the ones obtained here, as
we have done in the generating case ([6]).

ANEPS WITH RESOURCES RESTRICTED FILTERS

3.7

A(RLPn )
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RE = A(REG) = A(PS ) = A(NC ) = A(ORD)
= A(DEF ) = A(UF ) = A(SUF )
3.1
3.2
= A(COMB ) = A(RLVi )i 1 = A(REG Zi )i 2
A(NIL)

A(CIRC )

3.7

..
.

A(FIN )

3.7

A(RLP2 )

3.5

A(MON ) = A(COMM )
3.3
= A(REG Z1 )

3.7

A(RLP1 )
Figure 2: Hierarchy of language families by ANEPs with filters from subregular families. An arrow
from a language family X to a language family Y stands for the proper inclusion X ⇢ Y . If two
families X and Y are not connected by a directed path, then the families are incomparable. The
labels at the arrows or equality signs refer to the theorems where the respective relation is shown.
The other relations were proven in [10].
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